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The Sarah Chapters

Foreword

In 1986, around the time when Stephen King wrote his best seller IT, a now-forgotten
little girl called Theresa appeared on our television screens. She told a chilling story of abuse,
rape, occult rites and human sacrifice. This came amidst a flood of similar tales that swept
across Great Britain, Europe and the United States. The sceptics dubbed it the Satanic Panic
and it rang the morbid bells of hell for all that reeked of evil. Pandora’s Box was opened and
before it could be shut, thousands of horror stories of Satanic Ritual Abuse flooded from its
gaping, bloody jaws. The secret was out. What everyone thought to be old wives tales that
kept children indoors after dark, was suspected of being real; as real as the nine o’ clock news
and scarier than the white-faced Michael Myers from the old Halloween flicks.
Satanic Ritual Abuse is not a new phenomenon; it is not a symptom of the Decadent
West. It is an observable fact that is as old as man, as old as the eternal fight between Good
and Evil. Evil has been an integral part of this world for as long as Good has inhabited it. It
is always there, the opposing force to all things good and you can name it what you like;
Satan, the devil, the dark force, a luciferic consciousness, yang; it is all the same thing,
always with the same goal in mind and its goal is to destroy good and to create chaos.
The truth is that many stories of SRA were later proved to be fabricated. It is also
true that because of the hype, many people were tried and convicted and were sent to jail and
are still in jail today, for crimes they probably did not commit. Yet, amidst the chaos, there

were the stories that rang true; true above all for the victims. Not all could be attributed to
mass hysteria or false or implanted memories. Not all could be dismissed as hoaxes.
These cases and their very real victims raise awkward questions. Questions like why
so many people and organizations spend so much time, effort and money to discredit the
victims of child abuse? Why does an entire organization (the False Memory Syndrome
Foundation) have to exist in order to prove the memories of child abuse victims to be false?
Why does the FBI find it necessary to have someone on its payroll for the last twenty years to
dispel Satanic Ritual Abuse as a myth?
Draw closer that box labelled SRA, take off the lid and look inside. You will find all
of these in here. You will find a host of documented cases all with similar stories, similar
descriptions and similar allegations. You will also find many reams of paper and gigabytes
of data dedicated to dispelling the evidence of the innocents as imaginings and hoaxes. You
will find all of those and more and you will find that it is covered by an ominous feeling that
all cannot be fantasy. Evil is alive and well on Planet Earth, it exists and beware; the eaters of
our children are in our midst.
And even if we challenge the contents of that box, we cannot deny that children are
abused by adults; in the most horrific ways; every day. It is for those children that Sarah
stands up and raises her voice. Now may be time to raise yours too.
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PART ONE

They sacrificed their sons and their daughters to demons.
They shed innocent blood, the blood of their sons and
daughters, whom they sacrificed to the idols of Canaan,
and the land was desecrated by their blood. They defiled
themselves by what they did; by their deeds, they
prostituted themselves.
Bible, NIV, Psalm 106:37-39

CHAPTER ONE

It was hellish dark in the closet and so quiet, you could hear a pin drop. To the little
blonde girl sitting on the broom closet floor, it felt like an aeon has slipped away since the
door slammed shut so hard that the whole little house rattled in its coat of flaky paint, though
not more than fifteen minutes could have passed. Yet she remained frozen in the same spot
where she had flung herself with force a few minutes ago, her eyes wide as a possum’s,
drinking in every plausible pinhole of light the darkness may offer. The little boy clamped
between her legs have long since given up the struggle and the only way she knew he was
still alive was the warmness of his breath against her fingers where she held them tightly over
his mouth. Hot perspiration on her upper lip mixed with snot and she longed to wipe it away
but she dared not let go of him; not until she knew it was safe to do so. Her ears ached from
the strain of listening; listening for any sound that would provide a possible report on the
status of the situation on the other side of the door. All she heard was silence and more
silence, raging like the song of a thousand cicadas in her head. Then, it came; a single
sorrowful sob, a solitary suck of air through a wracked throat, a sound so sickening, yet so
familiar to Sarah. The sound that provided the required status report, the sound that said,
soon, everything will return to normal.
Then suddenly there were more sobs and her mother screamed, “Why me, Mother?
What did I do to deserve this?” As she broke down and cried, she pummelled the threadbare
blue-grey carpet covering the wooden floor desperately with her fists until her sobs subsided,
giving way to silence once more. Sarah did not understand those words, as they had nothing
to do with the preceding commotion, but she had heard them many times before. Only then
did Sarah release her grip on Davey, giving him space to move and to breathe. The toddler
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wriggled around and wrapped his arms tightly around Sarah’s neck, crying softly and
searching for every little bit of comfort he could find in his sister’s smell. Sarah rose from
the cupboard floor, clutching Davey against her body and felt for the doorknob in the
darkness. She found it and prayed that Bob would not return too soon. Perhaps he will not
return at all and it could be just the three of them again. But instinctively she knew, no
sooner will Bob be gone and there will be another. Before Bob, it was Butch, before Butch, it
was Earl, before Earl, it was the guy who looked like he posed for pictures of the abominable
snowman and before him, names and faces convoluted like the rivulets down a mountain side
that fed the unstoppable roaring river in the valley down below. For Glenda did not possess
the strength to be on her own, not with having to provide for two snot-noses to boot and soon
found another man when she lost one. Sarah stepped out of the darkness carrying Davey like
a shield and into the mess that a few minutes ago passed as a lounge room. The couch was
turned upside down, the small stained and scratched wooden table lay defeated in a corner
with a broken leg and the lamp lay broken next to it. There amongst the mess, half-sitting
against a faded blue wall with a trail of fresh blood next to her head where her nose struck it,
sat Glenda, her eyes as empty as the cupboards in a deserted farmhouse. Sarah did what she
always did. She sat beside her mother, cradling the sad woman’s head in her small lap,
trailing her fingers though her stringy blonde hair, so like her own, and softly singing the only
lullaby she knew.
*******************
Later, Glenda stood on the porch with a cigarette clutched between the gingercoloured fag-fingers of her left hand. Smoke trailed through the still afternoon air. Muggy
weather, her mother would have called it. Oppressive, stifling and windless air, that left your
skin hot and sticky. Days like this made her long for the coast and a fresh cool wind blowing

in over the waves, course sand crunching beneath her bare feet, gently rasping away at the
thick skin of her heels, the result of too many sandal-days. She would walk the entire length
of the beach every day, just south of the tide-line so that the cold water brought by the
gentlest waves would run over her feet, causing her hair to stand on end and chills of pleasure
to run down her spine. She would look out over the ocean like a young woman looking
towards the horizon, waiting for the return of her lover’s yacht. She would build sandcastles
with Davey and tan for hours with Sarah and they would wear big old sunglasses and huge
straw hats and they would look oh-so-Brighton, you’d never think they weren’t locals! She
sneered at her daydream, one she had dreamt so many times before. But reality was different.
Reality was very different. It was time for Glenda to make a change; no, make many
changes. She had to get out of hole she called life and make something happen. She didn’t
know where, she didn’t know when, but she knew, she had to go.
That bitch.
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11 October 1979
It was that torrid summer when little Sarah turned six and her mother took her and
Davey to stay with Nan. She had no way of knowing that each turn of the wheel brought her
closer to that which she was to learn to fear the most. But as she gazed down at Davey’s
scared little face, al she was concerned about was keeping him calm and quiet and under the
radar of the occupants of the front seat.
“Hey, Bob, open yer window a bit. I can’t stand this heat no more!”
Half-asleep behind the wheel, Bob grumbled ‘bitch’ under his breath, but heeded grudgingly
and a thin crack appeared above the driver’s window.
“Damn! Sod this heat! When’re you going t’get off your lazy bum and find us a car
with air-conditionin’ like all bleedin’ decent people should be drivin’ in?” His fists clenched
around the steering wheel in response, paling the already faded LOVE and HATE tattoos on
his knuckles.
“Y’know, you’re a real prick y’know Bob. Know what I mean? Look at you! Bleedin’
Black Sabbath t-shirt with no bleedin’ sleeves! What’re you thinking, man? We’re going to
see me Mother, for Chrissake! And look at yer jeans, man. Th’ least you could’ve done was
to put on a clean pair; I mean, you’ve worn that one with the tear in the crotch now for two
straight bleedin’ weeks! Bloody hell man, know what I mean? How’m I goin’ to impress the
old bitch with a sorry sod like you in tow?”
Instead of wasting a lungful of air on an answer, Bob belched; bad breath mixed with the
smell of stale tobacco and sweat and hung like a sour cloud in the sweltering interior of the
car. He just hung onto the wheel like a clapped-out bat, pretending not to have heard. On the

backseat the boy with the blond curls moved in his sleep and his sister instinctively squeezed
his arm.
“There! Turn left! Left!” Glenda shouted. The car swayed and Bob swore under his
breath. Pale blue eyes peered into the sun from underneath strands of filthy hair making a
concentrated effort to recognize the house where she was born and raised. A dog barked halfheartedly at the intrusion in his street but soon gave up. The house where the old car came to
a halt proffered stark paving stones instead of flowers. Sarah stared with great big eyes at the
ivy-covered walls of the house with the raven roof tiles that piled one on top of the other, in
an attempt to cover up whatever skulked inside. Tightly drawn drapes, the colour of old
grapes, darkened the windows.
“Now you two snot-noses behave yourselves, you hear?” Glenda screeched from the
front seat. The three-year-old Davey stirred in his sleep. Sarah squeezed his arm again, afraid
that he might cry. The result of him crying earlier for a little cola would still be visible for
days on his body. Mr. Black Sabbath stopped the car, pulled the ‘whining brat’ over the seat
and let loose one of his famous violent fits of rage ‘to teach him a lesson and to shut him the
fuck up!’ He then flung Davey back across the seat where he crumpled onto the floor. Sarah
retrieved him quietly from amongst spent cola cans and fast food wrappings and cradled him
in her lap.
The two dirt-clad occupants in the front seat got out of the car. The man stretched;
then farted loudly.
“Bob! You arsehole, you want to wake up the entire bleedin' place? Behave yourself,
you prick!” the woman said.
“Fuck you and your brats, Bitch. What’ll happen to the world if a man can’t even fart
when’er he wants to?” he retorted.
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Glenda glared at him while straightening her clothes and said, “Well, here goes nothing, and I
swear I’ll kill you bed-pissers if you so much as make a wrong sound!” She turned and led
the shabby party up the paved garden path and up the four steps to the narrow porch where
she rang the doorbell with a trembling finger. It echoed through the insides of the house as if
it had a hard time finding its way through a maze of empty halls. It took a long while for
Glenda’s fidgeting to be rewarded with the sound of approaching footsteps. Then the dark
door opened without a sound.
A bulky woman filled the doorframe. She carried half a century on her face and had
broad shoulders from which hung an immense bosom. A permanent scowl marred her brow
and her nostrils flared at the sight of her daughter. Sarah stared at the old woman from where
she cringed behind her mother. Suddenly she felt embarrassed. Nan was large, clean and neat
and she was small, dirty and dishevelled.
“What in the Devil’s name brings you here?” Icicles formed in the air.
“Aw Ma! Why’re you like this! No ‘allo fer ye long lost daughter?”
The woman in the doorway just stared coldly at her.
“This here is Bob, Ma ... he’s American ...” she tried. The flick of her oily head was
followed by the icy glare of the older woman. When she realized that her question was not
about to elicit any response, she continued nervously, “I need a favour, Ma. Me an’ Bob ...
we’ve got to go to Blackpool, and we can’t take the kids along. This is bus’ness, and we’re
‘opin’ me an’ Bob can get reg’lar jobs out of it. The kids could spoil it for us. Please Ma, just
for a couple a’ days. The kids won’t be any trouble. They know ‘ow to be’ave themselves an’
Sarah’ll look after Davey. They won’t be any trouble. ‘onest!”
Bob nudged Glenda nervously in the small of her back and she quickly said, “Neither of us’as
been workin’ for a while and we need the dough.”

Nan’s nose twitched at the slang word. She looked at “the kids” as if to absorb all about them
in one swoop of the eye. Her eyes came to rest on Sarah; the look lingered, but only for a
moment.
“I haven’t seen you in nine years! What makes you think you can come here and
dump your spawn on my doorstep, just like that!” Her eyes spat fire.
“Ma! They're your flesh'n blood ye know, and I really need this break ...”
“My flesh and blood? My flesh and blood? You dare call them my flesh and blood
when you don’t even know who their goddamned fathers are? The day you left my house to
go screwing under the bright city lights you ceased to be anything of mine. So don’t throw
the results of your whoring in my face and call them my flesh and blood!”
Her hoarse voice travelled through the still afternoon like a gypsy caravan. Mister Black
Sabbath seemed to have lost all of his bravado and fidgeted nervously behind Glenda.
“I didn’t go awhorin'; you forced me t’ leave this house! You an' your sick ...”
“Shut your mouth missy. Don’t talk about things you know nothing about. There was
a place for you, and you spurned it!”
The two children watched their mother fight with the colossus of an old woman for
what seemed to be forever before Nan finally gave in and said, “Fine, leave the kids here
then. You go get a job but be back to get them or else ...”
The stare between Nan and her daughter completed the sentence and Nan stepped aside to
open a gap large enough for the two small children to enter. Mister Black Sabbath visibly
shied away from the opening that was created as if he expected demons to charge from it and
tear him to bloody pieces. Glenda pushed the children roughly through the gap and into the
gloomy old house; Mister-not-so-brave-anymore-Black-Sabbath dumped a small suitcase at
the old woman’s feet.
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Four small eyes blinked to adjust to the house’s musty insides. The kitchen door
stared at them from the dim rear of the house and dark wood furniture crouched in a dining
room to their left. Dark wood panels sucked in all light that touched the walls and scowling
demons lurked in the shadows on the stairs. Wolf-like monsters crept around the ceiling and
the four small eyes grew bigger and bigger with every beat of their thundering hearts.
Instinctively Glenda knew afternoon tea was out of the question. She said, “Thanks,
Mother, knew I could count on ye. We’ll pick'em up on Tuesday, promise!” Bob stumbled
backward a step and almost fell off the porch in his hurry to follow Glenda to the car.
“And don’t give yer Nan any crap or I’ll have yer hides when I gets back!”
Nan stared after her daughter and let her leave without saying goodbye.
The jalopy at the kerb coughed twice and then decided it was probably best to get
away from there as quickly as possible. It hurriedly moved away in slow motion, the interior
filled with angry gesticulations. Sarah would never know whether it was just Bob attempting
to regain his composure or whether it was because Glenda had not asked Nan for any money,
but whatever the reason, it became the most unimportant thing in the world, the second she
crossed the threshold.

CHAPTER TWO

The large door shut. Two furrows burrowed busily between the eyes that stared down at
Sarah and Davey mightily from on high. The huge face was a dirty pink and framed in grey;
nostrils quivering like the death spasms of a hooked and clobbered barracuda. Davey’s gaze
only reached as far as the humungous heaving breasts. Up and down they heaved as she
breathed in and out. Suddenly the lines disappeared and the eyes rolled as if they were unable
to provide the brain behind them with a solution as to the dilemma that stared up at her with
wide eyes.
“Follow me,” Nan ordered, then grabbing a ghoul behind the neck, heaved herself up
the stairs. Two pairs of tiny feet followed gingerly in her creaking footsteps.
The shiniest thing in the dark corridor at the top of the stairs was the brass doorknob in
Nan’s hand.
“This is your room.” She stared down at Davey. The little boy protested silently as
his sister pushed him gently inside and placed the small suitcase on the bed. The bed sat
huddled against the wall; the pillow wrapped under darkness like the corpse of an infant.
Sarah walked over to the window and heaved aside the musty covering. Pale sunlight entered
the room and turned everything it touched an olivy-green; the bed, the nightstand, the
cushions on the rickety chair in the corner.
“Close that curtain!” boomed Nan’s voice.
“But it’s still light ...”
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“Close it!” the old woman shouted again and Sarah jerked the mustiness back over the
opening, turning around to face her Nan through the gloominess of Davey’s new room.
Davey tried his best to blend in with the olive bedspread.
“Sorry Nan ...” the little girl started, but was cut off again by the old woman’s loud
voice.
“Here you will do only what I tell you to do and when I tell you to do it. Nothing
more, no less. This is my house and if you are going to stay here, it shall be by my rules.”
Dark eyes smouldered inches from Sarah’s and Nan’s breath smelled faintly of peppermint
and hospital disinfectant. She started to sink to the floor but a large hand shoved her roughly
to one side. Calmly the old woman opened the curtains, allowing the pale sunlight she
shunned moments ago to once again turn the room to olive. She peered out the window for a
few moments and then turned around.
“Now, let’s go have a look at your room, shall we?” and with that she left the two
wide-eyed children huddled against the olive coloured bed to follow her or not.

That evening, Sarah lay in her new bed listening to Davey’s sobs coming from down the
corridor until deep into the night; but Nan preferred closed doors and his remained shut as it
would every night for the remainder of their stay with Nan. Sarah knew instinctively she had
to be afraid. A new house, a new room, a new bed and a new Nan she never knew before. A
new dread crept from the murky depths where the little girl kept her secrets and perched itself
proudly on the very top of her soul.

CHAPTER THREE

The place in the house that Sarah feared the most was the cellar. A door in the kitchen opened
onto a small wooden landing, from which a staircase led down into the darkness. The floor
down there was always cold and wet; the walls were rough and damp. The only source of
light was a single bare electric bulb, suspended from a cord in the ceiling. The switch for this
light was kitchen-side and for Nan’s exclusive use. Locking Sarah in the cellar was a
favourite means of punishment, and so she spent many long hours in the cold clammy place;
but no light; not ever. There, the demons of her mind came to life and crept around in the
utter darkness, their hot breath blowing on her; slithering; leaving slimy trails on the dirty
floor. Sometimes they would brush against her and she would scream and stumble aimlessly,
bumping into forgotten, shapeless objects. Eventually, when exhausted, she would crouch
against a wall hugging her knees, crying and shivering, wishing she had a light or perhaps a
fire. Yes! A fire by which she could see the monsters, and with which she could burn them all
to hell so they would leave her alone to suffer in peace.
“Sarah, Sarah, where are you!” a far-off sounding voice drifted towards her as if in a
vacuum.
“What do you want? Go away! I don’t want you near me!” the little girl shouted from
her dark hiding place. She knew what it was. It was the white jelly monster. It was creeping
along the slimy floor with its bloated worm-like body; contracting and expanding as it went.
It shimmered faintly in the dark and its mouth was an ugly black protrusion like a rotten,
broken-off tree limb filled with hundreds of tiny, black, razor sharp teeth.
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“You can’t escape me Sarah ... I’m coming for you!” the voice drifted towards her
again. Sarah could hear its slither; slither, slither, along the floor. It was coming closer. She
jumped up and darted blindly into the darkness, away from where she thought she heard the
sound. A hard object hit her in the chest and threw her backwards onto the floor. She cried
out and clutched her chest where it hurt. Her back grazed on the rough wall as it bit through
the thin fabric of her dress. One of her nails broke as she gripped the wall behind her. She
noticed none of these things – it was coming (slither, slither) – she could hear its rasping
breath; a warm and horrible smell; blowing in her direction. She jumped up again and
managed about four paces before slamming headlong into a wall. A bolt of white pain shot
through her left knee as she crumpled to the floor in a miserable heap of dirt, tears and
anguish. She sobbed uncontrollably. She crawled to the wall, adding new injuries to herself.
The thing slithered closer; she could smell its breath; like wet dead leaves. Fear ran down her
spine like rows of racing ants. Somewhere behind her an object started to rattle sounding like
the clatter of many teeth. The white jelly monster was closing in on her exposed back. Sarah
crawled closer to the wall, her eyes shut tightly despite the impenetrable darkness.
The electric bulb suspended from the ceiling exploded in a burst of sparks. She
screamed loudly, cowering against the comfortless wall. The rattling behind her became
increasingly menacing. She could now feel the dank breath blowing on her neck. Old
forgotten jam jars fell off their shelves and crashed onto the floor somewhere behind her.
Warm urine soaked Sarah’s white socks where she crouched in the dirt, and seeped into her
shoes. In her mind’s eye she could see the monster lurch forward with its wide -open mouth
ready to devour her.
“No, no, no ...” she moaned, banging her head against the rough wall. Blood seeped
from a wound on her forehead and ran down her face, mixing with her warm tears. Then she

crumpled forward and fell into oblivion. Behind her, a few more old jars crashed to the floor
and then the rattling stopped. Where the broken jars once stood, black rings were burnt into
the white paint of the shelves, and dirty smoke arose from them that penetrated the mouldy
air in the cellar.
Hours later the door at the top of the stairs opened and a shaft of light penetrated the
darkness. Flick, flick, flick, flick, - the light refused to come on. Then the old woman
descended the steps accompanied by a man. She carried a torch, the light of which bobbed up
and down as she came down the staircase. Halfway down, she stopped. The beam travelled
upwards to the ceiling and found the electric cord from where the light bulb should have
hung. Then it fell to the floor and came to rest on the remains of the exploded light bulb just
long enough for a frown to form between Nan’s eyes. The beam swung around in
uncoordinated arcs; it came to rest on Sarah where she lay motionless against the wall, but
only for a moment, before it continued bobbing along its path down the stairs. The man
followed Nan through the darkness to the furthest end of the cellar where a low wooden door
appeared in the beam of the flashlight. Nan removed a key from her pocket and unlocked the
door. The pair ducked inside and the door closed behind them.
A while later a low droning sound awoke Sarah from her troubled slumber. She heard
voices; voices chanting in a strange language. The sharp smell of urine caused her to wrinkle
her nose and she stood up out of the cold puddle that had formed around her legs. Droplets
clung to her legs and dress, and her socks were soaked with the yellow fluid. Nan was going
to tear her hide for pissing in her pants; she just knew it. The voices were strange yet
somehow familiar. As if in a trance she followed the sound, feeling her way with one hand
against the wall. Then she saw streaks of light falling through cracks in a door against the far
wall. She crept forward quietly, fear engraved on her forehead. Her eyes were wide open,
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absorbing every speck of light that came through the wooden slats of the door as if it was
water to a dying man in the desert. She came to a halt with one hand touching the door and
listened. There were two voices, a man’s and a woman’s. The woman’s voice sounded like
Nan only it was chanting in a strange language. The sound of the voices rose and fell to a
hypnotic beat. Mesmerised, Sarah placed her face against the door, and peered through the
widest of the cracks. Black-painted ceiling and walls disappeared in the shadows; on the floor
a red five-pointed star; against the far wall a black altar with a goat’s head hanging over it;
and on it a naked Nan with a silver cup balanced between her breasts. Strange symbols
floated in and out of Sarah’s vision as if swimming towards her from the darkened walls;
books on a low table and a knife in the man’s hand. Black candles stood on the corners of the
altar and a human skull stared at her with blank black eyes. The man was dressed in a black
cloak, and a cape shrouded his head in darkness. Ghostly shadows circled above his head
against the ceiling. Black and Red, Black and Red, everything was Black and Red. Sarah’s
heart raced and her legs felt weak. None of these things made any sense to her. ‘Get out! Get
out!’ her mind shouted, but her feet were glued to the spot. Something else beckoned from
the flickering light; it was the cat’s head. Mr. Jack’s head on a spike! She started to shake
uncontrollably and tears flooded her eyes. Mr. Jack! Nan! What was this? What was going
on? The glazed-over eyes of the black cat stared at Sarah, its mouth wide open as if in a fierce
growl. The beloved kitty of old Mr. Henderson next door – dead – murdered. Suddenly the
old woman stopped mid-chant and jerked her head up, staring at the door. The man also
stopped. They had heard her! She had to get away! She was unable to move and she could not
take her eyes off Nan’s. The old woman got up from the altar, the silver chalice rattling
across the floor and spilling its contents. Two strides got her to the door and she flung it open.

Red eyes glared down at Sarah through the darkness and the old woman growled deep in her
throat.
“What are you doing here? What do you think you are doing here?” She screamed and
grabbed Sarah by a handful of hair. She yanked the girl off her feet and into the chamber. The
man backed out of the way.
“Please Nan, I’m sorry, please let me go!” She knew instinctively that she was in a
lot of trouble. The old woman shook her angrily by the hair and slammed her backwards into
the wall. Stars exploded behind her eyes. Then Nan jerked her forward again and lifted her
off her feet by her hair. Sarah screamed in agony and felt her scalp give way. The old woman
slapped her across the face.
“Pissed yourself again, you little stinker!” she screamed.
“I didn’t mean to! I didn’t mean to! O please, I didn’t mean to!” Sarah wailed. She
swung by her hair like a rag doll, hands flailing in the air. Nan dropped her and she crumpled
like a bundle of rags at the old woman’s feet. Nan shoved her towards the man, lifting her
with one foot.
“Here, teach this ninny a lesson she’ll never forget, so she’ll never spy on people ever
again!” spittle dribbled off her triple chin. The man picked Sarah up by her hair with a single
swoop. She hung in front of his face, which was covered with a black leather mask with a
closed zipper for a mouth. He ripped her dress from her body. It fell in rags from his hand.
Sarah was limp with fear. She had lost one shoe in the commotion and her wet sock hung
from her foot like a dead fish. He dropped her on the stone slab and laughed out loud. Sarah
drew up her legs to hide her nakedness and cowered on the smooth rock. He opened his black
cloak to reveal a hideous-looking thing. He caressed it in one hand. Sarah had never seen
anything like it before but instinctively knew it meant to hurt her. With his other hand he
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reached out and slapped Sarah across the face. The crown of a fat black-stoned ring left a trail
of blood across her cheek. She fell backwards and he pinned her to the rock with one hand.
He was strong and the rock bit into her back.
“Not like that, I am saving her for him,” the old woman said. The man grunted and
turned Sarah on her stomach with a swift lift-fling-and-roll. Then he bent over her, the
flowing folds of his black cape hiding the shame of his crime. From deep within Sarah a
wave of searing heat ebbed and flooded the tiny chamber. The heat wave contracted into a
ball and hit the cloaked man in the chest like a battering ram. He flew backwards, his breath
leaving his lungs with a hiss. Sarah curled up in a ball, her eyes tightly shut. She did not see
the looks of astonishment in the eyes of Nan and her companion. The heat formed a barrier
from floor to ceiling, barring Sarah from the reach of Nan and her raging companion. He
jumped towards her, but was flung back violently by the searing heat, bouncing off it like a
rubber ball. He tried again, but failed. Everything became quiet. Sarah opened her eyes.
Slowly the heat receded from the chamber. The faces of the man and the old woman were
drenched in fear. When the old woman gathered her wits, she grabbed Sarah by an arm and
pulled her from the small room. She dragged her deep into the darkness of the cellar, the
girl’s limp legs scraping against the floor. Finally she dropped her and leaned her exhausted
bulk heavily against the wall. Later the cellar door slammed and did not open again for
another twenty-four hours. Sarah was seven years old.

CHAPTER FOUR

“Come along Sarah, go get Davey, we don’t want to be late.” Nan rearranged her
knitted shawl draped over her shoulders for the umpteenth time. She twirled around in front
of the big old mirror in the hallway like an obese ballerina. You could never call Nan a slob,
Sarah thought. She never left the house with a single hair out of place. Sarah hurried up the
stairs to Davey’s bedroom. Davey played on the floor with an old doll that he had unearthed
from a cupboard. He was pretending the doll was naughty and was giving it a hiding.
“Davey, what are you doing? Nan’s waiting!” Davey looked up from where he lustily
spanked the doll, shaking it around.
“Where are we going, Sarah?”
“To the Castle Ninny, how could you forget?” She smiled fondly at the blond boy.
“Oh yes! It’s today!” he yelled. He turned his attention to the doll. “Now you just stay
in your room until I get back! Then you’ll see what I do to bad children!” he shouted. Sarah
cringed and grabbed Davey’s jersey, took him by the hand and led him down the stairs to
where Nan waited impatiently on the front porch.
“Come on!” she urged as they emerged from the door. You two really know how to
dally! If I’d the time, I‘d give you a good spanking, the pair of you!” Nan yelled, and gave
Davey a nasty pinch on the neck that caused him to shriek in shock. He bit his lower lip to
fight back the tears and Sarah squeezed his arm lightly for support as she helped him into the
back seat of Nan’s old car.
**********
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That piece of the earth on which the children of Woburn suffered, was ancient and
drenched with blood. The sleepy village had been the playground of the Dukes of Bedford
and their Russell kin since 1547. But long before that time, Woburn was old; and then some.
Here, many men fell, women bore children and through the ages the children suffered. Their
blood fed the hungry earth and was demanded aplenty. In the winter of 959 a band of Saxons
rode through Woburn’s muddy streets that wound through rows of pitiful wood and straw
cottages. The men saw filthy children invested with vermin and the blue of deprivation and
hunger around their mouths. They saw hags who had to suck the juices from putrid meat for
they had no teeth and no fire to cook it with; they saw men, wracked with disease and famine.
It was vile, thus they burnt it all. Almost two hundred years later, men of God came to this
place. They built a Church and set about administering to their newly found flock. They
administered punishment in the form of floggings, torture, burnings, drownings and hangings,
all the while administering the word of God right alongside. Their administrations were so
vile that the Lord sent a great fire and curbed their labours for a while. In the embrace of
desolation that came to inhabit the land after the destruction, an oak seedling found refuge
and grew undisturbed for a hundred years before the cursed land relented and a new flock of
humans arrived. They built houses of wood and cut straw for roofs. The sowed and
harvested, hunted and revelled in life as filthy as the dung that they used for the floors of their
houses. The men drank and revelled. They courted the devil, they whored with their women
and the children suffered. All the while the Oak watched. It watched until the day they
hanged the man with the white frock and the wooden cross around his neck from its lowest
branch. Then famine came across the land, it wore a black cloak and it carried a scythe that
glimmered viciously in the black of night. It harvested the lost souls of Woburn once again
to make way for a new breed, the breed of pomp and silk and title. And these men came,

with their gold and their silver, their silk and their finery, titles meticulously inscribed on
parchment and signed by their King. When they came, of all that went before, nothing
remained, only the big old Oak. There in its shade they rested their horses and ate their fill.
“Here is a good place, here we will build our home”; and so they did and the old Oak endured
and still, the children suffered.

But of all this Sarah and Davey knew nothing. They saw cobblestone streets lined
with quaint little double storey shops selling everything from lace and niknaks to candy and
cold fizzy drinks in cans, the kind Nan never kept in the house. Many of the shops were old,
some as old as the Russells themselves and Sarah could imagine the ghosts of long-dead
shopkeepers peering at her from the shadows of their shops like eels peering from their
hiding places under rocks and in crevices, watching as she passed their ancient abodes in
Nan’s clunky old Morris, like a once magnificent Queen in a golden carriage, who visited this
town four-hundred years earlier, of whom she also knew absolutely nothing.
A short drive from the village where they lived, stood an imposing manor house. It
was the largest building for miles around and the children called it The Castle. It was an array
of turrets and spires and large old block buildings, some four stories high. All of these
together with rolling gardens were encircled by a high old stonewall broken by a single
arched entrance, guarded by an ancient oak tree. The way to the Manor House followed a
scenic route through the countryside. Neither Sarah nor Davey had ever been nearer to the
Castle than the road that runs past it and every now and again they craned their necks to try
and catch the first glimpse, whispering excitedly on the backseat. At last, after what felt like
forever, Davey shouted in glee, proclaiming the first glimpse of the Castle. At last Nan’s car
reached the gates. Two men in black tailcoats greeted them and waved them through the
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gates. The old black Morris laboured through the gates and up the drive, like a tired cow,
udder almost scraping the gravel, after a long day’s mastication in the field.
“Wow!” Davey whispered in awe.
Nan brought the old car to a halt in front of the porch. Large wooden doors gave
access to the main house and they were wide open, offering a view of a richly carpeted
staircase disappearing upwards and out of sight. On the porch, stood a man dressed in a tweed
jacket and riding boots. In his hand was a floppy cap and on his face was a big old smile. His
grey hair had long ago receded to such where it was now closer to the back of his head than
the front. Nan marched Sarah and Davey to the bottom of the stairs. She fretted with Sarah’s
frock and brushed her hair with her fingers. Sarah and Davey stared at the man with the
floppy cap in his hand as he towered above them. Although on level ground he would be
shorter than Nan, up there on the third step he was an imposing figure.
“This is Lord Crenshaw, children” said Nan in her sweetest voice. “Say hallo to his
Lordship, come on now.”
“Aha! Mrs. Winters.” smiled the man; interrupting the awkward moment for the
children “I am absolutely delighted to see you here and to make the acquaintance of your two
lovely grandchildren.” He produced two lollipops from nowhere, which the children
accepted shyly. Along with them they brought the faint aroma of tobacco.
“This must be young Master Davey,” he said and bent down extending his hand to
Davey. Davey shook his hand solemnly, his eyes not leaving the old man’s face for a single
moment. The old man turned his attention to Sarah. She was a perky nine years old with long
blonde hair, neatly combed and tied behind her head with a ribbon. Her white bobby socks
went all the way up to her knees, which peeked out cheekily from beneath the hem of her
yellow dress a few inches higher. Sarah could feel the man’s eyes roll over her body. She

could feel it linger on her hair, on her face and her legs. She felt them roll all the way up
again to the top of her head.
“And this must be young Lady Sarah,” he said after a long while. “How beautiful you
are; certainly in a few years your Grandmother will have the wildest time keeping the village
boys off her front porch.” He bent down towards her and his strange dark eyes bored deep
into her blue ones. She could smell the same faint aromatic tobacco of the lollipops on his
person. It permeated everything on him as if part of his aura. Sarah liked it and enjoyed the
strange way it tickled her nostrils. He held her gaze, and Sarah swam around aimlessly in his
deep dark eyes for a long while.
Then the spell was broken and Sarah tumbled out of those eyes and back onto the porch.
“Mrs. Winters, Doctor Dufour was looking for you earlier. I think he is in the library. Perhaps
you want to go and find him and I’ll show these two where the sweets and cakes are.” She
nodded and went inside the house. Lord Crenshaw took the children, one in each hand, and
walked them towards the garden. The garden was a buzzing beehive of commotion, with men
and women walking and talking amongst the beautiful flowerbeds, some sitting on low
benches and others at quaint round tables on the porch sipping tea. There was not a soul in
Woburn that would miss the opportunity to sip from Lord Crenshaw’s fine bone china
teacups and to indulge in his delicious cakes.
“I just love roses,” he said, “and horses. Do you like horses?” he asked the children.
“They’re just neat!” Davey said.
“I love horses. Do you have horses?” Sarah asked.
“O yes, I have many horses. I’ll show you a little later. They are racehorses, you
know. Perhaps you would like to ride one of them?” He brought the children to an empty
table on which stood tea things and a plate of cakes.
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“A Mrs. Wilcock from Yorkshire bakes these every year especially for my Open
Day,” Lord Crenshaw said. “You must try some, they’re delicious. Tea, Miss?” he asked
Sarah.
“O yes please sir,” she said in her most important voice. He poured her a cup.
“And for the young gentleman?” he asked Davey.
“I’d rather have some lemonade,” Davey said. “If you have ...” he added shyly.
“Most certainly!” Lord Crenshaw snapped his fingers at a passing waiter and said.
“Lemonade for young Master Davey here, please James.” The waiter hurried away towards
the house.
When Nan returned a while later, Sarah was sitting on Lord Crenshaw’s lap, hanging on his
every word.
“And have you lived here forever?” she heard Sarah ask.
“No, I lived in Canada most of my life, but my father did. You know, there was a man
who lived here three hundred years ago. He was killed by the King of England and this house
was burnt down to the ground.”
Sarah’s eyes widened. “Why did the King kill him then?” she asked.
“O, the King did not like him as he thought he was a naughty man. Anyway, my
Great-great-grandfather came from America and bought this place and rebuilt the house as
you see it today.”
“Wow!” Sarah exclaimed. “And how old is your Great-great-grandfather now?” Lord
Crenshaw laughed aloud. “He died a long time ago but if he still lived, he would be around ...
oh I guess ... about one hundred and eighty years old.” The old man laughed heartily. “Oooh,
I’m sure he would have just loved you,” he said and winked at Sarah conspiratorially.

“Come children, his Lordship is a busy man and today he has many guests. You have
to let him go now,” Nan interrupted. Sarah slid reluctantly off the old man's lap. She already
liked him very much, with his soft voice and tobacco smell.
Lord Crenshaw got up and said, “Well, Master and Lady Winters, I am delighted to have
made your acquaintance. Sarah, do come and look at the horses later. Come and fetch me if I
forget. You must see them.” He picked up his floppy cap and walked away towards the
house. Sarah stared after the man as he walked away. Her heart pumped so loud, that she was
sure Nan would clip her one on the ear any moment for making such an infernal noise. It was
filled with feelings of wonder and admiration, of appreciation and of being wanted. It was a
warm one and she liked it. As she watched the man with the floppy cap in his hand disappear
in the crowd, Sarah knew that she and Lord Crenshaw was going to be great friends.

HERE BE NAN THREATENING HER DAUGHTER

NEW CHAPTER
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CHAPTER FIVE

The royal blue dress that Nan brought Sarah for her tenth birthday had a large white bow at
the back and lots of lace and ribbons that looked like fairy-folk dancing down the front. Blue
was definitely Sarah’s colour, though in her heart it was a dreary grey. As time passed, her
mother’s harshness faded away and soon the few happy times was all that remained in her
heart. She missed her dearly. Sarah danced in her blue dress and paraded up and down the
stairs for Nan and Davey. Her little heart was happy for the moment but her soul pined for
her mother. Later that afternoon she asked Nan.
“When is Mommy coming to fetch us?” Nan’s face turned black at the mention of her
delinquent daughter.
“Never, if you’re lucky. That bitch never gave you the time of day. All you ever got
from her were bruises. Why should you be bothered with her now?” she growled.
That night Nan came to Sarah’s room and got into her bed. She wrapped her arms around the
little girl and said, “I’m your mother now.” She kissed her forehead and slowly undressed
her. Sarah could feel the naked bulk of Nan’s body beside hers. Sarah’s mind reeled; Nan’s
caresses were so new; so different to the beatings and the harsh hand she was used to. Nan’s
soft voice crooning sweet words in her ear was as unexpected as sunshine on a rainy day. A
part of her screamed that this was wrong and another part of her enjoyed every tingling touch,
every sweet utterance in her ear and joy rushed over all her senses simultaneously.
“Nan ...”
“Sshh my baby, I’m here, I’m here. I make the ghosts disappear.” Sarah’s mind
ignored the hands and concentrated on the soft caress and the sweet words in her ears. It felt

so good but it also felt so wrong. Wrong changed into different and different became okay.
Okay drove away the last remaining good thoughts of her mother. If all that she felt in her
short life was hate, then this gentleness of Nan must certainly be love.
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CHAPTER SIX

Life carried on regardless. Sarah went to school; Nan worked at the hospital; every year they
visited Lord Crenshaw on his Open-Day-Garden-Tea-Party, and Nan’s affections continued
to visit Sarah in the middle of the night in the darkness of her little bedroom. Of this Davey
knew nothing. In fact, no one knew anything about it. It was their secret. Nan said so, and so
it was.
Nan’s foul mood matched the wet sleet that rode on the icy wind. Sarah’s numb
fingers clutched desperately at the coal bucket’s handle as she pulled it up the stairs. Her
arms ached and spastic fingers clutched at her shoulders. The bucket clanged against the last
step and the handle broke loose from Sarah’s grip. The whole caboodle cascaded down the
stairs in a flood of black and metal. She froze in place; eyes glued to the backdoor, waiting
for it to fly open with Nan frothing on the other side. At first nothing happened; but then the
door slammed back and Nan breathed fire.
“You stupid sod!” she screamed. “Look at this bloody mess! Who do you think is
going to clean this up?!” She grabbed Sarah by the hair and dragged her into the warmth of
the kitchen where the dough spoon waited on the table. She grabbed it and hit Sarah over the
head and across the legs. Anger darkened her face as she screamed abuse and dragged her
towards the cellar door. Tears streamed from Sarah’s eyes. She hated the cellar. It was dark
and clammy and bitterly cold, especially on days like today.
“Not the cellar Nan, pleeasse! Not the cellar! I’ll clean up the coal, I promise! The
bucket slipped and ...!”

“Shuttup you lazy little bitch! You will go to the cellar when I say so, and I say so
now! Thirteen, and you can’t even carry a bucket of coal properly! What is to become of
you?” Nan wrenched back the cellar door and pushed Sarah into the dark hole, making her
stumble down the old rickety wooden stairs. She struck the cold wet floor below with a thud.
The door slammed before Sarah hit the ground. She lay motionless for a while. Then she
pushed herself up and moved slowly over to the farthest wall. Though it was pitch-dark, she
needed no light. She had spent many hours in here and the coldness was familiar. She moved
around the broken washing machine without having to see or touch it. She came to the wall
and sank to the ground, feeling for the familiar thin, grimy, damp blanket that had not seen
the light of day for the best part of seven years. Nan had once thrown it down the hole when
Sarah was locked up in here for three days for feeding Mr. Jack table scraps.
“I don’t want any vermin in my house and you will not feed it food I paid for!” she
had screamed as she threw Sarah in the cellar that time. Now she crumpled the dirty blanket
to her chest and cried. She cried for the new pain in her body from the beating she had just
endured. She cried for her little brother alone in his room. She cried for Mr. Jack who had
died a most awful death at the hands of Nan. She cried for the mother who had abandoned
Davey and herself, and she cried because of the things that Nan made her do in the dark of
night when they were alone and naked in her bed. She slid down against the wall into a foetal
position and rocked herself to sleep.
Sometime later Sarah awoke. The darkness told her nothing of the time she had spent
there. Her bones did; they were stiff and cold. At first her legs refused to function but she got
them going after a while. She got up from the floor and moved towards the stairs to sit down
on the bottom step. Every step was an effort. She came to the stairs and sat down. Her dress
felt wet. She touched it with her hand; wet and slimy; slimy and warm. She pulled her hand
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away. Alarmed, she felt at the wetness on her legs. Instinctively, she knew something was
wrong. Her thighs were gooey; it felt sticky and red. Her hand came away smelling of blood
and she stiffened with fear as she realised what the wetness was and where it came from.
Suddenly she could feel the fluid oozing down her insides and she was instantly aware of the
dull insistent pain low down in her belly. Demons! The demons from Nan’s forbidden room
had come while she slept and hurt her badly! They had stuck a knife between her legs and cut
her because of what she did with Nan in the dark of night! All kinds of horrible thoughts went
through her mind and she screamed. Long, piercing, howling screams shattered the silence
around her. She kept on, and on, and on; eventually Nan was there, shouting from the top of
the stairs. The key turned in the lock and the door flew open with a bang and a flash of light.
Sarah’s screams cut the night like a knife and Nan rushed down the stairs, her nightgown
flapping in her wake like the wings of a giant white fruit bat. She was ready to slap the
Beejesus out of Sarah; but the girl at the bottom of the stairs with the bloody clothes and
outstretched hands like a nun praying to Jesus stopped her dead in her tracks. Tears mixed
with streaks of hair and streamed down her face; fear ran wild across it. Nan slowed down;
puzzled; did she cut herself? Tried to kill herself? But then the truth dawned upon the old
woman like the morning sun suddenly shooting its first rays over the hill and an ugly grimace
crossed her dark face. She took the sobbing Sarah by the hand and half-dragged her up the
stairs.
“Come girl. Let’s get you cleaned up,” the old woman regarded the pitiful creature
that she was tugging along with disgust, “You’re a dirty little ninny and you make me sick!”
she breathed through her teeth. Sarah cringed at the words. The old woman suddenly jerked
her hand away from the metal railing she was holding on to; it had turned red hot under her
palm. She stared at it curiously and then at the frightened girl. She touched it again gingerly;

it felt as if electricity ran through it. An electrical short? Static? The weather? This little
ninny? Angrily she pulls Sarah up the last few steps and banged the door behind her.
Upstairs in the bathroom Sarah’s teeth clattered as cold water splattered
indiscriminately over her.
“Come on, you’re not dying. It’s only your period. Li’l runt finally turned into a
woman!”
After she switched off the light in Sarah’s bedroom, she went downstairs and made a phone
call. It was short and to the point.
“She is ready,” Nan said and replaced the receiver in its cradle. Then she turned and
went upstairs to bed.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

“How’s my girl feeling now, better?” asked Nan in an overly friendly tone. She gave
Sarah a glass of hot chocolate. “Drink this; it will make you feel better.” Sarah took the drink
and wrapped her cold hands around it. She kept her hands wrapped around the hot glass and
soaked up the heat until it burned her skin and she was forced to put it down. She rubbed her
hands together. The effects of the ordeal from the previous night in the cellar have not yet
disappeared completely. She picked up the cup again and drank some more. It was hot, rich
and sweet.
“Drink it all child, drink it all. It will help.” The drink finished, she put the glass
down. She felt a little woozy but nice and warm inside. The world started to spin and she saw
Nan looking at her in a peculiar way. The world spun some more and Nan’s features
disappeared in a maelstrom. The maelstrom became a dust storm, then darkness and then
silence.

The only light in the room was that of the flickering candles. Black candles
everywhere. To Sarah it looked like Nan’s Forbidden Room but only bigger and brighter with
more candles. There were beings; people; witches and devils, dragons and wolves. Where
was she? Who were these beings? She was afraid but unable to move. The candles flickered
and dimmed. Sarah drifted in and out of consciousness. A man with an enormous goat’s head
stood over the prostrate man on the altar. He had a knife in his outstretched hands and spoke
in a strange language. Everyone around her spoke in a strange language. Her Grandmother
stood next to her, holding her upright. Only it was not Nan. It was a witch. She merely

smelled like Nan. The candles flickered again and died. When the light returned, the knife in
the Goat-headed man’s hands was bloody and the man on the table bled, a lot. The Goatheaded man had a cup in his hands as he turned towards her. He beckoned for her. What did
he want with her? What was happening around her? Her Nan and a big black cat half-dragged
her towards the Goat-headed man. The candlelight flickered out again and then the Goatheaded man stood right in front of her with the cup high in the air. He spoke loudly in slow
motion. She looked up at the cup. It was big and black with strange images on its surface. She
looked down at her own body and she was naked, completely naked. She shivered although
she did not feel cold. She looked up at the cup and saw it tilt. A dark red fluid spilt from its
gaping mouth and onto her naked body. She screamed, but made no sound. The blood
splattered on her chest, and ran over her small breasts. It ran down her belly and dyed her a
bright red. The sound of voices around her became louder and louder until it was a steady
drone like the sound of a waterfall. Strong arms held her upright. Hands caressed her until she
was completely covered in blood. Then the lights and voices dimmed in the distance and
disappeared down a long tunnel.
When she awoke again, she was surrounded by darkness. The darkness was filled
with the familiar noise of Nan’s car. She felt snug and warm. Then unconsciousness drifted
over her again.
Sarah did not wake from her drugged sleep before the sun poked its rays through her
bedroom window the next morning. She opened her eyes. She twitched her nose. She sniffed.
She frowned. She smiled. It was the wonderful smell of eggs and bacon that wafted up the
rickety old stairs and into her room. Suddenly she was as hungry as a dessert lion. She flew
out of bed but had to grab the door as a woozy feeling tried to push her out the room and
falling headlong in the corridor. She steadied herself against the doorjamb for a moment until
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the feeling passed and then the smell beckoned her to the kitchen again. When she got
downstairs in the kitchen, she was amazed as Nan cooked up a storm. Davey was already at
the breakfast table, his eyes fixed on the frying pan in Nan’s hand. Nan was friendly and
almost jovial as she dished up heaps of bacon and golden scrambled eggs on warm toast.
Sarah and Davey looked at each other with wide eyes, wondering what triggered this unusual
behaviour in Nan, but they ate hungrily nevertheless.
A dull headache hunkered down behind Sarah’s eyes and there was a big blank space where
last night should have been. She remembered almost nothing and the last remnants of what
might have been a bad dream disappeared along with the hunger pains.

CHAPTER EIGHT

Three weeks later it was Christmas. The TV blared, the rain came down in sheets and
Sarah lay motionless in the big old chair, a half empty cup of cocoa on the little table next to
her. Nan entered the room and stared at the girl for a long while. Then she tied Sarah’s hands
and feet with thick string and placed her in the black muslin bag. She tied the knot at the top
and heaved the black bundle onto her shoulder with relative ease. Under the cover of
darkness, she carried Sarah to her car and placed her in the trunk. A few minutes later, the old
Morris rolled out the driveway and puttered down the road.

Sarah opened her eyes. They took a while to focus. Animal heads and witches floated
in and out of her vision, drawing long shadows in the flickering candle light. She was in The
Room. She lay on her back staring up at the ceiling. Directly above her was a 5-pointed star
painted on the ceiling. Something moved into her vision. It was the Goat-headed man. The
head hovered above her like a large insect. The tips of the horns were shiny silver. The eyes
were large black orbs in which the flickering candles reflected. A voice came from the head
and chanted in the strange language that she has come to associate with this place. The voice
grew stronger and stronger. Sarah was terrified but unable to move. Slowly, he unfolded a
square black napkin and placed it on her stomach. He then placed a silver plate and an
engraved silver chalice on the napkin. She felt the coldness of the steel through the cloth. An
involuntary shiver ran through her body and caused the objects on her belly to rattle. The
Goat-headed man held them so they won’t topple over and continued his chant. After a while
the chanting subsided and he took the plate and distributed the contents to the animal heads
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gathered behind him. Each in turn took a thin wafer from it and placed it in its mouth. He also
handed the chalice to them, from which each drank. They then chewed the wafers and mixed
it with the wine in their mouths and spit it out on the floor with disgust. They trampled on the
mess and chanted furiously. Sarah closed her eyes for a few moments, wishing for this dream
to pass. When she opened her eyes again, a strange dark cloud was forming above her against
the ceiling. The cloud moved like a swarm of flies, becoming thicker and thicker by the
moment. It billowed and moved like something alive. The Goat-headed man removed the
napkin from her belly and suddenly as if on cue the black cloud formed a sharp point at one
end and from it sprung a terrifying scream. It raced downwards between Sarah’s legs and
entered her body. Sarah screamed in terror as it disappeared inside her. She arched her back
and strained against the ropes that bound her to the cold stone altar. The incantations in the
room became louder and more impassioned. The bodies moved closer and crowded around
the altar. Sarah could feel an icy coldness inside her as the thing moved around. Her stomach
distended and contorted and the demon moved inside her, until it seemed as if it would
explode. She howled in fear and pain. The thing inside her moved and pushed and writhed
and curled. Then with a loud animal-like scream, the demon left Sarah’s body. The devotees
around the altar backed away and fell to the ground. Only the Goat-headed man stood upright
with his arms raised, looking the demon in the eye. Sarah was terrified. Scaly legs stood
between hers on claws. Hardened muscle pulsated under slimy green skin on his upper legs
and a huge red throbbing penis thrust out from its crotch. Its upper body was covered in
scales and it had a horrible face with curled horns protruding from his misshapen skull. It
roared at its worshippers grovelling before it on the ground. Long yellow teeth decorated its
mouth and something that had been dead for a long time hid in its breath. It stretched out its
arms and swished its tail. Flames formed on his upturned palms and spread upwards onto his

arms. It roared once more before it was engulfed in flames before disappeared in a cloud of
smoke. The people swayed and their voices droned. They prayed to the horned god whom
they came here to worship. The Goat-head threw off the black cape. He held up a skull from
which he drank long and hard. He emptied the remainder of the fluid onto Sarah’s body. Then
he was standing over her, the grotesque black eyes staring straight through her. Then he
crushed her body with his and her screams reverberated off the earthen walls of the
windowless chamber. She drifted away in the mists of her drugged mind where she searched
for a happy place, a familiar place, something to make her forget about this ravishment. A
familiar smell came to her, the faint aromatic tobacco smell of Lord Crenshaw and she
grabbed at it with all her might. She heard him laugh and she felt him stroking her hair. He
stood next to her and showed her the horses. He called out their names and she giggled with
amazement at the strangeness of the sounds. She loved the horses and she loved this friendly
old man with the soft cap in his hand and the lollipops in his pocket. She loved the faint smell
of tobacco that permeated everything that he touched and when it was her hair, she would try
not to wash it for as long as she could.
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CHAPTER NINE

It was mid September. Sarah’s fourteenth birthday had come and gone. Outside a sad little
sun laboured to get through a cloudbank. Earlier, Nan had her urinate in a plastic cup and
then took it into her room. She emerged again ten minutes later, the faintest hint of a grin
playing around her lips. Later that evening one of Nan’s Doctor-friends from the hospital
came by and stuck a needle in Sarah’s arm. She shut her eyes tight, not daring to look at the
blood rushing into the vial. He made no effort to talk to Sarah, seemingly in a big rush, but
spent a few moments later to speak to Nan in hushed tones by the front door. Davey observed
all of this with curiosity.
“Are you sick then?” he asked.
“I’m not sure. I feel a bit nauseous,” she whispered.
“Hmmm. Crappy;” Davey offered his condolences. Crappy was his latest new word
and he took great care not to utter it where Nan could hear him, lest she rewarded him with
one of her famous backhands. Sarah smiled feebly at her brother’s attempt at being grownup
but did not possess the strength to berate him just then.
Later Nan came back with a glass filled halfway with a white liquid.
“Doctor said to drink this,” she said, “It’ll make you feel better. We can’t have you
eating nothing all day can we. You’ll get as thin as a rake, as if you are not runty enough
already.” Sarah swallowed the thick liquid and pulled a face at Davey, who watched her in
awe. She crawled back under the covers and fell asleep while Billy Connolly made his
audience crawl with laughter on the Telly.

CHAPTER TEN

Music blared through the usually quiet house. The Saturday sun had sunk below the horizon
and Nan was on her fourth glass of whiskey. The children behaved like dormice, too scared to
remind Nan of their existence. Davey watched TV with the sound off and Sarah fiddled with
the washing. She had a bad feeling about tonight. For a while the trips to the Devil’s Room
had stopped. ‘Trying to reach me!’ The radio blared. Sarah watched as Davey inadvertently
scratched his nose. How big he was already! She felt quite proud of her little brother, growing
like a beanstalk. ‘I don’t care, its all Psychobabble Rap to me’ the music continued. She had
a feeling that Nan was getting herself in the mood for a big bad night ahead. Soon Nan
appeared in the doorway with the now traditional glasses of hot chocolate.
“Here; drink up, bedtime approaches,” she said with a grin on her face. Sarah watched
as Davey reached for his. For some reason, Nan leaves Davey alone. She has never taken him
with on their excursions.
“Please Nan, not tonight, I feel sick and ...”
“Well, drink up your hot chocolate then, so you can feel better!” Nan screamed. The
harsh tone in her voice was followed by a waft of whiskey-laden breath, and the combination
made Sarah shrink back into the chair.
‘Don’t let it show ... ’ sang the radio and Sarah drank the hot rich brew. ‘Even if you feel
you have nothing to hide, keep it inside,’ the radio sang softly as the potion took effect and
Sarah slipped off to dream world. ‘Don’t give in, don’t tell them anything, don’t let it show ...
’
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The Devil’s Room was filled with people and she lay on the altar. The cold stone
beneath her body was covered with a soft red cloth. Chanting filled the room and bodies
swayed to the beat of a drum. She was wide-awake - more awake than she ever was before in
this room. Her mind and her vision were as clear as daylight. She could see all of them from
her perch and she studied them in awe. Everyone was dressed up and wearing masks. There
were cats, dragons, witches, demons, bulls, and of course, the Goat-headed man. He leaned
against the far wall, watching the people swaying to the music. Their voices droned
monotonously as they called to their Master to approve of that which they displayed before
him. The Goat-headed man raised his arms and took the lead in the incantation. He moved
forward through the crowd with outspread arms and halted before Sarah. He picked up a bell
from the one end of the altar and the congregation fell quiet at its clear sound. She stared into
the deep dark eyes with dread. The sound of his voice boomed through the room as his chant
reached a feverish pitch. He lowered his hands and placed them on her belly. Then he moved
away and the others in the room mimicked his gesture, dedicating her unborn child to their
Master. Finally the Goat-headed man reappeared. He offered her a black chalice; it seemed
old and mysterious and felt leathery in her hands. She brought the cup to her lips. The liquid
smelled acrid and she wrinkled her nose involuntarily. The Goat-headed man placed his
cupped hands underneath the chalice and helped her to drink from it. Then someone took it
away and he helped her lie down as the lights dimmed and Sarah passed out.
“Sleep little baby, go to sleep,” Lord Crenshaw sang softly to her in her dreams and a
familiar tobacco aroma floated towards her on a light evening breeze. She smiled at him and
held his hand tightly as she drifted off into darkness.

CHAPTER ELEVEN

It was at the beginning of November when Nan took Sarah out of school. She was at the end
of her first trimester and Nan wanted her gone before her belly started to show. The school
was told that she was going to live with her mother for a while. By now Sarah knew she was
pregnant. All the commotion of Nan and the Doctor told her so and at fourteen she was not
completely ignorant about such things either. She and her friends at school were ever curious
about the changes that took place in their bodies and the older and wiser girls in their group
made sure that the younger ones knew everything about sex and boobs and babies and
periods. No surer way to learn the facts of life than through schoolyard-break-sex-educationlessons. First, her period disappeared. That was a relief, as she hated the messy business
every month. Then the nausea started and she wished her period was back. Poor Sarah got the
morning sickness really bad and sometimes she had to stay in bed for the entire day. Then she
thought of Polly Nicholls who always knew more about sex than anyone else and how the
one time she had pretended to have morning sickness. She vomited in the toilet almost every
day for two weeks during breaks to impress the other girls. She made the most awful noises
and Sarah thought she was going to die. But, the phase passed and a few weeks later Polly
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proclaimed a miscarriage and started elaborating on the reasons for, and delicate details of,
such a thing happening to you. Polly was a pain in the neck at the best of times, but she could
also be very entertaining in her own way if you considered the angle she was shooting from.
She told them that when she had the miscarriage, her stomach cramped real bad. While on the
toilet, a lot of blood and a tiny dead baby came out of her. She said she could see the baby’s
little hands and feet and it even had eyes and a mouth. Of course it was a boy and just as well
endowed as its father. She said the baby was as big as a rat and his penis was as big as her
thumb! Sarah had no idea how many girls believed her, but there sure were a lot of big eyes!
Then her breasts became heavier and tender and she imagined feeling the baby
kicking in her stomach. When she was alone, she would sit with her hands wrapped around
her tummy trying to feel the faint kicks. Everyday that passed made her feel closer to the little
life growing inside her. She imagined it would be a boy just like Polly’s and she would call
him Jamie. Boys were stronger and luckier than girls were. She was sure that if her baby was
a boy, Nan would not take him to the Devil’s Room, just like she never took Davey there.
Jamie will have golden hair just like hers and the two of them will play for hours on end in
Lord Crenshaw’s gardens. Jamie would love the horses! When he grew up, he would be a
great horse rider and they would have their own big house and horses and a garden, and Nan
would be gone forever. Other times she woke up in the middle of the night screaming with
terror. In her dreams her baby was an ugly monster with claws instead of hands and feet and
it had a grotesque goat-like head. Then she lay alone in her tiny little bed, wondering about
all the schoolyard sex stories and realised that there was always a girl and a boy involved in
making a baby. Even Polly Wolly could not do it alone. When she named the captain of the
tennis team as the father of her imaginary baby, she could hardly believe it herself, and boy,
was she in trouble! It was most certainly not that rascal Tommy Leigh, the Football Team

Captain, Polly said. She said she would not touch him with a 20 foot barge pole as he would
screw anything without balls, even his own Grandmother. Screw was another rude word she
was not supposed to use, but it was acceptable to the likes of Polly to add weight to a point
she tried to make. No, Tommy Leigh it couldn’t be; it had to be the nose-in-the-air-can’t-doanything-wrong Captain of the Tennis Team, Jason Newhart. The Newhart’s were well-to-do
people in the area and Jason’s Dad owned the Mill. His mother called the school board and
insisted that poor Polly be expelled for spreading such lascivious stories about her son, which
were obviously and wholly and simply untrue. Polly’s Dad, who was a foreman at the Mill,
nearly got fired over the incident. I guess Polly learnt the distinct difference between the
Owner of the Mill and a Foreman at the Mill in no uncertain terms from Mister Nicholls, as
she had belt marks criss-crossing her backside, arms and legs for weeks afterwards. So, for
Sarah to have a baby a man must have been involved and the only ‘man’ that had screwed
her, to use Polly’s term, was the Goat-headed man. Oh how could this be! How could her
baby be part of him!
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One cold afternoon, Nan took Sarah to a farm in the countryside, where she stayed for
the remainder of her pregnancy. There she would be away from prying eyes, raised eyebrows
and uncomfortable questions. She was taken to this far-off, cold and dismal place under the
cover of darkness in the trunk of Nan’s car. There she was alone apart from a sad-eyed
woman by the name of Carol who cared for her by day and guarded her at night. Carol treated
her well and Sarah enjoyed having someone to chat to even if it was mainly about mundane
subjects like the laundry or the weather or the pig with the one eye in the barn at the back of
the house. But Carol also taught Sarah about birth pains and contractions, giving birth and
breast-feeding. Neither of them had any idea as to the real purpose of Sarah’s stay on the cold
and remote farm. Carol had a job to do and she got paid for it; that was it as far as she was
concerned.
The days and weeks wound into each other and time had little meaning for Sarah until finally
the sun rose on the day she had to leave.
It was almost midnight on April twenty-nine when the Doctor arrived and woke Sarah from
her sleep. The doctor listened to her heart and then to that of the baby’s. When he finished, he
took a small bottle of tablets from his bag. One of these tablets he placed under Sarah’s
tongue. He then gave her an injection and she fell asleep almost immediately. The last thing
she saw before Lord Crenshaw started to whistle was her Mother’s sad eyes.

CHAPTER TWELVE

The plain white van travelled quietly through the night. Inside, beeping monitors blinked
their little red eyes, turning Sarah's pallid skin to an eerie pale-red sheen in the dim semidarkness. She was still fast asleep when the van arrived at its destination. Two dark shapes
lifted the gurney from the van and carried her through the deep underground rooms and
passages, which had become the place of her nightmares over the past eight years. They took
her to that place; the place where the animal heads dwelled. There she slept while the Doctor
fussed over her and monitored her condition every hour on the hour. By the time Sarah
awoke, an entire night and day had passed. She was lying on the altar again, but this time her
legs were raised and her ankles tied in stirrups high above her hips. Her stomach muscles
contracted at intervals and terrible pains clawed through her body. She felt her baby move,
but could not touch her stomach as her hands were tied to the corners of the altar. She was
terrified. She knew her baby was in danger; but she was utterly powerless. The room was
filled with people in costumes and animal heads drifted in and out her vision. Her eyes
searched for that monster, the Goat-headed man whom she feared more than anything else in
the world. Her stomach muscles contracted again and pain seared through her body. The pain
lasted for a few minutes and then subsided, only to be replaced with a new contraction and
new pain a few minutes later. A man with a black hood over his face fussed at her feet and a
similarly dressed companion peered over his shoulder. The mass of bodies swayed and
chanted until their voices reached a level of frenzy Sarah had not heard before. Then,
abruptly, it stopped. The crowd parted, and through the opening stepped the Goat-headed
man. Sarah froze. The flickering light from the black candles reflected in its huge eyes; the
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grotesque head swayed from side to side. The Goat-headed man stood next to Sarah and
raised his arms above his head. He chanted in monotone and placed the black napkin on her
stomach. He brought out the silver plate and chalice and Sarah felt joy leaping in her heart.
She knew this ritual. They would eat, drink, and spit.
“Eat, drink and spit!” her mind sang crazily, over and over. They did not want her
baby after all! She lay as still as she could, trying not to move. The Goat-headed man chanted
and lifted the plate and chalice from her stomach into the air. He then turned around and
distributed it amongst the people behind him, as usual. They ate, drank and spat. They
trampled the mess into the dust on the floor while screaming and shouting. Then they grew
silent. Now he would give her the black cup to drink from, she would fall asleep, and that
would be the end. Then she could go back to the farm and Carol with the sad eyes and be
with her baby in peace! A new contraction wracked through her abdomen and she strained
against the ropes in vain. Another contraction followed immediately on its heels and her
whole body contorted with her efforts to fight her bonds. Instinctively she knew all was not
well. Her baby was coming and he was coming now.
“No! No!” she screamed. Her high-pitched screams filled the chamber and drove the
people around her into a state of frenzy. The Goat-headed man stood with his arms high in
the air, chanting relentlessly, calling upon his Master to join them in this unholy communion.
Minutes passed and Sarah’s body was still wracked with the pain of her contractions. She
strained against the ropes that bound her with each new contraction and sent wails of terror
reverberating against the chamber’s walls and ceiling. Suddenly, despite the multitude of
sweaty bodies in the hot room, an unnatural coldness descended upon the chamber. Sarah
broke out in goose pimples and her breath turned to icicles; she sobbed hopelessly. Shadows
formed against the ceiling of the chamber and demons appeared amongst the people. They

danced, pushed, and craned their long ugly necks for a better view of the altar. Smoke and the
acrid smell of sulphur filled the room. The Goat-headed man raised his voice again and
somewhere in the crowd someone or something wailed. Then some fell to the ground in
spasms, foaming at the mouth. A giant pink pig fell on the floor and worked her legs in the
air like a spring. Another lost her mask, lolled her head back over her shoulders with a face
inflated and livid, pupils dilated, and she tore at her breasts with her fingernails. On the altar,
Sarah shuddered. Foam formed at her mouth and her eyes rolled wildly in her head. A
whirlwind of hysteria broke through the crowd. Somewhere, a man ran through the room like
a wild thing, crashing into people, laughing and cursing simultaneously, until he finally
crashed into a wall and fell in a convulsing heap next to a witch who sat huddled to the wall,
writhing, weeping and spitting out blood. Close to them, a cow leaned with his back against
the wall. His pants were thrust down to his knees and he was frantically masturbating while
his eyes stared wildly out before him. Others howled like dogs or wolves. Pandemonium
reigned. The Goat-headed man called upon Satan to appear before his children, to accept in
person this most evil sacrifice of all; this sacrifice offered to him in this very chamber for
hundreds of years. This sacrifice that opens the gates of Hell; the same sacrifice demanded by
the Arch Demon of Evil every year on this night! This was the night when past, present and
future melted into one, Walpurgisnacht, the night of the Devil.
“Oh Dark One, Ruler of the Underworld, Host of Infernal Sins! Come into our
presence and accept this sacrifice of newborn blood! Se ostentare nos corpus tuus!”
A tormented scream left Sarah’s lips as she pushed against the pain in her belly. She
breathed, pushed, breathed, and pushed automatically. Her screams continued to clamour
around the chamber. With a wailing howl, she pushed her baby into the icy coldness of the
chamber. The Doctor and his black-hooded assistant received it eagerly and placed it in a
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silver bowl. He cut the umbilical cord and lifted the screaming baby high into the air. Sarah
strained to see the source of the cry, her baby, the baby she had waited for all these months,
her Jamie ... now cradled in the hands of the Goat-headed man. The crowed wailed, the
demons made clacking sounds with their flame hardened lips and the baby filled his lungs
with the icy air, screaming his disdain over their heads. The black hooded man stepped back
with the silver bowl in his arms. In horror, Sarah saw the Goat-headed man hold her baby
high in the air by his legs, for everyone to see. She could see it was a boy, the oversized blob
of manhood bulging between his spindly legs.

DEUS PECCATA, RECEPERE NOS SACRIFICIUM!

In slow motion, from beneath his cloak, the Beast drew a long blade. He placed the baby in
the silver bowl held in the outstretched hands of the black hooded man and chanted in the
ancient secret tongue of the sons and daughters of the horned god.

IA ATHZOTHTU! IA ANGAKU! IA ZI NEBO!
MARZAS ZI FORNIAS KANPA!
LAZHAKAS SHIN TALSAS KANPA
NEBOS ATHANATOS KANPA
IA GASH! IA SASH! IA KAKOLOMANI-YASH
IA MAAKALLI!

The Beast plunged the knife into the bowl and the baby screamed once more. Up and down
the knife arced and splattered blood over Sarah and the people closest to the altar. The baby

became still and something snapped in Sarah’s mind. She arched her back, straining against
her bonds. A long unnatural wail left her lips, she became still and her eyes stared unblinking
at the roof of the chamber. The Beast lifted the bowl above his head, shouting in their strange
language above the heads of the others, imploring the Devil to receive their sacrifice. Fire
sprang from the bowl as Satan accepted their offering, and the flames licked at the ceiling.
The hellish congregation fell to the ground, prostrating themselves before the abomination
that appeared before them. The Goat-headed man placed the silver bowl with its burning
contents on a steel tripod next to the altar. Then he prostrated himself before his Master and
they writhed around on the floor before him as if in agony, until the flames died away and the
coldness left the chamber together with Satan and his demons.
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN

A year and a half later, six days after Sarah’s sixteenth birthday, Jake, the former owner of a
deceased black cat, walked home after a nightshift at the mill. It was the early hours of the
morning when he passed the house where Sarah and Davey lived with their Nan. Nan’s old
jalopy stood in the driveway and the banging sounds and muffled screams coming from the
trunk caused old Jake to freeze in his boots. When the local Bobby opened it with a crowbar
fifteen minutes later, he found a delirious and frightened girl, tied up in a black muslin bag.
An ambulance took Sarah to the hospital and the Police arrested Nurse Winters and her
drunken doctor-companion on child molestation and abuse charges. Davey was thirteen at the
time and placed in the care of the Crown.
Thus, a new day dawned for Sarah beyond the bonds of her Nan.

END OF PART ONE

PART TWO

†

Nothing Left
I would scream, but there
is no voice left
I would cry, but there are
no tears left
I would fight, but there is
no strength left
- Theresa
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CHAPTER ONE

The drugged and bewildered girl that was rescued from the boot of the old Morris
earlier that morning struck a rather bedraggled pose. Now that she was calm and cleaned up,
she looked quite dead. Mary Fairchild looked at the inert shape under the white sheets
extending from just under the girl’s chin to the end of the bed, enveloping her thin body like a
close-fitting starkly starched linen coffin. The muted light on her pallid skin made her face
look like a waxen death mask, devoid of all feeling and colour. Her tangled flaxen hair of
earlier was now neatly washed and combed and spilt like a wan halo around her head on the
white starched hospital pillow. The only signs of life were the intermittently beeping machine
on the pedestal next to her bed and the faint flicker of eyeballs beneath her nearly translucent
eyelids. Mary laid her fingers against the girl’s neck, feeling for her carotid artery. There was
no real need for this; the beeping machine told her what she needed to know. She just had an
aching need to touch the pale figure, just to make sure that it really was alive. She flicked the
relentless machine one last look as she passed it on her way to the door, leaving the girl and
her dreadful dreams in its mechanical care. As she stepped into the corridor and closed the
door as quietly as she could, the eyes of the waxen figure on the bed flew open with eyeballs
rolled back into the head. The eyelids began to flutter mechanically like the tired film of an
old black and white movie show.

“Sarah, Sarah, where are you!” a raspy voice drifted through the vacuum.
“What do you want? Go away! I don’t want you near me!” the little girl shouted from
her dark hiding place. She knew what it was. It was the white jelly monster. It was creeping
along the slimy floor of the cellar with its bloated worm-like body contracting and expanding

as it went. It shimmered faintly in the dark and its mouth was an ugly black hole filled with
hundreds of tiny, black, razor sharp teeth.
“You can’t escape me Sarah ... I’m coming for you!” the voice drifted closer. She
could hear it slither; slither, slither, along the floor. It was coming closer. She jumped up and
darted blindly into the darkness, away from where she thought she heard the sound. A hard
object hit her in the chest and threw her backwards onto the floor. She cried out and clutched
her chest where it hurt. Her back grazed on the rough wall as it bit through the thin fabric of
her thin dress. One of her nails broke as she gripped the wall. She noticed none of these
things – it was coming (slither, slither) – she could hear its racing breath; a warm and horrible
rotten stench blowing in her direction. She jumped up again and managed about four paces
before slamming headlong into a wall. A bolt of white pain shot through her knee as she
crumpled to the floor in a miserable heap of dirt, tears and anguish. She sobbed
uncontrollably. She crawled to the wall, adding new injuries to her legs. The thing slithered
closer. Now she could smell its breath; it was damp, like dead wet leaves. Fear ran down her
spine like rows of racing ants. Somewhere behind her an object started to rattle sounding like
the clatter of many teeth. The white jelly monster was closing in on her. Sarah crawled closer
to the wall, her eyes shut tightly despite the impenetrable darkness.
The incandescent bulb suspended from the ceiling exploded in a burst of sparks. She
screamed loudly, cowering against the comfortless wall. The rattling behind her became
increasingly menacing. She could now feel the moist breath blowing on her neck. Old
forgotten jam jars fell off their shelves and crashed to the floor somewhere behind her. Warm
urine soaked her white socks as she crouched in the dirt and it seeped into her shoes. In her
imagination she could see the monster lurch forward with its wide-open mouth ready to
devour her.
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“No, no, no ...” she moaned, banging her head against the rough wall. Blood seeped
from a wound on her forehead and ran down her face, mixing with her warm tears. Then she
crumpled forward and fell into oblivion. A few more jars crashed to the floor before the
rattling stopped and in their place, smoke rose from black rings burnt into the wooden
shelves.

CHAPTER TWO

“Ah, Dr. Fairchild!” a tall thin geriatric came walking up the corridor towards her.
“Dr. Cramer, delighted,” she said. The police officer at the door looked at his
clipboard to see if Dr. Cramer was on the list of authorised personnel, should he want access.
“And how is our little girl?” the old man asked.
“Sleeping now, vitals normal. I’m more interested in what she’s going to be like when
she wakes up,” Mary said. She brushed a wisp of black hair behind an ear, painfully aware of
the old man’s eyes on her bosom and she wished for just one more button on the white
hospital jacket. She was painfully aware of the fact that she carried her thirty-seven years
well and that she was considered quite a prize by her older male colleagues. Sometimes she
regretted the fact that her work had kept her occupied for most of her adult life, and that she
had never had time for men in it when she was younger. Now the options were fewer, but
still, a sugar daddy did not feature very highly on her agenda. Sometimes snickering whispers
floated around the hospital corridors that she was in fact a lesbian, but she shrugged it off as
childish gossip - something the younger members of the nursing staff occupied themselves
with.
“Any news from the police?” she asked.
“Well, according to the official report, Sarah Winters’ grandmother and the man that
was with her were arrested on charges of child abuse and possession of drugs. Ecstasy,” he
whispered conspiratorially. “The story is that more will be added to the rap sheet as the
investigation progresses, but that’s the tally so far. Both the grandmother and the man with
her were stoned out of their brackets when the police arrested them, naked in bed!” He
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whispered again, obviously enjoying the sordid gossip. “Apparently, the woman claimed that
the girl’s presence in the boot was a form of punishment for staying out late and that she and
her friend got busy and merely forgot about her! Can you imagine!”
“What about the man, then. Who is he?” The older man rolled his eyes towards the
ceiling.
“Well, that is an interesting twist to this ghastly story my dear, indeed, an interesting
twist.” He repeated himself as if Mary did not hear him well enough the first time. He of
course, claims he knew nothing about the girl in the Morris.”
“Well? Who is it then?” Mary asked again.
“Well, Mary, I am absolutely appalled to have to tell you that Mrs. Winters’
companion was no one else than our own Doctor Dufour!” he whispered loud enough for the
nurse who was changing sheets in the room next door, to hear. Mary’s eyes widened.
“From Obstetrics?” she asked even though she knew the answer already.
“Yes, Mary, Addenbrookes’ very own baby catcher, drunk as a skunk! Smacked out
of his bracket!” the old man cackled at Mary’s astonishment and walked off at a brisker pace
than his age should allow, leaving her standing in the corridor wondering what to do with the
confused expression on her face. Mary walked away still dazed by the news. She knew
Gerard Dufour well. He was in his mid-fifties, a good dresser and had impeccable manners
when it came to women. He certainly did not come across as the type that would entertain
child abusers and excessive drinking, let alone drugs! The news left a feeling of foreboding in
her heart. There was more to this than met the eye. She was now looking eagerly forward to
Sarah waking up so she could find out more about the part the good Doctor Dufour has
played in the pickle that led to her rescue and his arrest.

CHAPTER THREE

The boy awoke from a deep uneasy slumber. Darkness receded as his awareness
increased and he heard a soft voice calling his name. A shimmering white figure appeared
and touched his shoulder.
“There you go, come on, time to wake up, Davey.” He couldn’t quite focus on it yet
but the outline did not look like his Nan. The figure was too slender. He relaxed and
frowned somewhat as he blinked his eyes against the blinding afternoon sun. The nurse
closed the curtains behind her.
“Where…am I?” The boy managed, the strangeness of puberty in his voice amplified
by the dryness of his throat.
“Addenbrookes Hospital, COU. You were a little sick, so they brought you here.”
The friendly oval-shaped face smiled. She was young, maybe not yet ten years older than
himself. “But I’m sure you’re going to be just fine. You look much better now. Want to sit
up a little?” She asked, smiling. Awkwardly, the boy tried to prop himself up on one elbow.
“Gently now, this is a paid facility, you have a nurse and a bed that can do that for you.” She
said and helped Davey back onto the pillows. She cranked a handle at the foot of the bed that
brought Davey into a sitting position. Then she fluffed his pillows with hospital-efficiency,
raising him sufficiently for a respectable view. “There you go, is that better?” Bright colours
swan slowly into focus. The gay splotchy curtains that festooned the large window played
cheerily in the breeze, scattering shadows of yellows and oranges throughout the room. Next
to the window stood a small square table with legs that reached almost to the sill. It sported a
matching tablecloth that reached down to a few inches off the floor. A neat stack of
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magazines lay on top of it and a chair stood next to it. It had padded arm rests, a puffed up
seat and it was ridiculously deep. In the opposite corner next the door, stood a modern
tallboy finished in light oak with obvious plastic trim and matching door knobs. He didn’t
quite understand why he was there.
“Sick? What do you mean…what’s wrong with me? Where’s Sarah? Nan?...”
“Tut, tut, so many questions for such a handsome young man! Don’t worry, nothing
serious, the doctor will be along shortly to explain everything to you.” She said quickly,
avoiding his other questions while she deftly wiped his wild-standing hair flat, patted the
bedcovers into shape around his legs and headed for the door in one swift flowing movement.
“But what about Sarah?” He tried once more but she left the room, leaving his
question to hang in the air. He sagged back against the cushions, still feeling groggy and a
little weak. He knew he’d have to wait for the doctor before he could ask his questions again.
A few minutes later the doctor appeared. Simon Latham, the duty paediatrician started
checking Davey’s vitals without saying a word. The two eyed each other; Davey with
weariness in his eyes, Simon with sparkles in his. A few moments passed. Simon liked to let
his patients wonder about him and what he was doing for a few minutes before he introduced
himself. He finished taking Davey’s pulse and made an entry on a clipboard hanging at the
end of Davey’s bed. He dropped the clipboard unceremoniously on the bed and proceeded to
unpack a sphygmomanometer from a small rectangle metal box.
“Right young man,” he said as eloquently as his Yorkshire accent would allow him to,
after the appropriate amount of wondering had passed, “I’m Doctor Simon Latham and you
are Davey Winters.”
“How did you know that?” Davey asked.

“Says so right here on this clipboard,” Simon said with mock-surprise in his voice.
“Do you know what this is?” He continued. Davey shrugged.
“Blood pressure?” He said, having had his taken on occasion before.
“Yes, a sphygmomanometer.” The man in the white coat with the stethoscope stuck
in the top pocket where other people normally carried pens said.
“A swig-what?” Davey asked.
“A sphygmomanometer, and you’re correct, I’m going to measure your blood
pressure with it.” The doctor said, wrapping the cuff of the apparatus about one inch above
the bend of Davey’s right arm with the middle of the bladder over his brachial artery. He
placed the diaphragm of his stethoscope smack on top of the artery and the ear pieces in his
ears, making further conversation impossible. He then proceeded to inflate the bladder by
squeezing the bulb of the sphygmomanometer. He listened carefully, no sound. Then he
opened the stopcock on the side of the bulb and closed his eyes. It was an automatic reaction
to the hiss of air from the bladder that came with years of repetition. At the first sound of a
blood pushing past the obstacle placed in its path, his eyes opened and he made a mental note
of the diastolic reading on the meter. His eyes closed again until the sound disappeared
completely and then they opened to note the systolic reading. He removed the cuff and made
another note on the chart.
“What’s wrong with me doctor? Davey ventured. The doctor pulled up an eyelid and
shone a small torch that appeared as if from nowhere in his hand into his eye.
“Look to the side,” he said. “Now the other.” He finished and picked up the
clipboard again to make another note. “Did you drink anything last night before going to
bed, Davey?”
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“Drink? Yes sure, Nan made Sarah and me some hot chocolate. Where is Sarah? He
said.
“Hot chocolate, the old witch!” Simon thought. He had a sudden urge to leave the
room to call the lab and ask for the results of Davey’s blood test that he ordered earlier the
morning when the boy was admitted in an obvious drugged state. “She’s here, in another
room. She’s a little sick also. She’s sleeping you can see her later. Seems the hot chocolate
made the two of you a little sick then.” He said with a smile. Then a little sterner. “Davey,
there is someone who wants to talk to you. A policeman. He’s the one who brought you
here. I’m afraid your Nan is in a spot of trouble and he wants to ask you a few questions.”
“Trouble? What did she do? The police?” Davey was confused.
“He’s a nice guy, Davey. I’m sure he’ll answer all your questions. I’m going to make
a phone call and send him in. Don’t worry, say only what you feel comfortable with and no
need to panic. I’ll be back soon, you’ll see. Davey watched him as he left through the door
and moments later as if he was waiting outside all the time, a plainclothes copper entered the
room.

CHAPTER FOUR

In another part of the hospital, in a similar room, Sarah’s limp body still lay under the
white bedcovers. The nightmare that flooded her subconscious moments ago covered days of
torment but only lasted three seconds. Her head slanted slightly to one side, her breath
coming haltingly and in short bursts. The ever-watching beeping machine monitored the rise
in heartbeat and respiration diligently, but did not possess the faculties to be concerned over
it. Slowly, her heart rate and respiration slowed down until it had returned to normal. Then
as if on cue, she sucked in her breath, her entire body went rigid, her head jerked backwards
and her eyelids flew open to expose violently rolling white eyeballs. The beeping of the
machine rose steadily and the lines across its sodium coloured face became more spiky and
irregular. Foam formed at the corners of her mouth and the loud grinding sound of enamel
upon enamel was clearly audible. Under the starched covers her hands contracted
spasmodically into tight fists, making erratic movements under the blankets.


The only light in the room was that of the flickering candles; black candles that stood
everywhere. Witches and devils, dragons and wolves moved amongst the shadows. Cold
clammy hands tightened around her throat. She knew these beings. She knew them all too
well. The candles flickered and dimmed and she drifted in and out of consciousness.
Somewhere in the dimness she could make out the form of a prostrate man on the familiar
cold stone slab they called the altar. Then suddenly, he was there. The being with the
enormous goat’s head stood over the man on the altar. He held the knife in his outstretched
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hands and spoke in the strange language. The other beings mimicked him in their droning
voices. Her Grandmother stood next to her, holding her upright. Only it was not Nan, it was a
witch. She merely smelled like Nan. The candles flickered again and died. When the light
returned, the knife in the Goat-headed man’s hands was bloody and the man on the table bled,
a lot. The Goat-headed man held a cup in his hands and he turned towards her. He beckoned
for her. What did he want with her? Her Nan and a big black cat half-dragged her towards the
Goat-headed man until they stood right in front of him. He lifted the cup above her head and
spoke loudly in slow motion. She looked up at the cup and saw it was black with strange
images carved on its surface. She looked down at her own body and she was naked,
completely naked. She trembled with fear. She looked up at the cup and saw it tilt. Red blood
spilt from its dark gaping mouth and onto her naked body. She screamed, but made no sound.
The blood splattered on her chest, and ran over her small breasts. It ran down her belly and
dyed the downy blonde hair sprouting between her legs a bright red. The voices around her
got louder and louder until it was a steady drone like a swarm of angry bees leaving their
nest. Strong arms held her upright and her feeble protests were in vain. More blood splattered
over her naked body and hands, many hands caressed her. They rubbed the blood into her
hair and her skin; on and on, they went, never resting, never stopping. Then the lights and
voices dimmed and disappeared down a long, dark tunnel.

Under the bedcovers, her feet moved and kicked feebly. Finally the machine gave up
its silence and activated its alarm. A shrill sound screamed down the silent hospital corridor
and a red light flashed above Sarah’s door. It took the nurse only fifteen seconds to get to the
door and fling herself through it, but by then, Sarah’s muscles had relaxed and all that
remained of her nightmare was a slightly racing breath and a screaming machine.

In another part of the hospital Dr. Mary Fairchild sat with her head bowed over a
manila file at her desk. It held her thoughts on case 434/66, the thin girl in room 221. Dread
stroked the softness of her throat as she read it and she bumped the phone of the desk when it
rang.
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CHAPTER FIVE

Sarah stared at the door. It’s the only part of her new room she did not like. It was
always closed and she never knew who would come through it next. She had an unholy fear
that the next person to come through the door would be Nan coming to take her home. The
white uniforms and stethoscopes of the past three weeks told Sarah that she was in a hospital,
but it did not seem to be the one where Nan worked. She felt far more comfortable with the
rest of her room. The bright yellow curtains and the flowers on the table, managed to paint
her normally grey heart in an odd array of colours. The two visitor’s chairs against the wall
with the small table covered in magazines stuck between them, was a delight for Davey when
he came to visit. He paged through the magazines over and over again, showing Sarah the
pictures and reading odd bits of gossip to her. She asked the nurse not to disturb the
magazines between Davey’s visits as the messy pile of glossy paper reminded her of him
when he was not there.
She liked Dr. Fairchild more than just a bit and loved spending time with her, but was
weary and suspicious of most anyone else who came through the door. She can’t remember
much of the circumstances that had brought her here, but Dr Fairchild had told her that a
neighbour had found her in the trunk of Nan’s car one early morning. Her mind was like an
old black and white movie, haunted with scenes of dark places, animals and witches. The
scenes were stitched together by the face of the Goat-headed man. She hated the nights. In
her sleep the demons became more vivid and many a night she awoke with terrible screams.
Progress with Sarah was slow.

Mary wrote: "She shows clear signs of traumatic abuse but the reality of the abuse was
shrouded under many layers of fantasy, built up through the years. Her stories of demons and
witches were typical of child-like imagination, which is found in many documented cases
where children were exposed to continued physical and mental abuse,"
She quoted references to some of the documented cases. She had as yet been unable to
ascertain the identity of Jamie. Was it another child that was part of the abuse? An imaginary
friend? MPD? She underlined the acronym and wrote the name ‘Dr. Sher’, next to it. If this
was another child, then the abuse probably stretched further than the boundaries of the
Winters house. Mary pensively stroked the backend of her pen over her lips, covering it in
red lipstick. Then she closed the file and pushed it away.
Davey was much more coherent, and Mary’s interviews with him revealed quite a bit about
his grandmother’s behaviour. It became evident that Nan was a respected figure in her village
community but changed into an abusive and punitive person with strict rules once the door of
her house shut her off from the world. Davey told of regular beatings, being locked in the
cellar for lengthy periods and being sent to bed with no food for minor offences. He did
indicate that she was harder on Sarah than on him, but no stories of demons and witches
manifested from him. Whatever Nan did to Sarah was still a mystery locked up in the girl’s
unyielding mind.
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CHAPTER SIX

Mary sat behind her desk and looked at the pathetic, forlorn figure in front of her.
The girl was looking down at the floor like a nervous puppy that expected a beating. She
fiddled with her hands between her knees. The only audible sound in the room was that of the
tape recorder’s wheels turning blank tape.
“Well Sarah, did you have a nice lunch?” she started. The girl lifted her eyes and
looked at Mary through loose strands of hair. She nodded almost unnoticeably. Mary
wondered if hypnosis was perhaps a viable option; she was hitting balls against a wall here.
“Sarah, I want us to talk about the night you were found in the trunk of Nan’s car. Can
you remember?” Sarah nodded again slightly but did not utter a sound.
“Sarah, look at me darling,” Mary tried again. Sarah just continued to stare at nothing.
“Can you tell me anything of that night, Sarah? Can you remember how you got into
the trunk? Sarah?” The girl shrugged her shoulders.
“Can you remember anything about that night?” No response. “What happened
before you were put in the trunk, Sarah, did you go out with your friends?” Sarah shook her
head vehemently.
“Did you ever go out with your friends at night, darling?” Again, Sarah shook her
head.
“Do you have any friends, Sarah?” she asked in desperation.
“Only the ones at school,” the girl whispered. At last! Something other than a shrug!
“Only the kids at school? You mean ... you never went out at night with friends?”

“No, Nan didn’t like it. I only went out with Nan.” Mary's skin tingled like a
schoolgirl’s.
“Where did Nan take you when you went out at night, Sweetheart?” she asked, almost
too afraid to breathe.
“I don’t know, to the place where the witches and the animals live ... and the Goatheaded man.” Sarah had spoken of the Goat-headed man before.
“Where is this place, Sarah darling, do you remember?”
“I don’t know. It’s a dark place. She always took me there while I was asleep. I never
knew how I got there.” Icy fingers stole around Mary’s heart. Sarah’s stories kept going back
to dark places and animal headed people, witches and rituals that reeked of the occult.
“Why did you go to this place Sarah? Why did your Nan take you there?”
The girl’s face contorted as if in agony. Her eyes stared straight ahead, boring into the dark
desk and she bit her lower lip. Her hands were wrought together and every muscle in her
body was as taught as a violin string. Suddenly the dam wall burst and a great big tearing sob
escaped from her throat through clenched lips. She burst out in an uncontrolled torrent of
tears, her frail body hunched forward, shoulders wracking with each renewed cry. It was the
cries of the broken, the cries of the abused, and the cries of a little girl beaten until the blood
flowed and then locked in a dark clammy cellar with nothing but her own ghosts to keep her
company. It was the pain and terror of one who experienced unspeakable horrors at the hands
of the vilest of beings and years of pent up anger mixed in a maelstrom of emotion that now
flooded from Sarah’s soul. She pressed her fists into her eyes and she bit her lower lip until it
bled in a vain attempt to stop the torrent, but to no avail. The flood was unstoppable. Mary
rushed around the desk to scoop the girl up into her arms. She pressed her against her breast
with all the might and tenderness of a mother that was forever denied the joys of a child.
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Mary’s tears flowed with Sarah’s, and together they crumpled to an untidy heap on the office
floor. Their sobs rang through the Spartan office for a long while. The pair sat there on the
office floor, arms wound around each other, rocking together like mother and child; the lost
and forlorn child that had never known love, and the woman who never had one to share hers
with. Sarah wept for all the pain and abuse she had endured and had learnt to accept as a
normal part of her life, and Mary wept for the lost and perverted innocence that she was
cradling in her arms. Oh what she would have given to have the ability to turn back the clock
for this poor girl? What would she have given to have this girl for her own to love and to
cherish, flesh of her flesh? Her mind screamed at the injustice done here, screamed her anger
at a God who could allow innocence to be degraded to this.
It was more than an hour later that the two of them regained enough composure to let go of
each other. Dr. Mary Fairchild took Sarah’s face in her hands and looked at her for a long,
long time. There on the floor of her office with the locked door to keep out evil, she made a
silent promise to Sarah that she would do all in her power to see that justice was served to
those who had wronged her so grossly. Her lips did not move, her mouth made no sound, but
with her heart and her eyes, she promised that little girl solemnly. She looked into Sarah’s
eyes and thought she could see a light of understanding, a flicker of hope, the start of a bond
that would bind them together for the rest of their lives.

CHAPTER SEVEN

That night, back in her apartment in London, Mary could not rid her inner-vision of Sarah’s
haunting face. She stood before the window in the darkness of her lounge, staring out at the
never-ending bustle of the ancient pulsing city beneath. The glass of red wine in her hand had
become weightless and she had all but forgotten about it. The aroma of the full-bodied South
African vintage lingered on her palate. Apart from being dedicated to her work, she had a
well-developed appreciation for the good things in life. This, amongst other things, she
inherited from her father. Malcolm Fairchild had been a well-to-do man from a long line of
British Industrialists. He left for America in 1938 to expand his horizons, and was just in time
to become part of the cogs and wheels that had spurted weaponry for the Allied troops at the
European fronts in the Second World War. Eight years later, he returned to England with his
new American wife and their first child, a boisterous baby boy of two years. It was another
six years before the joy of a second child was bestowed on the Fairchild home. Mary was
born on June 2nd 1952, exactly one year before the young Queen Elizabeth II was crowned as
Monarch of all of England, Scotland and the Islands. Mary still owned a card of
congratulations from the two young Princesses, Elizabeth and Anne, which her parents
received on the day of her birth. The card was co-signed by George Rex and his Queen
Consort Elizabeth. This was one of her most prized possessions and she kept it hidden in the
bottom of a musical jewellery box her father gave her on her eighth birthday. Mary’s father
and King George VI became well acquainted upon Malcolm’s return from the USA after the
War. They were introduced to each other at a post-war Victory celebration party where
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amongst others, a large number of Industrialists attended. The two gentlemen realised almost
from their first words to each other, that they had a lot in common. While most industrialists
concentrated solely on money and commerce, Malcolm also had a great affinity for the game
of strategy and was a keen chess player. So was the King. They became great friends and
companions and spent many nights at Windsor playing the game and philosophising on the
Great Wars of history.
They shared another passion, philately, which was a favoured investment area for Malcolm
and a way to escape the pressures of the Crown for the timid Monarch. Many a weekend was
spent at the auctions of Sotheby’s and Christie’s acquiring the choicest rarities by the two
gentlemen, much to the consternation of their wives who felt neglected and second-bested by
a hobby. Shortly before his death in February of 1952, the sick Monarch knighted his friend
for his contribution to the success of the empire and Malcolm Fairchild became Sir Malcolm.
Sir Malcolm managed all his own business affairs until his death at the age of seventy-two,
when his son Jack took over the reigns of the multi-billion pound legacy of his father’s. Mary
at the time was thirty-one and slowly but surely turning into 8an old maid as far as her friends
and family was concerned. The death of her father was a heavy blow to her as she had always
been Daddy’s little girl. She had always been convinced that she must have enjoyed one of
the happiest childhoods anyone could ever wish for. Her father was forty-one when she was
born and he called her his little miracle. He absolutely doted on her for the entire thirty-one
years until his death. He died like all great men should; quietly in his sleep, no sickness, no
suffering, suddenly, like a candle snuffed by a draft of wind. After his death, Mary took a sixmonth sabbatical from work and disappeared into oblivion. No one knew where she went or
what she did. The only person she stayed in contact with was her brother Jack. At first, she
took up residence in an old Chateau in the South of France. It was quiet and out of the way.

Most people who stayed there did not want to be bothered for reasons of their own. That
suited Mary fine and she mourned her farther for six weeks from behind the closed doors of
her room. She rarely left the building and never the premises. After dusk, she would venture
outside and into the gardens. There she would find comfort and solace amongst the cold
statues and shrubs, and cry until she was so weary she had to return to her room. Back in her
room, she would fall asleep exhausted, just to replay the entire scene the next day. After six
weeks she realised she would succumb to depression if she did not pull herself from the lows
she has reached. She took a bath, combed her long black hair, tied it with a blue ribbon and
set herself to the road. She rented a small blue car that morning, simply because it matched
the ribbon, and did a Tour de France for the next four and a half months. When she emerged
again in the high society of London, she owned a flat in Paris, richly decorated with the best
that Fairchild money could buy. The colours were bright yellows, blues and oranges, and she
knew her Dad would approve.
Now she was thirty-seven, no husband, no child, living in one of the best apartments
London could offer. She stared at the glass in her hand. It was empty but her mind was full of
turmoil. The afternoon’s drama haunted her. Sarah’s face kept coming back to her. A gaunt
little face full of tears, full of hurt and injustice, full of fears that what had been might return;
but also a little face with a hint of hope when the two of them parted in Mary’s office today.
Mary accompanied Sarah back to her room where she made sure she was tucked in and calm
before she left her. On her way out, she authorised a strong sedative to help Sarah through the
night, and she wished with her whole being that she did not have had to leave her behind in
that hospital room.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

The Cop looked at the old woman as she left the court building. He was glad to see the back
of her. She had a sharp tongue and she had used it plenty while being a guest of the Crown.
She was demanding and tiresome to say the least. Mrs. Winters and her co-accused, Dr.
Gerard Dufour, were called before the Magistrate earlier that morning. They were charged
and immediately released on bail, which was paid by their solicitor with no questions asked.
It turned out that Mrs. Winters had quite influential friends overnight. The Judge was
summoned the same night of the arrest; the solicitor appeared as if from nowhere and no time
was wasted to get the pair out of custody. She walked out of the gloom of the court building
straight into the bright sunlight without a hint of a pause. Her shoulders were squared and her
jaw line set hard against the onslaught of local reporters awaiting her exit. Microphones
descended upon her face and a cacophony of questions flooded over her ears, but she did not
so much as check her step. She barged on ahead towards the waiting car; making the bold
attempts of her solicitor to keep the crowd at bay, seem like the futile efforts of a baby
grabbing at a rattle. She was dressed in a neat violet floral patterned dress, the hem length of
which suited her age perfectly. Over her shoulders was a cream-coloured crocheted shawl,
fastened in the front with an antique cameo. Her brown laced hospital shoes completed the
picture of the perfect Granny and she paused only for a moment, just long enough for the
photographer of The Sun to get a perfect shot of the concerned look on her face and her redrimmed eyes before sliding into the back of the car. She closed the door quickly, leaving her
solicitor with an outstretched hand and a flustered look on his face. After collecting his wits,
he scrambled around the back of the car to the other door, awkwardly pushing his way

through reporters’ faces and microphones. As soon as he was inside, the car sped off leaving
the reporters in a dust cloud, with cameras clicking profusely. Twelve hours later Nan
Winters’ case was splattered across the front pages of every British Tabloid newspaper that
was worth its tuppence and she became a celebrity overnight. The police and social workers
had their hands full answering telephones and for weeks to come, reporters camped in and
around Nan’s little village, waiting for that Big Scoop every journalist craved.
Nan sat in a large wingback, shrouded by the darkness of her lounge. Every curtain,
shutter and door in the house was tightly shut to keep out the reporters who congregated
outside. Inside her house, her sanctuary, everything was quiet. She leaned back in the
comfortable chair with closed eyes and chastised herself for the gross error she had made by
forgetting Sarah in the car. Since her arrest, she has not had time for that. She had gone over
the details repeatedly, first with herself and later with her solicitor. She knew she was in
disfavour with the Chapter, and their revered leader in particular. Her gross misconduct
placed everyone at risk and she knew that the Chapter would rather kill her than risk
exposure. It was all the fault of that little bitch! She knew they should’ve got rid of Sarah a
long time ago. There were lots more where that little pisser came from; it was just convenient
having her in the house and under control. Now it was damn near impossible to get rid of her.
Not with police and doctors and pisser psychiatrists and court officials and the welfare and
whatnot involved! No, they would have to do it some other way. Nan’s devious mind jumped
from one possibility to another, confident that evil would prevail in the end. The Chapter was
a strong group with substantial resources, and its members could be quite innovative when
necessary. They had proved resourceful in the past and would do so again. Evidence
fabrication is but a small part of their skilfully honed arts of deception.
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Outside the reporters were doing what reporters do best. Waiting, murmuring amongst each
other and running after every car that even seemed like it wanted to stop in front of Nan’s
house.

CHAPTER NINE

The courthouse was packed. The air was stale with hot breath and the shirt of Nan’s fat
solicitor stuck to his back. It was only ten in the morning but the crowds had been at the court
since early to be sure of a seat. The Court Orderly struck his staff three times on the ancient
oak floor and said: “All rise!” There was a shuffle as bodies pushed to get up and the
murmur increased. The Judge entered the court in a flurry of black cape and white curls.
Judge MacFarlane was a man in his late sixties with little time or inclination for the
unnecessary necessities in life. He has had a long successful career on the bench and has
learnt that he has a dislike of the normal pomp and ceremony of the British Court
proceedings. A thousand rats gnawed at his gout-ridden ankle and he was in no mood for
nonsense. He sat down in a rustle of black cloth, letting out a gust of air, and propped the
cane he hid under his frocks in the crook of the arm of the chair. The Orderly indicated the
people to sit as Judge MacFarlane slammed his gavel.
“Court is now in session!” he shouted above the din. Judge MacFarlane opened the
proceedings with a mighty “Silence in my Courtroom!” which fell on the noise like a thick
black cloak. The court attendants stopped chattering like one man. Everyone could see Judge
MacFarlane was not in a good mood. He pushed the white curled wig back on his head far
enough so no one could say they did not see the scowl on his forehead. He picked up a pair of
round gold-rimmed spectacles and pinched them on his nose. You’d never catch him wearing
these outside of court. In fact, they never left the courtroom. For twenty-five years, they had
laid in the same spot everyday. His eyes were still as right as rain and he wore these in court
only for effect. The small round lenses were ordinary glass and he looked over them and not
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through them, most of the time. Still, his court secretary, the same woman for the past
twenty-five years, came in every morning before proceedings started and cleaned them
dutifully. They have never broken, never left the room, and probably never will. Judge
MacFarlane vowed to leave them on the bench for his successor, but his secretary had other
plans for them after his death. She had a little place reserved for them in the London Police
Museum. Anyhow, apart from the gout, the old horse was as fit as a fiddle and would in all
probability still outlive the spectacles. The Judge peered into the crowd before him from over
their gold-rims. He had studied the facts of the case beforehand and read every bit of
publicity it got in the media. He knew the crowd was hyped up and that he could expect
trouble. Better to nip it in the bud before it got started.
“Any of you have any inkling of an idea in your minds to be noisy or troublesome
today, please do yourself a favour and leave my courtroom now. The first one of you to make
as much as a squeak, I will have you removed and I promise you forty-eight hours in a cell
with no windows. My court is a place of order. I alone speak and you speak only when I say
so! You will observe these rules with the proper respect as is demanded of you by the law.”
He did not have to say, “So don’t test your luck with me today unless you are keen to find out
what solitary confinement is like,” as a poor hapless soul in the back row broke out in a fit of
giggles.
“Orderly! Contempt of Court! Take that cackling sod away!” the Judge’s voice
boomed over the heads of the crowd. A deathly silence fell upon the court and from then on,
only those who were ordered to speak, spoke. The Judge looked at the Advocate Depute over
his spectacles.
“Will the Crown state its case!” The tall man with the crumpled jacket got up to start
his speech. The Judge’s attitude aggravated his nervous twitch and he rubbed his hand over

his left cheek in an irritating manner. Nan’s overweight Barrister noticed and smiled faintly.
Martin Bailey was a young man in his early thirties and had been employed as an Advocate
Depute for a mere four years. This was his first child abuse case and the crowds it drew
perturbed him. The minute he got involved, he knew this was different from anything he had
ever handled before. It reeked of evil. When he first looked at a picture of Nan in the
newspaper, her black eyes stared straight at him as if to warn him to stay off her back. Every
time he touched the case file, he broke out in a cold sweat. The past two weeks since the
police had found that little girl in the trunk of the old woman’s car and the case file first
appeared on his desk, his sleep had been troubled by bad dreams. Horned demons and hags
on brooms troubled him during his sleeping hours and there was the ever-present figure of a
grotesque goat-headed man. He quickly fell into an old habit of drinking himself into a stupor
before falling into bed in an attempt to keep the dreams at bay. He knew the drink was bad
for him and that he should stay away from it. Both his mother and father were alcoholics and
he knew exactly what it did to mind, body and soul. He was what the medical fraternity
called a latent alcoholic. It was one of the reasons he had not married yet and never intended
to, either. He looked at the defendant. She sat next to her fat imported-from-London barrister,
with a straight back and a square jaw. She looked dead ahead and did not spare him a single
glance. Just as well, he was not sure if he could bare those eyes. Martin Bailey looked down
at the notes in his shaky hands. Devils danced on the paper before his eyes. He frowned,
steadied his hands and began his opening narrative. He relayed the facts of how Sarah was
found in the trunk of her grandmother’s car in the early hours of the morning and the
subsequent arrest of the woman and the Doctor. At the mention of the Doctor’s name, the
defence Solicitor jumped up and shouted, “, “Objection! My Lord! Doctor Dufour is not on
trial here today.” Dr. Dufour was released of all charges the same morning of the arrest. He
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claimed he knew nothing about the girl in the car and was merely a friend of her
grandmother’s, and happened to be a guest in her house at the time of the arrest. Mrs Winters
had corroborated this and he was released. This interruption, although unnecessary, unnerved
poor Martin Bailey even more and he rushed through the remainder of his narrative in a
flustered manner. Although the Judge reprimanded the defence for interrupting an opening
speech, Fat Man had obtained his objective and sat back n his chair, smiling contently. At the
end of his speech, Bailey asked for a postponement of proceedings for ninety days, as the
progress with Sarah was slow and the evidence was very slow in forthcoming. The Judge
agreed to sixty days and offered the Defence the right to put forth their answer to the State’s
accusations. The Defence declined and Court was adjourned without any more applicants for
forty-eight hours of solitary confinement.

CHAPTER TEN

The soft whirring noise of the tape recorder had become a familiar sound to Sarah; so had the
sound of Mary’s melodious voice. Over the past weeks, she had come to trust this woman
with the big green eyes on the other side of the dark wood desk.
Mary was troubled. She had to get through to Sarah’s story somehow. It was as though an
unseen mountain of granite blocked her path when she approached the borders of the little
circle the two of them has established. Sarah clamped up every time she asked questions
about the goat-headed creature of her dreams, and the atrocities she must have witnessed
when she was taken to that secret place of Evil. Sarah had no trouble talking about her Nan’s
abusive behaviour at home. Numerous instances of her being locked up in the cellar have
been recorded on tape for court evidence; also instances of severe beatings with a variety of
implements, usually the first thing Nan laid her hands on when the fury took hold of her.
Sarah told a story about a secret room in the cellar of the house, which she and Davey were
forbidden to enter. She told of the one time she did enter the room and of the dead cat’s head.
She testified that the room was still there at the time she left the house and Mary immediately
relayed this information to Martin Bailey. Bailey obtained a search warrant for the property
but the search proved fruitless. There was no secret room in the cellar, just another storeroom.
The forensics team could find no evidence of red circles on the floor or black paint on the
walls. Together with the rest of the cellar it was brightly lit and spotless, with rows upon rows
of fruit preserves and jams, all packed on neatly painted white shelving. No sign of the dirty
rag of a blanket Sarah spoke of, and not a trace of blood, human excrement or any other
evidence of human occupation was found. The police had to leave with an apology. Mrs
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Winters stood at the door watching the police vehicle as it pulled away and if anyone had
been close enough to notice, they would have seen a smirk of satisfaction on her face.

“Tell me about the Goat-headed man, Sarah. When did you first meet him?” The
question came rolling towards Sarah as if through thick air. The grotesque head of the goat
hovered in the air before her face. Its large black eyes spitting fire and its lips pulled back,
revealing sharp teeth. She tried to talk but her throat was constricted as if by unseen hands.
The pressure of the hands was familiar and though she could not see the hands, she knew they
belonged to him. Many times in the past, he had curled his hands around her throat and halfstrangled her while raping her. She could feel her head go dizzy from lack of oxygen and she
fell back into the safety of the chair.
“Sarah? Sarah! Breathe! Sarah breathe!” Mary’s voice snapped her back to reality.
The Goat head spun around annoyed, and disappeared in a puff of smoke. Sarah’s head hit
the back of her chair and she sucked in a breath of air. Her eyes were wide and staring at
Mary kneeling concerned next to her chair. Her heart was racing and her vision slowly pulled
back into focus.
“What happened Sarah, for a moment I thought you were going to pass out!” Mary
said.
“He ... he ... It was here ... The Goat-head was here!” Sarah gasped through heaving
breaths. Tears rolled over her cheeks and she made no attempt to wipe them away. She clung
to Mary like a baby monkey to its mother.
“It’s okay baby, he is gone now. He can’t harm you anymore. It’s just an illusion.
He’s just an illusion.”

“No Doctor Fairchild, he’s not an illusion. He’s real, he’s real!” Sarah sobbed. The
warmth of Mary’s breasts felt comfortable. Was that what a mother’s breast was supposed to
feel like? Mary’s nearness clamed her somewhat and Mary allowed her to sink back into the
comfort of the chair. Sarah was still clutching her throat, breathing haltingly. Mary gently
removed the girl’s hands only to reveal red raised finger marks on the soft white skin which
moments ago were unblemished. The sight of it shocked Mary right out of her chair.
“What are these?” she asked in consternation, touching Sarah’s throat. “Did you hurt
yourself ... ?” but Mary knew the answer was no. This was not self-inflicted. Suddenly she
felt terribly cold and turned towards the air conditioner controls. “Sarah?” but she shut herself
up forcibly, knowing that she would turn and flee in panic if she uttered another word.
Sitting back in her chair, Sarah’s mind was a merry-go-round of images. None of it
formed into words. She knew what Mary wanted to hear, but was at a loss as to how to cooperate. Mary looked at her in exasperation and switched off the tape recorder. Sarah knew
this meant the end of the session. She placed her face in her hands and cried softly.
“I’m not helping, am I Doctor Fairchild? Please don’t be cross with me, please forgive
me, I’ll try harder next time,” she whispered. Mary got up from her chair. A frown marred
her otherwise perfect forehead.
“Don’t cry my Darling, no need to cry at all. We’ve come a long way today and we’ll
continue again tomorrow. You’re doing just fine; sometimes I just ask the wrong questions.
Come, it’s getting late and time for your afternoon tea. You go and enjoy the garden for a
while before it gets chilly. I’ll send Nurse Wesley out with your tea and medication. Let me
finish up in here and perhaps I’ll have time to join you in twenty minutes or so.” Mary
helped Sarah tenderly from the chair by her arm and walked her to the door. She gave the
orderly and the police officer at the door instructions, and the two men walked towards the
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gardens on either side of the little girl. Between the bulks of their bodies, she looked so small
it was hard to believe that anyone could lift a hand to such a child. Yet, the scars on her body
proved it and it pained Mary to think that this body was a lot smaller when the abuse started,
probably shortly after birth. Her mind shrank at the idea as she recalled her own loved and
pampered childhood. Back in her office, she sat down behind her desk. She was at her wits
end. She had no idea how to progress with Sarah and knew that as much as she hated it, it
was time to call for help. She was jealous in her protectiveness over Sarah and was not
comfortable with anyone else probing the delicate recesses of her mind. She had considered
hypnosis as an option in the past, but had been keeping it as a last resort. Perhaps now was
the time for it. There was less than three weeks left to the resumption of the trial and she had
nothing more yet than a few accounts of physical and psychological abuse; not enough to
make the old woman pay for what she has done. Mary stood up and took Sarah’s medical file
from the cabinet. Her eyes scanned the familiar information in the careful hand of Doctor
Cramer. Numerous healed scars of cuts and abrasions, two old arm fractures of about ten and
six years ago respectively and evidence of recent high levels of drugs in her bloodstream. The
most horrifying physical evidence was that of vaginal and anal sexual abuse and the very real
evidence that Sarah had been pregnant at least twice. On those subjects, Mary had not even
touched yet ... and now the red welts on Sarah’s throat. She felt out of her depth. She knew
she needed help, and fast. Closing the file she left the office to join Sarah in the gardens for
the promised cup of tea.

CHAPTER ELEVEN

She found Sarah down at the bottom end of the hospital gardens where she sat on a bench, a
warm blanket folded around her legs, and sipping tea from a china cup. Mary ordered her tea
in special china cups with saucers, on a tray with a separate plate for biscuits. She wanted
Sarah’s environment to be different from that she had been used to in every respect. She
believed that to show Sarah that a different life existed to the one she had known would
trigger favourable responses during therapy sessions. Thus far it had done sweet Fanny
Adams. She smiled at the girl as she approached. Two ducks swam in the pond in front of
Sarah, occasionally dunking their heads under the water in search of food. Not even their
comical little tails struggling to stay in the air, could solicit a laugh from Sarah. Mary
remembered how the same little antics could send her into fits of laughter when she was a girl
Sarah’s age. The orderly and the policeman who guarded Sarah around the clock, stood a
little away from the tranquil tableau at the water’s edge.
“Hi there, beautiful,” Mary greeted the girl. She broke her gaze away from the two
ducks and smiled at Mary with her mouth but not her eyes. Mary poured tea for herself and
sat down next to Sarah. On her way over, she thought hard whether or not she should tell
Sarah about her decision to supplement her psychotherapy with hypnosis. She thought it best
to discuss the matter with her first, especially since strangers would be present.
“Sarah, I need to discuss something with you,” she said.
“We need to try something new with your therapy. It’s called hypnosis. Do you know
what that is?” Sarah stared at her cup, captivated by the intricacy of its design. The cup was
adorned with raised flowers in relief and it made her think of the tea parties at Lord
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Crenshaw’s Manor House in the countryside. She missed the old man and had not seen him
since she came to the hospital. He was one of the few people in her life that treated her
differently. Davey was another, and Carol, the woman with the sad eyes on the farm was
another ... Carol! She had forgotten all about her and the farm, and her baby! Sarah uttered a
blood-curdling scream and the teacup flew with an arc through the air. She tore at her hair
and her uncontrollable wails echoed across the hospital grounds. The two startled men came
running to where Mary was trying to calm Sarah on the bench. Consternation was evident on
both their faces and they did not know what to do. The orderly got some of his wits back and
pulled a syringe from his coat pocket.

(Behind him, steam rose from the pond)

He tried to hand it to Mary who was fighting to control Sarah, but she swiped his hand away.
“No!” she screamed. “Go get Doctor Cramer! Now!” the orderly ran.

(Bubbles formed on the surface of the pond and heat escaped from it in swirls of steam, but
no one noticed.)

She was not sure what, but something had triggered a memory in Sarah and the last thing
Mary wanted now was for her to be knocked stone cold. She wasn’t quite sure what Dr.
Cramer could do, but she just wanted one less panic stricken man around her right then and
Cramer seemed the likely candidate for getting rid of the orderly. The policeman hovered
over the scene like a lost spaceship not sure what to do. Mary quickly settled his uncertainty.

“Stay away! Stay away!” she screamed at him. He hurried back as if struck by a metal
saucepan.
“Sarah, Sarah darling! What happened! What did you see! I’m here, it’s alright, I’m
here sweetheart!” All the while Mary tried to calm her ward but to no avail. Sarah screamed
and strained against Mary’s efforts. Mary knew if she lost her grip, Sarah would run and then
she would have no option but to have her tranquillised for her own safety.
“Sarah darling, everything is alright! I’m here, I’m here,” she cradled the girl in her
arms and clutched her against her breast, where she crouched on the grass next to the bench.
“Sarah! What did you see?” she almost screamed. Sarah’s eyes rolled in her head and
she tried her best to push Mary away.
“Carol! Carol!” she screamed. Who was Carol? Mary thought.
“Jamie!” The other unidentified name escaped Sarah’s lips.
“Who is Carol, Sarah? Who is Jamie?” Mary shouted. The policeman was getting
edgy on the sidelines, unsure about whether or not he was neglecting his duty.
“Doctor Fairchild!” he tried.

(The pond boiled furiously, a peaty stench escaping from it. The surface heaved and bubbled
and steam-devils danced in the cold air.)

“Shuttup! Please!” was the extent of her favour to the policeman. She was desperately
trying to get information from Sarah. Sarah was calmer but sobs wracked her body as she
cowered in Mary’s arms.
“Jamie, my baby! Where is my baby!” she sobbed. Mary knew nothing of a baby ...
the pregnancy! This was groundbreaking news. None of the half-stories of a baby, a woman
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called Carol living on a farm, the Goat-headed man being responsible for Jamie’s death made
sense then, but Mary had a feeling that sense would come of it later.
Finally, she allowed Doctor Cramer to administer the sedative and when Sarah fell
into unconsciousness, she handed her to the fretting orderly who carried her back to her
room, Mary’s question about hypnosis unanswered and forgotten.

(The bubbles on the pond surface subsided and the steam-devils danced into oblivion. The
water was murky and a stench of decay drifted off it. On the surface floated dead fish, white
bloated bellies pointing skywards.)

Back in her office, Mary phoned a colleague who specialised in hypnosis and made an
appointment for him to see herself and Sarah the next day.

CHAPTER TWELVE

The lights in the room were dimmed to create a relaxing mood. They reflected softly off the
pale pink walls. Sarah sat in a comfortable easy chair. In front of her was a low unimposing
coffee table, on which a tape recorder rested alongside a few sheaths of paper and some pens.
Mary sat in another chair facing Sarah, slightly to her right, and Dr. Eli Sher sat directly
opposite her. Mary eyed him with a sideways glance. Every time she saw the little Jewish
man, he seemed a little fatter. But despite his physique, he was a formidable character in
psychological circles all over the world. His large friendly apple-shaped face beamed down at
Sarah as he put all efforts in making the big-eyed little girl feel comfortable. All the smiles
and excess fat have over the years worked together to form narrow wells from which his
friendly eyes gazed. They moved with superfluous agility and never missed a thing. He saw
the concern in Mary’s eyes and the big nothingness in Sarah’s. Behind the nothingness, he
saw pain and suffering. He instinctively knew that she was not going to be an easy subject to
deal with. Whatever she was hiding was seated deep in the recesses of her psyche. He had a
feeling it would take a great deal of work to get it out into the sunlight.
“I want you to look at my hand Sarah.” He produced a pendulum from a waistcoat
pocket and swung it rhythmically through the air.
“I am going to count to ten and you are going to feel sleepy. When I reach ten, you
will be sleeping. Dr. Fairchild will ask you questions and you will answer them. When she is
done, I will snap my fingers and you will wake up. You will not remember anything that
happened during the session.” Swinging the pendulum he slowly counted to ten. His voice
was sonorous, rising and falling through the counting process. When he reached ten, he
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stopped the pendulum. Sarah’s eyes were closed and he slowly replaced it in his waistcoat
pocket. He felt Mary’s eyes on him. She had a slight frown on her forehead with an amused
smile creeping around her lips.
“I don’t really need the pendulum, but a little theatrics has never harmed anyone” he
said with a bashful smile.
“No, please, go on. It’s not everyday I get the chance to see a master at work. I guess I
just didn’t expect the Professor Calculus bit,” she whispered back with a smile. She turned
her attention to Sarah. Dr. Sher nodded his head for Mary to start.
“Sarah, can you hear me?” Mary asked.
“Yes Doctor Fairchild,” she answered in a calm, flat voice.
“Sarah, I want you to go back to the night you were found in the trunk of your Nan’s
car. I want you to go back to that afternoon and tell me what you see.”
Sarah sat calmly with her head resting against the chair’s plush headrest.
“What are you doing now, Sarah?”
“I am in my room. Nan locked me in.”
“Why are you locked in?”
“We are going out,” Sarah answered in a flat voice.
“Where is Davey?”
“I guess he is sleeping in his room. I can hear Nan coming; she is opening the door.”
“What is she doing now Sarah?”
“She’s bringing me hot chocolate. It makes me sleep. We will be leaving soon.”
“She makes you sleep before you go out?” Mary asked.
“Yes, I always sleep when we go there.”
“Where are you going Sarah?”

“We go to the place where the Goat-headed man lives with the animals and witches.”
“Where is this place, Sarah?”
The girl shifts uncomfortably in her chair. “I ... I don’t know,” she said.
“Okay, don’t worry about that now Sarah, tell me what happens then. Does Davey go
with you to this place?”
“No, just Nan and I. Davey stays at home. He never goes there.”
“Sarah, I want you to go to that place. Tell me what it looks like.” Sarah kept silent
for a long while, her brow crumpled into a heap of lines. She shuffled uncomfortably in her
chair and then she spoke.
“It is dark, there are no electric lights. There are many people. No windows. The
people are dressed like animals. I know them. I have seen them many times,” she spoke
calmly without faltering. “I see the altar and the circle above it with the image of the Goathead inside. The people are speaking in a strange language and they are swaying to the beat
of a drum. The bull is beating the drum and he stands in the corner. It’s an ugly black and
white bull. I don’t like him. He smells of garlic.”
“Where are you now, Sarah?” Mary asked.
“I’m on the altar, where I usually am.” She frowned as if Mary should have known. “I
am the altar.”
“What else do you see, Sarah,” Mary prompted her again. I see the black candles.
They are burning close to my hands and my feet. I can see the ones burning at my feet. There
are also candles on the walls. They are all black.” Sarah started to squirm in her chair. “He’s
coming!” she shouted.
“Who is coming, Sarah?” asked Mary.
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“The Goat-headed man! He is coming for me! No! No! Stay away from me! Get away
from me! I hate you!” the girl screamed with sudden panic, squirming in her chair and
waving her arms about violently.
“Get away from me!” she cried and started to sob. Oh no!!! Don’t touch me! He is
touching me!!! Make him stop!” She wailed, thrashing about in the chair.
“It’s okay Sarah, he can’t touch you here Darling!” Mary shouted. To the startled Dr.
Sher, “Do something Doctor! Get her out of there!” Dr. Sher collected his wits and snapped
his fingers close to Sarah’s face. The trance shattered, Sarah’s eyes wide open. Her breath
came fast and she looked around her until she caught the eyes of Mary Fairchild.
“What’s happened Doctor?” she asked. Mary looked at the wide-eyed Doctor Sher.
Their eyes met and she knew that there was no way she could relate what happened the past
few minutes to Sarah before she had time to attempt to understand it herself.
“You went to the place you hate so much, my dear. You told us some, but we had to
bring you back. I’ll tell you all about it later. Now you must rest.” She opened the door and
motioned the orderly to take Sarah to her room. Sarah followed the man dutifully and left the
two Doctors to get over their fright in peace.
“What in heavens name was that?” Mary exclaimed after she was sure Sarah was out
of hearing distance. Dr. Sher’s eyes were as wide as china plates.
“That my dear was a classic description of a satanic gathering. The altar, the
Baphomet Sigel, the animal garbs, the mumbo-jumbo, it was all there! Even Sarah. A woman
on the altar fits the picture to a tee.” Mary’s eyes were wide. She shut off the tape recorder
and got up to check the video camera. It was still recording and she pressed the ‘off’ button.
Sarah involved in Satanism? Her grandmother? How? Where? These were all questions that
poured through Mary’s brain in a fleeting microsecond.

“Mary, dear, you must understand that you have more on your hands here than a mere
abuse case. I think you should contact Dr. Carl Moore, an old colleague of mine. You may
remember him from college; he ran some classes on Multiple Personality Disorder during
your second or third year. He is now retired but very knowledgeable on the subject of SRA.”
“Satanic Ritual Abuse? Aren’t you a little old to believe in the Devil, Doctor Sher?”
Mary uttered the question before she could stop herself. She forgot that Dr. Sher was a devout
Jew. He sensed her mistake and just smiled.
“Sweetheart, whether you believe in the Devil or not is of no consequence here. You
know as well as I that there are all kinds of evil people in this world. You heard Sarah as
clearly as I did. I mean, she described a satanic gathering in striking detail!”
“Doctor Sher, it is a well-known fact that children’s minds are highly imaginative. It
is in some ways a well skilled defence mechanism against trauma. Children interweave
fantasy with fact in order to cope with reality. It is far more plausible that Sarah’s mind built
images of fantasy, which she saw or read in books, around her real experiences in order to
make reality more acceptable. For example, I know that Sarah’s Grandmother molested her
sexually. That by itself is a very real and probable scenario that would cause a young child to
confuse fact with fantasy and bury the events from consciousness. Is it not more probable that
Sarah replaced her grandmother’s attentions with visions of fantasy in order to escape the
horror of it? Is it not more probable that her grandmother threatened her with hellfire and
damnation if she ever told anyone about their little secret? Is it not possible that her
grandmother placed those devils behind a locked door and threatened the kids with it when it
suited her? Is that not a more probable scenario than a cult of evildoers’ right here in England
at the end of the twentieth century?”
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“Yes, yes, calm down, child, all your scenarios are highly probable; certainly, all I ask
is, for the good of your patient, talk to Doctor Moore. For heavensakes, please. You will find
he is not a crackpot and certainly well respected in his field. There can be no harm done in
gaining a second opinion, can there?” Mary looked at the pleading podgy face before her in
the dim light.
“Oh Doctor Sher, I know you mean well, but I just don’t want to jeopardise Sarah’s
situation. We have so little concrete evidence to go on as it is, I don’t want to taint it with
Hellish Hocus Pocus and let that woman get away with whatever the hell it is she did.”
“Your choice of the word Hell in relation to what she did is probably rather apt in this
case, my dear,” Sher said.
“Oh alright, I will agree to let Doctor Moore evaluate the tape and video. Can you put
me in touch ... ?” Before she could finish her sentence, Doctor Sher had stuffed a business
card in her hand.
“Call him now,” he said.
“Tell him Eli says ‘Hi’ and tell him I said for him to see you as soon as possible. You
don’t have any more time to waste.”
Mary opened the door to let Doctor Sher out. He said a hasty goodbye and waddled down the
corridor as fast as his hippo legs could carry him. Mary smiled at the comic scene. She loved
the terms of endearment he used when he spoke to her because she knew it came from the
heart.

CHAPTER THIRTEEN

The ceilings were high, the windows shuttered. The book-filled walls curved up into the dim
darkness and the old tattered rug adorned with a stylised depiction of the Tree of Life, was no
attempt at lending comfort to the loneliness of the library. Hildegard Winters was perched
uncomfortably on a high-backed wooden chair. A man stood in the shadows behind her, and
the smell of pipe tobacco filled the air.
“Hildegard. The Master is very displeased with your reckless behaviour. He is also
displeased with your apparent disregard for the secrecy of this Society. Certain members of
The Chapter have suggested that you be sacrificed to the Master as punishment for your
actions. You know as well as everyone else, Hildegard, that the punishment for treason is
death.” Hildegard Winters shivered involuntarily. She knew the consequences. She had
many times in the past voted for the same punishment for far lesser crimes. The man came to
stand behind her chair. His hand touched her shoulder.
“But I myself intervened on your behalf. After all, you and I’ve been together for a
long time,” he said while running his fingers through her hair. “You and I have been through
so much together that I am sure that we can get through this as well. You are also one of the
Master’s favourites and have pleased him for many years.” The man turned away and walked
back into the shadows.
“The Master requires a peace offering, Hildegard.” She knew what was coming. “A
peace offering worthy of His might and worthy of your status. Go and find two boys, both
redheads, not more than four years old. You have a fortnight, them or you.”
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She listened to the footsteps retreating across the highly polished oak floor. Click-clack,
click-clack.
“Remember, from Christian homes ...” She heard the man spit to cleanse his mouth of
the last phrase, and he was gone.

CHAPTER FOURTEEN

Mary sat behind her desk staring at the telephone. Doctor Moore’s business card lay on the
table in front of her. The card was an antique linen colour with the Doctor’s name and
credentials printed in black, one name, one title and one number. No frills. She was still
arguing with herself on whether or not to involve him with the case. What if his involvement
became known and Sarah’s case went up in flames, even if she chose to go no further than
letting him evaluate the tapes? What if her reputation goes down the drain by involving
herself with this? What if she was wrong and Sarah was involved in something evil and she
neglected to do anything about it? Sarah pressed the speaker button and dialled the number
for Doctor Carl Moore.
The telephone rang three times before a man’s voice with a highly polished Scottish
accent answered.
“Doctor Moore,” his greeting was as brief as his business card, Mary noticed. His
voice was strong and well rounded. His age was apparent only around the edges.
“Hallo Doctor Moore, this is Doctor Mary Fairchild ...”
“Aah Mary, old Eli told me to expect your call. An SRA case he said?” Mary almost
laughed aloud at the man’s referral to Doctor Sher as “old Eli” despite the fact that Doctor
Sher was probably about ten years his junior.
“I’m not sure if I subscribe to the label Doctor Moore, but it is a case of extended
abuse, yes.”
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“Nevertheless, Eli reckons I should evaluate the tapes as soon as possible. How is this
afternoon for you Doctor Fairchild? At my age time doesn’t wait around for tomorrow
anymore.”

CHAPTER FIFTEEN

Doctor Carl Moore was what you would conservatively call a huge man. His muscular frame
filled the doorframe from jamb to jamb and his silver crown topped at least six feet six
inches, not taking the tall-man-stoop in consideration. Mary saw him bend his head as he
entered the room; a gesture automated by years of dodging doorframes built for ordinary
people. His face was lean, covered with leathery skin that showed fine lines around his eyes
when he smiled. His silver hair brushed the shoulders of his black jacket and a pencil-line
moustache touched his upper lip but kept well clear from his nose. Mary looked for the
watery eyes, the sagging paunch, the gold-rimmed spectacles or the trembling hand, but
found him wanting of all the normal attributes associated with someone his age. Everything
about him told her this man was all but ordinary. No wonder he dared to call the roly-poly
Doctor Sher an old man. He extended his hand and when she took it she imagined his buns to
be as firm as his handshake. The cool Doctor Fairchild blushed. His buns! How did that get
up there!
“Doctor Moore, my pleasure ... I’m sure,” she fumbled.
“I assure you Doctor Fairchild, the pleasure is all mine.” He smiled down at Mary
with his naughty-blue-eyes. She smiled back at him, turning her head in an attempt to hide
the blush, but he had already noticed. Naughty little devils danced around his eyes and
mouth.
“Please, sit down,” she pointed lamely in the direction of one of a pair of deep chairs
next to the coffee table while she aimed for the other, almost knocking over a badly potted
palm tree.
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“Coffee or tea?” she asked.
“Tea please, with a touch of lemon if you have,” he smiled. The way he said the word
‘touch’ caused more than just the hair on her arms to rise and for a fleeting moment while
inadvertently brushing her arm lightly across her chest to check the state of her nipples; she
imagined those big hands touching her skin. She swerved back towards her desk and
somehow her finger found the intercom button. She ordered tea from the receptionist and
then aimed for the safety of her swivel chair behind her desk. Her blunders were like a string
of crackers tied to a dog’s tail that just kept exploding, one after the other after the other. She
frowned. How is it possible that a man almost twice her age could cause her to act half of
hers! She was so confused! She shrugged in a visible effort to shake off the little girlie feeling
and looked Dr. Moore straight in the eyes. The devils were still there when she finally
managed to focus and as sure as hell, the little bastards were beckoning her to join him on the
comfortable brass studded black leather chair.
“So, are you going to tell me about it, or am I going to have to beg for it?” he asked
with a mock-frown between his eyes, smiling devilishly. Mary felt like getting lost in those
eyes. She felt like screaming, “say touch again! Please please please pleeease just say touch
one more time! Pretty please?” but she checked herself as the tea arrived. She waited until he
finished pouring his tea; black, no sugar with a twist of lemon. He added a little cold water.
Patience Doctor Moore, she thought. She then got up, closed the drapes and dimmed the
lights. She switched on the television, which was coupled to the video recorder with the tape
of Sarah’s hypnotherapy session rewound and waiting. Mary had seen the tape a few times
already and instead of watching it again, she took the opportunity to scrutinize the tall man in
her chair. From where she sat, she had an excellent view of his profile, accentuated in the
semi-darkness of the office. He had a strong chin, and his nose was ever-so-slightly too long.

His eyebrows were thick, bushy almost, and grey. His long silver hair was brushed backward
leaving his face open, making him appear youthfully honest. He watched the recording with
interest. Once he asked for the remote control and manipulated the tape backwards and
forwards a few times to get a second look at something that interested him. When he had seen
enough, he got up and switched on the lights. He rubbed his chin pensively, then said, “I
need to see her. More information is needed here. Please set up a session with Doctor Sher
for tomorrow afternoon two o’ clock. I’ll be here and I’ll run the session.” Mary jumped up,
almost mouthing ‘sod off!’
“But Doctor Moore, I have not ... what if Doctor Sher ...” she tried.
“Eli will be here, doctor Fairchild, do you have the luxury of waiting?” His abrupt
interruption stopped her in her tracks. He was right; she did not have time to waste with
Sarah’s case; not with the trial date looming like an all-devouring shadow over everything
she tried to do.
“Okay, then, we’ll be ready,” Mary conceded with more than just a little stiffness in
her voice. Doctor Moore sensed her feelings and said “Look Mary, I apologise if I come
across as forward, but I’m on your side here. Whatever it is that lurks in this child’s mind, I’ll
help you get to it. I don’t run around screaming repent-for-satan-is-upon-us-so-help-us-godand-save-our-mortal-souls, but if there is any truth in what she believes and in what we saw
on this tape today, I can help you unravel it. Whether one believes in Satanism or not, what
we saw on the tape is the result of real abuse, no getting by that.” Mary stared into his eyes.
This was no nutcase after a moment of glory. He was being honest and sincere.
“I’ll see you tomorrow then?” he asked.
“Until tomorrow, Doctor Moore,” she said as he turned to leave the office, stooping at
the doorway.
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CHAPTER SIXTEEN

Sarah was alone in her room. Something woke her from her drugged sleep. Something
ominous, something she feared. Her eyes searched the room. The curtains were drawn and
the light was dim. The incandescent light bulb above her head emitted only a tiny amount of
yellow light, filling the room with long shadows. She glanced at the curtains from the corner
of her eye, too scared to move her head. Panic rose in her throat. The curtains were
motionless ... or did they move slightly? Was he window open? She listened intently, but the
only sound she could hear was that of the clock on the wall. It said five minutes past
midnight. Suddenly Sarah became aware of another sound. It was tinny and feint, a soft shhhing sound like static on a radio somewhere in another room. Then she became aware the cold
insulated wire of the bed-radio against her arm under the blankets. She moved her hand and
clasped the little radio in it. She pulled her hand from under the blankets and stared at the
small metal object. It was connected to an electric wire, which disappeared under the bed.
The static stopped. Sounds came from the radio. It was the strange yet familiar sounds.
Chanting voices; the sounds of her nightmares. Cold clammy fingers circled her throat as a
voice rose from the tinny speaker. Softly, it spoke to her.
“Sarah, remember who you are, remember who you belong to. Don’t believe for one
moment that you can escape me. Don’t believe you’re safe from me in that hospital, I will get
you. Betray me and I will kill you, you know I can and will. You belong to me.” The voice
of the Goat-headed man faded and the radio went dead. The cold hand that clasped her throat
disappeared and Sarah let out a long piercing scream that reverberated through the sleeping
corridors of the Hospital. The night-nurse shot erect like a cracking whip at the sudden sound.
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The screams from Sarah’s room filled every nook and cranny of the psychiatric ward and the
nurse ran as fast as her cramping legs would allow her towards the source of the cacophonic
commotion. She flung open the door and flicked the light switch in the same movement. The
bright fluorescent lights flickered twice before revealing a screaming Sarah sitting upright in
the bed. Her eyes were wide, the pupils dilated like black cherries. The nurse ran over to her
side trying to calm her down with soothing words. She also pressed the emergency button,
causing two orderlies to come rushing into the room moments later.
As if sent from heaven one of them brandished a syringe filled with 10cc of sedative that the
nurse emptied into Sarah’s arm while the two men held her down. All the time Sarah’s wails
continued unabated, resounding off the walls of her room.
“Better page Doctor Fairchild,” the Nurse said, looking at the burly orderly with the
moustache. He nodded and left the room quickly.
By the time Mary arrived, Sarah had calmed down somewhat. She was lying back in
bed, sobs wracking her body. Mary rushed over to Sarah’s side.
“My baby, what happened? I came as quickly as I could!” Mary saw the
bewilderment in Sarah’s eyes and for a moment wondered whether the girl recognised her, so
spaced out she appeared, but Sarah flung out her arms and grabbed Mary around the neck.
She cried until Mary’s top was soaked through to her skin, before Mary could quiet her down
enough to get a word in.
“What happened, Sarah?” she asked again.
“He spoke to me through the radio ... his voice came through the radio!” Sarah
managed.
“Whose voice, Sarah? Tell me, who did you hear?” Mary coaxed.

“The Goat-headed man! He spoke to me through the radio! At first there was nothing,
just static, then chanting, then he spoke to me!”
“What did he say, Sarah?”
“He said he would get me and that I could not hide from him here in the hospital. He
said I belong to him and he would kill me!” Sarah started sobbing again. Mary held the
crying girl against her chest.
“Doctor Fairchild, he killed my baby and he killed lots of other people. He will kill
me too.” Sarah’s voice was muffled by Mary’s chest, but she clearly heard the bit about
killing the baby. Mary was stunned for a moment.
“What do you mean, he killed your baby, Sarah?” she asked. Sarah’s arms were still
wrapped tightly around Mary’s neck. She moved her face away from Mary’s bosom.
“I remember now, Doctor Fairchild. I had a baby. A baby boy and he killed it!” Sarah
said clearly.
“Why, Sarah, how did it happen?”
“They put me on the altar and my baby got born. He killed it with a knife and burnt it
in a silver bowl. Nan told me that was what they were going to do, but I did not believe her.
She said they were going to sacrifice my baby to Lucifer. They call him the Master and he
requires sacrifices of blood.” Sarah knew she was defying the threats of the Goat-headed
man, but she had never felt so safe before. The memories of her baby’s death mingled with
flashes of other deaths and it confused her. Nothing mattered really. There was nothing left.
She felt empty and she did not care anymore. She was not afraid of anything right now, and
least of all the Goat-headed man and his threats. She knew he could get her if he wanted to,
when he wanted to, but she did not care. Let him come. Let them all come! They took her
baby; let them take her too. She wept pitifully against Mary’s bosom and Mary decided to
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stop, although she had so much more to ask. She let the frail blond-haired girl cry against her
bosom until she gave in to the drugs and fell blissfully asleep.

CHAPTER SEVENTEEN

Doctor Moore listened intently at Mary’s recount of the previous night’s events but he did not
agree with her on continuing the questions under hypnosis.
“Let’s rather see how far we get without it, Doctor Fairchild. One can easily be
accused of leading the subject when dealing with abuse cases in minors, and more so when
unorthodox methods like hypnosis is used.”
“Unorthodox Doctor? Mary asked with question marks in her eyes.
“For every single subscriber to hypnosis, Doctor Fairchild, you will find ten sceptics
degrading the practise to hocus-pocus. When dabbling in cases where the Occult or, heaven
forbid, something as obscure and emotive as Devil Worship is professed to be involved, you
are almost sure to be slandered as a purveyor of tall stories ... have you been involved in other
similar cases, Doctor Fairchild?” he paused to ask.
“I’ve had many cases of child abuse, Doctor Moore, but not once have I been forced
to call upon an exorcist to assist me in treating my patients.” Mary spat indignantly. Almost
immediately, she wished that she could bite off her tongue. Her reaction was completely
uncalled for.
Her almost-outburst brought those devils back to Doctor Moore’s eyes and he said, “I
apologise for my uncouth behaviour, Doctor Fairchild. I did not mean to belittle your
competency or professionalism. I merely tried to establish the extent of your involvement in
cases of SRA, which this clearly is; and if you feel that you cannot believe what Sarah has
told us so far, then perhaps you should allow me to continue with her therapy in order to
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assist the investigation as best we can.” Mary could not believe her ears. The man had not an
ounce of civility in that lanky body of his! Hand over Sarah! Never in a million years.
The aristocratic bitch in Mary raised her head and said, “Are you implying that I can’t handle
my own case, Doctor Moore? Need I remind you that I was appointed by the court to oversee
the psychiatric aspects of Sarah’s case and that you are here at my invitation, and have
absolutely no jurisdiction in this case or over my patient, at this hospital or at any other
institution for that matter? And need I further remind you that I will certainly not allow
anything to jeopardise my efforts here, and that by your own admission your tactics might
pose a threat to the integrity of our findings? And ...”
“Carl, please call me Carl,” he interrupted her flood of words with a smile so wicked
that it caused her to falter.
“Doctor Fairchild, I understand.” His eyes were soft and imploring. “Please forgive
my inability at expressing myself. I do not presume to take over. I am merely suggesting that
you allow me to continue to work with her in order to assist you to the best of my ability. I
wish to assure you that I have the best of intentions and ... I think it’s your eyes ...” he said.
“What ... My eyes? What about them?” she asked bewildered.
“ ... that causes me to be unclear. I mean, they are the most beautiful eyes I’ve seen in
my life and every time I look at them, it’s as if I drown and the world ceases to exist.” He
turned around; obviously flustered and busied himself with the video recorder. Mary’s cheeks
were red hot and she was glad that Moore was facing the other way. She was flattened against
the wall, not knowing how to reply. This man had been playing havoc with her entire being
from the minute that he walked into her office. She felt a connection; a closeness that she had
not felt with anyone else before. She pushed the feeling away from her. There was never time
for closeness in her life; she was married to her work. No time for anything beyond

superficial friendships, never anything as intimate as love. Her father had been her only
companion, and after his death she had never allowed anyone to fill the void he had left. She
looked at the silver hair falling down to his shoulders. Today it was neatly gathered in a
ponytail with a blue elastic band. The white collar of his shirt was in stark contrast with the
dark suit he wore, and she admired the obvious taste with which it was matched. His tall
stature caused his shoulders to stoop a little towards the table where he worked, connecting
the video recorder to the rest of the machinery. He was truly a magnificent specimen. She had
no idea for how long she stood there admiring the tall man’s back and wondering about his
words.
“I’ll fetch Sarah then,” she said simply, declaring her acceptance and understanding of
his utterance in one short sentence. As she turned to the door, she said, “Dinner at my place
tonight. Seven thirty okay with you?” She left without waiting for an answer.
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CHAPTER EIGHTEEN

By the time Mary returned with Sarah, Doctor Sher had arrived. They sat Sarah down in the
comfortable leather recliner from Mary’s office on which Doctor Moore had insisted. Mary
had already introduced her to Carl and she seemed comfortable having him around her,
sensing that Mary seemed to trust the man. She admired his strong open face. He had little
lines around his eyes, which she liked.
“Sarah,” he began, “I want to start today where you and Doctor Fairchild left off last
night, after your incident with the radio. I want you to repeat what happened last night. Just
tell it as you remember it, Sarah,” he said softly. Doctor Moore sat facing Sarah in another
recliner, the same as hers. In his lap rested a legal pad. With short erratic strokes of the pen,
he recorded Sarah’s words in shorthand. Mary noticed a neat row of notes in the same
shorthand on another page. Doctor Moore glanced at it while asking questions and she
deduced that it was a questionnaire. He continued to jot down notes while conducting the
question and answer session in a methodical but seemingly unhurried manner. Sarah relayed
the events of the previous night without difficulty. Doctor Moore asked questions like, ‘what
was the tone of his voice’, ‘did anyone else speak’, ‘how did you feel at hearing his voice’
and ‘what was the sex of your baby’. He noted her answers on the legal pad and Sarah
continued without faltering. Then he asked “Sarah, where was your Nan when your baby was
killed?” Sarah frowned. Carl made a note.
“I guess she was there, I don’t know ...” another note.

“Can you tell me if there was anyone present at the time that you could identify?
Again Sarah frowned. I don’t know, I mean I know them all, but they wear masks and
costumes. I never saw their faces.
“How many people were there that time?” Carl asked.
“I don’t know. Many. Perhaps twenty or thirty.” Sarah’s answers were becoming
vaguer with every question.
“Can you describe the room to me?” he asked.
“It is dark ... no there is a little light. I don’t know ... I’m not sure ...”
“Sarah, do you know what hypnosis is?” Carl asked.
“Yes ... no not really ... I guess so, Doctor Sher did it to me the last time,” Sarah
answered.
“Would you have any objection against Doctor Sher hypnotising you again?” he
asked.
“No, I don’t. Doctor Fairchild?” she looked at Mary enquiringly for assurance. Mary
smiled at Sarah and directed her answer to Doctor Moore.
“Please go ahead, we have no objections.” All this time Doctor Sher had been sitting
a little to the left, outside of the bright circle of light that bathed the other three. He now
stepped forward and took the pendulum from his pocket.
“Sarah, you and I have done this before, remember? I want you to concentrate on the
silver ball and listen to my voice. You are going to feel sleepy. When I count to ten, you will
be fast asleep. You will hear the voice of Doctor Moore, who will ask you questions. Answer
all his questions to the best of your abilities. When I snap my fingers twice, you will awake
and not remember anything of what happened.” He started to count from one to ten. When
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he reached ten, Sarah’s eyes closed and her breathing deepened. Sher nodded to Moore. Carl
looked at his notes and asked, “Sarah, can you hear me?”
“Yes Doctor Moore,” she answered in monotone.
“Sarah I want you to go back to the night your baby was killed.” Immediately her
breathing came faster. She frowned and bit on her lower lip. Her hands were clamped
together in her lap.
Mary sucked in her breath at the sudden verbalization of the directive.
“Can you see your Nan, Sarah?”
“Yes ... she is here. She stands by my head. She wears her witches’ mask, but I know
it is she. I can smell her.” Sarah’s voice is contorted with emotion. She clenched her teeth
and the sound of enamel grinding upon enamel was clearly audible.
“How many people are in the room, Sarah, can you count them?” Carl asked.
“No, but there is about thirty. I can’t see everyone but I know they’re there. Some are
in the rooms next door.”
“How many rooms are there Sarah?”
“There are many rooms here; I don’t know them all. Many rooms and corridors. It is
like a maze down here,” she said.
“Can you describe the room you are in to me Sarah?” Moore asked.
“It is large ... and square. It has two entrances. There are no doors, just openings in the
walls. The one leads to the bath room, the other to a small ante room.”
“Can you see any windows?”
“No windows, no curtains. There are candles in the walls.” Carl made more notes.
“What is in the bathroom?” Carl asked.
“The bath,” said Sarah.

“Describe it to me,” Carl said.
“It is a very large room. It has four doors. The bath is along the far wall. It is as high
as a man’s hip and it is carved from stone. There are strange symbols carved on the sides, like
those you see on TV in the programs about the ancient Egyptians. The bath is full of ... of ...”
“Full of what, Sarah?”
“I’m not sure; goo or something. They put dead bodies inside and it fizzes. After a
while nothing remains.” Carl made some more notes on the legal pad.
“What else is in the room Sarah?” he asked.
“Nothing. The room is empty.”
“Sarah, go back to the altar. What do you see?” Sarah’s breathing pace hastened
again. She spoke through clenched teeth.
“I see the circle on the ceiling above me. It is painted in red with a star and a goat’s
head in it.”
“How many points to the star Sarah?” Carl asked.
“Five, and there’s a strange symbol at the end of each one”
“Do you know what these symbols mean?”
“No” she forced her breath through her teeth.
“He is coming closer to me!” Her voice raised a pitch.
“He has the knife in his hand!” she screamed.
“Who is approaching you Sarah?” Carl asked.
“The Goat-headed man! The High Priest! Go away! Go away!” Suddenly she
clutched her tummy. She screamed out loud.
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“My baby! My baby! He’s coming! Please not now! Not here!” Sarah writhed in her
chair. She was in obvious pain, in wherever the hell was that she found herself. Her breath
raced; her face turned bright red.
“Calm down Sarah, no one will hurt you. It’s a dream, just a dream!” Carl’s steady
voice seemed to calm the girl somewhat. A few moments later, she resumed her screams,
clutching her tummy.
“Aaagh! My baby!” Anguish washed over her face; her eyes rolled wildly in her
head. Droplets of perspiration rolled down her forehead and appeared on her upper lip. The
air in the room was like ice and Mary could feel a panic attack coming on. Sarah was
obviously experiencing contractions and Mary was simultaneously awed at the reality of it
and frightened silly for the well being of the girl. Another contraction wracked the young
body and another cry escaped Sarah’s lips. She was by now lying almost flat on her back in
the chair and Doctor Sher had pushed the recliner into a horizontal position. Sarah pulled up
her legs and opened them at the knees. Her hospital frock slipped down to her waist to reveal
contracted muscles in her legs and tummy.
“Stop it! Stop it!” Mary shouted at Carl with tears welling in her eyes. Doctor Moore
ignored her and focused his attention on Sarah.
“Sarah, what you are experiencing is a dream. No one can hurt you. You will be fine!
Listen to me! You will be fine!” he shouted directly into her face, knowing that he will have
to be loud to penetrate the clamour in her mind. The girl calmed down slightly.
“Now, Sarah, listen to my voice. What is happening around you right now?” he asked.
“I can see the Goat-headed man. He is standing next to me. I can see the doctor
between my legs ... I can hear my baby cry!” she wailed.
“Sarah, who is the Doctor, do you know his name?”

“Yes, it is Doctor Dufour! He wears a mask, but I know it is him, I have seen his ring
when he comes to visit me at home.” Mary’s heart cringes to hear the girl refer to the House
of Horrors, as she had come to think of Nan’s house, as home.
“Sarah, can you describe the ring?” Carl’s voice rose with excitement.
“It is large and gold ... and black in the middle. There is writing around the edge of
the black stone.”
Mary froze. She immediately conjured up the image of the fat American Med School
fraternity ring that Dr. Dufour wore on the second hairy finger of his right hand. It was a
black onyx set in a huge gold setting with a Latin inscription around the crown. Carl glanced
at the tape recorder in an unconscious effort to make sure the last comment was captured. He
was amazed at the accuracy of the data forthcoming.
“Sarah, what is the Doctor doing?” he continued.
“He is picking up my baby and giving it to the Goat-headed man! He is going to kill
my baby!” Her screams reverberated through the room and Doctor Sher had a fine time
holding Sarah in the recliner.
“Remember Sarah, it is only a dream, a bad dream, and you will wake up soon. No
one can hurt you!” He tried to assure her. Sarah screamed a long wailing scream of agony.
“He is killing my baby! I can see the blood! The knife! The blood in the bowl! My
baby is in the bowl and he is dead! He killed him! He killed my Jamie!” Sarah started to sob
bitterly and Carl knew he had very little time left.
“Sarah, tell me what you see. Open your eyes and tell me what you see!” he asked for
the last time.
“He is holding the bowl above his head and he is calling the Master. He speaks in
their strange language and he is calling him.” Sarah’s flesh turned into goose pimples.
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“It is cold, very cold. I want to go home, please let me go home! My baby is burning
in the bowl. I can see the flames! The smell is…Oh the smell! Please! I want to go home! Let
me go home!” she cried pitifully. Carl looked at Mary; her face was streaked with tears. He
nodded to Sher to bring Sarah back. Doctor Sher got up and stood next to Sarah.
He said, “Sarah, when I snap my fingers twice, you will wake up and you will not remember
anything of this dream. I am going to snap my fingers, now!” He snapped his fingers twice
and Sarah opened her eyes, staring at the three concerned faces that hovered in the dimness
above her. Apart from a racing pulse, she showed no sign that she remembered anything of
what had just occurred.

CHAPTER NINETEEN

It was a quarter past seven when Mary pulled the eighth dress over her head. It was almost
time for Carl to arrive and still she could not decide what to wear. Her bed was strewn with
discarded dresses, hosiery and lingerie. The floor around her told a similar tale in shoes. At
last, she decided on a little black number she had bought in Paris a few months ago but had
not yet had the opportunity to wear. It was strapless and fitted her slim body like a glove. It
reached down almost to her knees making a vain attempt at modesty. It had a built-in
brassiere, which complemented her generous breasts without over emphasising them. Black
silk panties inlaid with a touch of lace, sheer silk stockings and black suspenders rounded off
the outfit and made her feel slightly girlish and naughty. She wondered about the
appropriateness of the outfit for a first date, but glancing at her bedside clock, she realised she
had no time to change again. Doctor Carl Moore would have to play his pieces as they laid
tonight.
After the gruelling session with Sarah, she and Carl had spoken only a few words and
nothing of her dinner invitation was mentioned. Yet she expected him to come, as he had
indicated nothing to the contrary either. Neither did she give him her address or telephone
number, feeling that a man like him would have the ability to acquire such trivial information
in his own time. She felt excited about seeing him and chastised herself all the way down the
stairs to the living room where she imagined she would wait for him. But she was not going
to be afforded the luxury of waiting. With her left foot on the last step, and the hands of the
clock on the wall on seven-thirty, the doorbell rang. Mary’s heart missed a beat. She would
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have liked the luxury of a sip of wine before his arrival, to soothe her girlish nerves. Now she
only had enough time to reach the button on the wall which opened the door downstairs,
before the bell would ring again. She pressed the button without speaking into the
microphone as she could see the tall man with the silver hair on the video monitor. He was
looking up into the small hidden camera and straight into her eyes, smiling slightly, as if he
knew she was staring again. She averted her eyes from his gaze but quickly realised the
foolishness of the act. Of course he could not see her! The electronic lock on the door opened
and Carl Moore entered Mary Fairchild’s carefully guarded private domain.
Mary’s apartments were on the third and top floor, but Carl preferred the stairs instead
of the modern elevator. He was never one for elevators, too crowded and stuffy, he
proclaimed, but the truth was, that he preferred the stairs even when the elevators were
empty. He was a classic unrepentant claustrophobe, proud of his mental affliction and
declared that it only made him more human. Besides, stairs helped to keep him trim and fit
and time for exercise was always hard to come by if you happened to be Doctor Carl Moore.
Even now that he was officially retired, he found his diary was always filled with a steady
stream of requests for seminars, talks and advice. He employed a part-time secretary to
schedule his appointments. She phoned him once a week on a Wednesday morning at
precisely nine-thirty to discuss and confirm appointments and faxed him his schedule on
Fridays for the following week. They had never met and probably never will. The
arrangement suited him just fine.
Carl reached Mary’s door. He felt that he was about to enter sanctuary and knew that
to have been invited here was unusual; especially alone. Thus he fully expected a dinner party
with a myriad of other guests, an evening spent in relaxed boredom exchanging clinical and
professional opinions about mental mayhem with peers; discussions that would inevitably

end in lamentations about Jung and Freud and the subtleties of third-party interpretation. He
lifted his hand to knock, but the door opened before his hand reached it. He glanced upwards
realising there must be a second hidden camera, which informed Mary of his arrival.
Midway, his gaze was forced to an abrupt halt by the black silky creature that stood in the
open door. For a fraction of a moment, Carl was blown away. The combination of the black
dress, the white skin, the green eyes and the red lips, were too much for any man to absorb all
at once. His pupils dilated and his jaw fell towards the floor. He caught it just before it hit the
polished oak and he heard his teeth snap together from the upward momentum. Her hair was
twisted and caught in a knot on top of her head with careless wisps hanging down,
accentuating her long neck. Discreet drooping pearl earrings coyly peered from between the
strands of hair to compliment the picture-perfect pedestal on which her head rested. Long
dark lashes surrounded her large green eyes, in which little devils danced. Small lines from
too much laughing were evident on their outer perimeters. Her full red lips beckoned to be
kissed and Carl had to restrain himself not to sweep her into his arms and kiss her before
crossing the threshold. He glanced at her breasts but the glance turned into a stare before he
could break the trance. Quickly he pulled the bunch of yellow daffodils from where they were
hidden behind his back and held them out to Mary as if in an apologetic-schoolboy-gesture.
“Hallo Mary, you look absolutely gorgeous,” he said, but not believing his own ears.
“Good evening Carl. You don’t look too shabby yourself. Please, come inside,” she
said, taking the flowers from him. ‘Not too bad, Carl Moore, found my address as well as my
favourite flowers.’
He closed the door and she led the way. Obvious care went into the interior decoration of the
Victorian apartments. Heavy but tasteful drapes adorned all the windows and period-style
furniture was elegantly scattered around. The work of 18th Century women artists decorated
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the walls and he wondered why they had never met at Sotheby’s or Christie’s before. The
carpets were wall-to-wall and thick enough to drown in. In the lounge, she left him to pour
brandies while she took the flowers to the kitchen. She appeared a few moments later
carrying a vase containing the daffodils.
“Thank you so much for the flowers; I can’t imagine how you knew that Daffodils are
my favourites,” she smiled coyly. He just smiled while handing her a crystal globe with
brandy.
“A very fine brandy Mary,” he complimented her. He sniffed his glass.
“KWV?” he enquired.
“I see you have a nose for fine things, in my opinion the best grapes are cultivated
under the harsh African sun,” she said.
“Strange. I would have figured you for a French supporter. Any other surprises?” he
mused.
“Now, now, Doctor Moore, you will just have to keep that impatient nature of yours
in check for once and live and learn,” she retorted with a smile. Carl turned his attention to a
strange object on the wall, which did not blend with the rest of the décor. He studied it for a
moment. It was an elaborate piece of shell jewellery fashioned in the form of a necklace, but
far too large to be worn comfortably. It consisted of hundreds of whole shells interspersed
with pieces of shell of different shades of reds, oranges, yellows and blues.
“This is interesting, Mediterranean?” he asked.
“Pacific, actually; South Pacific to be exact,” she said. “It is called Khula and is made
by the native inhabitants of the Trobian Islands in the Solomon Sea.”
“Is it a necklace? It seems rather elaborate,” he asked.

“Yes, you can say it’s a necklace, in a fashion. Not for everyday wear though; more
ceremonial in nature.”
“So where did you get it from?” Carl asked.
“I spent some time there during my teens with my father when he was doing survey
work in the Islands for the Crown. He did not find the minerals he was seeking, but a Khula
Master that he befriended there during his stay presented this piece to him. It has great
sentimental value for me.” She explained. He listened intently at the story, imagining her on
a white coral beach surrounded by natives, with only bright flowers in her hair and shell
jewellery to adorn her body.
“Carl?” her voice snapped him back to the lounge.
“Intriguing, I’ve never seen one before. Must very well be unique in London,” he
said.
“There is one other I know of ... at Buckingham. Dad brought another for Uncle
Bertie. Obviously the King got the bigger one,” she said with a wicked twinkle in her eye.
“Your father knew George VI?” Mary nodded.
“Hmm. Interesting. You must tell me sometime. The aroma of the basted leg of lamb
delivered from Harrods earlier the evening wafted in from the kitchen.
“I trust you indulge in meat, Doctor Moore; shall we?” Mary led the way to the
dining room where, to Carl’s astonishment, only two places were laid. So they were to be
alone, all evening, just the two of them, together.
The meal was delectable and Carl full of praise. Her choice of wine also made a big
impression and she was pleased with herself. Upon retiring to the lounge, Carl took the
remainder of the second bottle with them.
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“Too good to waste; it would be a slap in God’s face.” Mary smiled at his little joke.
What he did not know was that there was no chance she would let a good vintage go to waste.
Anyway, seems like they were fated to finish this bottle tonight.
“I keep a few cigars here for after dinner,” Mary said while opening a small humidor
and presenting it to Carl for his selection. Carl took one of the Hoyos she offered and got
another surprise when she selected another for herself. She replaced the humidor and turned
around with a cigar cutter and lighter in her hands. She noticed his surprise and glanced at the
cigar between the fingers of her left hand.
“Any objections against a lady smoking a cigar, Doctor Moore?”
“No, no, not at all. I’m just not used to ladies of the London high society smoking
cigars. Is it not a practice reserved for the ladies of the new Colonies? But no objections at
all,” he answered bemused. Mary lifted her eyebrows while offering him the cutter and
lighter.
“Well, I did spend some time in the new Colonies in my younger days, remember,”
she said. Carl cut the cigars and lit Mary’s before lighting his own. They settled back in two
plush upholstered deep-red velvet Edwardian Wingbacks, the red wine on the small table
between them. A few moments of silence passed between them as they savoured the cigars
and wine.
All evening, Mary’s mind had been dwelling on Sarah’s hypnotism session of earlier.
There was so much she wanted to know but she felt incapable of formulating the necessary
questions. Just thinking about Sarah in that chair, brought goose bumps to her skin. Whilst
still pondering on how to approach the subject, Carl rescued her.
“What did you think of this afternoon’s session with Sarah?” he asked, breaking the
ice for her.

“Frankly, it confused me terribly. Her reactions ... you must understand; I’m a sceptic
when it comes to organised ritual abuse. Bringing Satanism into the equation makes it even
more implausible to me. However, your questions were straightforward and so were the
answers. She described colours, motifs ... I mean ... the ring ... it ... it is a known object ... and
the labour contractions ... they were so real to Sarah.”
“Carl, how is it possible that a world-wide organisation that abuses children and
murders tens of thousands of people every year, can exist without there being a scrap of
physical evidence? How is it possible that people who live in crowded suburbs can
perpetrate such crimes as cooking and eating babies, murdering hobos, dance and revel and
drink blood, without the neighbours knowing anything about it?” I’ve read about these cases
Carl, and I’ve examined the psychological profiles of the victims and I always find the same
thing: Traumatised young minds that have been abused over long periods of time by family
members, young confused minds who have replaced facts with fiction or hidden reality
behind multiple personalities. I mean, children read about monsters and demons, they see
them on TV, is it not possible…?”
“Whoa there, Mary, don’t let your horses run away with you. No one knows the
arguments against SRA better than I do. I’ve made the phenomenon my life’s study. It has a
definition, you know. It goes something like this: SRA is the organised activity of a group of
individuals, in association with a widespread conspiracy, who practice physical, emotional,
and spiritual abuse on unwilling victims in a ritualistic manner, especially in connection with
a commitment to Satanism.”
Mary sat back listening intently.
“Now the clincher here that causes this violent crime to be reduced to ridicule is the
seemingly innocent inclusion of the phrase, ‘in association with a widespread conspiracy’.
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Once you remove that phrase from the definition, it becomes much more acceptable. It is
certainly possible for individuals or small, dedicated groups to perpetrate such crimes in a
ritualistic manner, but as soon as you link the idea to a world-wide conspiracy, then it
becomes ludicrous, does it not?”
“Certainly does,” Mary agreed.
“Small groups will certainly not perform human sacrifice in their living rooms, but
rape and physical abuse on younger members of the family is not uncommon. The fact is that
people who perpetrate crimes against children for religious or occult related purposes in
secret, is also capable of abusing children in the regular fashion at home. Thus, it stands to
reason that children, who are subjected to secret ritual abuse as well as regular abuse, will
confuse the facts and tell tales which are highly improbable if not downright impossible.”
“Like the stories of babies cooked in ovens, chopped up, sharks eating children or
children thrown on a bonfire, or killed by a monster.”
“Exactly! And you rightly pointed out that children replace fact with fantasy or
interweave fact and fantasy in order to make the reality more acceptable. If a child of five
witnesses a human sacrifice where people are dressed in fantasy and animal costumes, that
child may very well end up telling you stories of sharks eating babies and Witches donning
cloaks and flying around, or of Superman who came to make the babies better. It could be
that they relate a baby or a foetus to Jesus and make mention of Jesus that was chopped up
and eaten, or even worse, witches turning the children into frogs. Mix this with perfectly
feasible statements like foetuses being extracted by Caesarean section, or children being
forced to eat spiders, or children placed in boxes with spiders or frogs or snakes, and
everything in the victim’s statement is discarded as fantasy, or to use the official term, ‘False
Memory’.”

“But Carl, there are proven and documented cases of False Memory and Suggestive
Memory Implants. These are facts not to be discarded lightly. There was the famous case of
Doctor Brown and others, who used their psychic influences and powers of suggestion, even
drugs, to force memories or confessions from people who later recanted their stories.”
“That might be so, however, it does not mean that because one person confesses to a
crime falsely, that the Police should now disregard the confession of every alleged criminal.
On the same principle, not all cases of Recalled Past Memory can be classified as False
Memory just because they contain occult-related or satanic indicators,” Carl said.
“Satanic Indicators is another controversial subject.”
She inadvertently scratched one black-stocking-clad leg from which Carl found it hard to
keep his eyes. ‘Even in the dim light she looks downright delicious!’ he thought to himself
and took another sip from his glass.
“Sure it is. Sceptics focus on certain Satanic Indicators which come across as
improbable when taken out of context. You know how different people interpret different
parts of the Bible. You can attribute any meaning to a phrase if you take it out of context, or
even worse, place it in your own version of the original context,” Carl said. Mary shifted her
weight in the chair, turning her knees towards Carl.
“Now pray tell me more of your theory about False Memory,” she said. “You
sounded pretty vehement about it earlier.”
“False Memory Syndrome is based on two big lies. The first big lie is that there is no
such thing as forgetting trauma. In every type of trauma, from rape and battering to combat,
from incest to torture, from fire to earthquake, survivors often lose part or all of their
memory. Not only is it one way of dealing with trauma, especially if it is overwhelming,
physically violent and caused by other people, it's so common it's one of the diagnostic
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criteria for PTSD. The second big lie is that laboratory studies apply to traumatic memories.
In these studies, people are told about, or watch, a videotape of some supposed trauma and
are then given misleading information and asked about it. In the lab, people make many
mistakes about what they saw. However, in a study of people who actually witnessed a
murder, the memories were detailed, accurate and persistent. Thus the purveyors of FMS
purports that Recalled Memory cannot be anything but false, as it is permeated with
improbable or impossible notions.” Carl picked up the bottle from the table and emptied the
last of the wine into their glasses.
“Seems our evening is drawing to a close, Mary,” he said shaking the empty bottle in
her direction.
“No, no, please don’t go yet, fetch us another bottle from the cupboard underneath the
stairs, please please please, you are actually starting to entrance me” Mary had freed her feet
from the confines of her shoes in the meantime, and tucked her sexy satin clad legs
underneath her on the chair.
“I’ll get the wine if you light us a fire,” Carl said as he got up.
‘You light my fire Doctor Moore,’ she thought to herself and immediately felt ashamed of
her own unladylike thoughts.
He left the pleasant confines of the living room in search of the Mary’s wine cupboard. He
found it to be adequately stocked with predominantly South African red wine cultivars, but
also a good selection of French and Italian wines, both red and white. He found the Meerlust
easily, recognising the brownish-red label from where it peeped from amongst the others. He
found a corkscrew in the kitchen, and smiled when he noticed the Harrods disposable food
containers in the refuse bin as he discarded the cork. Back in the living room, Mary had
made herself comfortable on a thick rug on the floor before the fireplace. A merry fire was

already crackling away, thanks to the luxury of piped gas. Carl placed the new bottle on the
small table between the chairs, picked up his half-full glass and joined Mary on the rug. She
could not help but notice he was more agile and supple than most men half his age. He
would still be good for a few rounds…she banished the thought before it completed in her
mind. She flushed a deep red, glad that the fire was the only light in the room.
“So tell me more, it is becoming interesting,” Mary said.
“Well, during the past four years, nine-hundred and sixty seven cases of organised
abuse and eighty five of ritual abuse were, tried, proven and recorded. That means that over
eight percent of sexual abuse cases in England today, involve rituals of some form or another.
That is not to say that all rituals are Satanic in nature. Some are other forms of Occult
involvement and some are merely a set procedure followed by a perpetrator when abusing his
victims. Other people again, use Satanism as an excuse for abuse practices, while they have
no other evidence supporting their allegiance to Satan. Thus, the true perpetrators of SRA
have a myriad of barricades protecting them. Psychos, liars, other forms of ritual abuse and
let us not forget the sceptics. These are the most dangerous of all, because they are the nonbelievers. It is much easier to deal with someone who stands indifferent towards the subject
than someone who outright rejects it. Sceptics use misrepresentations and misinformation to
prove their well-rehearsed points. Many of them come from the professional psychiatric
fraternity and many from Christian organisations. I guess the sceptic Christian is the worst of
all. They represent the exact opposite of Satanism, which is supposed to the Ultimate Good
as opposed to the Ultimate Evil. When you have a Christian Minister stand up and say SRA
is a myth, you have big problems.” Mary shifted her weight and reached for the wine bottle
on the small table.
“What about reformed Satanists? Don’t their stories carry any weight?” she asked.
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“Again, if there is no physical evidence forthcoming to support their tales, they
become mere canon fodder for the sceptic community. They get their chance to tour the
world and tell their stories. The sceptics wait until the hype dies down and one day you open
your newspaper, and wham, Mr. Reborn Satanist has an illegitimate love affair with his
Minister’s fourteen-year-old daughter, or a brother who refutes his stories of childhood abuse,
or a tendency to steal money from the Sunday collection plate. Once the hype is over, no one
goes to the trouble of verifying slander stories. It is just another guy who got blackballed for
trying to make a buck from a juicy story, serves him right.”
“So what you are saying is that a lack of physical evidence is usually the problem?”
she asked.
“Tell me this; I understand there was a search warrant issued for Sarah’s
Grandmother’s house. Did they find anything?”
“No. Not a shred of evidence to support Sarah’s claims of a secret room containing
satanic paraphernalia. Not even any evidence of her ever being in the cellar, despite her
claims of having been locked up in there for prolonged periods over almost ten years.”
“Exactly. No evidence. Thus Sarah’s claims are immediately prone to be discarded
either as lies or False Memory.”
“But…”
“Do you believe her, Mary?”
“Sure I do…”
“Why? What is it that makes you believe her in the face of a complete lack of
evidence?”

“Carl! I work with the girl, I see the results of the trauma, I see the marks and the
medical evidence of sexual abuse. I heard what she said under hypnosis! I must believe
her!”
“No need to get irate with me, Mary. You are only proving my point.” He paused.
“Mary, you’ve had contact with devout Christians, they embrace Goodness with their entire
beings. Pray tell me then, why would someone who stands for the exact opposite, someone
who embraces evil not do the same?”
“Yes, but human sacrifice? The slaughter of babies and children…?”
“And don’t you think that an entity whose almighty power is only second-bested by
the power of God does not possess the ability to make a triviality like forensic evidence to
disappear in order to serve his unholy purposes?” he continued, letting her question hang.
“Not so long ago in a forest in Southern England, the body of a young boy was found
without a head. In the country whose wine you love so much, Witchdoctors are frequently
caught peddling in human body parts, those of children being preferred. There is no doubt
that men can do these things Mary, but yet when it comes to Satanism, where the
practitioners believe they have a right to practice evil, suddenly there is a doubt?”

“Shit, this is heavy stuff.” Mary sighed
“Satanic Ritual Abuse is a very delicate subject, Mary, and there are many people
who would skin you alive and burn you at the stake for even uttering the phrase.” Carl blew
out a puff of blue smoke. A perfect smoke ring followed it and hung in the air.
“If you fetch us another bottle of wine, I won’t mind if they throw me naked in a lake
in the middle of winter,” Mary smiled provocatively.
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They covered the afternoon’s session with another bottle and by the time Carl left, the
clock on the wall showed it was one-thirty. Mary felt mellow from all the wine and was glad
Carl was using a taxi. Upstairs in her bedroom she threw off all her clothes and slipped naked
under the covers. The silk sheets against her skin felt very sexy and suddenly she felt very
sorry for herself, and very lonely.

CHAPTER TWENTY

The chair in which the man sat stood on a platform in the middle of the large hall. Thick
drapes blocked out all sunshine and the only light was that of scattered candles. The high
ceilings disappeared in the overhead darkness.
“So I understand Moore is involving himself in our affairs again?” His shadowy
voice flowed forth in a rush of smoke.
“That is correct Sir,” the man with the tweed jacket answered.
“And what do you intend to do about it?” the voice came from the shadows.
“I will put someone to the task of eliminating him, Sir,” Tweed-Jacket said.
“And the body?” Another puff of smoke rose from the shadows.
“I will dispose of it in the usual manner, Sir.”
“You will do no such thing! You Imbecile’! If Moore disappears now, what do you
think will happen?! That bitch Fairchild is probably already sucking his cock. She’s not had a
fuck in a century and is by now so smitten with him that she probably laps up everything he
spurts! If Moore disappears now, she will put two and two together ... link his disappearance
with the case and just cause more trouble than she’s worth.”
Shadow Man banged his fist on the arm of the chair in fury.
“No,” he continued more calmly, “Leave Moore to his devices. Put a tail on him,
twenty-four seven; also on his Bitch. I want to know every move either of them make.”
“Yes Sir!” There was a marked tremble in Tweed Jacket’s voice.
“What about the girl, sir?” he ventured a question.
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“Leave her the fuck alone! We will deal with her after the trial ... long after the trial,
but we will deal with her, eventually. Go now!” Tweed Jacket turned and almost-fled
towards the exit at the far end of the Hall, as fast as his short legs could carry him.
Somewhere else, far from there, Nan Winters opened the trunk of her car. From the
gloom, two pairs of small eyes stared up at her. The way she carried the twins made them
look like two identical bundles of firewood. She grinned at them as she unlocked the door of
the deserted farmhouse. A blackened incinerator filled the one corner of the kitchen. Her
supplier assured her that they came from a Christian home. Ash from the one and blood from
the other, that’s what will redeem her in the eyes of the master.

Much later that afternoon, Nan set off, leaving the lonely farmhouse to be swallowed
by darkness, hiding its horrible secret to cool in silence. On the floor of the old car by the
passenger side, stood a metal flask containing the ashes of the one little red headed boy. His
brother was alive and stuffed in the trunk.

The night was dark. Alone she carried her cargo down to the dungeons. It was time;
time for her redemption. The crowd was gathered in front of the altar. Nan walked beside the
Goat-headed man basking in the glory of her accomplishment. She allowed the sheer silk
gown slide off her naked body and two men helped her onto the black stone altar. The Goatheaded man brought forth the symbols of the Black Mass, the large silver cup and the silver
plate containing the host. He placed these on Nan’s naked abdomen and shivers of pleasure
surged through her body. The Goat-headed man raised his arms and chanted the invocation
for the commencement of the sacrifice.

SHUNU LIMUTUMA ANAKU LU’UBLUYI!
SHUNU LINISHUMA ANAKU LU’UDNIN!
SHUNU LI’IKTISHUMA ANAKU LUUPPATAR!
TIRRAMA SHALUTI SHA KASHHAPTI SHA RUCHI YE
IPUSHU!
SHUPI YI ARKHISH UPPU YUSH!
ZI DINGIR GAL KESHSHEBA KANPA!

As the last words faded, he let the blood of the one mix with the ashes of the other.
The blood and ash was blended into a paste and mixed with the host in the silver bowl. The
resulting goo was first rubbed on the old woman on the altar before it was distributed
amongst the worshippers, who dipped their fingers in the bowl and smeared the paste on their
foreheads. Then the Goat-headed man mounted Nan Winters on the altar. Nan’s heart and
breath raced in unison as she matched the rhythm of the man sliding in and out of her. As the
man’s excitement rose to a peak, she rejoiced in the fact that harmony was restored between
her and the Master and that she regained her position amongst her kind with dignity.
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CHAPTER TWENTY-ONE

The courthouse was packed and a low-pitched but steady drone reverberated through the
ancient halls in distinct resemblance to a beehive.
“Silence in Court! Silence in Court! All rise! The honourable Justice MacFarlane presiding!”
Judge MacFarlane laboured the few steps to his chair. His gout was killing him; his cane,
hidden as usual in the folds of his cloak. He sat down with a restrained sigh and hooked his
cane in the crook of the chair. He carefully placed the gold-rimmed spectacles on his nose
and looked at the huge crowd before him.
Amazing how dull people’s lives were that they had to spend their time in a courthouse
gloating over the misfortune of others, he thought.
“I remind you that my previous ruling of silence and order in my courtroom still
stands. Anyone caught talking out of turn will be charged with contempt and thrown in a cell
with no windows for two days!” His voice thundered across the courtroom. He looked down
at his papers. “The Defence will now deliver its opening statement.”
Fat Man heaved his bulky gut out of the uncomfortable courtroom chair with a fair
amount of effort and proceeded towards the bar like a cat that had just awoken from a nap.
Clearing his throat caused his triple chins to quiver violently and after raising the
stenographer’s one eyebrow with a loud sniff, he began. “My Lord! Today we stand here to
defend a Grandmother who’d been grievously offended by the child she had raised as her
own; the grandchild that was dumped on her doorstep together with a younger sibling almost
ten years ago with a promise to be fetched a few days later. A promise which was never kept
and which subsequently placed on my client’s shoulders, the responsibility to raise two small

children with no hope of assistance from their natural mother. This task she accepted without
complaining, as the children were flesh of her flesh, blood of her blood.” He paused and
sniffed again, glancing over his audience to gauge the effect. “She performed her duty
towards them, feeding them, clothing them, bringing them up to the best of her ability in the
best environment available to her; never asking anyone for a single penny, or a single smite
of assistance.” He checked his audience again. The courthouse was as silent as a village
graveyard at midnight and all eyes were focussed on Fat an. He was pleased and continued.
“She is a well-known member of her community, who is treated with respect by all that
knows her. Sure, she disciplined the children, in a fair and controlled manner; but alas,
perhaps not enough. Sarah grew up to be a troublesome child who caused her grandmother
umpteen problems. She remained a difficult child and often ran away from home as police
records will show. At twelve, she became sexually active, first with boys at school and later
with men from the factories and mill, whom she charged for services rendered. Medical
records will show evidence of drug abuse, sexual promiscuity and even a self-inflicted
abortion at the age of fourteen. We will prove here in this case beyond any doubt, that the
defendant in this case is nothing more than a conniving brat who is exploiting a single
transgression in the behaviour of my client, to maim and destroy her reputation for life, in an
attempt to get back at her grandmother for what she believes to be unfair treatment. Thank
you, my Lord.” With that short and devastating speech, Fat Man sat down, relieved to be off
his feet and smirking like a cat in a sardine brothel. Mary could not believe her ears. She was
so outraged at the manner in which the Defence just bulldozed the character of an innocent
child, that she almost jump up and got herself 48 hours solitary. Carl placed a restraining
hand on her arm without looking at her. They had to stay calm. This was nothing less than
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could be expected and in all probability, the Defence will produce the evidence they just
boasted about. Flaring tempers will not amount to anything.
In the weeks that followed, the Defence ran circles around the State’s case against
Mrs. Winters. There were numerous witnesses, ranging from teachers to paediatricians to old
friends of her mother, who all did their utmost to taint Sarah’s character. Sarah’s
Grandmother took the stand and testified to instances of insolence, rebelliousness and
tantrums of fury, which caused Mary to think that perhaps they had the wrong girl back at the
hospital. The child these people were testifying about, were definitely not the scared, abused
little girl she got to know and cared about. Men and boys alike gave evidence under oath and
with the promise of indemnity, and God knows what else, of Sarah’s alleged iniquitous
sexual tendencies. A doctor testified complete with medical records of a self-inflicted
abortion at the age of fourteen. Each time, the Defence was one step ahead of the State and
each time, Sarah came out looking like a cheap little tramp instead of the badly abused child
that she was. The Defence had an answer to every piece of psychological Mary could come
up with and long before the end, the Crown knew it was fighting a loosing battle. Many days
Mary complained bitterly about the ineffective manner in which the Crown Solicitor
conducted the case, to no avail. The courts were full and Crown Solicitors were scarce and
overworked. There was no hope of this one being replaced. Carl tried his best to comfort
Mary as best he could but was far more realistic about the possible outcome. They might not
be able to nail Nan on charges of SRA or even child abuse, but at least Sarah and Davey will
be removed from her care. Despite all of the Defence’s efforts, the Court will not be able to
dismiss entirely the physical scars caused by gross abuse and the neglect that left a drugged
teenager in the trunk of a car all night.

CHAPTER TWENTY-TWO

After a while Mary had to give up pretending that the cuisine was entirely the results of her
own culinary competence.
“Pierre would be green if he could see your duck tonight,” Carl smiled. Mary was not
sure whether it was the little devils in his eyes or the shock at being found out that caused her
nipples to stand up.
“Why Carl, how clever of you, this is Pierre’s duck,” Mary smiled sweetly while
poking the bird with a sharp spike in order to hide her embarrassment. She knew she should
have ordered the roast beef ... or no, the Sheppard’s pie ... now her goose was cooked! “How
did you know?” she continued coyly.
“Aye, Pierre and I go back a long way.”
“Oh yes? How long?” Mary poked the bird one last time and pushed it back in the
oven, her back turned to Carl where he was leaning against the sink.
“About nine years ago I had an apartment in Knightsbridge. One Friday evening I had
some friends over from Cambridge for dinner, you know, the usual stuffy lot, the Dean and
his wife, a few professors, an MP or two ... anyway, Mrs Aldridge, who was my housekeeper
at the time had a heart attack halfway through preparing dinner and by the time I arrived
home, the duck was burnt to a crisp, the cooked salmon was splattered all over the kitchen
floor and Mrs A was as cold and stiff as a frozen fish.”
“Oh what a way to go!” Mary exclaimed.
“Hmm, yes. I was quite fond of the old dear and seeing her sprawled in rigor mortis
on my kitchen floor was not a pretty sight. However, it was too late to cancel – Pierre’s name
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was the first to pop in my head as he’d catered for me for similar do’s a few times before. So
I phoned him, in a panic of course, before I even phoned the coroner. Four hours later my
guests were seated and eating, none the wiser of poor old Mrs A’s unfortunate demise.”
“Carl! You beast! No respect for the dead. How could you continue with dinner after
the woman died in your kitchen?”
“I couldn’t very well cancel; you know what some of those academics are like. Some
of the old farts have been psyching themselves up for that dinner the entire week already and
the damage I could do by cancelling could very well have matched if not exceeded Mrs A’s
efforts.” Mary giggled. “Pierre really saved my graces that day. He brought over not only the
food, but the crockery, cutlery, the linen and two waiters as well. Since then, well, I’ve been
eating pretty much London-ala-Pierre whenever I’m in the city.”
“So you knew right from ... !”
“Saw the empty cartons in the trash when I opened that second bottle on our first date
already ...”
“Oh! You beastly man! And you never said a word!”
“And why should I have? Pierre’s an excellent chef, isn’t he?” Carl smiled
mischievously, “Anyway, I prefer your place to mine for dinners, mine’s too ...”
“Spartan, austere, cold? Unfriendly, severe, too office-y?” Mary interrupted.
“Hmm, too office-y, that’s a new one for Webster’s.”
“Modern times Doctor Moore calls for a modern language.”
“And modern girls who don’t mind ordering dinner from Pierre’s,” Carl added. “I
prefer Kent, of course, so I don’t mind an office-y apartment here in the city. It prevents me
from wasting too much valuable time here in the bustle. And who’d ride the horses when I’m
not there? Certainly not old Jeremiah, that’s for sure.”

Aah, the horses. She loved horses and took girlish delight in every opportunity she got to ride
them. Sarah also loved horses. Should she ask Carl if they could take Sarah to Kent for a
weekend? The break from the monotonous hospital life would be wonderful for her. The poor
girl has spent almost five months in the psychiatric ward of the Hospital and it was time for a
change in scenery.
“Carl ...” she hesitated. Would he be agreeable? He cherished his times at Kent and
she was already an intruder.
“Yes, Mary?”
“Carl, what do you think of taking Sarah to Kent for a weekend to see the horses? She
loves horses, you know,” Mary ventured cautiously.
“What a splendid idea! How about this Friday?” he replied without hesitation.
“That’s two days, I’m not sure if I’d get permission from the Hospital in time.”
“Nonsense. That’s more than enough time. I will give old Brad a ring in the morning
and set it up.” Mary had forgotten that Carl and Dr. Bradford Kyle, head of the Hospital
Board were old college friends.
“You give Sarah the news in the morning. I’m sure she will be absolutely thrilled!”
Carl smiled.
“O Carl! You’re such a darling! You know exactly how to thrill a girl!” Mary shouted
and threw her arms around his neck. She kissed him on the mouth before she could stop
herself.
“I’m sorry ...” she said and pulled away.
“Don’t be ...” Carl grabbed her in the momentum and pulled her close. “How long did
you think I could wait?” Their faces were inches apart. His warm breath was on her face; her
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mind screamed that now was the time to panic, but her body was completely incapable of any
reaction. Her eyes were fixed to his as if mesmerised and time ceased to have any meaning.
“Carl ... don’t ... not ...” she tried.
“Shhh ...” and he kissed her full on the mouth. His lips were tender yet firm and she
knew instinctively that resistance would be futile. Instead, she gave in to the moment and
kissed him back with three months’ pent up emotions. His arms were wrapped tight around
her middle, making escape impossible; her hands clutched his neck and the back of his head;
then slid downwards to caress his back and those buttocks she admired so much, feeling the
strong muscles under her hands. Fever, passion, mounted. Fingers found buttons; clothes
fluttered to the ground; black stilettos clicked on the kitchen floor as she discarded the little
black dress. She pressed her body against his and shuddered at the touch. Breasts and kisses
mingled in a downwards spiral; with hands and hair they landed in a disarray of clothes. That
girlish feeling of the day they met fluttered through her tummy and she craved it with every
fibre of her being. Burning hands, seeking kisses, butterfly fingers, hardened nipples and soft
sleek hair; silk parts with flesh and at last, bare skin on skin. Finally they joined; wet and soft,
warm and hard; probing, searching, finding, relishing; faster and faster spins the moon on its
track! Laboured breathing mixed with raspy moans and rolling eyes and concocted a veritable
cocktail of lover’s delight. Ripe gooseberries rolled between his teeth; he couldn’t get enough
of it. Deep throaty moans grew more forceful with each heavenly stroke; up and down, up
and down, the rhythm rose and fell like Mozart’s most beautiful minuet. Eyes closed,
pressure rose, somewhere something had to go! His hands clamped around her arms, she
drew him closer and together they anticipated the crest of the swell. At last, they exploded
through the surface and rode the wave in unison, their bodies shuddering in concert. Then
they went quiet and lay in a puddle of clothes and spent pleasure, Pierre’s drunken duck in

the oven completely forgotten. Neither stirred for a long time before finally they got up off
the floor and went to her bedroom to do it all over again ...
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CHAPTER TWENTY-THREE

Sarah’s impatient delight pushed her from bed to window to door and back to the bed.
Brush, mirror, roll-on, teddy-bear, Davey’s picture; she closed the zip of the suitcase for the
umpteenth time. Horses! Green fields! Birds! How splendid it would be! Dr. Fairchild told
her all about the huge friendly old house and the horses, three of them, the huge old trees and
the beautiful reddest and whitest of roses. Then there’s the pond and the mother duck and
baby ducks and the rabbits in the tall grass that ate from your hand and oh yes of course, Mrs
Harold who could cook breakfast better than anyone can, and old toothless Jeremiah who
sang to the horses when he brushed them down; she could just imagine! This weekend was
most certainly going to be the best of her whole entire life! Just checking the window again,
no, not there yet; suitcase, zip, roll-neck jersey, yep, it’s packed. Sarah’s excitement brought
back memories of another place, another lifetime. She could still smell the faint scent of
tobacco of Lord Crenshaw and hear the whinny of his horses. She wondered how he was and
if he perhaps thought of her when he talked to his horses; Diabollos, Kathgor, Nephilim and
ah, beloved Drakon. He could clip-clop better than any of the others and Lord Crenshaw
would pass him an extra lollipop when the others weren’t looking. Clip-clop-clip-clop-clipclip-click-click-click-click!
“Doctor Fairchild! You’re here! I thought you would never come!” she squealed.
Mary swept her up in her arms and kissed the crown of her head. At sixteen, the skinny Sarah
would have been the envy of many a classmate; if she had any.

“You would be so lucky that I forget about you, darling!” Mary exclaimed. Come
Sunday you are going to be so tired and sore from riding horses, you are going to wish you
never went,” she said conspiratorially.
“Come, get your bag, Doctor Moore is waiting in the car park and you know patience
is not his greatest virtue.” Mary said and winked. Sarah skipped to the room, giggling
girlishly at Mary’s little joke. Happiness stood out in bold letters all over her face and Mary
had a hard time choking back a tear, recognizing the immense change that took place in the
girl during the past few months. Love’s indeed a powerful thing, both Sarah and Mary could
testify to that.
Carl waited impatiently in the car for the two most important women in his life. For
the occasion, he chose the Bentley, old, but stately and spacious. It was a 1954 R-Type
Continental, deep gunmetal grey with dark blue leather interior. He hoped Sarah would like
the car. Seven years’ worth of weekends went into her restoration, making him very proud of
the old dame. He wanted the weekend to be an unforgettable experience for Sarah right from
the word go. As the girl and the woman approached the car, Carl jumped out, sporting a
chauffeur’s cap on his head. He hopped around the car in mock-comic fashion to open the
rear door for Sarah.
“Bon jour mademoiselle,” he said in a mock French accent and bowed. Sarah laughed
and jumped in the backseat, not quite sure what Carl had said. He smiled and closed the door.
“Does the Madame care to join the lowly chauffeur in the front seat?” he inquired
from Mary.
“Most certainly, sir, if you can promise to keep your hands to yourself!” she laughed.
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“That I undoubtedly cannot promise!” he said, Mary and Sarah both laughing at his
antics. Carl closed the doors, hopped around to the other side of the car, and got in behind the
steering wheel.
“This is a beautiful car, Doctor Moore,” Sarah piped from the backseat.
“Oh don’t you start, Sarah. Before you know it Doctor Moore will have such a big
head, you will have to open the window in order to see outside!” Mary laughed. The old
Bentley was filled with girlish giggles like it hasn’t heard in many years and Carl had a hard
time controlling his bouncing heart. He could already feel the academic dust wafting out of
the weekend in anticipation of spending a few days having fun with the people he loved.
The four-hour drive to his estate was over far too quick. The Bentley was behaving as well as
could be expected from a stately old girl and she made mincemeat of the M25 as well as the
M20. Before they knew it, the huge houses loomed from amongst the ancient oaks and the
bowed, toothless Jeremiah opened the heavy iron gates for the Bentley to enter.
The house and the grounds were everything Mary promised. The horses were the best
and Sarah could hardly wait until the Saturday morning to go for her first ride. The dew was
still wet on the lawns when Carl led his party of two out towards the stables. The black
stallion whinnied at Carl’s approaching steps and Jeremiah peered from around the stable
door. Sarah broke into a gallop of her own, racing ahead. When Mary and Carl reached the
stables, Sarah was stroking the brown mare’s muzzle.
“She is absolutely beautiful! Isn’t she? Can I ride her please?” Sarah begged.
“She’s all saddled up for you missy,” old Jeremiah croaked from the stable next door.
He came hobbling over to lead the horses outside. Sarah bounced like a rubber ball next to
him and quivered in anticipation when he helped her into the saddle. Within a few paces she
became one with the mare as if she had been born on her back.

“This is so exciting Doctor Fairchild! I’ve not had so much fun in my entire life!”
The fact that Sarah was most likely speaking the truth added a sad tug to Mary’s smile. The
three of them spent the greater part of the morning chasing across the fields, scaring up
rabbits and other small animals. Every time a bird took to flight in front of her horse’s
hooves, Sarah’s shrill laughter went trailing through the air. She was quite miserable when it
was time to return the horses to Jeremiah’s care. But she was soon enthralled with the next
thrill of the morning, Mrs Harold’s famed breakfast. After the third sausage disappeared into
Sarah’s mouth, Carl said, “Goodness Gracious Missy, where are you putting all that food!
Must be those spindly legs of yours are hollow!” Sarah laughed, doing her best to keep the
sausage in her mouth. She had another sausage and a piece of toast with Mrs. Harold’s
famous apple jam, before declaring defeat. They got up from the table and Mary and Sarah
started clearing away the plates. Mrs. Harold nearly had a heart attack and launched a protest
at the ladies clearing the table, but Mary shot her a mock frown when Sarah wasn’t looking,
which sent her into silence with a puff. Having cleared the table, they left the kitchen to a
much-relieved Mrs. Harold.
The library was situated in a sunny corner in the house, filled with books and relics
from days gone by. In the one corner was an upright piano with ornate brass candelabras
fixed to its sides which Carl played on occasion when not even Mrs. Harold was around to
hear. There was a chess table with two chairs and a beautifully hand-carved oak games table
that was salvaged from a scuttled German Frigate in 1944. The green-velvet side was up and
a partly finished puzzle lay on top. This was where Sarah seated herself and spent the rest of
the morning, pondering over the puzzle. Mary relaxed in a wingback with a John Grisham
that she had been reading on and off during her past few visits. Carl excused himself and
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wandered off to find Jeremiah. Two hours and fifty puzzle pieces later, Sarah got up,
stretched and yawned.
“One will get a numb butt from hanging around this library all day. Let’s take a walk
in the garden, Doctor Fairchild.”
Mary looked up from her book. “Sarah, I believe we can drop the formalities now; at least for
the weekend. You and I have known each other for a while now. My name is Mary. Call me
Doctor Mary, if you like; it sounds so much more ... intimate.”
Sarah thought about this for a while. “Okay, Doctor Mary, can we go for a walk in the garden
now?”
Mary smiled and put the book on the table. “Okay you! Let’s go for a walk.” She massaged
her backside while stretching her muscles.
“I guess you are right with the numb butt theory. Let’s see if we can round up Doctor
Moore to join us. He is quite a botanical buff, you know, perhaps he can teach us a thing or
two about roses and raspberries.” The pair giggled and walked with arm-in-arm out to the
yard, in search of Carl. They found him at the stables talking to old Jeremiah.
“Sarah wish for you to accompany us to the garden,” Mary fibbed.
“Oh! I guess a gentleman will find it is his duty to comply then. How could I even
begin to contemplate of resisting such beauty?” he said, winking in Mary’s direction. Carl
took Sarah’s one hand and Mary the other and together they walked down to the gardens,
where they spent time admiring the roses and getting botany lessons from Carl, until Mrs.
Harold rang the bell to announce lunch being served.
The afternoon was spent on more horse riding and this time Carl took the dogs along for the
exercise. Sarah was thrilled with the dogs’ antics.

“Doctor Mary says you hate hunting, Doctor Moore! I am glad, because I don’t like
hunting either!” Sarah shouted at one stage. Carl raised an eyebrow.
“Doctor Mary said that?” he asked bemused.
“Yes, Doctor Mary!” Sarah shouted above the din of the hooves and hounds.
“Well, Doctor Mary is quite correct and I guess if she is now Doctor Mary, I can be
Doctor Carl?”
Sarah laughed aloud and spurred the brown mare on to a full gallop. “Doctor Mary and
Doctor Carl! Doctor Mary and Doctor Carl!” she shouted at the top of her lungs and her
laughter trailed behind the brown mare like a triumphant pennant into battle. At that moment
nothing in the world could stem Sarah’s happiness and Mary and Carl both wished there was
a way they could shield the girl form any harm coming her way ever again.
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CHAPTER TWENTY-FOUR

The court case neared its end and the final verdict hovered like bad breath over everyone
concerned. Two weeks after Sarah spent the weekend at Kent with Carl, Mary and the horses,
newspaper headlines cried out Hildegard Winters’ suspended sentence for child neglect to the
few who cared. Overall she spent 24 hours behind bars; half the time those poor sods did who
dared to speak out of turn during her trial. Sarah and Davey became wards of the Crown and
were remanded to separate institutions until their twenty-first birthdays; unless they found
adoptive parents, which were highly unlikely. The entire furore was over in a matter of
minutes and the lives of many people changed dramatically with the final slam of Judge
MacFarlane’s gavel. Later that afternoon the old Judge swallowed his last heart pill and died
instantaneously of a wholly unrelated cause, a blood vessel that burst in his brain. Mary sank
into Carl’s arms crying bitterly over the imminent change in all their lives. Sarah went back
to her room for tea after walking in the garden; Davey was packed and ready to go to his new
school in Dunstable by two o’ clock. Judge MacFarlane’s court secretary quietly collected his
gold-rimmed spectacles from their quarter-century old resting place and Nan Winters
returned to her home; life continued in the quiet little village of Woburn as if nothing had
ever happened.

END OF PART TWO

PART THREE



Nothing Left
I would scream, but there
is no voice left
I would cry, but there are
no tears left
I would fight, but there is
no strength left
- Theresa
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CHAPTER ONE

The corridors were cold and quiet and more menacing than the barbed wire on top of the high
wall that surrounded the five-century-old buildings.
“The walls were not to keep the girls inside, but to keep bad men out," Mary tried to
explain away the questions in Sarah’s eyes. The older woman could see that she failed
miserably in convincing the girl. Tears stung Mary’s eyes. She could not help but wonder
what effect this place will have on Sarah’s already confused life, as she turned her head and
tried to get rid of the unwanted consequence of her tear ducts without making it obvious.
Sarah's eyes travelled up the dreary walls to the ceilings far above her head and then down
again to the gleaming concrete floors. A shiny coat of grey paint covered everything the eye
could see, except the government-green doors that lined the one side of the corridor as neat as
soldiers in a row. On the other side the corridor was lined with obscure windows. Thick
burglar bars covered them on the inside, strangling the last bit of freedom caught roaming the
halls. It felt as if they stood there for a century, taking in the blandness of their surroundings,
before a small shapeless mass appeared far away down the seemingly endless corridor. It
struggled towards them looming steadily, weaving grotesquely like something seen through
opaque glass. They heard the military precision click-click of heels on the cement floor, long
before the figure took shape in the distance. Gradually the shapeless mass changed into a
thickset woman wearing a dark-blue uniform and navy-blue court shoes of which the heels
were in bad need of repair. CLICK-click, CLICK-click; the figure came closer and closer. A
thick brown file tied with dull-red-almost-pink string and bursting with dog-eared papers was
jammed under her one arm. She halted in front of Mary and Sarah, with military precision,

her rotund figure striking a most imposing picture. The fabric of the uniform was stretched to
the limit around every voluminous curve and Mary was amazed that the woman was able to
get herself inside it at all. The silver buttons on the front of the jacket stretched the
buttonholes so that they looked like Chinese eyes, ready to tear at the corners any second.
They stretched even further with every heaving breath of the enormous bosom.
“Good day, Doctor Fairchild?” the woman said in an inquiring tone.
“Good Morning Ma’am,” Mary said for lack of a name. The stocky woman averted
her eyes to Sarah, not offering any to Mary.
“Then you must be Sarah, my child. I am Matron Albright. You may call me Matron
Albright,” she repeated her name with emphasis.
“Morning Matron Albright,” Sarah managed in a squeaky voice. The woman wobbled
over to the nearest green door and unlocked it with a key she selected from a huge bunch that
hung on a chain from her waist.
“Please come into my office,” she ordered-invited the pair. Mary and Sarah found
themselves being gently pushed, each with a bear-sized hand in the back, into the confines of
a sparingly furnished cubby-hole sporting a small maimed wooden desk, two chrome-andblue-patent-leather-government-issue chairs, a pair of flaky grey metal filing cabinets and a
thin raggedy carpet on the floor.
“Please sit down Doctor,” she motioned to Mary. Mary sat down on the one bluepatent-leather-and-chipped-chrome chair. Sarah hovered close to Mary’s shoulder. The fat
woman squeezed into her chair on the opposite side of the desk, the blue uniform swallowing
the chrome arm rests completely. She opened the big brown folder she brought with her and
shoved a wad of papers towards Mary.
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“Doctor Fairchild, I am the Matron of Deerwood and I am duly authorised by the
Crown to release you of your charge as ordered by the High Court. These are the court papers
authorising Sarah’s transfer. You need to sign the papers, all three copies, initialling on each
page. One copy goes with you, one stays here and the third I will return to the authorities for
filing in the court records.” Mary took the papers and stared at them. They seemed so ...
official; so ... grim and final; as if her signature on them would condemn Sarah to death.
Tears threatened to blur her vision and she had to force back the choked up feeling in her
throat. At that moment she wished she did not decline Carl's offer of joining her on the trip.
Suddenly she wished she was alone with Sarah, alone so she could explain to her how much
she loved her and that she would visit her as often as she could. All the while driving to
Deerwood, Mary could not find the words of comfort that she knew Sarah needed because of
the saddened feelings of fear and near-dread in her own heart. Their conversation ended up
being light, their laughter hollow. She hoped to get some time alone with Sarah in her room
when they reached Deerwood; now the foreboding buildings and corridors seemed to dispel
even that wish. Then suddenly Mary signed the forms and passed them back to Matron
Albright.
“These seem in order, Matron Albright, if we can now see Sarah’s room ...” Mary
started.
“Doctor Fairchild, I assure you we run a tight ship here and that Sarah’s dormitory
accommodation is quite adequate. It is up to the standards prescribed by the Government.
There is absolutely no need for you to trouble yourself with inspecting the facility and you
can rest assured that Sarah will receive the best of care from us. I am fully versed with her
case and assure you of my personal involvement on a daily basis. I will take Sarah from here

and spare you the long walk to the girls’ living quarters,” the Matron said in a no-nonsense
voice.
“Yes but, I would still like to see ...” Mary started again.
“Doctor Fairchild, it is not the policy of this institution to allow visitors or Doctors on
unscheduled days. Attached to the documentation that you have, is a rules list, which explains
how we do things here. You will see that there is one visitor’s day a month and Doctor’s
visits allowed by appointment, three times a month. The obese woman frowned. Mary could
see she was not going to get anywhere with Matron Albright and felt annoyed at being
stumped by a Crown official.
“Very well then,” Mary conceded. The disappointment and agitation was evident in
her voice.
“Can we have a moment alone then?” she asked.
“I’ll take the forms to registration for processing, then I’ll be back to fetch Sarah in
five minutes. Our days are pretty full here at Deerwood, Doctor Fairchild, if you will excuse
me.” She turned on the scuffed heel of her one blue regulation shoe and CLICK-clicked
down the long corridor without another word. Mary looked at Sarah, at a loss for words.
Tears welled in two pairs of eyes.
“Sarah, I will never forget you, I promise. Doctor Carl and I will visit as often as we
can and we’ll make sure you see Davey once a month on visitor’s days. We love you. Never
forget that ... and be sure to behave your best, it is going to be a strange place initially but you
will fit in soon enough. There are many other girls here and you will make friends quickly. I
love you my darling, I love you very much.” The five minutes were over far too quickly and
Mary felt like pleading with the Matron to be allowed anther five minutes with Sarah, but
knew it would not become the moment, so she said, “Will see you next week then, at our first
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session. Be a good girl!” Then to Matron Albright, “I will phone for an appointment for next
week when I get back to the office this afternoon.”
“She’ll be just fine, Doctor Fairchild, we will look well after your Sarah, you have
nothing to worry about,” she frowned at Mary for a moment but then turned her attention to
Sarah.
“Come girl, we have lots to do this morning. Bring your bag and let’s get it on. Come,
come!” she turned to Mary and extended a podgy hand which Mary shook curtly.
“Good day to you, Doctor,” and with that, she tuned on her heels with Sarah in tow
and started the long walk down the corridor.
“Bye!” Mary shouted after them. “Bye Sarah!”
Sarah turned her head, eyes shiny with tears. She lifted her free hand and made a dismal
attempt at a cheery wave. The odd pair receded down the corridor, the podgy woman and the
waif of a girl, and Mary watched them until they disappeared out of sight. She felt empty and
at a loss. How she wished there was a way to keep Sarah with her, away from this uncertain
future lying ahead of her now. She turned and fled towards the big double wooden doors
leading outside and burst into tears as they slammed behind her.

CHAPTER TWO

To Sarah it seemed as if their journey through the endless corridors was never going to end.
They turned corners twice, went up two flights of stairs, traversed an open balcony
overlooking a quiet courtyard, up another flight of stairs, and down a wide corridor with
green doors on either side.
“These are the dormitories Sarah. Each room sleeps twenty girls and they are arranged
according to age, the oldest girls closest to the stairs and the youngest at the farthest end. You
will be in the dormitory second last on the right. The oldest girls in this wing are seventeen.
When you become eighteen, you will be transferred to the West Wing, where the older girls
stay until they’re twenty-one. During your final three months with us, Administration assists
you in finding a job and private accommodation. We have ties with job agencies around the
country and usually all our girls get jobs within the first few weeks. Until then, your home
will be Deerwood. Here you will be properly schooled according to Government standards,
clothed, fed and cared for to the best of our abilities. That gives you about five years here,
settle in and make the best of it. It will be the best break you are going to get and you can
thank your lucky stars for it.” She opened the door to Sarah’s assigned dormitory.
“Third on the left from the end, move along, leave your suitcase on the end of the bed
and come with me. There will be enough time later to get acquainted with your lodgings,” she
said in a hurried tone. Sarah walked down the middle of the long room, between two neat
rows of metal-framed beds. They seemed as old as the building. On the pillow of the first bed
on the right, perched a friendly pink teddy bear. Each bed was neatly made with starched
white linen and a grey blanket with two blue stripes running down the centre of it. There were
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windows between each pair of beds, of which the heavy drapes were all drawn, not leaving a
lot of room for sunlight to enter. A line of cupboards was built into the wall at the far end and
smaller cupboards stood underneath each window, separating the beds. To the left of the
cupboards at the far end, was an opening in the wall with no door, which led to the showers
and toilets. Sarah took all this in with wide eyes darting around her surroundings as she
walked the distance to her designated bed. She reached her bed and placed the new red and
blue suitcase Mary picked with care at the Children’s Department at Harrods two days
before. It was made of brightly coloured woven cloth with an embroidered tartan teddy bear
on the lid. It closed with a zipper and contained all of Sarah’s worldly possessions. All the
clothes inside were new. Mary and Carl shopped for them together. She did not want any of
Sarah’s old life to accompany her to Deerwood and asked nothing to be brought to the
hospital from Nan’s house unless Sarah asked for it specifically. She did not. The rest of the
contents consisted of toiletries, a small bottle of perfume from Mary’s private selection, a
stuffed teddy bear she got from the hospital staff; also a small hand-carved rocking horse
from Carl and a framed photograph of herself, Mary and Carl, taken at the stables at the
estate in Kent. In the bottom, Mary also packed two writing pads of soft tissuey paper and
envelopes and stamps. The last item was a framed photograph of herself and Davey, taken in
the hospital gardens a few weeks before. Sarah noticed her bed was devoid of sheets and
blankets, the mattress covered by a blue-striped linen mattress cover. An uncovered equally
striped pillow adorned the top end of the bed.
“Come along girl, time for daydreams later,” te voice of Matron Albright cracked
from the door, shaking Sarah back to reality. Throwing a last glance around the room, Sarah
walked back to the door where Matron Albright waited. She held open the door for the girl

and they stepped back into the brightly lit corridor. Next stop, the Doctor for you,” she said
while leading the way.
“Come along girl, don’t dally in my wake, walk next to me,” she said while
maintaining the military-like CLICK-click sound of the worn heels of her shoes that Sarah
would later come to recognise as the Matron's call sign. Sarah skipped to get in position and
pace next to Matron Albright.
“You will learn very quickly that there is no place for dawdlers her at Deerwood.
Everyone gets with the program very quickly or suffer the consequences. Here you have to
shape up sooner or later and rather sooner than later, I’ll tell ya; here, there is no ship out.”
On the stairs, a gloomy looking man in overalls and a floppy grey cap stared at them. Matron
Albright walked straight ahead with a stern look on her face, not giving an inch. The man had
to flatten himself and his mop against the wall to avoid being swept away by her titanic bulk.
She barged right past him with Sarah in tow, without sparing the man as much as a glance.
Sarah looked over her shoulder at the man, who was leaning on his mop, staring after them.
“Don’t look at that man, he’s an imbecile; an uncouth character that was born into this
world with no respect or manners. He is the janitor, Arthur Coltswell, you will see a lot of
him still, stay out of his way.” They walked again for ages to a different part of the enormous
building before exiting through a side door. Their route took them across a piece of black
asphalt which had white lines and circles painted on it and a long pole with a net on top at
each end.
“These are the Netball courts. All girls are required to play netball to promote agility
and fitness, unless a physical encumbrance prohibits you from doing so. Have you ever
played the game, Sarah?” she said.
“No, Matron Albright, I have not,” Sarah answered.
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“Well, you will learn soon enough. What sports did you play at your old school
then?” she asked again.
“I played hockey and softball, Matron Albright,” she answered with eyes averted to
the ground.
“Well, no softball here, but if you enjoyed hockey, you’ll have your chance to show
your stuff sooner or later.” They entered another building, which was separate from the main
halls.
“These are the medical rooms. Doctor Hewlett is expecting you for your physical
examination now. He will call me when you are done and I will take you on the rest of your
rounds. Bye for now!” she pressed a buzzer on the wall next to the door and then left Sarah
alone in the waiting room. Soon, a door opened and an ancient man, who looked like a
hundred and twenty, stuck his head through the opening.
“Are you Sarah Winters, dear?” his voice crackled.
“Yes sir, I am,” she replied.
“Aah, please come in then,” he said. Sarah walked through the door into the
consulting room. The same dilapidated government furniture that adorned Matron Albright’s
office also stood in this room but was complimented with a few shiny trolleys bearing
instruments of the Doctor’s trade. Please undress behind there and put on the gown.” The old
man said, gesturing towards a heavy green screen in one corner. Sarah pained to get undress
in front of a man, but she figured this old man would be harmless. She undressed behind the
screen keeping her panties on and pulled the flimsy gown over her head. She stepped out
from behind the screen and looked for the old man. He was seated behind his desk, his head
bowed over a file, seemingly unaware of Sarah’s existence. She stood in her socks in silence

for a while, waiting for him to look up. When it did not happen, she cleared her throat. He
looked up.
“Oh! You’re ready then, are you, dear. Please sit on the edge of the bed,” the old man
said.
He looked every bit like a frightened tube of toothpaste, Sarah mused as the geriatric doctor
hobbled across the room towards her. He reached her with an audible creaking of bones and a
scarecrow smile perched firmly on his lips. He plonked down his clipboard with clank on a
stainless steel trolley and proceeded with the examination. He asked various questions about
previous illnesses while performing a variety of tests and examinations. Every now and
again, he paused to make notes on the clipboard.
When he finished, he said, “Okay Girl, you can get dressed now, you’re fit and fine. No lice,
no fleas, no other bugs I can see.”
His eyes laughed at her from behind his round black-rimmed spectacles. She decided she
liked the old man and the day seemed brighter now that she has met a friendly soul. While
behind the screen getting dressed again, she heard Doctor Hewlett on the phone.
“All done Matron Albright, she is ready for you. No, no head lice,” the old man said
into a receiver that looked older than he himself.
When Sarah finished, he showed her through the door to the waiting room, and gave her a
brown envelope.
“This is for Matron Albright; it is a copy of your medical report for Registration.
Have a good day now,” he said and closed the door. A few minutes later, a puffy Matron
Albright came wobbling through the other door.
“Okay Missy, that’s one done then, on to the next, I say,” she sounded like a sailor
giving instructions on hoisting the sails.
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“Come along, we have to complete registration before lunch, and it is almost time!”
There was a certain urgency in her voice and Sarah got the feeling lunch was a very
important activity in Matron Albright’s day. The next forty-five minutes was spent walking
from one office to another, passing around various bits of paper and documenting every
aspect of Sarah’s arrival and future stay. At last registration was done and Matron Albright
said.
“That’s all then, now you are fully registered, booked and papered and ready for
lunch, I would think.” Matron Albright walked Sarah another mile through endless corridors
until they became aware of the rustle of hundreds of hushed voices. They turned a corner and
the wide double doors of the mess hall lay open before them. Inside, the mess hall was a
beehive of drab-green chequered uniforms, the same as the ones issued to Sarah earlier that
morning from a storeroom. She was astonished at the large number of girls congregating in
one place and she wondered where they all were earlier the day. Matron Albright answered
her unuttered question.
“These are your house mates, Sarah. While we were doing the rounds this morning,
they were all in their classrooms, where you will go after lunch is over. We have seven
hundred and twenty-four girls here at Deerwood and you lot have one hour every day at
twelve-thirty to eat lunch and get back to class. So, I’ll leave you here now. You go stand in
the queue and get your food. I’ll meet you at this door in one hour. Understood? Look at the
clock on the wall, there,” she pointed to the far wall. “One hour, okay?” Sarah nodded deftly.
She has not had much opportunity to speak yet and did not feel the need to make herself
heard over the din in the mess hall. Matron Albright left and Sarah was alone for the first
time that morning. She turned and looked at the seeming chaos in the mess hall. Girls were
bustling all over the place, getting food, grabbing bread, fighting over jam pots and space at

the long rows of metal tables. She stood as if spellbound and just stared at the scene before
her. There were two rows of girls, separate from each other; a long row with girls from as
young as eleven to around seventeen, and farther along the hall, a shorter row with obviously
older girls. They were quieter, mostly staring in front of them, a few chatting in subdued
voices, and patiently waiting their turn to be served. Sarah decided to wait a while until most
of the girls were done at the serving queue. She had no misgivings about which row she was
meant to join. The long rowdy one, that was for sure. When there were only four girls left in
the queue, she moved forward to join it. She was hungry and the food looked good from a
distance. She got in the back of the row and picked up a tray. The tray was made of stainless
steel and had five depressions in it; one for the main dish, one for salad, one for bread, one
for desert and one that would hold a glass. Silently, with averted eyes, she moved along the
line, while food was being slapped on her tray. The last items to hit the tray were two thick
slices of brown bread with a wad of butter on top. She looked up, said ‘thank you’ with a
grateful voice, and moved off to find an open spot. She found one at the end of a table and sat
down to eat. She did not realise how hungry she was until she took the first mouthful of
mashed potatoes, relishing the salty taste. She barely noticed the two shadows approaching
her and sitting down on either side of her.
“You are in our place,” a voice said from her left. She looked up to where the voice
came from. Two watery blue eyes stared at her from a round freckled face that towered above
her. The face was crowned by red wiry hair, which poked out in all directions. A musky smell
emanated from the fat girl now seated next to her. A nudge from the right made her look
towards the other side and there she saw a matching menacing face staring down at her. This
one was black as night, with wide flaring nostrils and little pigtails all over her head.
“I’m sorry, I did not realise ...” Sarah began. She smelled trouble.
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“You did not realise? Who the fuck do you think you are? Forgot your manners in the
hole you crept from?” asked the black face. Sarah was at a loss for words and could only
stare at the two menacing faces looming over her.
“Ah look! The cat got her tongue!” Sarah started to get up, but a large red freckled
hand pushed her back down.
“Where do you think you are going, bitch,” the red face sizzled through her teeth.
“No one gave you permission to go anywhere ... yet.”
“Sorry, I thought this was your place and I was just leaving so you could sit here,”
Sarah said with fear in her voice.
“I’ll tell you when to leave and only then are you allowed to go, understood?”
“Understood,” Sarah whispered.
“Good then. Where’s the cigarettes. Come on, give it up then already,” Black-face
snarled at her, squeezing Sarah’s shoulder menacingly.
“Cigarettes? I don’t have any cigarettes ...” Sarah said.
“What do you mean no cigarettes, Bitch? Hand them over! All new girls have
cigarettes!” Freckle-face sneered.
“I don’t have any! I don’t smoke!” Sarah almost screamed in panic. Suddenly the
Black girl grabbed Sarah’s left breast in a tight grip. Pain shot through her body like a red
bolt of fire.
“Little bitch's got nice titties,” she said, “perhaps she has a pretty little furry pussy
hidden somewhere downstairs too.” The black girl grinned at her ugly red counterpart. The
ugly girl with the red hair stuck her hand down Sarah’s crotch, laughing. By now all
whispering in the hall ceased and the braver eyes were turned in the direction of the

commotion of which Sarah was the centre point. At the touch of the girls’ hand, panic rose in
Sarah’s throat.
“No!” she screamed and jumped up in a flash despite the pain caused in her breast by
the tearing-away of the black girl’s huge puffy hand. She pushed herself backwards and
broke the grip of the two fat girls. She screamed again and scrambled backwards, away from
the ugly pair, in a crab-like fashion. The two fat girls looked at each other in shock and
scrambled after Sarah. No one ever tried this crap with them before! Sarah managed to stand
up and ran to the nearest wall. She stood with her back to the wall, crouched like a cat, ready
to jump.
The two gross girls approached her with sneering faces.
“Kitty’s got fire!” said the black one.
“Here Kitty, Kitty, Here Kitty, Kitty” Freckle-face taunted. Sarah shook with pent up
anger; anger from her early childhood that she had pushed out of her mind these past few
months. The hall was so silent; you could hear a pin drop. The Redhead sank to a crouch and
approached Sarah with caution. Sarah jumped forward and whacked her with the right arm
across the side of the head, which left Freckle-face with a smarting eye. Sarah raised her arms
in defence with her hands twisted like claws. Her lips were contracted and her white teeth
showed in a snarl. Her eyes were fixed on the forehead of Freckle-face. Suddenly the freckled
girl became aware of a burning sensation on her forehead. It became more intense by the
second. She stared at Sarah’s unwavering gaze, suddenly threw her hands up, and clamped
them to her forehead. She screamed in agony as red-hot pain seared through her skull.
“Shiiiit!!” she screamed and collapsed backwards in a bundle of flab and drab green
fabric. The black girl looked at her in confusion and rushed to kneel next to her mate.
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Freckle-face laid screaming and writhing on the floor. Sarah was still crouched against the
wall, at least twenty paces away.
“Someone call the Doctor!” the black girl screamed. On the redhead’s forehead was a
large round blister, the size of a fifty pence piece. The hall broke out in a panic and girls ran
everywhere. A lanky girl with dark hair grabbed Sarah by the arm and whispered, “Come
with me!” Sarah recovered from her stupor and ran with the tall girl as fast as her wobbly legs
could carry her.
They ran out of the mess hall, down the corridor and exited onto the playgrounds by a side
door where they soon disappeared in a throng of girls. The tall girl led Sarah around the side
of a building and together they sank down against the wall with racing breaths.
“Cool girl!” the tall girl shouted.
“That was absolutely cool! How did you do that?” she squealed.
“How did I do what?” asked Sarah still somewhat confused about what happened.
“Burn that red bitch on the forehead, Stupid! That was brilliant!” she squealed again.
“I did not burn her, I was not near her!” Sarah said.
“Oh! Don’t be silly! You didn’t need to be near her! You just had to look at her! I
know!” the lanky girl said. Then in a whisper: “I can move things by just looking at them too,
but burning someone? God! That’s so cool!” she laughed again. Suddenly she regained
composure and said.
“So sorry, listen to me rattling away, and I have not even introduced myself. Tracey
Birch. Or so I’m told,” she extended her hand to Sarah.
“Pleased to meet you,” Sarah said with genuine relief to meet a friendly face. “Sarah
Winters, though, Sarah will do.”

“Yeah, not much ado for last names in this here place, except of official purposes, of
which you will not see a lot if you keep your nose clean after registration. My friends call me
String; short for String Bean. My enemies call me That Tall Prissy Bitch.”
Sarah smiled at the girl’s torrent of words.
“Where you from?” asked Tracy.
“A little place I best want to forget,” Sarah said, staring into the distance.
Tracey's eyes responded knowingly. “So, you got here this morning?” she changed the
subject.
“Yes,” Sarah said simply, “and seems I made a big impression on my first lunch
break.”
“You sure did make an entrance, one that will not be easily forgotten – not by anyone,
least of all those bleedin’ Terrible Twins.” Sarah reckoned she was referring to the two girls
who attacked her and stored the apt name for them for later reference.
“You know what; I’m supposed to meet Matron Albright at the entrance to the messhall at the end of lunch,” Sarah said to Tracy.
“Well then, you certainly do not want to keep that old girl waiting. She can be as
sweet as Sunday pie but she can also be an effing-fiery-fire-breathing-dragon! I’ll walk you
back and make sure no harm come your way, although I have an idea you can look after
yourself well enough,” the tall girl smiled and Sarah smiled back.
“You know,” String said, “No one has ever tried to take on the Terrible Twins until
today. I reckon you’re going to get yourself quite a reputation around here. I am absolutely
awed, girl!” she squealed again while the two walk back to the mess hall. Sarah turned her
head towards the girl.
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“Thanks for whisking my butt out of the fire, there ... String,” she said with a smile.
String looked at Sarah from under her fringe and smiled.
“We’ll have to get you a proper name too, girl!” and wrapped her arm around Sarah’s
shoulders in a show of camaraderie and newfound friendship.
Upon arriving at the Mess Hall, the two girls found it deserted, bar a few stragglers who were
still shovelling a last few mouthfuls of food. Sarah’s tray was standing forlorn and cold at the
end of the table where she left it.
“Humph. Looks like those to Fatsos got scared so bad, they did not even have the time
to polish your plate,” Tracey said, pointing at Sarah’s untouched tray. “But it is cold now.”
She walked over, picked up the tray from the table and dumped it in a bin.
“That’s how they get to be so fat, the Bitches. They scare girls out of their wits and
steal their food. Looks like today they met their match!” Tracey giggled again, looking in
Sarah’s direction. Sarah just smiled her hunger of earlier all but forgotten.
“I’m ravenous,” she said to Tracey.
“Want me to score you some bread?” Tracey asked.
“You think you could?” Sarah said.
“Sure! Mavis is my mate.” She pointed to the cook cleaning behind the counter.
“Mavis!” she called.
“Mavis, this here is Sarah,” she said when Mavis looked up. “She’s new here. The
bleedin’ twins messed up her lunch, got any spare bread?” she asked, pulling Sarah closer by
one arm.
“Sure my dear, you must be hungry!” Mavis was a tall woman with a bosom the size
of a milk truck. She looked around and disappeared under the counter. She surfaced a few
moments later with a plate of food she obviously dished up for herself.

“Have this; I’ll get more in the kitchen,” Mavis smiled.
“Hey, String! Watch this girl. The twins won’t forget easily what happened earlier,”
Mavis winked at Tracey.
“Don’t you worry one bit about her, Mavis, looks like this one can fend for herself,
can’t she!” Tracey said. Sarah ravenously wolfed down the food on the plate while the two
talked. When she was done, she scraped the plate clean in the bin and left it on the trolley
with the others.
“That was very kind of you, thanks Mavis,” Sarah smiled at the big woman.
“No need to thank me, baby. Any enemy of the Terrible Twins is a friend of mine,”
she smiled and winked at Sarah.
Tracey waited at the entrance to the mess hall with Sarah until they saw the plump figure of
Matron Albright waddling up the corridor towards them.
As soon as she came into view, Tracey said, “Okay Girl, you’re on your own now. See-youlater-alligator ... have to run now! Bye!” and she scampered off in the direction of her next
class, not wanting to be caught on the wrong side of the Matron.
“Aah Sarah, there you are. Enjoyed your first lunch?”
“Just great Matron Albright, thank you.”
“Met any of the girls?” she asked while staring after the lanky figure of Tracey
scampering away. Sarah saw her gaze and wondered what it meant. Matron Albright did not
stop for an answer and it did not seem as if she expected one. We have to go to the
Principal’s office now, where you will be allocated to a class, then we get your daily roster
from the secretaries and then, books and stationary from the store. Got muscles, girl? Those
books can get heavy!” she said, and boy, she did not lie.
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Matron Albright’s pace never faltered for a moment. They met the Principal, a dowdy sternfaced old lady wearing an outfit that perfectly matched her purple-rinsed hair. Sarah got
allocated, was issued a time table, got books and stationary and all the time, Matron Albright
measured the pace at the steady click-CLICK of the worn down heels of her navy-blue court
shoes. Finally, when Sarah’s arms were full of books, paper, pens, and a satchel, Matron
Albright said.
“Fine then, that’s the lot. Now we go to your room, change, pack your satchel and you
might be in time to catch the last class of the day.”
Sarah was exhausted and wished she could rather go take a nap. The lazy months at the
hospital did not do her any good in the energy department. Yet, stoically, she followed the
podgy matron all the way down the two sets of corridors, up the two flights of stairs, round
the bend down the next corridor and all the way to the other side of the complex where she
had been allocated a bunk earlier the day. In the room, Matron busied herself with going
through the cupboards and extracting bedding for Sarah from the neat piles of linen and
blankets. You must strip your bed every Thursday morning and leave the dirty bedding in the
bins provided. The other girls will show you. You get clean bedding from these cupboards.
Your personal belongings go into the dresser on the right side of your bed,” she looked at
Sarah as she changed into the drab green uniform.
“You know how to make a bed?” she asked.
“O yes, Matron Albright, I certainly do. My Nan made sure of that ...” her voice
trailed off at the thought of her Nan. She’ll never find her in here, Sarah thought. There were
too many places in these buildings where she could hide.
“Well, you can test your bed-making skills later. First it’s off to school with you,”
Matron Albright said. Sarah smiled to herself. She quickly piled the books and stationary into

her new satchel and followed Matron Albright out of the room, all the way to the East Wing
where the classrooms were. Matron Albright checked Sarah’s roster and then consulted her
watch.
“You’re just in time for the last bit of your last class for the day,” she said and walked
down the corridor towards a closed green door. She knocked twice and opened the door wide.
Inside was a rush and clatter of school benches as the girls rose at the sight of the Matron.
“Mrs. Davis, this is your newest student, Sarah Winters. Sarah, Meet Mrs. Davis,
Home Economics teacher extraordinaire,” she said. Sarah slipped past the bulk of Matron
Albright and stared goggle-eyed at the mentioned Mrs. Davis.
“Good Afternoon Sarah,” Mrs. Davis said. “We have been expecting you,” she
smiled. To the girls, “Sit down, class,” her words were followed by another cacophony of
creaking wood and shuffling feet.
“Good afternoon Miss” Sarah said, staring at her toes.
“You will find an empty chair ... over there,” Mrs. Davies said in her high-pitched
voice while pointing across the room to an empty place from where Tracey just evicted the
previous occupant moments ago. Tracey looked at her across the room and flashed Sarah a
big smile. Mrs. Davis frowned briefly and could swear there was someone sitting in that bunk
earlier. The thought slipped from her befuddled mind as quickly as it entered and she turned
towards the Matron, smiling.
“Can I see you privately for a moment, please Mrs. Davis,” the Matron asked and held
the door open for her frail frame to pass into the corridor. The door shut behind the two
women and the girls relaxed. Sarah made her way across the room to where Tracey sat in her
chair, still smiling.
“Hey kid, fancy meeting you here!” she said.
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“Nice to see you too! I’m bushed. Matron Albright made we walk at least twenty
miles today carried a ton of stuff!” The lanky girl giggled softly.
“Sit down! Only about thirty minutes left and we’ll go back to the dorm. Which one
are you in?” Tracey asked.
“I don’t know what the number is, but it is the third one from the end of the corridor
on the left-hand side,” Sarah said.
“Oh great! We’re roomies too!” Tracey squealed.
“But surely there are other corridors?” Sarah asked.
“Sure, but we’re same age, so same corridor, so it has to be the same room!” Tracey
gave it a moment’s thought, and then she said, “Pink teddy bear first bed on the right?”
“Yes, that’s the one,” Sarah said.
“Hmm. Cathy Connolly.” She pointed to a bespectacled girl in the back row.
“A relic from a father she claims will come to fetch her ... soon,” she giggled. Just
then, Mrs. Davies returned and the whispers died a sudden death. The next thirty minutes
went by in a whirl and the bell rang proclaiming the end of the school day before Sarah knew
it. The girls left the class in a bundle of voices but straightened out in neat hushed rows in the
corridor. Everyone proceeded towards their dormitories and soon the rows broke up into little
groups and pairs of girls strolling along. Sarah and Tracey spent the three-corridor-twoflights-of-stairs-hike to their dormitory speaking in hushed tones.
“Now we have two hours free time, then its supper, work detail, study hour, clean-up
and lights out at ten-thirty,” Tracey said as they rounded the last turn to the dormitory.
“Work detail?” Sarah asked with puzzlement in her voice.
“What do you think, we live here for free? Not a Tickey, Dickey! We work for our
daily bread, same as anyone else,” Tracey said.

“What kind of work do we do?” asked Sarah.
“You’ll see; washing-ironing-cleaning-darning,” she sing-song-ed. “There is a work
detail for everything and dormitories rotate on a weekly basis to give everyone a chance at
honing their home-making skills. Currently we are on laundry duty. Not bad, better than
cleaning the bogs,“ she smiled.
In the dormitory, the girls were busy with a myriad of things. Some lay on their beds, in
anticipation of another gruelling two hours in the laundry house, others sat around chatting.
Some packed stuff in and out of drawers and a few could be heard in the showers, having an
early go at cleaning up, reserving that precious time at the end of the day for more intimate
tasks like squeezing pimples and applying preparations to their faces. Many of the fifteen and
sixteen year olds who lived in this dormitory displayed a variety of skin problems, varying
from shiny chins to great big ugly carbuncles festering on cheeks and in necks.
“This is Mary-Jane and this is Sherry, this is Blondie and this one is Gerthie. Say Hi
to Sarah, everyone, she’s bunking with us girls as from tonight. Be nice now, she already
fucked up old Freckle-face today.” Obviously, the girls were very much aware of what
happened in the Mess Hall earlier, although Sarah was sure everyone had her own version of
the facts. Some girls giggled at the mention of the red headed partner of the infamous pair
called the Terrible Twins. Others looked at Sarah with unabashed awe. From everywhere
greetings floated through the room.
“Sarah needs a name, girls, throw it this way if you think you have it!” Tracey
shouted over the din as they walked through the girls towards the end of the dorm where
Sarah’s unmade bed waited. The girl next to Sarah was a dreamy-eyed blond called Spacey,
short for Spaced Out, Tracey informed her. From somewhere to the front of the dormitory
someone shouted: “Fifi, short for Freckle Fucker!”
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“Rubbish! A real stinker!” Tracey shouted. “Can’t you come up with something more
original than that?” A few silly names flew around, but nothing that stuck. For the meantime,
Sarah would just stay Sarah.
“I would love a shower,” Sarah said, “I haven’t had one since this morning.”
“Well get used to it darling, time for one shower here a day, if you’re lucky, but grab
a towel and scram, now is your chance if you want it,” Tracey said.
“Know what, I think I’ll join you for a quick one,” she added.
The bathroom was nothing more than a tiled extension of the dormitory, divided from the
sleeping quarters by the row of linen cupboards. Along the one wall were seven toilets in a
row, facing a double row of showers, making fourteen showers in all. On the far end of the
wall were five hand basins with mirrors against the wall and the same on the opposite side
against the wall that formed the back of the linen cupboards. There were no dividing walls
anywhere, making for absolute zero privacy. Sarah and Tracey hung their towels and clothes
on hooks in the wall before getting under the showers. There were three other girls already
and Tracey introduced Sarah to them.
“Girls, this is Sarah, she joined us today. Sarah, this is Slick, Rosie-Mac and Cat.”
The girls seemed amicable enough and greetings were exchanged. No one seemed to be
bothered about Sarah’s existence too much, since Tracey accompanied her. Tracey seemed to
be somewhat of a leader in the group and Sarah felt glad to have met up with her on the first
day. Tracey stood naked under the shower and stretched her arms above her head, wetting her
hair with her head thrown back and her eyes tightly closed. She had small perky breasts, very
similar to Sarah’s own and a flat tummy with a slight hint of fluff at the base. Sarah admired
her gangly body, her long supple legs and small round buttocks. She looked down at her own
small and thin body and thought her knees were too big and her bum to flat. Strange, she

never though of her own body in comparison to those of other girls, but then again, she has
never shared a shower with four other girls of her age before. Tracey opened her eyes and
caught Sarah staring at her. She smiled and winked conspiratorially at Sarah. Sarah blushed
and looked away hurriedly.
“Not bad yourself, shorty,” she heard the words floating towards her through the din
of the water on the tiled floor and she blushed an even deeper shade of red.
The rest of the evening passed quickly, filled with many new things for Sarah. After the
shower, Tracey helped Sarah to unpack, ooh-ing and aah-ing over every piece of clothing.
Afterwards she helped her make her bed and they spent the remainder of the free time
moving around the dorm chatting and getting Sarah acquainted with her roomies, as Tracey
called them. A siren announced the advent of supper at five-thirty and the girls trooped out of
the dormitory to the Mess Hall. Supper took on an entirely different format to the hurried
lunch hour. The Matron and other Supervising staff, who lived on the premises, joined the
girls. The day’s Kitchen Detail had laid the tables, complete with white tablecloths and
proper plates and cutlery. Before eating, everyone stood with closed eyes while Matron said
Grace. Sarah was uncomfortable with the ritual, even though she saw Carl and Mary doing it
during the weekend she spent with them at the farm. Fortunately, it did not last long and soon
everyone was seated. The girls then took their plates and queued in the normal fashion at the
serving areas, according to table numbers. Work Detail followed supper and Sarah went with
her dormitory mates to the Laundry rooms in the basements of the West Wing, where they
sweated for two hours over hot cauldrons of boiling bed sheets. It was hard work and the girls
were noticeably relieved when the supervisor let them up at quarter to nine. Study hour was
next, followed by thirty minutes for showers, and at last, lights out arrived at ten thirty.
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Darkness fell upon Sarah where she lay on her back in her new bed, staring into the
nothingness above her. Her body was tired and her mind whirled like a merry-go-round. So
much happened today, she barely knew where it started and where it ended. The tenseness
she carried around with her all day, rushed out of her body and created an empty space inside
which was gradually filled with memories and feelings of Mary, Carl and Davey, who now
seemed to be a million miles away. Memories of a different lifetime and sadness flooded the
remaining empty spaces. She felt the tears well in her eyes, pushed to the surface by the
underlying sadness. The salt pools pushed over their rims and the tears streamed down her
face. As she lay there in the darkness, she cried; cried tears of loneliness, tears of longing and
tears of dread of the unknown, which lay ahead of her. She had no idea how long she lay like
that on her back, crying quietly; but sometime during that very desolate hour, a tall, lean,
warm body with two cold feet crept under her covers and held her tight until her breathing
calmed, her tears dried and she finally fell asleep.

CHAPTER THREE

The three weeks following the Terrible Twins incident in the Mess Hall was filled with a
whirl of activity, which Sarah learnt at an early stage to attack and embrace with fervour.
Every hour of the day was assigned a task and failure to comply was met with fierce
retaliation from the Institution’s supervising staff. Girls were punished to extra work detail
duties for minor infractions like being late for a class, to incarceration in solitary confinement
for major violations like fighting or stealing. Thus, a very deep camaraderie existed in the sub
culture of the Institution, amongst girls living in the same dormitories, always looking out for
and protecting each other. As with the instance of Sarah and the Terrible Twins, almost
everyone took the side of the victim, condemning the actions of the two fat girls with silence.
No evidence of the activity surfaced, except for the inexplicable burn mark on the forehead of
Lucy McGuire, the red-headed counterpart of the Terrible Twin duo, which old doctor
Hewlett treated in silence and with a certain amount of indifference. Neither did any of the
two girls offer any explanation, for fear of punishment. From that day on, the Terrible Twins
harboured a smouldering hatred towards Sarah, but was too afraid to perpetrate another
attempt against her, partly because of her involvement with String, but also because they
feared the unknown power with which Sarah maimed Lucy.

The dormitory was quiet and shrouded in partial darkness. Sarah and Tracey were alone in
the room, sitting cross-legged on Tracey’s bed. The two girls skipped the last class of the day
to spend a little time alone. Privacy was a rare luxury with so many girls around and one had
to take what one could get. When Mrs. Caldwell turned out to be sick and old Doctor Hewlett
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was called upon to mind the class for the last hour of the school day, the two girls took their
chance and slipped away. Between the two girls lay a tennis ball. Four eyes stared at it as it
slowly started to spin. It spun around on its axis at a steady pace and slowly but surely started
to rotate in a small circle as if suspended from an invisible piece of string. Tracey’s pupils
were contracted in pinpoints, despite the lack of light in the room. It spun for a few seconds
and then came to a halt by its own momentum.
“See?” Tracey said. “Now you try it.
Sarah’s eyes were wide in unbelief. “How on earth did you do that?” she asked confused at
what she just witnessed.
“That was easy, I just concentrate. Watch this,” Tracy turned her attention to a chest
of drawers on the other side of the room. Suddenly the top drawer open and slammed closed
three times in quick succession.
“See? Just concentrate. Focus your will on the object you want to move. Transpose
your energy to the object. You can! I saw you burn that fat red bitch in the mess hall with my
own eyes! You definitely have the power! Come on Sarah, just try it!” Tracey urged. Doubt
covered Sarah’s face.
“I just can’t believe I harmed her without touching her. I mean, I was so angry at her I
wanted to kill her at the time, but I certainly did not concentrate on burning her,” Sarah said.
“No problemo, it works when you are angry too. Then you don’t have to concentrate
so hard,” the lanky girl cocked her head and smiled at Sarah.
“What if the ball does not move, but burst into flames? What if I set your bed alight?”
Sarah exclaimed.

Tracey thought about this for a moment. Then she said, “Come with me,” she jumped off the
bed and ran to the bathroom with the tennis ball in her hand. In the bathroom, she placed it on
the tiled floor of the shower area.
“Okay, now you try. If you burn it, I’ll just open a shower,” she said. Sarah stared at
the ball. A few moments later, she looked at Tracey.
“It’s not working, I can’t do it!”
“Nonsense! You can do it. I’m telling you, I saw you! Do it! Do it! Do it now, Sarah!”
she shouted.
“Okay, okay, not so loud, you’ll get us in trouble if someone hears you,” Sarah
whispered. Again, she stared at the ball. She concentrated hard, imagining the ball move,
imagining it spinning on its axis, just like she saw it spinning on the bed. Slowly the ball
started to move. It spun around uncertainly a few times and then sank into a regulated motion.
Faster and faster, it spun. Sarah stared at it with wide eyes. A wild grin appeared on her lips.
She did it! She was doing it! The ball was spinning and she was not touching it. Sarah threw
her arms in the air as in jubilation. The ball started to bounce. It bounced all over the shower,
crazily, wild, jumping around, thrown in all directions by its spinning motion. Suddenly it
exploded into a ball of fire and melting rubber. The two girls screamed with fright and
jumped out of the way of the burning mad ball. The smouldering blackened tennis ball rolled
to a halt in a shower drain, leaving a black trail of singed hair and rubber.
“Holy Moly! You did it again! You burnt it to shit!” Tracey exclaimed. She rushed
over to the blackened tennis ball. Smoke was coming off its burnt exterior.
“We better clean this mess up before anyone sees it,” she said while opening the
shower overhead. Sarah was too shocked to move, unable to comprehend what had just
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happened. At first she was appalled at what she had done and then the realisation filtered
through.
“Wow! I really did it! I really did it!” she screamed, jumping up and down.
“You can’t tell anyone about it,” Tracey said in a serious voice. “No one can know.”
“Okay, I guess ...” said Sarah, thinking of what Doctor Fairchild would have to say
about this. Tracey looked at Sarah from where she was cleaning the floor.
“I mean it, no one, not even your doctor Fairchild. No one!”
“Okay, not even Doctor Fairchild,” Sarah agreed.
“I really mean it Sarah, no one can know about this. They will lock you up and throw
away the key, okay? Swear it, Sarah. Swear you will never tell anyone or use your powers
where others can see it, except in life threatening situations! Swear it, Sarah!” she shouted.
“Okay String, I swear! Stop yelling, you are frightening me!”
Tracey got up from the floor and came over to Sarah. “Sorry Sarah, I’m so very sorry. I did
not mean to frighten you. It’s just very important that no one finds out about your powers lest
you get into trouble over it.” She took Sarah in her arms and held her tight.
“I’m your friend, stupid. You have nothing to fear from me.” Sarah wrapped her arms
around Tracey and buried her face in the comfort of her breast. The top of her head barely
reached Tracey’s shoulder and it was easy for her to lay her head on Tracey’s chest. She felt
Tracey’s small breasts through the thin fabric of the drab green uniform. If she moved her
head, she could feel the boldness of Tracey’s nipples, hardened by the excitement of the
recent activity. Tracey pressed her face in Sarah’s hair and smelt the sweet smell of Sarah’s
perfume that was a present from Doctor Fairchild. The two girls stood like that for a long
while, just holding each other tight, lost in their own world made up of their mutual touch and
smell. Sarah became aware of a new sensation stirring inside her and slowly turned her face

upwards towards Tracey’s. Tracey looked down at her friend, lips slightly parted and eyes
filled with endearment. They were unaware of their combined heightened breathing. Slowly
Tracy sank her head lower and her lips met those of Sarah’s in a tender kiss filled with
adoration and compassion.
That night Tracey again came to Sarah’s bed, but with ulterior intentions of comfort in mind.
She waited until everyone in the dorm was fast asleep before slipping out of her bed, lifting
the hem of her long nightgown and tiptoeing over to where Sarah slept. Sarah expected her
appearance in the darkness and pulled away the blankets for Tracey to slip into her bed.
Together, quiet as mice, the two girls lay, enjoying the comfort of togetherness. Their hands
moved slowly and quietly, exploring the curves of each other’s bodies. Tracey raised herself
on one elbow to kiss Sarah full on the mouth. Their lips parted slightly, neither exactly sure
what to do, but driven by their mutual craving for love. Their long hair fell in disarray over
the pillow and their faces. They clung to each other, kissing and caressing, each movement
driving them closer to their unknown goal, both innocent in their actions but aching in their
need for comfort, friendship, acceptance and love.
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CHAPTER FOUR

It was Sarah’s seventeenth birthday and Mary Fairchild attacked the long dreary two-hour
drive to Deerwood with the same modus operandi as every other time. With complete and
utter mindlessness and the radio on full blast. She dutifully visited Sarah once a week, not
missing a single opportunity to do so. Carl used all his influence to ensure Mary four visits
per month instead of the usual three. Sometimes he accompanied her, but more than often did
not, not wanting to impose on their privacy and left the girls to their own devices. She often
brought Sarah little gifts, sometimes larger ones, but she never arrived empty-handed. Each
time she visited, the change in Sarah was more evident. Mary could not complain about the
treatment Sarah received from Deerwood. Sarah was not a foul player and generally stuck to
the rules. She had been punished for minor infractions in the few months she has spent there
so far, but have never been in any serious trouble. It was minor offences like skipping class,
being late for work detail and a messy drawer on inspection day. Sarah seemed to fit in well
with her classmates and had become part of a clique mostly comprising of girls in her
dormitory. In institutions like these, it was always preferable and safe to be part of a group.
Loners usually have a hard time and are often picked upon by the bullying kind. Sarah also
seemed to have befriended the leader of this group and she spoke very highly of her. Mary
made separate inquiries from the Matron concerning this girl and got a good report instead of
the usual curt answers or rebuffs. Matron Albright had an obvious contempt for psychiatrists.
She did not bother to hide it either. According to her book, they were under-educated and
over-paid and should rather leave the well being of Britain’s broken children to the likes of
her, people who really cared. However, Matron Albright was not a totally-single-minded-

blunder-bus either. Given time, she recognised Mary’s genuine intentions and feelings
towards Sarah and she appreciated it. She might not think that Mary’s methods were all that
effective, but her love for Sarah was genuine and second to discipline, what these girls
needed most was love. So she did her invisible part in ensuring Mary’s four regular visits a
week and whispered not a word about it. Probably if Mary asked, she would pull strings for
more visits, but favours were for asking, not for offering. Besides, the road to and from
London was a long haul.
Mary was glad to see the massive old iron gates in their ancient masonry posts, looming up
ahead in the distance. The sooner she was inside those gates the sooner she would see Sarah.
She glanced at the shoebox-sized packet on the seat next to her with the pretty pink bow. Carl
and Mary searched for something appropriate at the market at Petticoat Lane Sunday past, but
in the end, Mary decided upon something from her personal collection. They loved the
markets and spent as much time as they could, digging through antique tables and other
collectable paraphernalia. At first, they stuck to the sanctified halls of Sotheby’s and Christies
when they were together, both to ashamed to admit that they enjoyed the magic ambience of
a good old-fashioned collectibles market. Fate brought them together a second time when
they both reached for the same antique brooch on a vendor’s table, each too engrossed in the
offerings to notice the other. Mary smiled as she recalled the surprise of them both when they
looked up and saw each other. She was supposed to be at a tea party and he visiting an old
colleague. At first a hundred excuses ran through their minds, each searching for a feasible
reason why they were in such a supposedly shallow place as a collectibles market. Then they
saw the look in each other’s eyes and just packed up laughing in each other’s arms.
“Aah! Doctor Fairchild, Doctor Moore! You two know each other!” said the vendor in
surprise, as they were both long-standing acquaintances of his. From that day on, they
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promised each other to drop all pretences and uncover all skeletons, however macabre they
might be. Not only have they found lovers in each other, but also soul mates. They adored
each other and could not stand being away from each other for more than a day. Mary had to
pinch herself every now and again, just to make sure she was not dreaming. She would never
have believed in a million years that love could be so sweet and bring so much happiness.
Carl was absolutely the best thing that ever happened to her and she would be forever
thankful for the circumstances that brought them together. Therefore, she vowed to devote
herself to mending the life of the girl, who was the victim of those circumstances. Perhaps
one day, with Mary’s influence and dedication, she too will be privy to the sweet taste of the
love of a soul mate. Mary parked the Volvo in her usual spot in the car park. She picked up
the gift on the passenger’s seat and got out the car. She opened the trunk and removed a
second larger parcel from it. With a parcel under each arm, she walked towards the large
double wooden doors and the waiting security officer.
“Good afternoon Darlene,” she greeted the woman in the grey uniform.
“Good day Doctor Fairchild. Bearing gifts again I see?” she offered a wide smile. The
woman held open the door for Doctor Fairchild to enter. Together they walked into the
security office. It was not much for than a cubicle containing an x-ray machine, a small desk
and a single chair.
“Just place them over there as usual,” Darlene said. Mary placed the two parcels on
the conveyor belt so Darlene could feed the machine with them. The machine hummed and
gulped up the two parcels, only to spit them out again at the other end, none the worse for
their experience.
“Clean as a whistle there. Enjoy your visit, Doctor,” Darlene said and let Mary out the
tiny cubicle. Mary’s first stop was the Matrons office. The stout woman was inside, seated

behind her desk. The door was slightly ajar and Mary knocked twice. Matron Albright looked
up and said, “Ah Doctor Fairchild, fancy seeing you here. Please come in. Mary entered the
office, smiling at the older woman.
“Good day Matron Albright. Thanks, I won’t bother you for long; I know it is an
important day for you, birthday and all that!” Mary winked at the stocky woman. Matron
Albright looked up sharply “And who on earth told you that!” she asked, already knowing the
answer.
“Never mind who, Happy Birthday! And here is a little something from me and
Doctor Moore to help celebrate it,” she handed the larger of the two parcels to her. Matron
Albright was obviously astonished and tried her best to hide her amazement.
“Why thank you doctor Fairchild, but you know bribery will get you nowhere!” she
uttered the friendliest laugh she could muster.
“No need to bribe you for anything, Matron Albright, just a little token of our
appreciation for keeping up the good work here at Deerwood and for all you do for our
Sarah,” Mary said sincerely.
“O well, Doctor Fairchild, only what I am paid for, only what I am paid for” she said
abashed.
“And it is so coincidental that you and Sarah share a birthday, “ Mary continued.
“Albeit forty years apart!” Gertrude Albright laughed again and Mary could not help
but join in. The stern, stout woman had quite an infectious laugh once it surfaced and Mary
reckoned she must have been quite a jolly character in her days.
“Well then, I certainly hope you will like it, I won’t keep you any longer, have to rush
to see Sarah,” Mary excused herself and waved goodbye at the fat woman as she walked
down the long corridor as fast as she could.
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Back in her office, behind the closed door, Matron Albright sat down at her desk with the
parcel in front of her. Gifts were not something she received often. She was a spinster, never
having married and never had any children. She had only one brother who lived in Australia
and not any friends to talk about. The parcel was long, round and soft. She opened it carefully
so as not to tear the exquisite wrapping paper. The paper was a royal blue with embossed
golden moons, suns and stars on it. It was tied with a matching golden ribbon. The wrapping
fell open to reveal a Persian carpet of exquisite texture and colour. It was woven in fantastic
deep wine reds and blues, interspersed with greys, blacks and greens. She gasped at seeing
the beauty of the thing and stared at it for a long, long time, drinking in every detail of the
design, every fibre.
“For me?” she said softly to herself. She felt a thickness settling in her throat and was
glad that she had locked the door. This was most definitely the most beautiful thing she ever
possessed and tears rolled over her hardened cheeks onto the lovely carpet.

Mary sat in the visitor’s room, waiting for Sarah. She could hardly wait to see the girl. A
week was almost too long. Mary knew that if she had her way, she would be up here every
day. God! She’d probably move her practice here if it was at all feasible. Then she heard the
hasty footsteps in the corridor and stood up to meet the girl. One of the institution’s rules
were, no running in the corridors. Therefore, Sarah walked as fast as she could to get to Mary
as soon as possible. The Visitors Office carefully monitored visits. One and a half hours for
Doctor’s visits, two hours for therapy sessions and four hours for a weekend visit, once a
month. The weekend visits Mary reserved for Sarah and Davey’s time together. They met
outside the door and rushed into each other’s arms. They squealed in hushed tones until they
were inside the room and behind the closed door. These rooms were virtually sound proof

and here they could scream as loud as they wanted. They squealed and cried for a few
minutes, hugging and kissing each other profusely.
“Goodness girl, every time I see you, you have grown an inch!” Mary exclaimed once
they have settled down, holding Sarah at arms length.
“Don’t be silly Doctor Mary; I would have been six feet tall by now, if that was true!”
Sarah laughed. The sat down at the table.
“Here, open it!” Mary said as she pushed the packet towards Sarah.
“Oh but the paper is beautiful!” Sarah exclaimed. It was the same as Matron
Albright’s but white instead of blue. “I have to save this for covering my diary.”
A few weeks ago, Mary bought Sarah a diary and encouraged the girl to attempt a daily entry.
They discussed the reasons for keeping a diary and what one would record in it. Sarah liked
the idea and agreed.
“Come on slow coach, open your present! I want you to see it!” Mary exclaimed
impatiently. Carefully, Sarah unwrapped the present. After what seemed a lifetime it revealed
a beautiful hand-painted jewellery box. The lid and sides were a soft pink, covered with an
ensemble of roses and lilies in soft hues of violet to pink.
“It’s beautiful!” Sarah exclaimed.
“Come on, open the box!” Mary said. Sarah lifted the lid slowly. It revealed a softpink-velvety-inside upon which a ballerina with a real silk dress and pink silk slippers stood
on pointed toes with her arms circled above her head. She twirled around and around to the
dreamy sounds of Swan Lake, mesmerising Sarah from the first instant. Mary felt the
compassion for all that this girl missed in her life rise in her throat again. She remembered
her own joy upon receiving this very same jewellery box, from her father on her eighth
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birthday. Sarah was seventeen and had never owned one before. Inside the box were also two
pairs of identical small round gold earrings.
“Are these for me?” Sarah asked in awe when she saw them.
“A pair for you and a pair for Tracey from your Doctor Carl with special instructions
to have your ears pierced by his next visit,” Mary said. “I’m sure you will find an
accommodating friend who will be too willing to impose a few moments of exquisite pain
upon you.”
“O yes! Sure Tracey will do it. I won’t let anyone else near my ears. We will have to
get special permission from Matron, though,” she said.
“Already done,” Mary pointed to an envelope in the bottom of the jewellery box.
Sarah took it out. It was an official Deerwood envelope, addressed to Doctor Carl Moore. She
removed the two sheets of paper from the envelope.
It read:
‘Hereby special permission is granted to Sarah Winters to have her ears pierced, a single
hole per ear, for the purpose of wearing modest earrings, complying with the regulations of
this institute. Signed, Matron G Albright’’.
There was a second letter with Tracey’s name on it.
“What ever do you imagine the G stands for Doctor Mary?” Sarah giggled.
“I can think of a number of imaginative names, but I’m sure it is something rather
plain like Gertrude or Greta” she whispered.
“So there you have it then!” Mary said. Sarah jumped up and threw her arms around
Mary’s neck.
“Thank you so much Doctor Mary and please give Doctor Carl a kiss from me. A
long one!” she winked and laughed, jumping out the way to avoid Mary’s mock attack.

“You can kiss him yourself, next time he comes to visit you. Until then, he’ll only get
kisses from me!” Mary taunted. The rest of the session they spent talking about the science of
piercing ears and Tracey. Mary was always interested in hearing about Tracey as she sensed
this girl played an important role in Sarah’s everyday life here at Deerwood. Sometimes their
conversations wandered to Sarah’s past, but Mary tried to keep a definite divide between
normal visits and therapy sessions. Too soon, their visiting hour was over and they had to part
again. They said their goodbyes, knowing they would see each other again in seven days.
Mary confronted the long trip back to London and Sarah raced off to find Tracey. That night,
Sarah and Tracey spent their half-hour in the bathroom with a hot needle, ice cubes and a
cork, piercing holes in each other’s ears, to the admonishments and squeamish squeals of
many of their roomies. In the end both were relieved when Rosie-Mac called one of the older
girls next door to come and complete the process, lest they ended up with perforated ears,
through their own ineptitude. Rosie-Mac’s friend was obviously well versed in the minor task
of piercing ears, especially since it was not her own. Before lights out, the two friends each
had a single piercing in each ear with a tiny loop of cotton threaded through it.
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CHAPTER FIVE

Half an hour remained of the lunch break and Sarah and Tracey lay on the freshly mowed
lawn under their favourite tree. It was their tree, so to speak, and no one else dared to utilise
its shade. It was tall as two stories with a trunk too thick for the two girls to wrap their arms
around. It was straight as a spear and wore its evergreen leaf canopy like a parasol high above
their heads. It was suitably distanced from the buildings and sport grounds, so that they had
no fear of anyone listening in on their conversations. They could see anyone approaching
miles away in any direction. Sarah rested with her head in Tracey’s lap, while the tall girl was
sitting against the tree trunk.
“That man gives me the creeps,” Sarah said, looking at the bowed figure of Arthur
Coltswell, the janitor, where he was sweeping the outside steps leading into the courtyard. “I
get the jitters just passing him in the corridors. He has the weirdest way of looking at you.
Kind of like a rat peeping under a door.”
“Hmm. I know what you mean. No one likes him. Not even the matron,” Tracey said
sleepily.
“Yeah, she warned me to stay away from him on my first day here,” Sarah said.
“She did?” Tracey said, opening one eye.
“You know what he does to the younger girls, don’t you Sarah.”
“I’ve heard rumours ...”
“Well, I can confirm the rumours first hand,” Tracey said, closing the one eye again.
“You can what?” Sarah shouted with shock in her voice.

“He did it to you, or you know of someone?” Sarah asked again, when she got no
response.
“He did it to me. I’ve been here five years already, remember,” she said after a long
pause. Sarah was too shocked to say anything. She just stared up at Tracey from her prone
position. Tracey opened her eyes lazily.
“It was a long time ago. He has an appetite for eleven-year-olds. He sneaks around
after lights-out, picks his girl for the night, and takes them back to his room behind the
surgery. He has a key for the one side door, none of the other staff knows about it.”
“Why doesn’t anyone say anything?” Sarah asked in horror.
“What would that help, silly. Who can prove anything? He’s a cunning bastard; has
been doing it for years, long before I arrived anyway,” Tracey said.
“Well, what did he do to you?” Sarah was almost afraid to ask.
“Same as he does to all the others. Took me to his room in the middle of the night and
screwed me six ways to Christmas. Simple as that. Not too many times though, perhaps six or
seven times in all. I guess I was not much fun and so many others to choose from! For a guy
like him, this place must be like pudding paradise. Anyway, it was a long time ago and worse
has happened to me before. He was just another stinky old breath with an immature dick and
a premature ejaculation.” Tracey reached out and fondly stroked Sarah’s cheek.
“Besides, now I have you,” she smiled down at Sarah. Sarah smiled back.
“You realise you’ve been here six months today Sarah?” she changed the subject.
“Goodness Gracious! Is it that long?” Sarah exclaimed, Arthur Coltswell all but
forgotten. She stared at him, despising his rat-like gaze that swept the courtyard. Well Mister
Creepwell, every rat gets his day, doesn’t he, she though to herself.
“I guess it warrants a celebration, doesn’t it!” she said to Tracey.
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“Guess we can cook up something,” Tracey replied slyly. Just then, the bell rang and
girls streamed back to the main buildings, to continue the day’s classes.

CHAPTER SIX

Sarah sat quietly on the floor, blindfolded with a pillowcase. The tiles were cold under her
bum with only the flimsy material of her white nightgown as protection. Even without the
blindfold, she was surrounded in total darkness as lights-out was called half an hour ago.
Tracey came to her bed, blindfolded her and led her to the showers, where she made her sit
on the floor, threatening her with pain of death, should she dare to remove the blindfold. She
could hear faint noises of activity around her and wondered what her friend was up to. Tracey
was one for surprises, good ones and bad ones alike. Once in the assembly hall, she let a
spotlight come crashing down right next to the unsuspecting Principal, who got such a fright
that old Doctor Hewlett had to revive her with smelling salts and the poor old woman peed in
her pants. Fortunately he had some in his pocket; some girls say he carries it around for
himself. She almost canned herself at the old woman’s reaction, and so did the entire school.
Then she felt hands behind her head untying the knot in the blindfold. The blindfold fell away
and a “Surprise!” greeted her from nineteen mouths. All the girls in the dorm were sitting
around her on the shower floor and plates with sandwiches, cookies, cakes, tarts and other
delights were placed all around and between them on the floor. Large bottles of cold drinks
complimented the food and some girls were pouring it in paper cups.
“Happy six months, Sarah!” Tracey shouted in a hushed tone. Sarah was amazed.
Candles lit up the bathroom and were placed everywhere that would support them; on the
toilet seats, the soap holders and the hand basins. White ones, pink ones, red ones, green ones
... no black ones. They created a merry light to compliment the festivities and the girls were
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thoroughly enjoying it. Some brought their pillows and blankets and spread them on the cold
tiles. Sarah could not stop smiling and had a heavy feeling in her throat.
“Oh you guys! I’m going to cry!” she exclaimed. Everyone laughed. Tracey held out a
plate filled with cakes to Sarah.
“Here girl, you open the party by proving the pudding!” she said.
“Where on earth did all this come from?” Sarah exclaimed again, taking a delicious
chocolate-coated cake from the offered plate.
“Well, we all have friends and they have friends, and I guess they have friends ...”
Tracey smiled secretively. Sarah took a bite from one of the cup cakes and smiled through
cookie crumbs. The girls did not need more encouragement to start their feast and dug into
the plates ravenously. Someone pushed a glass of cold drink in Sarah’s hand and another
produced a small radio from nowhere, which she placed on one of the hand basins. There was
a frantic search for a radio station with late night music and soon mellow sounds floated
through the bathroom. Some girls danced, others lay around relaxing on pillows and blankets,
talking about whatever it was sixteen-year-olds liked to talk about.
“Oh Tracey, you are an incorrigible sport! Always knows when a girl needs a surprise
in her life!” Sarah squealed, taking another large bite from the delicious chocolate cake.
“Who do I have to thank for this delicious chocolate cake?” Sarah asked, licking the
topping provocatively. Tracey looked around at the other girls. Everyone was busy with her
own thing. She lightly pinched Sarah’s bum through the sheer cloth of her nightgown.
“Me, you stupid,” she said softly, close to Sarah’s ear. Sarah looked at Tracey and
smiled, her eyes filled with a promise.
“Just you wait, you’ll get what’s coming your way ... soon,” she whispered. “But what
I meant was who baked it?”

“O that,” smiled Tracey. Tomorrow at lunch, you give old Mavis a big hug. Half of
this party is her idea and I bet she is burning to be here. Poor old girl probably has not been to
a slumber party in many, many years.
‘Baby, baby, baby!’ The little radio blared. A variety of dance attempts were in progress
around them in the showers. Some were good; others were hampered by more than just the
ungainly long white night frocks. Giggles and small talk was at the order of the moment and
it seemed as if for a while, the girls have forgotten their unkind circumstances. The shower
party turned out to be whopper of a slumber party, the subdued music playing until late into
the night. The last girls to stumble off to bed cleaned away the evidence of the party. They
dumped the leftovers and other rubbish into a large black bag provided by Mavis, and hid it
in a pre-arranged place in one of the linen cupboards from where Mavis promised to retrieve
it the next day. The girl with the little radio took it to bed with her and the tunes from its tinny
speaker could be heard floating softly across the room. Later when everyone was in bed and
Sarah and Tracey lay snuggled up against each other in Tracey’s bed, Sarah kissed her cheek
and whispered, “Thank you.”
“You’re welcome,” Tracey replied. A long while passed.
“Are you still awake?” Sarah asked.
“Hmm?” Tracey answered sleepily.
“I love you,” whispered Sarah and kissed Tracey tenderly in her neck.
“I love you too,” Tracey replied sleepily.
‘You are my everything ... ’ the words of a song came floating from the little radio as if
from miles away. Both girls were soundly in dreamland before either of them could hear the
end of the refrain.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

Christmas loomed and together with it the new decade to be called ‘the Nineties’. The streets
of London were filled with throngs of Christmas shoppers and the noise was almost
unbearable to some. Sarah and Tracey walked between Mary and Carl and they clutched each
other’s hands, afraid of loosing each other in the crowds. Mary pleaded and Carl had to pull
all the strings he could muster to get Sarah and Tracey out of Deerwood for the Christmas
holidays. Seven days of cakes and cream, warm fires and sweaty horses were probably more
than Tracey could ever imagine. Her father she never knew and her mother abandoned her
when she was four. For seven years after that she lived with a variety of aunts and
grandmothers, some who were not even her own. She was raped, molested, mistreated and
beaten so often during that time that she accepted it as part of normal life. Only when she was
removed from the custody of a weathered woman and her burly alcoholic husband who
forced her onto the streets when he didn’t takes his pleasures with her himself, that Tracey
realised there was another side to the coin of life. Life at Deerwood was no magic carpet ride,
but it was far better than anything she had ever experienced before. From an early stage she
decided to be different than so many of the other girls and to make the best of her stay there.
She had an inherent intelligence and made use of opportunities as they arose. She quickly
gained popularity amongst the girls of her age group and arose as a natural leader. Even
amongst the older girls there were those who held her in awe. She was a fighter, determined
to survive. Girls who stayed at Deerwood were not prisoners. Many of them had family who
were just too poor to look after them. Those were allowed out on weekend visits once a
month, if the family wished to accommodate them. Some girls got visits from mothers or
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other family members on visitor’s days. Some of the girls had no family at all and were
reliant on the goodwill of Samaritans who took them into their homes over holidays. Some of
them never got out except on field trips organised by the Institution and then never to a big
city like London. In the almost six years she spent at Deerwood, this was the first time Tracey
was asked out for any type of holiday by anyone at all.
The first time that Tracey met Mary and Carl was the weekend after Sarah’s seventeenth
birthday, when Doctor Fairchild arranged for Davey to visit Deerwood and they all spent the
day picnicking in the gardens. She immediately like them all and realised exactly why Sarah
always spoke with such high regard of them. They were genuine people with open faces and
open hearts. Doctor Fairchild and Doctor Moore were obviously devoted to each other,
continuously touching each other and stealing sly glances during conversation. This kind of
open affection was new to Tracey. She had never experienced anything like it in her life and
she was intrigued by it. That day Carl made a big fuss over the four pierced ears sporting
their little cotton loops and the girls proudly showed him their permission letters which they
vowed to carry with them at all times. Both Mary and Carl liked the proud gangly girl Sarah
befriended and discussed her at length on their way back to the city.
Tracey was probably the saddest of the group when it was time for Davey, Carl and Mary to
leave and unsuccessfully tried to hide her disappointment with a big courageous smile. Mary
noticed this and made a huge mental note of it. Thus later Mary pleaded, Carl melted, and
Tracey was invited to join them together with Sarah and Davey for the Christmas holidays.
“Doctor Carl! Look at that!” Sarah exclaimed, pointing at the two huge Santas on
either side of the Harrods sign.
“They are absolutely gorgeous! And that name ... I know that name; it is the same
name that is on my suitcase!” she exclaimed. Carl laughed.

“Yip, you’re right. That is Harrods, London’s most famous department store. People
come from all over the world to see it and you know what?” He said.
“No, what?” Sarah asked. Carl bent down conspiratorially but spoke loud enough for
all to hear.
“It costs a quid to go to the toilet in there!”
“Can’t be!” Sarah exclaimed.
“Yes and there is a tall man in a tuxedo standing at the door with white gloves and
you have to put your pound in his hand before you can go in. Inside is a woman who hands
you a towel when you are done washing your hands and each towel is used only once before
it goes into the wash. The girls were in awe. Mary was delighted at their enjoyment as they
pushed along with the crowds to enter the coveted halls of Harrods. From the moment they
entered the girls ooh-ed and aah-ed all the way through the food halls, the clothing halls, the
silverware, the porcelain and toy halls and about an hour passed before they could be subdued
into sitting down at a table for a late breakfast. Mary was glad they decided to only pick
Davey up the next morning and spend the day in the city shopping with just the girls. The two
girls were more than enough for two childless adults to handle and she doubted whether
Davey would have been enamoured with all of this pomp and din of a pre-Christmas London
as these two. The girls squealed over everything on the menu and took ten minutes to come
up with a careful selection. Croissants with cream cheese and Parma ham with fruit salad on
the side and a freshly squeezed kiwi fruit juice each. Mary wrinkled her nose at the kiwi fruit
juice, but smiled and let the girls have their way. She wondered if they even knew what a
kiwi fruit looked like. Carl order the Maxi breakfast with two eggs, sausages, bacon, toast
and mushrooms. He felt as if he would need all his strength for the day. Mary stuck to her
usual, vegetarian quiche and mixed salad. Tracey held Sarah’s hand all the time; too afraid
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she might disappear in the din if she let her go. Her eyes darted from side to side, trying her
best to see everything at once. Breakfast was a hit. Carl overestimated himself and had to
pass on the last piece of toast and one sausage. Everyone satisfied, the shopping spree
continued in all earnest. By one o’ clock the party of four left the confines of Harrods, laden
with shopping bags of all sizes. Mary really enjoyed shopping for clothes with the girls and
she felt as euphoric as she imagined any proud mother of two seventeen-year-old girls
should. She laughed with the girls and joked with Carl, kissing him on the cheek whenever
she got the opportunity.
“Where to now, Doctor Carl?” Mary asked. We catch the big red bus to the Great
River Thames, Doctor Mary,” Carl dug a ticket from his jacket pocket.
“Our boat leaves for Greenwich in half an hour’s time. Upon arrival we will have a
late lunch before ...”
“That’s enough for now, Doctor Carl!” Mary interrupted him before he splurged out
the rest of the surprises. The bus arrived at the Brompton Road kerb almost the same time
they did and the girls piled into it with squeals of delight.
“All the way to the top girls!” Carl shouted after them. The top of the bus was open
and despite the fact that the cold sank its teeth into any exposed skin, the girls would have it
no other way. All four were thoroughly prepared with woollen caps pulled low over the ears
and thick scarves covering necks and chins. Mary produced a little surprise for everyone from
one of the shopping bags.
“Here girls, cover your hands before they fall off at the wrist. She said while dishing
them out. Carl got a pair of large black leather gloves and Mary and the two girls, each a
gaudy pair of red mittens. The bus took them down Brompton towards the Thames.

“See there on your right is the Royal Hospital, girls, where the Queen gets her
coughing mixture,” Mary said. A few minutes later, Buckingham Palace loomed straight
ahead. The girls craned their necks to see past the heads of the tourists.
“Now you can see better girls, see the lions!” Carl said when they passed the Palace
on the left. A Few minutes later, Sarah shouted.
“O wow! What is that?” and she pointed towards Nelson’s Column up ahead.
“That is Nelson’s Column with the National Gallery behind it,” Mary explained.
“Vincent van Gogh’s ‘Sunflowers’ hangs there,” Carl added.
“Yes, and it is as incredible in reality as it is in the pictures. Mary said.
“If only they would replace that ugly old frame,” Carl added.
“Did you know that Nelson’s Column is regarded as the centre of London and that all
distances throughout the kingdom are measured from it?” Carl said. The bus continued on its
way and eventually turned into the Victoria Embankment to come to a halt beside the
embarking site, where the moored boats elicited another volley of squeals from the girls.
Tourists and locals alike rushed for the exit and the girls stood tripling around at the top of
the stairs, until it was their turn to descend. The trip to Greenwich Village was filled with
shouts of “Look there!” and “Over there!” and “What is that!” as the girls’ spotted famous
landmarks of the city that they have not seen before. Cleopatra’s Needle, St. Paul’s Cathedral,
the Tower of London, all came and went all too soon. Greenwich itself was a great hit with
the girls. Carl explained the importance of the Meridian line, but the girls knew all about that
from school. Actually seeing the brass strip crossing the Observatory Courtyard was an
experience to be remembered for a lifetime. They had a late lunch at Trafalgar Tavern, where
Carl indulged in a heavy dark local beer. The girls each had a sip from his glass and the faces
they pulled at the bitter taste sent Carl into a fit of laughter. After lunch, they took a stroll for
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a last look at the magnificent Cutty Sark and the tiny Gypsy Moth IV, which took Sir Francis
Chichester around the world, making him the first man to do so single-handedly.
“So how do we get back to the city now, Doctor Carl?” Mary asked in mock
anticipation.
“Why, Doctor Mary, we take the train of course.”
“The train!” exclaimed Sarah. I don’t think I have ever been on a train before,”
Tracey, being a streetwise kid from an early age said, “I’ve been on them, but not many
times. I can hardly remember what they look like on the inside.” Both girls were eager to get
to Greenwich station in anticipation of the imminent train ride and skipped ahead. Mary and
Carl followed, their hands wrapped together. They looked at each other and smiled at the
unbridled joy of the two girls up ahead. At that moment, anyone who saw them would think
they come from the happiest home in all of England.
“So what is your prognosis, Doctor Mary?” Carl asked.
“I think, Doctor Carl, that this is probably the best therapy either of these two girls has
had in a long time,” she replied.
“I think I have to agree,” Carl said simply and followed the two girls with his eyes
down the winding road.
The train brought them back to the city in less than half the time it took them to journey out
to Greenwich by river bus. They disembarked at London Bridge at six o’clock. Although
early, the skies were darkened by a winter blanket of thick clouds. From there, they took the
Underground to Oxford Street for a little night shopping, but the greatest treat still lay in stall.
As they walked down Regent and the girls were admiring the winged Eros of Piccadilly
Circus, Carl suddenly stopped in front of a theatre, producing tickets from his inside coat
pocket.

“And what do we have here?” He said with a mock look of puzzlement on his face.
The girls stared at him in surprise. Mary grabbed the tickets from his hand.
“Well, looks like we have theatre tickets here for ... I can’t see properly ...”
“Cats!!” the girls shouted in unison, reading the name of the play off the billboard.
“Yes! Cats! And its starts ... in five minutes!” Mary shouted.
The show was a great hit with the girls. Mary and Carl have both seen the Andrew Lloyd
Webber hit a few times before, but for the two wide-eyed girls it was a first. Their attention
drifted not for a moment throughout the entire show and they were starry-eyed afterwards for
the rest of the night.

That night, everyone slept at Mary’s apartments in readiness for an early start to Kent. The
girls shared a big double bed and it took them a long time to fall asleep, talking about the
day’s events until deep into the night. Mary and Carl treated themselves to a Brandy and a
cigar in the lounge after the girls were put to bed.
“Carl, you’re a wonderful man, you know,” Mary smiled at him through a cloud of
blue smoke that rose from where she lounged in the Edward.
“Hmm. I’m sure Visa is sharing your view after today,” He replied.
“O! You horrible man! How can you measure the happiness you invoked in the two
girls today in terms of money!” she exclaimed in mock horror.
“How on earth did I plummet from Wonderful to Horrible in a matter of seconds?” he
asked perplexed. Mary snubbed her cigar and rose from the Edward. She opened the silk
nightgown as she passed Carl to reveal a black teddy with matching garter belt and stockings.
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“Come to bed, darling, and I’ll show you how you can rocket from Horrible to
Wicked in no time at all,” She invited him with an alluring smile, leaving the room in a soft
rustle of satin and silk.

CHAPTER EIGHT

Three days later, Christmas Eve arrived in a flurry of sleet. The night sky was black and rain
poured down in buckets. The children were indoors all day, decorating the large Christmas
tree next to the old stone fireplace in the main lounge. Davey took it upon himself to stoke
the fire and kept a stringent vigil all day. He brought wood in from the barn and fed, poked
and prodded the fire continuously, making sure it burnt merrily all day long. Before darkness
set in, he disappeared into the barn for the last time, returning with a wheelbarrow piled high
with logs, which he dumped close to the kitchen door in case they should run out during the
course of the evening. Mrs. Harold, the cook, was off duty and Mary busied herself in the
kitchen making dumplings. Carl kept a low profile, lest the women set him to task. He spent
most of the day in the library with his books and manuscripts. He came across an interesting
eighteenth century manuscript relating to Freemasonry activity in Scotland a few weeks
before and struggled with limited knowledge and an array of dictionaries to decipher the old
Latin text. His spectacles were perched on the end of his nose and his desk was covered in
reams of paper filled with scribbled notes. Free Masonry fell well within his field of interest
covering a vast number of mystic and occult related subjects and first-hand knowledge from
older writings always proved to be a surprising and welcome change from embellished
modern day narrative. He bought the manuscript along with a lot of other old books and
manuscripts from an estate auction two years ago. The purchase was carted to Kent, where it
landed under a table in a corner of the library. There is lay forgotten until he found it a few
weeks ago while looking for something else he thought might be hidden there. Carl turned
another page, fascinated by the content. He ran his index finger down the centre of the page,
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scanning for recognisable words. His finger ran over a bump and a few inches lower over
another. He turned a few pages, felt again and then turned the book upside down, shaking it
carefully. Two old letters fell from the book. He frowned and bent to retrieve them from
below the desk where they fell on the floor. They were yellowed with age but remarkably
well preserved. The same neat female handwriting adorned both letters on the outside and
both were `. Carefully Carl unfolded the first letter. The folds were stiff with age but the
parchment was of high quality. It was dated August 27, 1696, Bologna, France. It read:

My dearest Cousin,
My heart longs for your company and everyday I pass in this miserable place devours yet
another little piece of my soul. I cannot stand the frivolousness of the French Aristocracy and
I absolutely detest Paris. I long for the rolling hills of my birthplace, the sweet smell of my
roses and the familiar rooms of my own home, which now lies in ruins for two years past. My
sons are my only salvation and my hopes and ideals for their future the only fuel that spurs
me hence. The memories of my dearly departed husband keep me in mourning and some days
I wish I had the courage to put an end to my sufferings. My dearest Charlotte, I have a task of
the gravest importance in which I have to beg your assistance. During our flight to this
terrible country, one of the servants who accompanied us, brought along a small chest, which
upon inspection contained books and manuscripts belonging to my late husband. They are of
an unspeakable nature and I dare not destroy them for fear for my mortal soul. I have kept
them hidden for the two years past, but my sons are growing up and I do not want these
documents to be found by any of them in this house as I dearly wish for the dark legacy of the
family of my dearly departed husband to have died with him and not be bestowed upon my
sons and theirs, though I fear my eldest son have already been initiated in the rites. I would

then implore of you to take possession of these books and documents and hide them on
hallowed ground as far as humanly possible from my family. The bearer of this letter will
hand to you a golden chest containing the mentioned articles. I will have it sealed by the
local locksmith, claiming it contains family valuables. Do not open this box but hide it as I
ask. O! If only God struck down the servant who bore this vile chest, instead of my dear son
Jason who disappeared in the tunnels along with a large portion of our family’s dearest
possessions. It is due to that loss that my family is now suffering near the edge of poverty as I
am almost at the end of my jewels. I would dearly love to return home to search for my son’s
body and my jewels, but I fear the Crown is still hunting us like the animals they believe us to
be. Please dear Cousin, bear me this final boon and send word of your decision, as we may
never see each other again.

I will always love you
Your ever-loving Cousin, Elizabeth

Elizabeth? Elizabeth who? Carl could not believe his eyes. He read the letter repeatedly;
absorbing every word like sand absorbs water. He glanced at the second letter, lying half
forgotten still on the opened book on the desk. He carefully unfolded it. It was dated six
months later, 22 February 1697. Just then, Mary entered the library. She wrapped her arms
around his neck from behind and kissed him on his cheek.
“What are you up to, Doctor Carl?” She whispered in his ear.
“Hmm. Look at this my love.” He showed her the two letters. I found these in an old
Freemasonry manuscript I’ve been deciphering. They were hidden amongst the pages. Mary
looked at them, but had the dumplings in the kitchen on her mind. She had to throw away
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three batches before she managed to produce one fit for human consumption. Davey licked
his fingers after the last one without pulling a face. Mary secretly used him as the official
taster. So now, she felt ever so proud of her culinary skills and was eager for Carl to come
and cast his vote.
“Hmm, they look rather old ...” She said.
“They are pretty old, dated 1696 and ‘97,” Carl said.
“Well my dearest, I’m sure they are full of interesting old tales, but it is after dark, the
children are waiting around the tree and my dumplings are ready for assessment by your
sensitive palate.” Carl longed to stay, but knew it was time to go. He carefully folded the two
letters and placed them back in the book.
“Let’s try those dumplings with apple wine then,” he smiled at her as he got up from
the chair.

CHAPTER NINE

The children were congregated around the tree, swaddled in voluminous winter blankets. The
sitting room was a delightful picture of colour, warmth and unity. Smiling faces greeted Carl
as he entered the room, carrying Mary’s pride and joy for the moment, her perfect batch of
dumplings. He placed the dish on the table and lit the oil burner underneath it to keep it
warm.
“Right kids, who peeped in the pressies?” he asked.
“Nobody!” three voices chorused in unison.
“Squeezed any packets?” he asked again.
“Not me!” Sarah squealed.
“Davey did!” Tracey said.
“No I certainly did not! You did!” Davey retorted.
“Did not!”
“Did!”
“Did not!” The two carried on laughing until they ended up rolling and tickling each
other on the floor. Sarah jumped on top of the two and was caught up in the game. They
laughed and rolled until Carl said, “Okay everybody, who’s first!” The frolicking kids
stopped and reorganised themselves.
“Doctor Mary!” all three shouted. Carl scratched through the presents, looking at
names and putting them back again, “No, no, no ...” He said, “Nothing for Doctor Mary here
that I can see, but here is one for ... Sarah!” Sarah gasped.
“Oh! But it so big!” she stood up to fetch the oversized box from Carl.
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“And here is one for Tracey,” Carl said, lifting a similar sized present.
“Thank you Doctor Carl,” Tracey said as she fetched her present.
“And here is one for ... Doctor Carl. Doctor Carl, Doctor Carl ... anyone seen Doctor
Carl?” He asked. Everyone laughed at his antics.
“Not? Perhaps he is in the library. Davey, would you look in the library, please,” Carl
asked.
“Davey rolled his eyes and smiled but played along and walked to the library calling
“Doctor Carl, there is a present for you under the Christmas tree!” When he returned, he
gasped in astonishment. There on the spot where he sat, stood a brand new fiery red racing
bicycle. Davey was dumbstruck and was unable to utter a single word. He opened his mouth,
then closed it again and stood for a few moments, choking on air like a fish on dry land.
“A bicycle!” was all he could manage before having to choke back the tears again.
“I’ve never had a bicycle before” He said.
“Well boy, I guess we have some training to do then in the morning,” Carl said.
Davey gave Carl a hug, to self conscious to kiss a man and kissed Mary on the cheek.
“Thank you very much, I love it,” he said. Carl continued to dish out presents for the
kids from him and Mary, some from the kids to the two of them and ended up with two
presents under the tree for Jeremiah and Mrs. Harold.
“Doctor Carl, didn’t you get anything for Doctor Mary?” asked Sarah, eyeing the now
almost empty space under the tree.
“Hmm. Yes, seems there is one present missing,” Carl replied. He pretended to search
around the back of the tree and through the branches, checking some of the decorations
hanging on the tree, and then he said. Aah, almost forgot. From his pocket, he pulled a small

black velvet box. Everybody fell quiet. Carl walked over to where Mary was perched on the
armrest of the sofa. He went down on one knee before her like a knight of old and said.
“Mary my dear, I certainly did not forget your Christmas present, I merely kept it for
last,” Mary frowned and looked down at Carl with a confused smile on her face.
“My darling Mary,” Carl said while opening the little black velvet box. Then he
bowled everyone right out of their seats. “Will you marry me?” Sarah, Davey and Tracey’s
eyes simultaneously grew as big as saucers. Mary gasped and almost fell of her perch. For a
few moments the room was cloaked in silence. The only sound was that of the fire. For a few
horrid moments Carl imagined Mary was not going to answer him.
“Well, will you?” he asked again.
“O Carl! Yes! Yes! Off course, I will! I mean ... yes! I mean yes!” she screamed. The
girls jumped up in joy and squealed, hugging each other. Carl removed the ring from the box
and placed it on Mary’s finger.
“Carl, this is such a shock, I mean, such a surprise! You wicked man, come here!”
Mary pulled him close and kissed him full on the mouth. Never would she have dreamed in
her entire life she could be as happy as right at that moment. Floods of joy rushed over her
and tears welled in her eyes. Then the girls pushed and shoved to get them apart, all the time
laughing and squealing.
“Let me see, let me see!” they squealed. Mary extended her hand for all to see the
ring. It was a huge tear-drop diamond of around six carats, set in a plain two-prong-wishbone
platinum setting. It fitted her finger perfectly. The girls gasped at the sight of the ring.
“It is absolutely beautiful!” Sarah exclaimed.
“It is the most beautiful ring I have ever seen,” Tracey said dreamily. For a long time
the girls admired the ring, the large diamond sparkling in the firelight. They discussed its
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beauty at length and Mary even allowed them to try it on. Carl nodded to Davey who was
standing to one side.
“Come big guy, let us men pour something to drink while the girls ignore us” he
smiled. Davey walked with him to the kitchen to fetch the glasses and the dusty bottles of
homemade apple wine. Upon their return, they found the women had already dished up the
dumplings. Mary rushed to Carl and wrapped her arms around his neck.
“Darling, you just swept me away,” she murmured in his neck.
“Glad I can still surprise you, now please surprise me with a wedding date. You know
I’m not a patient man,” Carl murmured back.
“January twenty-second,” Mary answered without a hesitation. This time it was Carl
turn to be surprised.
“Why so sudden? You pregnant?” He whispered in her ear. Mary giggled like a
schoolgirl.
“No you silly, it was the day we met for the first time!” she exclaimed.
“Nothing big, just very small,” she looked around.
“Just the five of us and a few close friends,” she said.
“But what about society, wouldn’t you want a glamorous affair with pomp and
fanfare?” Carl asked cautiously.
“Stuff society” she smiled.
“We have all we need to make it a special occasion right here.” The children hung on
every word that passed between the two. Then they gathered around shouting a chorus of
congratulations and danced around the room in joy.

END OF PART THREE
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PART FOUR

If you think you are going to learn to say a few silly
words over a pretty candle, and heal the local cat,
forget it.
- John Kilminster on the dangers of dabbling with
Satanism

CHAPTER ONE

The Christmas holidays were over all too soon and Carl phoned Deerwood to obtain
permission for extension until after the New Year. He also obtained the necessary permission
from Davey’s school. Those days also passed and eventually it was time for the children to
go back to school. The goodbyes were exactly the way Carl and Davey did not like them,
long and tearful. Back at Deerwood waited a nasty surprise. Matron Albright wasn’t coming
back. She died of a heart attack shortly after Christmas. A new broom was installed in her
place, a tall thin woman with a haughty face. Her eyes were permanently separated by a twofurrow frown; her thin hooked nose permanently perched right underneath it like an owl’s
beak as if everything and everyone around her gave off a terrible smell. Her fingernails were
long and yellow and she chain-smoked worse than a choo-choo train. An imminent air of
change hung over Deerwood and sure enough, many things changed. Amongst others the
food budget was cut severely and poor Mavis was sacked along with almost half of the other
kitchen staff. The girls were allocated new shifts for kitchen duty and now were responsible
for all the cleaning and most of the cooking. The laundry budget was cut and bedding
changes were reduced to twice a month. Mary’s visiting privileges were reverted to normal
without any warning and it took Carl three weeks of pulling string to get it reinstated. Matron
Barkley soon realised there was a special relationship between Sarah and Mary and she did
everything in her power to make Deerwood as uncomfortable as possible for Sarah from that
moment on. A younger female doctor, whom everyone hated, replaced old Doctor Hewlett.
She had definite lesbian tendencies and tried to impose them on all and sundry she fancied. It
was rumoured that she and the new Matron were girlfriends. Soon many vulgar stories about
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the two were doing the rounds at Deerwood. The girls were worked harder and their
privileges were dramatically lessened. In short, Matron Barkley was a menace to all and a
friend to none. One of the few things that did not change was the ever-present creep, Arthur
Coltswell.
Along with the new decade came new residents to Deerwood. Four girls arrived on January
9th. All of them were younger than Sarah and Tracey and were absorbed by the younger
dorms on the level below them. One of them had beautiful long blond hair and sad deep blue
eyes and reminded Sarah of herself when she was younger. Her name was Kelly McLeod.
She was eleven and reminded Sarah a lot of herself when she was younger. She noticed
Creepwell, as she came to think of Arthur Coltswell, staring after the girl on a few occasions
when they passed each other in the corridors. She was definitely on his list and the thought
sickened Sarah to the pit of her stomach. She discussed the fact with Tracey but was unable
to find much of a solution from that direction. Somehow, she knew she had to put an end to
the bastard’s practices. Exactly how, she did not know.

CHAPTER TWO

At eight o’ clock on the morning of January twenty-second, Carl’s Bentley stopped in the
Deerwood car park. Obtaining permission for Sarah and Tracey to join the wedding
ceremony on such short notice was an almost impossible task. He had to go in high and fight
hard. Matron Barkley proved a tough adversary but in the end righteousness prevailed. Just
the thought that he might run into her boiled his blood. She was a despicable woman and he
would rather not ruin his wedding day with a run-in with that bitch. He entered through the
double doors and asked the security officer to call the two girls. She complied by lifting the
phone and making a call.
“Doctor Moore is here to pick up Sarah Winters and Tracey Birch, Matron.” Carl
froze when he realised the security officer was speaking to Bitch Barkley. Anger flushed
bright red in his face.
“Certainly Matron,” she said and replaced the handset. She picked it up again
immediately and made another call.
“Hi Trish, it’s Callie here at security. Can you please inform Sarah Winters and
Tracey Birch that Doctor Moore is here to pick them up? Thanks,” and she replaced the
handset again.
“Doctor Moore, Matron would like to see you in her office for a moment, please,” the
security officer said. Carl grumbled under his breath and headed out of the security cubicle in
the direction of Matron Barkley’s office. As he entered the small office, the woman got up
from behind her desk and immediately started to whine.
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“Doctor Moore, I just want to let you know that I am highly upset with this irregular
procedure. I can assure you that I will not let this matter rest here and ...” Carl saw red. He
just about had enough of this annoying bitch. He gave two quick steps forward and stopped
with his face inches from Matron Barkley’s.
“Now let us understand each other perfectly here Matron Barkley. I have written
permission in my pocket giving me all the right in the world to take the girls to my wedding
today and return them to this facility by this evening at eight o’ clock. I don’t give a rat’s arse
about how upset you are about this and as far as I’m concerned, you can sit here in your
office all day and fuck yourself with a typewriter. If you give me, Doctor Fairchild or either
of these girls so much as a single ounce of crap ever again, I promise you I will use all of my
thirty years as a member of the Royal Psychiatric Society as well as Doctor Fairchild’s
personal strings with the Queen of England to ensure that you get kicked back so deep into
that hole you crept from, that you’d wish you had never seen my face ever!” Matron
Barkley’s eyes widened in shock and Carl almost felt pity for her.
“Well! Doctor Moore! We’ll see about that!” she almost screamed and took a step
back. As she moved away from him, Carl noticed something familiar on the floor. It was the
Persian carpet that he and Mary bought Matron Albright for a last birthday. He bent down
and grabbed hold of the carpet. “And I’ll have that back thank you!” he shouted, yanking the
carpet from under her feet, causing Matron Barkley to stumble backwards, letting out a highpitched scream as she tumbled towards the floor, landing in a dishevelled mess. Carl turned
and stormed out of her office, almost crashing headlong into Sarah and Tracey who had in the
meantime arrived in time to witness the last bit of commotion. Carl saw them and barked a
“Come girls!” before turning around and stomping off towards the waiting Bentley, with the
carpet flapping like an angry pennant in his hand.
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CHAPTER THREE

The Groom wore a black pin stripe tuxedo with a top hat and white gloves. His silver ponytail
was neatly tied with a yellow ribbon. Mary made him wait for fifteen minutes at the altar of
the tiny chapel, which accommodated fifty of their family and closest friends. Sweat pearled
on his forehead and the wait for Mary vanquished all memories of his clash with the Matron
of Deerwood earlier the morning. When she finally arrived, Carl knew the years of waiting
for the right woman were all worth it. Mary was the most beautiful bride he had ever seen.
She wore a brilliant white dress with hundreds of pearls and billows of silk. Her black hair
was brushed up and caught high on her head, wisps of hair falling down to accentuate her
slender neck. Pouting red lips beckoned at Carl and long black lashes accentuated her
beautiful green eyes. In her hands, she held a single yellow rose, specially brought from
Carl’s gardens at Kent and matching the yellow ribbon that tied Carl’s silver ponytail. Sarah
and Tracey were her Maids of Honour and their soft yellow billowing satin dresses
complimented the bride to a tee. Carl held his breath for the whole time that it took Mary to
walk up the aisle on the arm of her brother. He felt as if he was going to faint at the sight of
the beautiful mirage that came floating towards him. When she finally reached him, the two
men smiled and nodded at each other. Jack Fairchild handed over Mary to Carl and Carl took
her hand. For a long moment, the two just stood there, staring in each other’s eyes.
“Mary, you are truly the most beautiful woman in the world.” Carl said softly. Mary
smiled up into his eyes.
“Truly Carl?” she asked.

“Come, come, Doctor Moore, there will be more than enough time to kiss the bride
after the ceremony,” the ancient priest said from behind the couple. The two became aware of
the proceedings around them and tuned to face Father Farrar.
“My apologies Father, but have you ever seen a woman so beautiful in your entire
life?” Carl said.
“Certainly not on the arm of an ancient delinquent like yourself,” the old priest said
with a smile.
“Shall we begin? Dearly beloved, we are gathered here today to join this man and
woman in Holy Matrimony.” Father Farrar’s voice twanged on and on through the
proceedings. Carl was aware of little else but the woman at his sided the priest had to repeat
the part of “Do you Carl Moore take this woman Mary Elizabeth Fairchild as your lawfully
wedded wife ...” twice before Carl answered with a “I do, I definitely do.” The wedding was
beautiful and when it was over and Mr. And Mrs. Carl Moore left the Chapel, Sarah and
Tracey cried like babies. Drinks and snacks were served in the hall adjacent to the Chapel,
after which the happy couple departed for Liverpool. There they would catch a luxury cruise
ship, which would take them on a six-week trip, around the Southern tip of Africa, and back
to England via the Suez Canal for a well-deserved honeymoon. Jack Fairchild took it upon
himself to ensure the children reach their respective schools safely and sent them home in
separate stretched limousines. Their arrivals in the limos caused equally outrageous eruptions
at both destinations and at Deerwood Matron Barkley abandoned all fantasies of taking on
Doctors Carl and Mary Moore, for the moment.
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CHAPTER FOUR

Even when the ship sailed full steam ahead, it was at no more than a lazy twelve knots. Mary
and Carl were doing exactly what they have been doing the past four days, relaxing. They
were in the forward lounge on the A Deck, sipping tea while reading. Mary paged idly
through the pages of the latest issue of Cosmo and Carl was busy making notes in a large
black leather folder, containing copies and transcripts of the two letters found in the old
Freemasonry manuscript.
“Carl, I want to adopt the children,” Mary said
“All of them? Carl asked in his usual unconstrained manner.
“All of them,” Mary confirmed.
“I mean, both of them or all three of them?” Carl checked.
“All three of them Carl, don’t pretend to be daft,” she chided.
“Wow Mrs. Moore, give me a chance to become accustomed here. First a new wife,
now an entire new family?” Isn’t this a bit sudden?” Carl said.
“O look who’s talking now, Mister Impatient himself. Aren’t you the one who always
say, ‘regret is the reward for those who wait’?” Mary said. Carl pushed the papers in front of
him on the table away from him. He put down the pencil.
“Now let me understand you correctly, Mrs. Moore. You wish to adopt three grown
children, more specifically, a boy of fourteen and two girls aged seventeen, who come from
severely strained backgrounds, which no one has really come to grips with and we have no
idea what the final outcome of their individual therapies might be,” Carl summed it up.
“Yes,” Mary said simply without raising her eyes from the Cosmo.

“And this after thirty-eight childless years, not to mention my fifty-five, with no
previous experience in parenthood?” Carl continued.
“Mr. Moore, are you against me in this matter?” Mary asked.
“No, I did not say that. I am merely attempting to establish the facts here. What do
you think the State Adoption Department would say about this, not to mention the Social
Services and that Bitch Barkley?” Carl rumbled.
“I believe Social Services and all the rest would be just too happy to see the backend
of three extra mouths to feed. I believe that you and I, despite the fact that we have never had
children of our own, are more than qualified to raise three teenagers. Between us, we have
over fifty years combined experience in dealing with children of all ages, especially the ones
who come from strained backgrounds. We are educated, affluent, civilised and maintain high
moral standards, all attributes that place us in the category of ideal adoption parents,” Mary
said.
“I was afraid you might say that. In fact, I was expecting you to raise this issue since
Christmas Eve.” Carl sat back in his chair and took another sip of the Earl Grey he was
fondling all through the conversation. He stared out the window at the rolling waves. They
must be around eight feet high, yet they were hardly noticeable against the bulk of the ship.
What could be the reason for this upheaval in his comfortable life with which he was so
content a few months ago? Not that he wasn’t content now; he loved Mary with every fibre in
his being, but the changes were drastic. He wondered about the forces that brought him and
Mary together; those dark evil forces that deprived Sarah of a normal childhood; the same
dark forces that Elizabeth hinted at in her letters to Scotland three hundred years ago. It is
true, if it were not for Sarah, he would never have met Mary. He loved her for that and for a
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million other reasons too. Sarah became an integral part of his life; much more than he would
ever wanted to admit.
“Mary, have you thought about how such a step would affect our personal lives, our
social lives and our marriage, which we have just begun?” he said after a while.
“Carl, we are no ordinary couple. We are not twenty-two, struggling to get up the
financial ladder or the social ladder for that matter. In fact, I’m sure neither of us would
complain if only we could get down a few rungs on the social ladder. These children need a
home, they need a future. You and I have the same feelings towards them when we are all
together, I’m sure; I see it in your eyes. They make you smile, they make you laugh, and they
bring a kind of warmness to our home, which were not there before. When they are with us, it
feels like a family. And Carl, as you rightly said, we don’t have children of our own but we
have so much to offer. Do you really want to leave your beautiful home in Kent to some
unknown nephew or a charity organisation someday? Or your fabulous collection of books
and manuscripts to a library? And even if you can leave your worldly possessions to
whomever or whatever, who will continue your legacy? Who will be inspired by your
example to continue your work here on earth, which you devoted your entire life to? Who
will help the battered children of tomorrow, when you and I are here no more? We have three
beautiful children here, Carl, with first-hand experience of the cruelty that the world can dish
up to the innocent. We can mean so much to them, and they in turn, to us. Carl, honey, they
are already our family,” Carl stared at Mary. This beautiful woman, his beautiful woman,
spoke with so much compassion, so much conviction, that he could do nothing else but listen
attentively. He knew she was right. The same thoughts have been dwelling around the fringes
of his consciousness for a while now, but he was just too afraid to give them too much
attention. He thought of Davey and the joy he experienced having the boy around the house.

He is a natural with the horses and so eager to be taught. Carl just stared at Mary, drowning
in those green pools, wondering why he was deprived of her company for so many valuable
years of his life. He loved her as if he had done so all his life and perhaps he has; the fact that
he only met her a year ago was a small technicality. She was the woman he always imagined
he would spend the rest of his life with; little did he know what all she would bring with her.
“Carl?” Mary said.
“Hmm, I heard every word my love, I have just drowned in your eyes for a moment
there.”
“Carl, don’t tease me, I am serious,” she said.
“I know you are my love, therefore I will put the wheels in motion this afternoon. I
will call my lawyers with the details and ask James to file the applications on our behalf,” the
two looked at each other, content that the discussion was at an end and needed no further
debate. They understood each other perfectly and the underlying kinship they felt was a
mutual feeling cemented by love and shared values.
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CHAPTER FIVE

Matron Barkley watched as the black limo sidled up to the main entrance. The sight of the
two girls getting out of it sent currents of fury flying up and down her nervous system. Her
last encounter with Doctor Moore earlier that day was still fresh in her mind. She hated the
man with all she could muster and promised herself that she would make him pay. The girls
still wore their yellow bridesmaid’s dresses and paraded to the door with all the flare of high
society. The bony figure at the window turned away and disappeared into the dark recesses of
her office.
“Sarah! Wait for me! My hem is caught under my shoe!” Tracey shouted.
Sarah giggled. “O wasn’t she beautiful, Tracey,” she performed a mock waltz. “Do you think
we’d ever be so beautiful on our wedding days?”
“Gmpf. Who wants a man,” Tracey struggled with the hem of her dress.
“Why do you say that? Not all men are creeps. Look at Doctor Carl, he just fine! Do
you think he was the last good man in the world?”
“Sure his fine, but look at Mary. She’s a Doctor! No wonder she got herself a fine
man!” the two girls reached the door and slipped into the silence of Deerwood.
“What about Davey then? He’s not bad is he?” Sarah tried.
“But he’s your brother, silly. You can’t marry him.”
“No, but you can!” Sarah laughed softly at Tracey.
“You silly girl! He’s too young! Besides, you are like my sister, so he must be like my
brother ... and I can’t marry my brother can I?” Tracey whispered.
“Nope, s’pose you are stuck with me then!” she smiled.

Tracey put her arm around Sarah’s shoulders. “That’s enough for me, sister; I don’t need
anybody else in the world. Only you!” the girls walked the rest of the way to their dormitory,
arms around each other and content to be together for as long as they may be. The
smouldering eyes of Matron Barkley stared after the pair, as they grew smaller in the
distance, hating their love for each other and brooded over a hatching plan.
The fat freckled girl knocked on the door twice, in quick succession, before entering.
“What took you two so long? I’ve been waiting.” Matron Barkley snapped. The pair
just stared at her in silence, with blank expressions on their chubby faces.
“Whassit you want with us Matron,” the black girl spoke first.
“I need you to do me a little job. Something I have a feeling, you’d not have any
problem with,” the redheaded girl leaned on the back of the single visitor’s chair and cocked
her head. “Sarah Winters and Tracey Birch.” She let the two names sink into the two dim
brains. She noticed a flicker of recognition in the two pairs of snake eyes and continued. “I
see you know who I’m referring to,” the redhead looked at the black girl. She nodded.
“We do,” she touched her forehead inadvertently.
“Well, I need you two to keep an eye on them. I believe they are about to cause
trouble and when they do, I want you to be there. Any transgression of the Deerwood rules,
you bring them to me ... and perhaps I’ll let you help me in dealing with the two little
Prissies,” the two fat girls looked at each other again and smiled so that their eyes
disappeared in their round faces. The Matron sucked on her cigarette and tipped the ash on
the floor.
“You can count on us, Matron. We have our spies. They will be watched at all times.
We have our ways,” they grinned at each other again.
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“I’m sure you do. That will be all now. Dismissed,” Matron Barkley lit another
cigarette.

CHAPTER SIX

The darkness pressed heavily on Sarah’s chest, making it difficult for her to sleep. She fussed
with her bedding and seemed unable to find a comfortable position. Tracey could hear her
fighting with an inner demon and she was worried about her friend. The past few days after
the wedding, she has become increasingly irritable. She did not eat well; she neglected her
studies and performed her chores as if in a daze. Finally, she could hear Sarah settle down
and fall into a troubled sleep.
The next morning, Sarah had dark rings around her eyes. She skipped breakfast and
when Tracey came looking for her before the first class of the day started, she found her
sitting on her bed in a brooding mood.
“What’s wrong Sarah; I’m getting worried about you. You’re not eating, you’re not
studying, looks like you lost your will to live, or something.” Sarah did not reply, but instead
got up and led the way to the door. “Talk to me Sarah, what’s wrong!” Tracey tried again.
“Nothing much, String, I’ll get over it soon enough. I don’t want to talk about it.”
With that, they walked the rest of the way to the first class of the day without another word.
A deep crease marred Tracey’s forehead and she wondered what it could be that was
bothering her friend so badly.
By lunchtime, Sarah’s mood had all but improved. They ate lunch in silence. Tracey
could not take it anymore.
“So are you ever going to talk to me again, or what!” she exploded when they emptied
their trays in the bin. “What did I do that is so bad that you can’t even tell me? I’m your best
friend, come on, talk to me!”
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“It’s nothing you did, String,” Sarah sighed. “It’s just me that is so stupid. Since
Doctor Mary and Doctor Carl got married, I’ve been having all these silly thoughts.”
“What kind of thoughts Sarah?” she was relieved to hear that the mood was not her
doing.
“O, all kinds. String, I’m really worried. What if they ... what if now that they are
married ... what if they stop loving me? Stop loving us?” Tears welled from Sarah’s eyes.
Tracey quickly looked around to see who might be watching them. A few stragglers lounged
around, but no one important.
“Come, I know a place we can talk,” Tracey said and led Sarah towards the gym.
Tracey took Sarah down into the basement where the sports equipment was stored. The
basement was dark and musty. It smelled of leather balls and old sponge mattresses. Tracey
found a pile of soft gym mats. When they were comfortable, Tracey said. “Now tell me all
about it sister, String’s listening.”
Sarah sighed. “You know what I mean, String ... now that they are married. What if they
don’t have time for us anymore? What if they are going to be so busy with each other that
they forget about us?” she cried silently, but Tracey could hear the strain of holding back the
tears in her voice. She took Sarah in her arms and held her tight.
“Don’t be a silly dilly Sarah. If it weren’t for you, they would never have married.
Gosh, if it weren’t for you, they would not even have met!”
“They would have met each other sooner or later. They’re both psychiatrists, aren’t
they?”
“Sure they are, but look at them. They’re ancient! If they’ve never met each other
before you came along, there’s not much of a chance that they would’ve met each other later.
No Sarah, I believe it was fate that put you in their way.”

“Oh Tracey, you have an answer for everything. Some days I don’t know what I
would’ve done without you here at Deerwood,” she kissed Tracey in the dark.
“Lucy,” a timid little voice said. “Lucy,” it said a little louder. This time the fat
redhead girl heard it and swung around.
“Yes, what’s it, rat face, speak up!”
“I just saw them go into the gym. I think they are going to skip class,” the timid little
girl was barely audible.
“The gym? What would they be skipping class in the gym for ...”
“I think they would be in the basement ... ,” the fat girl turned away without
answering. It was only a few minutes before the bell would ring for the afternoon classes. She
whistled and her big black friend came hurrying around a corner.
“Whassup?” she asked.
“I think we might have our two rats trapped in the gym basement,” Lucy McGuire
replied. The black girl grinned and together they set off for the gym.
Tracey lay on her back with Sarah’s head resting on her chest. “I’m sure you are just
imagining things, Sarah. There is no reason on earth that they will abandon you now. They
love you, both of them ...” Suddenly, the overhead fluorescent lights flickered and flooded
the basement with light. From the darkness appeared two grinning podgy faces, a black one
and a pink one full of red freckles.
“Well, well, well, and what have we here?” the red one said.
“Looks like we caught ourselves two lovebirds. Just look, the one is scratching the
other one’s purty little head. Isn’t it too cute?” the other mocked. Tracey jumped up like a
Jack-in-a-box.
“What’re you doing here? Get your fat arses out of my face or ...”
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“Or what, my little angel face? You’re going to whack me with those skinny arms of
yours? Or perhaps you will fart me to death?”
“Wait, wait, I’ve got one on board!” the black girl squeezed her eyes and stomped one
foot hard on the floor. Then she let rip with a stinker.
“Phooey, what you’ve been eating sister! That one can sure kill a dog!” Lucy pulled a
face. Tracey grabbed Sarah by the arm and tried to run past the two fat girls.
No, no, no, where do you think you’re going?” the redhead girl screamed as she roped
Tracey in by a handful of hair. The black girl made a dive for Sarah and grabbed an arm.
“Skipping class and making out in the gym, I think, qualifies as a capital offence,
what do you think, Marge,” the redhead girl sneered.
“I think Matron Barkley will be very interested in hearing both sides of this story.
Yours and mine!” Marge laughed. The two fat girls led Tracey and Sarah by their hair all the
way out of the gym, through the long corridors and straight to Matron Barkley’s office.
Lucy opened the Matron’s door without bothering to knock. The Terrible Twins
marched Sarah and Tracey into the office like soldiers on orders. The little cubicle stank of
stale cigarette smoke. On the desk stood an overflowing ashtray as big as a cartwheel,
brimming in silent evidence of Matron Barkley’s addiction. A burning cigarette crouched
between the second and third fingers of her right-hand. She looked up with a scowl on her
face, but raised her eyebrows in surprise when she saw whom her visitors were.
“Don’t you know how to knock?” she barked in a vain effort to maintain her
composure. No one answered and she did not bother to push the issue. “So what do we have
here?” she said with a grin on her face, while leaning back in her chair. Marge closed the
door behind them.

“We found these two skipping class and hiding in the gym basement, Matron,” Lucy
said.
“Yes and that’s not all, the two little sluts were making out in the dark!” Fat Marge
added.
“We weren’t doing any such thing! We were just ...” Sarah’s protest was met with a
big red fist in her stomach. Her breath left her with a whooshing sound and she doubled over.
“No! Not here. Take them where you won’t be bothered. In fact, follow me,” Matron
Barkley said and stood up from her chair, putting out the cigarette in the overflowing ashtray.
She left the office and led the party to the basements of the West Wing.
The corridor was painted grey like all the others in Deerwood. Four heavy metal
doors lined the left-hand side. These were the cells where Deerwood kept its runaways and
habitual offenders, before shipping them off to a reformatory. They were all empty and thus
there was no guard on duty. Matron Barkley produced a bunch of keys from the guard’s
cubicle and unlocked the two cells furthest from each other.
“Get inside bitch,” Lucy pushed Sarah through the open door with such force that she
landed flat on her face. She slid across the floor and bumped her head into the wall. Sarah
was dazed with shock and fear. Before she could get up, a huge foot kicked out at her and she
screamed in pain.
“Let me go! What do you want from me!” Sarah cried.
The fat redhead girl pointed to the welt on her forehead with one chubby finger. “Remember
this? I’m going to get you back for this, you little slut!” and she kicked Sarah in the head. A
million sparks overwhelmed Sarah before she could respond and she sank into oblivion.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

The cell was almost pitch-dark. A tiny naked incandescent light hung from the ceiling,
creating shadows out of nothing. Sarah lifted her head. Her one eye was swollen shut and her
throat burnt like hell. She needed water. It took a while before she realised where she was.
The little cell was completely bare. It was merely a tiny square room with a mean-looking
metal door in one wall. Sarah struggled to gain control of her legs and moved slowly towards
the door. Her whole body ached. She reached the door and leant against it. ‘String, where are
you!’ ‘I’m here Sarah; don’t be afraid, I’m with you’
“Water! Water! Anybody out there!” she cried feebly while pounding on the door
with her fist. The efforts of her fist were rewarded with the thunk of thick metal. Instinctively
she knew no one was going to respond. Yet, she repeated her plea, sagged to the ground and
disappeared again into oblivion.

When she awoke again, the thirst was worse. Her mouth felt dry like parchment and her
throat was swollen and hurt when she swallowed. Then she noticed the plate on the floor next
to the door. In the plate was a single slice of thick dry bread, which did not interest her at all.
What caught her attention was the small cup of water next to it. Sarah crawled towards it as
fast as she could and downed the cup in one gulp. She washed the cool liquid through her dry
mouth before letting it trickle down her parched throat. It was lukewarm but tasted like the
best water she ever had. Disappointed, she stared into the cup as if expecting more. It was
dry. Her head jerked towards the door. It crunched twice as someone turned a key in it. The
heavy door swung open and the bulky frame of Lucy McGuire filled the opening. She
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stepped through the door and almost into the plate. Her face turned red when she saw the cup
in Sarah’s hand. Then her eyes turned to the plate on the floor.
“Who said you can have food and water! Who the fuck dared to bring you this!” she
demanded as she kicked the plate aside. The fat girl stomped on the bread, grinding it to a
pulp into the floor. Sarah threw away the cup in fright as if it bit her hand. Then Lucy
McGuire turned her attention to Sarah.
“You little bitch. You drank the water! You drank that water!” she stomped on the
small plastic cup, crushing it under her foot. She grabbed at Sarah and caught a handful of
hair. She violently pulled her into an upright position and let fly a punch towards Sarah’s
head. It landed squarely in her face with a sickening crunch. Blood spurted from Sarah’s
broken nose and a huge cut on her lower lip bled profusely. Lucy swung again and again,
hitting Sarah indiscriminately across the face, chest and abdomen. Sarah was flung around
like a rag doll as the punches rained on her. Then Lucy let go of her hair and she dropped to
the floor like a bag of potatoes. There was blood all over her face and she could not see a
thing. Her mind reeled and threatened to drop her over the edge of oblivion again. Then she
felt huge hands tear at her clothes. She was too weak to protest. Lucy McGuire removed a
belt from her waist and tied Sarah’s hands behind her back. Then she threw her against the
wall, naked and bleeding. Sarah landed in a seated position against the wall, facing the door.
Blood streamed down her face. She opened her eyes and tried to focus through the blood. In
the door stood a scrawny figure; Matron Barkley. On her face was a sadistic grin and in her
hand, she held an object, which she swung like a pendulum. She recognised it somehow as a
familiar object, but could not place it. Only when Lucy McGuire strapped it to her waist did
she realise what it was and she screamed in horror at what was to come.

In the cell at the far end, Tracey heard Sarah’s terrified screams and pleas. Thick
fingers clamped around her heart as she tried to reach out to her friend.
“Sarah! Sarah! What are they doing to you! Sarah!!” she screamed. Sarah’s screams
reverberated through the thick walls and door of her cell, as one rolled off the other. A key
crunched in the door and it swung open. Tracey shot at the opening like a bolt of lightning
but was stopped by a large hand wrapping around her throat and pushing her back into the
cell. Marge was far too heavy for Tracey’s struggles to have any effect. She pinned the tall
skinny girl to the wall and lifted her clear off the ground. Tracey fought like a demon, arms
and legs flying like cartwheels, but a well-aimed punch from Marge in the solar plexus,
pushed all the fight out of her, along with all the wind from her lungs. For long moments, she
hung defenceless against the wall, suspended by her neck.
‘Hang on Sarah, hang on! Don’t give in to them! You can beat them! Together we are strong.
Hold on to me Sarah, I won’t leave you, I will never leave you! Sarah, I’m here, it’s okay, it’s
okay ... I love you, I love you!’
Sarah’s screams subsided into hoarse wails of anguish, intermixed with shorts bursts of
laughter from a second person. Then Sarah’s wails died away and the person laughed loudly.
Tracey recognised the voice of Matron Barkley. Fat Marge lowered Tracey to the floor she
slapped her with an open fist on the side of the head. The skinny girl flew sideways and
crumpled in a heap on the floor. Marge continued the attack with her foot and kicked Tracey
repeatedly in the ribs and head. Blood splattered on the walls from her face and she curled
into a ball to protect herself against the onslaught. Suddenly the attack stopped and slowly
she looked up. Matron Barkley stood in the doorway. Tracey saw what she held in her hand.
She saw the blood on it and knew it was Sarah’s. She screamed in terror. An odd, highpitched laugh escaped from Marge’s lips. She kicked out at Tracey’s head. Tracey fell
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backwards and banged her head against the wall hard enough to loose consciousness. Marge
took the phallic object from Matron Barkley’s hand and strapped it around her fat waist. She
savagely tore at Tracey’s clothing until none remained to cover her nakedness. She stood
back to admire the skinny girl’s perfect proportions. Then she sank to her knees next to
Tracey and said, “Nooo, never liked them as skinny as this, no offence Matron Barkley.”
“None taken; you’re not exactly my taste either. Come on, carry on then,” the woman
said with obvious lust in her voice. Tracey surfaced from never-never-land with a scream on
her lips and a searing bolt of pain shooting through her belly. Marge was kneeling behind her,
holding her up by a hand full of her hair; another hand clutching at her hip. She stopped the
scream midstream. She bit on her lips and tears welled from her eyes. She removed herself as
far away as she could from the pain and refused to give the two women the pleasure of
hearing her scream. Then she was in Sarah’s loving, caring arms. She lay on her back on the
grass under their tree, with her head on Sarah’s lap. Sarah smiled down at her and told her
everything is fine. It will go away. It always does. Sarah bent forward and kissed her. The
pain subsided to a dull ache and she smiled up into her friend’s eyes, waiting for the pain to
go away. Finally, Marge’s unfit lifestyle got the better of her and she pushed Tracey away,
panting like a dog in heat. She heaved herself to her feet and turned towards the door where
Matron Barkley stood, eyes fixed on Tracey’s naked body. A trickle of saliva ran from one
corner of her mouth. Slowly Tracey turned over onto her back. She looked at the broad frame
of Fat Marge, obscuring the scrawny frame of Matron Barkley at the door. She spat dryly on
the floor and said, “Hey you fat black bitch, why don’t you come back for seconds later when
you’ve caught your breath!” Marge swung around grabbing the doorjamb with one hand. Her
eyes narrowed to slits and her lips curled to spit abuse. Suddenly the door slammed, crushing
Marge’s hand under its mighty weight. The fat girl’s eyes stretched wide open and so did her

mouth. A blood curdling scream escaped her throat and she stared in disbelieve at the place
where her hand disappeared into the door. Then the door flew open with a stunned Matron
Barkley still hanging onto the other side. Marge pulled back her hand; broken bones stuck out
of it and her blood ran freely. Her fingers stuck to the doorjamb like squashed black
caterpillars, white fat and red blood oozing from them. The pinkie fell to the floor; the rest
stayed stuck. Marge stared at the Matron in disbelief. Then she roared in fury and stormed at
her.
“You bitch! You fucking bitch! You broke my hand! My hand! My fingers! My
goddamn fingers! Ooowww! I’m going to kill you!” Marge screamed at the Matron. Then the
door slammed a second time, pinning Marge against the jamb. It came to a halt so suddenly,
that the force of it sent Matron Barkley sprawling in the corridor. Marge gathered her wits
and with her one hand still holding the other, shouldered the heavy door out of her way. Lucy
McGuire came running from Sarah’s cell in time to see her friend emerging from the other
with her bleeding hand held close to her chest.
“Crazy bitch slammed the door on my hand! Look what she did to me!” Marge
reached the Matron and kicked her in the stomach. Lucy roared and stormed down the
corridor to her friend’s aid. Matron Barkley tried to gather herself in vain on the floor. The
two heavy weights attacked her with unchecked fury. Kicks and punches rained on her.
Marge fell on the Matron’s chest, backside first, with all her weight.
“Bitch! Bitch! Crazy fucking bitch!” Was all she could manage, as she bounced up
and down on the woman’s chest. The two fat girls continued to kick and pound Matron
Barkley long after she stopped screaming.
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Three orderlies from the infirmary heard the commotion and came running down the hall.
With great difficulty, they managed to get the two fat girls off the Matron and locked in a
cell. The Matron bled from numerous cuts to the face and body and blood also ran from her
nose and mouth. What remained of her left eye, was smeared on her cheek and the hole
where it used to be was filled with coagulating blood. Her dress was ripped and shoved to
above her hips. Both legs were filled with bruises and the right leg was twisted at an
unnatural angle. The orderlies found Sarah and Tracey, naked and bleeding in their cells.
They were taken to the infirmary for medical attention. Someone called an ambulance and
Matron Barkley was rushed to the Intensive Care Unit of the closest hospital, where she spent
four weeks tottering on the brink of death’s abyss. Late that night, a police unit arrived and
took statements from those willing and able. Afterwards, the Terrible Twins were shipped off
under voluminous protest, to a High Security Detention Facility, on suspicion of assault with
the intention to do grievous bodily harm on Sarah, Tracey and Matron Barkley.
Tracey and Sarah were battered black and blue, with numerous cuts and bruises.
Sarah also sported a broken nose and Tracey two broken ribs. The examinations for internal
injuries that might have been sustained during the sexual assaults, proved negative and both
were declared as to have survived the attack intact. They lay in two white hospital beds next
to each other. The four other beds in the room were empty. They looked at each other. Tracey
stretched out her hand and Sarah took it in hers and held it tight. They smiled at each other,
reaching out with their minds, seeking that link, that familiar bond they shared with each
other.
‘I heard you scream, I felt your pain.’
‘I know I could feel you in my head ... you made me strong ... and when they hurt you, I was
with you. I took you to our tree.’

‘ ... Yes, you looked into my eyes and kissed me ... you took my pain away ... you told me
everything would be okay and it was ... ’
‘Oh Tracey, I love you so much ... ’
‘You will always be my best friend, my sister, my soul mate ... ’
‘We will never be apart ... we will always be together ... ’
The thoughts of the two girls mingled with each other like water from two converging
streams. Their eyes and hands remained entwined; together they were strong, strong enough
to take on the world.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

Two months went by after the awful incident with the Terrible Twins and Matron Barkley.
The Twins disappeared into the penal oblivion of the British Judiciary System but Matron
Barkley returned to Deerwood embittered and crippled. Her limp and missing eye earned her
the nickname Peg-leg Silver. Sarah and Tracey avoided her as far as possible and they got the
idea that she preferred it that way. Her hatred for the two girls smouldered like a dormant fire
under her skin and Sarah could feel it every time they came in close proximity of each other.
Sarah stood behind Kelly McLeod in the mess hall queue. She admired the younger
girl’s soft white-blond hair. It was so white it was almost translucent.
“You have beautiful hair,” Sarah whispered to her. The younger girl turned round at
the sound of her voice. She looked at Sarah and then averted her pale blue eyes.
“Thank you,” she said softly and smiled timidly. A few feet away, Creepwell was
mopping the floor. Sarah saw him staring at Kelly the whole time. She could see him
mentally undressing the young girl with his eyes, peering from underneath his eyebrows like
the rat he was. Instinctively Sarah moved forward, shielding Kelly from his gaze. He looked
up annoyed at Sarah for blocking his view and interrupting his fantasy. Sarah caught his eye.
Suddenly she had an outrageous idea. She held his gaze and smiled at him provocatively. He
stared at her for a long moment, then broke the gaze and shuffled off with his mop. Sarah
turned to Kelly.
“Has he touched you yet?” she asked the straightforward question.
“No, but I’m afraid of him. He is always staring at me,” she replied.

“Don’t you worry about him, he’s just a real creepozoid and as worthless as a broken
button.” It was Kelly’s turn to be dished up and Sarah left the conversation there. She turned
to Tracey who stood behind her and smiled. Tracey just lifted an eyebrow and said nothing.
Later that same night, Sarah was rolling in her bed, unable to sleep. The pockmarked face of
Arthur Coltswell kept creeping into her vision. Tracey was lying next to her, fast asleep.
Finally, she got up and fumbled in the dark for her nightgown.
“Where are you going?” asked a sleepy voice from the bed.
“Sshh. I’ll be back now,” she whispered back. Sarah was not sure if Tracey heard her,
as her deep breathing resumed almost immediately. Sarah tiptoed through the sleeping
dormitory and quietly left the room. In the corridor, she stood undecided for a few moments.
She was not sure what she was doing out there. It must be close to midnight. She wandered
down the corridor in the direction of the stairs. She stopped again at the top of the stairs. All
around her, the night was quiet. Although the lights in the corridor burnt brightly, the
stairwell was covered in darkness. Suddenly she heard footsteps. She looked down the
stairwell and immediately darted back into the corridor. Someone was coming up the stairs.
When the footsteps receded down the corridor below her, she quickly ran down the flight and
peered around the corner. She could see the bowed back of Arthur Coltswell walking away
from her. He stopped in front of one of the dormitories and slowly opened the door. He
disappeared inside, closing the door quietly behind him. Sarah’s heart beat cold in her chest.
She knew where he was going and what his intentions were. She crept down the next flight
and ran a few feet down the lower corridor until she reached the corner. She turned the corner
and waited. A few minutes later, she heard Arthur Coltswell’s footsteps approaching. He
rounded the corner and Sarah saw he had Kelly tightly gripped by the shoulder. The little
girl’s face was contorted with fear and tears were streaming over her frightened little face.
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Anger rose in Sarah’s throat like bile and she had to utilise all her strength to prevent her
from flinging herself on the man. He saw her leaning against the wall and he stopped a few
feet away from her.
“What the fuck do you want?” he said hoarsely.
“I’m waiting for you, big man. She said softly. “Got a cigarette?”
“No ... not here,” he said. Sarah looked at him. Her nightgown was thrown open and
her top unbuttoned showing off her ripe young breasts in full view of Arthur Coltswell. His
gaze licked over her exposed body and she shuddered. Sarah let her gaze fall on the
frightened little Kelly who was still in the creep’s iron-like grip. She returned her gaze to the
man.
“Hey, Mister Sandman, why don’t you try a real woman for a change? Leave the babe
and let’s go back to your room for that ... smoke,” she said with a wink and a smile. Arthur
looked at Sarah and then at Kelly, uncertain of what to do. ‘Just another bad breath with an
immature dick and a premature ejaculation’ Tracey’s words came to Sarah. Arthur looked at
Sarah’s exposed breasts again.
“Come on big man, you want it or not? It’s getting cold out here,” she coaxed him
again. Finally Arthur’s balls made the decision for which his brain was too slow and he
shoved Kelly away from him.
“Go back to your bed you little bitch, and remember what I said. Not a word or else
...” He left the threat hanging in the air. “We’ll have us a good time summuther time then.”
Kelly looked at Sarah with frightened teary eyes. Sarah winked at her and the little girl ran
back to her dorm. Sarah buttoned her top and closed her nightgown.

“Well then missy prissy, never thought you to be a player. I can do with a bit of real
fun for a change. Let’s go and old Arthur will give you a nice fat cigar to suck on,” he
cackled briefly at his own little sordid joke.
“Cigars are pretty scarce in this facility Mister Coltswell, as you no doubt know, so
I’ll be delighted,” Sarah said with her wickedest smile. The two walked down the corridor
and out the door to Arthur’s little room behind the surgery. The wind was bitterly cold and
Sarah soon found herself to be one enormous goose pimple. Inside Arthur’s room, it was
much warmer. The room was fitted with a gas heater, which radiated heat that felt like
heaven. She was not quite sure what she was doing there. She looked around the room. It was
not as small as she always imagined. There was a dirty rumpled bed in the one corner,
various pieces of clothing on the floor. An old fridge in another corner and some discarded
tins that smelled at least a week old on a table, rounded off the picture. When Sarah turned
around, Arthur was already stripped to the waist with only a vest full of holes covering his
scrawny chest.
“Now let’s see what you’ve got, Missy. You showed me your tits, now show me the
rest!” he demanded.
“Not so fast, Arthur, may I call you Arthur?” she asked coyly.
“You can call me daddy if you like, sweet cheeks, as long as you suck old Arthur’s
cigar ‘till its dry!” he cackled again.
“Well then Arthur, if it’s a cigar you want me to smoke, show it to me then,” Sarah
demanded, slowly unbuttoning her top. The excitement on Arthur’s face was as evident as the
pockmarks on his nose and he fumbled with his pants. At last, he managed the zipper and
dropped them in a heap around his ankles. Being alone with this man in this room scared the
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living daylights out of Sarah but she was in the middle of it now and had no option but to
press on. Yet, she had no idea what she was to do.
“Now get on the bed,” she ordered in a stern voice. The pathetic little man got on the
bed in a half prone position, leaning back on the pillows propped against the wall. Sarah
looked down at his erect penis and realised why he liked eleven-year-olds. They would be a
perfect fit. Slowly she got onto the bed, all the time looking Arthur straight in the eyes with
an alluring smile on her lips. She situated herself in a seated position opposite him, crossing
her legs with her nightdress pushed up, revealing her supple young legs. Spittle formed at the
corners of Arthur’s mouth. His crotch was a veritable mess of unruly hair, his dick barely
able to poke its swollen head from the tangles. The tiny appendage jerked around in its nest
of filth, barely able to control its anticipation.
“Arthur, did you ever fuck my friend Tracey?” Sarah asked still with a smile.
“Tracey who?” he asked.
“String,” Sarah said using Tracey’s nickname.
Arthur just stared at her with a dumb look on his face and saliva drooling from the
corner of his mouth.
“Did you know she is my best friend, Arthur?” Sarah said softly.
“Huh? You mean ... you two ... do each other?”
Sarah flashed him a smile. “You think you could handle both of us together?” Sarah asked
again, licking her lips.
“I can fuck both you pussies all night long!” Arthur exclaimed in anticipation, his
dick jerking uncontrollably. Sarah stared at the rigid protrusion in Arthur’s groin. She
directed all of her concentration on his crotch and said softly “Liar, liar, pants on fire!”
“Whaat?!” Arthur asked confused.

“Tracey says you have the smallest dick she has ever seen and you suffer from
premature ejaculation!” Sarah hissed through her teeth. Arthur felt a burning sensation in his
groin and look down alarmed. What he saw caused him to freeze in place. His groin was on
fire and the stench of burning pubic hair rose to his nostrils. His saw yellow fire spurting
from Sarah’s bright blue eyes and it hit him in the chest, quickly melding filthy vest and skin
together. Panic attacked Arthur and he screamed. Sarah slid off the bed and headed for the
door. By the time she opened the door and looked back, Arthur was engulfed in roaring
flames. His mouth was stretched wide open and his eyeballs were melting in their cases. He
burnt like a torch.
“You will never touch anyone again, you sick fuck,” Sarah whispered towards the
flames and fled into the night.
Back in the dormitory, she crept silently in bed next to Tracey. Her breath raced and
she felt alive. Her skin tingled as if a thousand tiny fingers danced over it. Tracey’s warm
body next to hers brought to life a dull warm glow low down in her stomach that rose upward
like icy stalagmites. Her blood raced with her breath and Tracey awoke from her deep sleep.
Fever mounted, wild horses reared, threatening to wake the others. Tracey’s fingers tangled
in Sarah’s long blond hair and fire raged in Sarah’s head. Arthur’s eyes, his horrified eyes,
danced in her mind. They danced and flames reflected off their shiny surfaces. They melted
and changed into shapeless dripping blobs of fire and blood. She needed Tracey close to her,
and pressed her body into that of her friend. Liar liar pants on fire ... and Creepwell went up
in flames ... again and again.
By the time the two girls quieted down, Arthur Coltswell’s entire room was engulfed
in flames and he was a janitor no more.
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Arthur Coltswell’s demise was everything but a tragic event at Deerwood. The girls
rejoiced silently in his departure and his death was attributed to a nasty habit of smoking in
bed. Only two people suspected the truth, Tracey and Kelly McLeod. Neither was asked
anything in connection with his death and neither offered any information. Sarah never told
anyone. Soon the surgery was rebuilt and a chirpy middle-aged woman from Birmingham
replaced Arthur. There was no need to rebuild his room, as it was never more than a
converted storeroom anyway. His replacement bunked with the other on-site female staff in D
Block on the far side of the hockey fields. By the time summer arrived in full force, Arthur
Coltswell was as forgotten as last year’s trimmed hedges.

CHAPTER NINE

“Tracey! Tracey!” an out of breath Sarah raced across the courtyard, dodging girls as
she went. Tracey was lounging in her usual after-lunch position under the big old tree.
“What!” she jumped up at Sarah’s shouts.
“Doctor Mary! Doctor Mary ...” She stopped in front of the startled Tracey, bending
over to catch her breath.
“What happened, Sarah? Did something happen to her?” A concerned Tracey asked.
“No! I mean yes! Something did happen! She’s pregnant!” Sarah screamed.
“Aaaahhh!!” Tracey screamed.
“Pregnant! I don’t believe it! We’re going to have a baby! We’re going to have a
baby!” the two girls danced in a circle and laughed like a couple of Red Indians. They
tumbled in a heap to the ground and laughed until they could no more.

The prospect of a baby for Mary and Carl was indeed something to be elated about, taking
Carl’s age in consideration. That was exactly what Mary took in consideration when she
decided that at their age, birth control was not to be taken seriously. Great was the
consternation in the Moore household when her period disappeared and early morning
unpleasantness became a matter of regularity. At first, she kept it to herself. She endured the
nauseous feelings that accompanied the 11 o’ clock tea and refused to get a medical opinion.
Then one evening she drove to another part of town where she was sure no one would
recognise her, and bought a home pregnancy test kit. When the kit showed a positive result
she immediately drove to a different pharmacy to buy another brand. That one too, proved
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positive. Mary panicked. At her age! At Carl’s age! What would the people say! What was
Carl going to say! She refrained from telling Carl until he found her one Saturday morning
sitting in the kitchen with her head in her hands and her face as pale as the flesh of a dead
fish.
“Mary, what’s the matter, you feeling sick?” he asked concerned. Mary barely had
enough strength to lift her head and look at him. Her hair was dishevelled and her tea cold
and forgotten.
“Come; let me help you get into bed,” Carl said, looking concerned and touched her
shoulders.
“No, no, no, Carl, I’ll be fine. Just give me a minute, really” she protested.
“What’s the matter Mary, you look like death warmed up!” he said. Mary looked at
his concerned face. She had to tell him eventually. A Saturday morning was probably as good
as any other time.
“Carl, sit down,” she said. Carl pulled out a chair from underneath the kitchen table
and sat down next to her. Mary turned sideways to face him. She felt like crap and knew she
looked the part too. A million lines milled around in her head. Over the past few weeks, she
had rehearsed this confrontation dozens of times. Now that it was here, she was at a loss for
words.
“I’m pregnant,” she blurted it out.
“You’re what?!” Carl exclaimed.
“Pregnant, Carl, pregnant!” Mary said again, dropping her head back onto her hands.
“Pregnant ... ? What ... ? How ... ? Oh noooo!” Carl burst out laughing. Mary snapped
up her head.
“What do you mean Oh noooo? You don’t want me pregnant?” she snarled.

“No! I mean yes, yes, yes! I’m just surprised! I am very happy! Blown away, Mary!
Pregnant? I can hardly believe it! How did that happen!?” Carl blurted.
“What do you mean how did it happen? You put your hand on my leg, I put my hand
on your leg, you kiss me, I kiss you, one thing leads to another ...” by now Carl was laughing
so hard, tears were streaming from his eyes.
“No, I mean ... birth control ... ?” he said.
“Carl, I’m thirty-eight, you’re fifty-six! Who would have thought we needed birth
control?” Carl finally managed to control his laughter and said, “Mary, for how long have
you known, my dear?”
“A few weeks. I refused to believe it at first, but two tests have confirmed it. So now I
guess, I have to believe it. And you better believe it too!” she said.
“Come, come,” Carl said. “It is wonderful news. Can you imagine what the girls are
going to have to say about this?” Mary looked up at him hair hanging over her face.
“Funny you should think about them at such a time,” she remarked. Carl smiled. He
got up and opened a cupboard behind Mary.
“I remember my mother saying there is no cure for the morning sickness like a shot of
Apple Wine in the morning. He handed Mary a glass.
“Drink up girl, there is no time for feeling sick now, there are lots to do!”
Monday morning Doctor Marge Smith, Mary’s gynaecologist, confirmed the
pregnancy to have progressed to the twelfth week.
“Soon it will start to show,” she said to Mary.
“So if you still want to surprise anyone with it, you better do it soon,” she
immediately phoned Deerwood and left a message for Sarah. Carl used the news as an excuse
for an unscheduled visit to Davey and Jack Fairchild nearly fell of his chair at the news. He
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was in a board meeting when her call came and the secretary whispered the news in his ear.
The meeting was adjourned without further ado. Ten minutes later, a limo picked him up in
front of his Kensington offices and the new Uncle Jack left on an euphoric shopping spree for
his latest-and-first-and-one-and-only-nephew-or-niece-to-be.
Carl arranged for Davey and the girls to join him and Mary in Kent the following
weekend. Carl’s lawyer filed the adoption applications whilst they were still on honeymoon
and all the involved authorities were aware of the situation, thus the rules were markedly
relaxed when it came to requests like these. The house in Kent was dumped in chaos. The
girls squealed and fussed around Mary like two hens around their mutual chicken.
Everywhere was cards of congratulations and presents from friends and family. While the
women opened presents and decorated the intended nursery, Carl and Davey excused
themselves and adjourned to the workshop.
“Davey how is your woodwork skills?” Carl asked as they walked.
“Not too bad I guess Doctor Carl; I got a B last year,” Davey said.
“Hmm. Not bad for a city boy,” Carl joked.
“Feel like taking on a little project?” Carl asked. Davey looked at Carl. His face was
narrow and Carl noticed a few pimples rearing their heads. Davey was in that awkward
gangly stage of adolescence where the limbs were too long and the ears and knees too big for
the rest of the body. ”What sort of project, Doctor Carl?” he asked.
“A woodwork project, Davey. I think the women are going to be very busy in the
house. For the next few weeks, you and I will just be in their way. So, I thought if you and I
disappeared into the wood shop over there and build a crib for the baby, they won’t even
notice we are gone,” Davey smiled at Carl and nodded his agreement. As they disappeared
into Carl’s workshop next to the stables, they could still hear the excited voices of the girls in

the main house.
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CHAPTER TEN

It was August again and autumn leaves started to accumulate in heaps on the lawn.
Mary and Carl spent more and more time in Kent and Carl had finally relinquished his
bachelor’s apartments in London. They kept Mary’s apartment for when they were in the city
but as Mary’s pregnancy has progressed to beyond five months, she tried to keep her
appointments at the hospital to a minimum. Days became shorter and weekends became
longer. Although it was only four o’ clock in the afternoon, the sun was nowhere to be seen.
The lights in the big old house were burning brightly and the fire in the hearth was crackling
noisily to add to the atmosphere. Carl was in the Library, which was where he spent most of
his time when he was not with Mary. He was pouring over a pile of books and papers lying
on his desk, his black-rimmed bifocals having slid down to the tip of his nose. He was
concentrating on his work, paging and reading and making profuse notes. Finally he
abandoned his efforts and placed his glasses on the pile of books. He wiped his face and
rubbed his eyes. He found Mary in the lounge in front of the fire, reading a Your Baby
magazine. She arrived back from seeing the girls an hour earlier. Carl sat down in an easy
chair facing Mary. He looked at her face, her forehead marred by a furrow as she
concentrated on the magazine.
“I think I’m ready to go,” Carl said. Mary put down her magazine and looked at him.
“Go where?” then she realised what he meant. “You mean to go chase Elizabeth’s
mystery?” she asked.
“Yes. I think I have enough information together now to start the search for
Elizabeth’s identity and the mysterious manuscripts she mentions in her letters. Eliza

Charlotte Campbell, the Baroness of Dunstaffgne, was the wife of Archibald Campbell, the
ninth Earl of Argyll. Archibald was beheaded in 1685 for his part in the Monmouth rebellion.
His lineage goes right back to Maccaillan Mor, the chap who’s generally regarded as the
founder of the Clan of the Campbells, who was slain at Red Ford in Lorn, in 1294.
Archibald’s father, incidentally, was also beheaded in 1661. Seems like the family was
famous for loosing their heads. Anyhow, Charlotte remained a widow until her death in 1701,
when her son, the tenth Earl was made the first Duke of Argyll. He died in 1703 and was
succeeded by his son, the second Duke of Argyll as well as the Duke of Greenwich. The
traditional seat of the Campbells is Inveraray Castle, but it was not until the mid eighteenth
century that the Campbells came to live there. In fact, much of Inveraray was designed as a
planned town for Charlotte’s great-grandson, the third Duke of Argyle. Charlotte lived at
Dunstaffgne Castle until her death. Today the Castle is in ruins and most of what remained
after the Campbells left was either looted or is today in the Castle at Inveraray.”
“And you think Dunstaffgne is a good place to begin?”
“I think so,” Carl said with a smile.
“I want to see if any other letters or manuscripts survived in the area that could lead
me to the manuscripts Elizabeth mentions in her letters. In her second letter, she refers to it
being best to let the seas guard the infernal writings.”
“So then it’s possible that Charlotte was unwilling to have the stuff around her own
house and dumped it somewhere in the ocean, which would render it completely ruined after
three hundred years?” Mary offered her tuppence.
“If so, Elizabeth’s plea to have them buried on hallowed ground would have been
ignored. Judging by the letters, these two women were very close to each other and I doubt it
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if Charlotte would have ignored Elizabeth’s wishes, especially if she regarded the
manuscripts evil enough not to have in her house,” Carl said.
“Perhaps she did bury it somewhere but in a church or graveyard near the ocean; or
perhaps in the ocean; what about an island somewhere near to the coast?” Mary said.
“That is possible, though I do not find any mention of Island property held by the
Campbells of Argyll at the time,” he remarked.
“How about Elizabeth, any ideas as to her identity yet?” Mary asked.
“No. She is the biggest part of this mystery. Charlotte having been a woman does not
have a lot recorded about her female family members in the books I have available. She was
the daughter of one a Sir W. Plomer a nobleman of Woburn County. I found his family tree in
the Royal Albert Hall records, and I found Charlotte, but no mention of an Elizabeth
anywhere amongst her cousins. None even who married a Frenchman.”
“Perhaps Elizabeth was a member of the Campbell family and the term cousin was
used in endearment between the two women,” Mary suggested.
“Hmm. I thought of that too and neither is there an Elizabeth in the Campbell family
tree who fits the picture. I have a feeling Dunstaffgne might yield some answers, else the
Castle at Inveraray. God knows I’d hate to trouble today’s Duke of Argyll with something
like this.”
“Who is he when he is at home?” Mary asked.
“He is probably Archibald when he is at home, depends who’s speaking to him. But
when he is at work, he is the Master of Her Majesty’s Household,” Carl said. Mary raised her
eyebrows and pouted her lips.
“When will you be leaving?” she asked.

“I would like to leave in the morning so I can be back by the weekend. You have
appointments at the hospital this week and can stay in London if you like.”
“Yes, I think so too. I have to be at the hospital at noon tomorrow. Then at four I have
a check-up with Doctor Marge. I think I’d prefer to stay in London while you are away. This
place is so empty without you here,” she said.
“Fine then. I’ll pack a small bag and leave the Bentley at the airport. Three days
should be enough, so I’ll fly back on Friday,” Mary smiled at him and blew him a kiss from
the couch.
“I’m going to miss you darling. You better be back on Friday.” Mary knew the time
without him would be unbearable, but she also knew how important this mystery was to Carl.
His interest was initially triggered by the mention of the chest containing the grim texts that
reeked of evil. She knew how interested he was in the subject of Occult practices in old
England and how close it related to his own life’s work with victims of satanic and other
related occult-related practices. So she knew she couldn’t stand in his way except to kiss him
goodbye.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN

Colourful leaves swirled around their feet, so thick that it was difficult to make out the
footpath they were following. Wind swept through the old trees overhead, the rustle of it
following them along their way. Delicate frames balanced on slender legs, skipped gracefully
through the wind, chasing after twirling leaves from time to time. Clear bell-like laughter
played hide-and-seek through the trees; they were two seemingly carefree shadows, playfully
frolicking in apparent innocence.
“Doctor Carl is in Scotland again,” Sarah said.
“Chasing after what this time?
“Same story. Those old letters he found in that book.”
The tall girl sighed. “So Doctor Mary is home alone again. We should be going to Kent the
weekend!”
“Don’t you just love that old place? I mean the house, the woods, the horses ... all so
... wonderful!”
“Hmmm. I agree. One day I’d like to have a place just like that ... and I want horses ...
and two large dogs. They must be as big as the horses!” Tracey wiped strands of hair from
her face.
“And what about a big hearth wit a roaring fire.”
Tracey looked sideways at Sarah. You and your fires ... “ She smiled. Sarah laughed into
the wind.
“Phew! I’m tired! I had no idea Deerwood’s grounds were this big!” Sarah looked
back the way they came. None of the buildings were in sight. Tall trees obscured the horizon.

She flopped down on a fallen tree trunk. The tall girl came to stand in front of Sarah, staring
into the distance. Her bare legs rose colt-like from the top of her white establishment socks,
to the hem of her short blue-chequered skirt. Autumn was her favourite time of the year. It
was a time to be both happy and sad. The old died to pave the way for the new. The winds
blew sadly through the trees, only to lay down a mat of leaves in the gayest of colours
imaginable. Her bare knee touched Sarah’s; she looked down. The wind blew strands of hair
across their faces; their eyes opened an inner channel only they knew about and they smiled.
‘How cute you look with your hair in your face!’
Tracey smiled and looked at the small piece of white cotton showing from under Sarah’s
short skirt.
‘Speak for yourself, girl!’ Sarah followed her friend’s gaze.
‘Oh no! I can guess what you’re thinking about ... ’
‘Why guess, just read my mind ... ’
Sarah probed deeper and found what she was looking for. Tracey’s love reached out to her
and enveloped her like a vacuum. Everything became still; the wind; the leaves; the rush, as if
in anticipation of what was to come. She sat on the old fallen log; dead leaves surrounded her
feet, the smell of which mixed with that of the afternoon sun. The white of her thighs stood in
stark contrast against the blackness of the log, black as the sin that pounded in her throat.
Anticipation; her lips glistened wetly as her tongue flicked from between them. Full, ripe
redness flaunting itself in the afternoon. Her eyes were locked on Tracey’s; dark, brooding
and foreboding eyes, which followed the path of the warm feeling that traveled from low
down in her stomach to the upper reaches of her being. Each brush of their legs, shot like a
bolt of lightning through her loins, adding fire to her smoldering passion. Tracey’s hand
touched her shoulder, the thin fabric of the dress not proving much resistance to her will. The
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strap fell away in slow motion, milky white skin revealed underneath. A shrug of her
shoulder revealed the objective, rosy and taut, against its milky backdrop. A hand cupped
under it and she drew a sharp breath, which mingled with the pleasure deep in her tummy,
forming a whirlwind of delight. A shadow fell across her face and lips met upon soft lips;
touching, testing, probing ... probing deeper until the force of it pushed her backwards onto
the log. Muscles contracted in secret places and the newness of it all simultaneously amazed
and alarmed her. The arching of her back revealed all of her thighs, parted by white cotton; a
hint of softness underneath. The touch of Tracey’s hand brought a soft moan to her throat and
a shudder to her limbs. She arced further backward, forcing herself into the touch; the
movement of which drove away all prudent thoughts. Her fingers dug into the back of her
friend’s neck; deftly following the commands of her emotions. Subconsciously, Tracey
matched Sarah’s eagerness; fingers following the rhythm of her loins; Tracey’s lips crushed
her breath into short laboring gasps; blood sang through her veins; concentrating; increasing;
pivoting; she became a ballerina balanced on one toe, pirouetting towards a crescendo of
undetermined height; muscles contracted, back arched; then her soul lost its grip and flew
jubilantly into the air; for a drawn out moment, she shuddered and a cry escaped her lips; then
she became still ... lying against the old tree trunk, eyes, half-closed, looking past Tracey’s
shoulder, through the leaves; and she disappeared into the soft blueness of the skies far, far
above her.
‘Don’t you ever dare to leave me ... ’
‘Nor you me, I’ll never let you go anyway. We belong together, you and I. We were meant to
be together ... forever.’
‘Remember the first time, String, remember?’
‘I remember, Fancy Pants, I remember every moment with you; always ... ’
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CHAPTER TWELVE

“Master, Doctor Moore flew to Glasgow this morning. He booked a rental car and a
room in Oban until Friday,” the little man cowered before the huge chair that stood shrouded
in darkness.
“Oban? Dunstaffgne? The Campbells? Interesting. Is anyone following him?” A
raspy voice came from the shadows.
“Yes sir. We have a man on the same flight ...” the little man started.
“Get him back here, you fool! Let one of our people from Inveraray tag Moore! We
cannot afford for the good Doctor to recognise a tail from these parts. When he is settled, I
want his room searched. I want to know what he is up to and what he is doing at Inveraray.
This is not a holiday away from his dear little pregnant wife.”
“Master, I assure you, my man is one of the ...”
“Impudence! How do you dare to talk back to me! Get out of here and do as I
command!” the voice roared. An ice-cold cloud rolled from the shadows and spread around
the feet of the little man. He scampered away at its touch and left the room in a hurry. In the
darkness behind him, two eyes glowed like hot coals in a pit and the cold cloud spread wider
across the floor.

CHAPTER THIRTEEN

Carl’s flight landed in Glasgow without any incidents. He had not been gone three hours and
he already missed Mary sorely. How he was going to get through three days without her was
a mystery to him, about as big a mystery as Elizabeth’s. If only she had a last name or a title!
It would have helped a lot. During the flight, he has been going over the facts in his mind and
read the transcripts of the second letter twice. While coasting to the terminal buildings, he
read it once more:

My Dearest Charlotte,

It bears my poor heart good strength to hear from my dearest cousin and friend today. How
troubled I was these last few months that my servant would not reach you with his terrible
cargo. Finally! When he arrived safely today with your letter, I so much wished that I had a
golden ring to bestow upon him, but alas, I have none left. I am almost at the end of my
resources and fear we shall only have enough to last us another few months. Already I had to
let more than half of my servants go, as I cannot support the full household anymore. Oh
where will my people find refuge, I do not know? My health is failing me rapidly and I fear I
might die in this destitute country and never hear your beautiful voice again. May the Lord
have mercy on my soul for all I have been part of in my life with my husband. May He forgive
me for being unable to put a stop to the unholy labours I have been forced to bear witness to!
Pray for my soul my dearest Charlotte and always keep my memory in your heart.
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I am you forever grateful for what you have done for me in binding the evil of my husband’s
works. It is best that the seas guard those infernal writings forever. I pray no one ever sets
eyes on them, as they are the downfall and destruction of any and all that falls under their
spell. They are the spawn of the Evil of the Ages and each one of them deserves to be
destroyed. Alas, only the hallowed righteousness of God Almighty can be the destruction of
such and He dwelleth in my house no more. God has forsaken me! He has left me to die alone
in my hour of need with no means of providing for my children after I am gone. For what my
husband was, I know it is dangerous for you to have any kind of relationships with me thus I
cannot even rely on my dearest friend to provide for them when I’m gone. At least, don’t
forsake my memory.

Your ever-loving Cousin, Elizabeth

The second letter contained much more clues as to the nature of the writings Elizabeth
referred to. The references to her husband and what he supposedly was up to, was also
particularly disturbing. Then the fact that he was dead and Elizabeth was not in her home
country, which was either England or Scotland, could mean that she was in exile. In her first
letter, she referred to her flight. Did she flee an enemy? Persecution? Carl folded the
transcript and replaced it in the black leather folder. He hoped to gain answers to his
questions in either Inveraray, Oban or at Dunstaffgne Castle. The seatbelt indicator turned off
and it was time to leave the aeroplane.
It is less than fifty miles from Glasgow to Oban, as the crow flies and ninety-six miles as the
road runs, but because of the unevenness of the land and massive Lochs blocking easy

passage, it would take Carl all of the morning to reach it by car. Therefore, he opted to
charter a small helicopter, which would get him there in about twenty minutes. Glasgow
airport terminal was a beehive of activity. Carl disliked crowds and pushed through this one
as fast as he could towards the information booth where he was scheduled to meet the
helicopter pilot. He longed to be out of the bustle with the Scottish hills rolling by underneath
him. He loved Scotland and many a day wished he were born there rather than in Kent. Not
that he would trade Kent for anything in the world, but for Scotland! The thought of kilts and
bagpipes and whiskey carried him to times in his dim distant past when he was a young
gangly teenage boy, much like Davey today. His father had an affinity for the Highlands and
the two of them often went fishing in the Lochs. Leven, Lomond, Tay, Ness, even the farnorth Loch Shin in the land of the Sutherlands did not stem their enthusiasm for exploring
uncharted territory.
He recognised the helicopter pilot as one he used before and waved through the crowd.
“Mr. McRae, is it?” Carl said.
“Yes it’s me, Doctor Moore, good to see you again. It’s been what, two years?” the
man said. The last time Carl was in Scotland was two years ago, following up on an
archaeological report of new findings at the Machrie Moor Stone Circles on Arran, which
was a Celtic relic from the Bronze Age. At the time, an archaeological team found a series of
graves containing the remains of children, which seemed to have been ritually slaughtered.
Carl was known for his fanatical interest in ancient religions where human sacrifice prevailed
and was called in by a friend on the digs, to give his opinion.
“Yes, time flies, doesn’t it?” Carl said with a smile. McRae had a friendly face and
Carl remembered enjoying the man’s conversation with their previous meeting. McRae has a
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vast knowledge of the area and Carl loved the unique approach the locals had towards their
own heritage.
“That your luggage?” McRae nodded towards Carl’s hand satchel.
“That’s it, Mr. McRae,” Carl replied.
“Well, shall we go then?” and McRae led the way to the heliport and the waiting
Wasp.

CHAPTER FOURTEEN

Carl placed his black leather satchel on the bed. In it were three changes of clothes, a
toothbrush, a razor and his black folder containing the transcripts of Elizabeth’s letters,
together with other notes on his investigation thus far. The original letters were safely under
lock and key, back home in Kent. He was eager to get outside and start his investigation. He
felt like a boy come home. First, he decided, he had to feed the flesh and went downstairs
from where the smell of gammon steak and eggs beckoned his taste buds.
He chose a corner table next to the window. From there he could see the busy road with
people of all sorts making their way down to the seafront, some to look and some to catch
ferries to the Islands. At the bar counter, a man with a floppy cap pulled low over his eyes,
almost touching his thick bushy moustache, glanced furtively in Carl’s direction. Once Carl
was served and the man was sure he wouldn’t move for at least twenty minutes, he got up and
ascended the stairs to the bedrooms.
In the corridor above, he glanced around for movement. There was none. He walked straight
to Carl’s room and produced a key from his coat pocket. He turned the key in the lock and
disappeared noiselessly through the door. Inside he took a quick look around and saw Carl
had not yet unpacked. He walked over to the bed and opened the black leather bag that was
lying on it. He quickly rifled through the contents and pulled out the leather folder. He paged
through Carl’s notes and the two transcripts of the letters. He laid the papers on the table
nearby and removed a small camera from the left coat pocket. He took pictures of all the
pages; close enough so that the writing would be clearly legible. When he finished, he
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carefully replaced the papers in the folder. He left everything they way he found it and let
himself out, locking the door behind him.

CHAPTER FIFTEEN

The Castle of Dunstaffgne lies northeast of the town of Oban on an outcrop where Loch
Linnhe enters Loch Etive. Once it was a magnificent Castle, now, a mere shell made up of the
remnants of nine-foot-thick walls. Carl stood on a crumbling parapet and looked around him
to admire the view. Looking eastward up Loch Etive, he could see the towering peaks of Ben
Cruachan and the outline of Connel Bridge, about two miles distant. The blue mountains of
Mull and Morven rose westward over the narrow sea. Towards the north was Loch Nell
where he and his father spent many lazy days fishing amongst its fringe of saffron weed. All
around him as far as the eye could see, he saw woods, stained with autumn colours; the bright
gold of the Chestnuts above the deep russet of dead Bracken, crimson Rowans and at his back
the hills wore the last Heather of the year. He clambered down and walked around inside of
the ruined walls. He imagined Charlotte sitting somewhere here, perhaps outside in the
garden, perhaps upstairs in her room, which would have been above the kitchen area, reading
Elizabeth’s letters, over and over again, longing for a friend and companion far away in
France, whom she might never see again. On the ground lay an old forgotten cannon. He sat
down on his haunches next to it. There was an inscription close to the top end, Asuerus
Koster, Amsterdam; it was the name of its maker. Once it adorned a proud ship of the
Spanish Armada, now it lay there forgotten by time itself, like Elizabeth. There was nothing
for Carl amongst the ruins. He walked out and around to the woods at the back where he
found a ruined graveyard. Shrubs and bushes pushed apart the gravestones, causing some to
nod together. Green mould grew everywhere on the headstones and slabs. It was an eerie and
melancholy place, quiet with only the rustle of falling autumn leaves and the song of a Robin,
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rising and falling on the still air. Carl walked from stone to stone. Many were blanked by age
and weathering but on some the names and dates of the deceased were still discernible. There
were many Campbells, but also MacDougalls, who inhabited Dunstaffgne Castle at an earlier
period. Further into the woods and a little away from the rest of the graves, Carl noticed a
lonely mausoleum. He walked towards it and noticed that the walls wore the same green
mould as the gravestones. Above the entrance was the name Campbell etched in stone. Two
old wooden doors blocked the entrance and a huge old rusty padlock sealed them together.
The wood around the hinges have rotted away, on the left-hand side door. Carl looked
around; there were no one in sight. He tested the door and with a bit of difficulty, it budged
an inch. He put more weight behind it and moved the door away sufficiently so he could
squeeze by. He poked his head through the opening. It was pitch black inside. The air also
smelt mouldy. The thought crossed his mind to go back and return tomorrow with a
flashlight, but his impatience caused him to remember the powerful cigar lighter in the inside
pocket of his jacket. He squeezed through the rest of the way and was instantly covered in
darkness. He stood still for a moment, listening for sounds from the outside. He knew he
would probably be arrested if he were caught breaking into a grave. He felt for the lighter,
found it and flicked it. The powerful gas lighter lit up the cramped interior of the mausoleum,
which in all probability had not seen light for several hundred years, like a ballroom. Carl
looked around him. There were alcoves in the walls, nine of them. Each contained a coffin,
bar one. Two sarcophagi, made of limestone taken from the surrounding hills, stood in the
centre of the room. Most of the coffins in the alcoves were nothing more than heaps of
mouldy wood and dust. The two in the centre interested him, though. First, he walked around
the perimeter of the oval room and peered at the names above each alcove. Archibald 1703,
Mary 1699, George 1721, John 1743, Rose 1735, Mary 1689 and so on. These were all

members of the Campbell family who once lived in this Castle. Some of them were previous
Earls and Dukes! Carl moved over to the sarcophagi in the centre of the room. His heart
pounded in his throat. These people were buried here and forgotten. No one had been to these
graves for a very long time. He bent over the first sarcophagus. A thick layer of dust covered
it like it did everything else. Letters were noticeable underneath the layer of dust and he used
his hand to wipe it away. It was wet to the touch. He wiped away some more and at last was
able to read the letters. Archibald, Earl of Argyll, 1685. A cold shiver passed slowly down his
spine and then all the way up again. He knew if he removed the lid of this sarcophagus, he
would see a man whose head was removed, for this was Archibald Campbell, 9th Earl of
Argyll, beheaded in 1685 for his part in the Monmouth Rebellion and husband to Eliza
Charlotte Campbell, cousin to the mysterious Elizabeth. For a few moments, he could not
breathe. Faintness approached and the lack of oxygen threatened to cause him to faint. The
burning sensation that shot through his thumb from the gas lighter overheating brought him
back to reality and he sucked his lungs full of stale mouldy air. He dropped the lighter with
an oath and sucked his burnt thumb. Light left the chamber and he was again wrapped in
darkness. He sucked on his thumb for a few moments and then bent to find the lighter. He
fumbled around for it on the floor and found it where it rolled against the foot of the
sarcophagus. It was still warm but he could manage. He flicked it on again and looked at the
sarcophagus next to that of Archibald Campbell. He wiped away the dust and there she was.
Eliza Charlotte Campbell, Baroness of Argyll, 1701. Carl’s hand trembled as he braced
himself against Archibald in an attempt to move the lid of Charlotte’s sarcophagus. He found
he was unable to and was going to need both hands. He placed the lighter in his pocket and
was again swallowed by the darkness. He placed both hands on the edge of the lid and again
braced his legs against Archibald’s sarcophagus. He heaved with all his strength. At first, he
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thought the lid was not going to budge but then it moved with a bump as if slipping, first an
inch then more. He shoved harder and his efforts brought sweat to his brow. He stopped for a
few moments to catch his breath and then pushed again. He felt the lid give and slide almost
all the way, perpendicular across the stone coffin. Carl stopped mid push. He did not want the
heavy lid to fall to the floor and possibly break into a million pieces, leaving Charlotte
without a cover against the forces of nature for the next three hundred years. He leaned with
his back against Archibald to catch his breath. Then he removed the lighter from his jacket
pocket and flicked it once, twice. It lit the room brightly and Carl came face to face with
Charlotte Campbell. He stared in shock and awe. Despite her age, she was perfectly
preserved. The smell that rose from the coffin was musty and dry. The stone lid must have
sealed tightly to not let mould and damp into the coffin for all these years. The skin over her
face was pulled tight and her teeth showed in a macabre grin. She was hard as the rock she
slept upon, mummified through the ages to a dry parchment-like relic of what she once was.
She was dressed in an olive green dress with embroidery on the chest and lace around the top.
She was a woman in her late forties when she died and she must have been quite beautiful
when she was young. This was definitely not a Scottish wench. She carried on her face the
features of British nobility. She was in perfect condition. Carl knew that he probably already
doomed her to decay by opening the lid and letting in the clammy air. He was awed by her
but wished to close her up as soon as possible again. He waved the lighter around the inside
of the coffin, looking for any loose items. He was not sure what he was looking for but felt he
had to, because he was there. Then he noticed around her neck a thin gold chain on which
hung a round brooch-like pendant, which was hidden amongst the folds of the lace. He
reached out to touch it and saw it bore the image of a young girl. He turned it around and on
the other side was an inscription. He could not make it out. He fumbled in his top pocket for

his bifocals and cursed his age. He found them and took another look at the inscription. It
read, ‘To Charlotte my dearest friend, in this life and after, always, Elizabeth.’ At that
moment the gaslighter emptied, the light faltered and died. You could also push Carl over
with a feather. He just stood there for a long time in the darkness with the empty lighter in
one hand and Elizabeth’s face in the other. Eventually he recovered from his shock and
placed the lighter in his pocket. He prayed that Charlotte would not resent him for taking
Elizabeth and vowed to someday return it. He ran the chain through his fingers in the
darkness and found the antique clasp. He fiddled with it for a few moments and managed to
release it. Slowly he pulled the thin gold chain and the pendant from around Charlotte’s neck
and placed it carefully in his pocket. He then felt his way around to the other side of the stone
coffin and pushed the lid back. It fell back in place with a heavy thud. Carl moved towards
the strip of light that showed him where the door was and stuck his head outside in the fresh
air to look around. With no one in sight, he left the mausoleum and closed the door the way
he found it.
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CHAPTER SIXTEEN

The taxi was waiting for Carl where he left it at the entrance to the Castle. It took him back to
his lodgings and he felt like child, impatient to get to his room. He locked the door behind
him and removed Charlotte’s pendant from his jacket pocket. He looked at the face of
Elizabeth with wide eyes. She was young, perhaps twenty, and beautiful. Her blonde hair was
piled high on her head; her slender nose ran to a sharp point, underlined by full rouged lips,
adorned with a faint smile. Her neck was slender like that of a deer and around it was a
simple gold chain from which hung a huge teardrop-shaped pearl. Carl studied the design
carefully. It was made of deer bone, probably a piece from a femur, which was softened by
soaking and heat and then shaped to produce a shallow dome. The bone was then baked and
polished before being used as a canvass, in typical sixteenth century fashion. Afterwards it
was set in a gold frame, to be used as brooch or pendant. It seemed in fine condition, as well
preserved as Charlotte herself. Carl was afraid the paint might flake after being preserved in
the dry air of the coffin for almost three hundred years. He went downstairs and enquired
about a place where he might buy art supplies. The friendly receptionist indicated a place up
the road and Carl went off in search of it. He soon found it and purchased a small bottle of
lacquer, the type used to seal charcoal drawings. Back in his room, Carl covered Elizabeth
with three coats of the quick drying lacquer before he felt satisfied that it would now be good
for another couple of hundred years. He peered at her for a last time before placing her in the
drawer of the bedside table. However, he had an eerie feeling about leaving the pendant
unguarded and took it out again. He wondered where would be the safest place to hide
Elizabeth; then decided his person is probably as good a place as any and without further ado,

fastened the gold chain around his own neck and hid the pendant beneath his shirt. He went
downstairs without any fixed plans for spending the remaining daylight. He decided on a
bargain hunt and went out into the street, in search of the antique shops that catered for the
tourist trade, that he knew would be found in a town like Oban.
Not far from the guesthouse where he stayed, he found the first one. It was a narrow
railroad shop with walls cluttered with all kinds of antiques and collectibles, making it almost
impossible to walk around inside comfortably without banging against stuff. If not enough
that you had to watch out for your back, head and shoulders at the same time you also had to
mind your feet as junk was strewn all over the floor as well. Carl’s eyes swept the rows of
junk and modern replicas of anything from muskets and swords to wine flagons, silver cups
and coins. Claymores, the heavy broad double-edged swords of the Highlanders were
dominant amongst the bladed articles and Carl failed to see a single one that was older than
twenty years. Every now and again, his trained eye would be caught by an authentic piece,
worthy of a few seconds of closer inspection. He bent down to look into a low glass display
cabinet which looked older than most of the wares in the shop. The glass was scratched and
stained, some panes replaced with new ones. Inside were three shelves, the top one filled with
smaller items like a few broken pieces of antique jewellery, a few old spoons, coins, a soup
bowl filled with old paper money, weighted down by a Charles II Cartwheel Penny and some
other unidentifiable bits of scrap. The second shelf contained an array of old knives and
daggers, powder horns and moth-eaten sporrans. The lower shelf contained rusty swords of
which most have lost their scabbards. He cast his eyes back to the second shelf but nothing
caught his interest. As he rose, the shopkeeper was standing on the other side of the display
cabinet.
“Lookin’ for anything in partic’lar, Mister?” he said with a heavy Scottish accent.
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“Does anybody ever?” Carl replied.
“I can see you are a true collector with a keen eye, perhaps this would interest you,”
the man said and disappeared behind the cabinet. He rummaged around under the cabinet and
rose a few moments later with a long object wrapped in a black velvet cloth. He placed it on
the counter and uncovered it with ceremony, to reveal a beautiful long double-edged sword. It
was large and probably weighed around twelve pounds. The blade was razor sharp and
gleamed in the incandescent light. The handle was made of a dark wood, inlaid with brass
and silver. The butt was a heavy brass knob, shaped underneath to accommodate the hand.
Carl looked at it with interest. He lifted it from its protective cover and held it against the
light. It was a fine copy, but a copy nonetheless. Carl replaced the sword on the counter and
said,
“How much for the cloth?” the man smiled and wrapped the sword again. He replaced
it under the counter from where he retrieved it earlier.
“Aah. You are a true expert, indeed,” the man said.
“Come back here tomorrow afternoon at five and I’ll show you something that will
really interest you,” the man continued.
“How would you know what interests me?” Carl said.
“A true collector is always awed by that which is truly collectable,” the man said. Carl
looked at him for a moment.
“Very well then,” he extended his hand. The man took it in a firm grip and said.
“Tomorrow at five, then.”
“At five,” Carl repeated and turned to leave.
“No stamp collections,” Carl said as an afterthought. The man just laughed as he left
the shop and did not answer.

On the way back to the Guesthouse, Carl bought gas for his lighter and decided to retire for
the evening, anticipating a great single malt and a satisfying cigar.
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CHAPTER SEVENTEEN

The packet, which arrived overnight by courier, lay on the old oak table in the library, its
contents neatly arranged in order. The man with the pipe in his mouth studied the pictures
intently. They were blown-up black and white images, each the size of an A4 sheet of paper.
Carl’s neat handwriting were in some and the typed transcripts of Elizabeth's letters on
others. He could not believe what he was looking at.
“So the good doctor is in Scotland looking for dear Elizabeth,” the man spoke aloud
to himself. He reread the typed report that came with the pictures. Then he picked up the
pictures and sat down in a big wing-backed easy chair near the fire. He read the letters again,
then Carl’s notes. If these transcripts were authentic, then Doctor Moore was not only hunting
for Elizabeth but for the books and manuscripts that belonged to her family for hundreds of
years, before it disappeared in the fire of 1695. The missing manuscripts were said to contain
not only personal papers and documents of the Third Duke of Wellesley, many of an
incriminating nature, but also a number of ancient books and manuscripts pertaining to the
practices of the Dark Arts, which were the legacy of his family, carried down from father to
son over many centuries. The man knew that the most valuable book of all was also amongst
those lost; the Vellum Insancta, the original script containing the Commandments of the Dark
One, with words so powerful, it would burn the eyes of the uninitiated. This book had been at
the time of its loss, in his family for over ten centuries. Legend told that his ancestor brought
it back in 685AD, from the land of the Goths after a victory over a black knight, a giant of a
man, who lived in a great black Castle and served the God of the Underworld. At the time of
its capture, the book was already ancient. So, it survived the fire! Never had there been any

evidence before that even hinted in that direction; and now, here it was right in front of him
in black and white! From the shadows stepped a man who has been waiting all the time while
the man was reading.
“What would you have us do next, sir?” he asked.
“Nothing. Just keep track of him and let me know his every move ... and I mean his
every move. If he farts, I want to know about it. Tap the phones at his house in Kent, the
Apartments in London as well as his bitch’s telephones at the office. I want the transcripts on
a daily basis. That is all.”
If Doctor Moore was going to be so kind as to find the manuscripts for him, there was no
need for unnecessary exposure. The servant left without a word.
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CHAPTER EIGHTEEN

Thursday morning Carl decided to rent a car and take the scenic route to Inveraray to see the
Castle, the seat of the current Campbells. For most parts, it was a museum, and tours were
held daily from ten in the morning until five in the afternoon. He would see the Castle,
browse the antique shops, have lunch and be back in time to see the curious shopkeeper in
Oban. It was his second day away from Mary and his longing for her gnawed at his heart. The
route took him past Carnasserie Castle where John Carswell, bishop of the Isles, translated a
text of John Knox into Gaelic in 156; then on down to Kilmartin and the Dunnad Fort. At
Lochgilphead, the road swung back on its tail to the Northeast and headed past the
Auchindrain, which was five miles away from Inveraray.
It was not quite nine o’clock when Carl parked the rental outside the George Hotel. He
entered the gloomy eighteenth century building and found it to be rather gay on the inside.
People bustled through the narrow foyer and waiters carried plates of food from the kitchens
to the dining room. A man in a white jacket, wearing the green kilt with the thin yellow and
white cross stripe of the Campbells approached him.
“Yes sir, how may I help you?” the man smiled.
“I would like a table for breakfast, please,” Carl replied curtly.
“Most certainly sir!” the man said. To a waiter standing near the reception counter,
“Colin, a table by the window for the gentleman,” he ordered. Carl nodded and the waiter led
him into the dining room. From his table by the window Carl could see the four flanking
turrets of the Castle rising above the thick trees on the loch-side, from which flew the Galley
of Lorne, indicating the presence of his Grace, the Duke of Argyll. The little town lay on a

small curve of land, which protruded into the waters of Loch Fyne. Through it ran the main
street, a wide hilly street, lined with houses and shops, many containing goods that could
happily keep Carl busy for the next few months. He ordered food and a draught of cider.
Above his head was an enormous fish of some or other kind, mounted on a slab of wood with
a brass plaque underneath proclaiming that it had been caught by Colonel Somebody in
eighteen-something. A Bookshop across the road attracted his attention and that was where
Carl went after draining the dregs from the cider glass.
It was not a modern bookshop and dealt mainly in second-hands and older manuscripts,
amongst which, were sprinkled the odd small collectable. A friendly woman who seemed to
be in her forties with a wide face and red hair ran the little shop. Carl browsed through the
books and lost track of time. He was in his element. He loved books and could never manage
to leave a bookshop, especially one dealing in old books, without a parcel under his arm. He
scanned through the sections on Scottish family history, finding many books on the
Campbells. The biography section also caught his interest where he found a recent book on
the current Duke of Argyll. However, it was the Manuscript section to the rear of the shop
where he really got lost. There were magnificent leather bound copies of amongst others,
Edward’s Botanical Register of 1818, a full set of Scotland’s History of 1873, eight leather
volumes on the History of England by Hume of 1823, twenty-eight rare Hall’s Treatises of
1614 to 1615 bound in one volume, a huge calf-leather bound bible of 1614 and many, many
more. Diverse subjects such as religion, politics, gardening and animal husbandry adorned
the shelves. He almost expected to find lost letters of Charlotte and Elizabeth in any of these
books. Carl pulled a blue book from the shelf before him. It was normal cloth bound and the
cover boards showed some water damage. It was not particularly old, but the title caught his
eye, Magica Sexualis, privately issued by the Anthropological Branch of the Fallstaff Press in
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the USA in 1934. This edition was limited to 3000 copies of which the one in Carl’s hand
was numbered 2773 and written by two French authorities on the subject of the practice of
Sex in Magic. He glanced through the contents pages. Many interesting topics caught his
keen eye and he placed it on his pile. After adding two more old books, one written in French
by the famous seventeenth century Viennese Courtesan Madame Marguerite Gautier and the
other a sixteenth century calf’s leather-bound copy of The Book of Beasts in original Latin
with woodblock plates, he placed his intended purchases on the counter and smiled at the
friendly broad-faced woman behind it.
“I’ll take these, thank you,” Carl said. The woman fetched her glasses from where
they hung around her neck and placed them on her nose. She took the books one by one and
wrote their names and prices in a multi-lined receipt book.
“Quite a diverse selection you have here together,” she said in a loud friendly voice.
“I love all books and have many diverse interests,” Carl said.
“A fair one in the Occult then, love,” she said while writing.
“You have a keen eye, Madam. Perhaps you can assist me with something else. I
would like a comprehensive work on the history of the Campbells, if you have,” Carl said.
The woman stopped writing and stared past Carl at her shelves.
“There are so many books on the Campbells; you’d think his Grace is the King. I have
quite a few ... but ...” she walked over to one of the shelves and bent down, displaying a fair
sized bottom clad in bright-red pants which now pulled up almost to the knees.
“This one is what I would recommend,” she came upright like an out of breath whale
with a large size book in her hand.
“It is about ten years old, but as comprehensive as they come and with a lot of
pictures, many of them which hangs in the private collection of His Grace and is not

accessible to the public,” she said. Carl took the book from her and opened it at random
pages.
“Thank you, I’ll take this one as well then,” he smiled.
“No, thank you. That one’s been around for a while. I’ll give you five quid discount
on it for smiling so nicely,” she said. All the while she was busy, Carl chatted with her about
this and that and everything else that goes on in a lovely little town like Inveraray, both when
His Grace was in town and when not. She stopped at a beautifully preserved first edition copy
of The Scottish Chiefs by Jane Porter.
“You know that William Wallace was not a Scotsman,” she enquired.
“Yes, and neither was Robert the Bruce,” Carl answered. She lifted an eyebrow
without looking at him and nodded.
“Know your history, hey. You a history professor or somethin’?” she asked again.
“A much more mundane ‘or something’,” Carl answered. “A psychiatrist. A retired
psychiatrist in fact,” he said.
When she was finally done writing all the names and prices in her painstakingly slow long
hand, wrapped the books in a tidy parcel of thick brown paper and string and swiped Carl’s
credit card, it was a quarter past twelve.
Carl took his heavy parcel to where his rental waited next to the kerb and placed it carefully
in the trunk. Many of the shops along the main road shouted out the names of Clans like
McLaren, Dewar, Malcolm, Macintyre, Robertson and Rose. Carl decided to take a quick
tour of the main road before going up to the Castle and spent the next hour and a half
stepping in and out of little antique and junk shops. He found not a lot more of interest and
bought Sarah and Tracey each a bonny tartan bonnet and the cutest pair of tartan baby booties
in the colours of the Campbells for Mary. Impulsively he stepped into a tailor shop and
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bought himself and Davey each a Kilt in the tartan of the Clan of the More’s. He doubted if
they would ever wear it, but it could prove to be fun around Christmas. Back at the rental, he
placed the gifts on the back seat and took to the road up the hill to Inveraray Castle.
The Castle tour was very interesting but a disappointment to Carl as far as his investigation
was concerned. He saw nothing that brought him any closer to Elizabeth and his questions to
the tour guide did not uncover anything but the fact that her knowledge was restricted to what
was printed in the guidebook. It was a quarter past four when Carl left Inveraray in the rearview mirror of the rental and headed back to Oban along the A83. He missed Mary terribly
and came close to abandoning his quest and catching the next flight to Heathrow. The long
road brought back the memories of his encounter with Charlotte the day before and he knew
he could not. He thoroughly enjoyed the scenery of the road in the afternoon glow and
stopped in front of the railroad antique shop at five o’ clock sharp.
“Aye sir, you’re on time, are ya,” the shopkeeper said upon seeing Carl walking
through the door. Like the day before, there was no one else in the shop.
“And a good day to you too, sir,” Carl greeted the thickset man. Again, the
shopkeeper disappeared under the counter and brought out another item wrapped in black
cloth. Carl looked at the cloth with a frown. The shopkeeper saw the frown and said.
“My wife owns a fabric shop in town. Two years ago, she bought fifteen rolls of this
on an auction in Edinburgh. She thought she got a bargain. Not so many women mourn in
black velvet anymore, I’m afraid,” he said in a melancholy tone. Carl smiled at the
explanation.
“At least you seem to be making good use of it,” he said.

“Aye” the man shrugged. What he unwrapped this time was a book. A notebook of
some kind, about ten inches by six inches and an inch and a half thick. It seemed really old
and weathered at a first glance.
“See,” the man smiled.
“It is a book, but not a stamp collection.” Carl picked up the book and opened it.
Inside the pages were filled with writing in a faint woman’s hand. It appeared to be some
kind of journal. He turned to the first page. It said, Elanor MacLean, Mull, 1683. The name
meant nothing to him. The shopkeeper looked at him as if he expected Carl to say something.
At last after looking the journal over from cover to cover, he said. “An old journal.”
“Is that all you can say sir, after staring at it for fifteen minutes?” Carl felt a bit stupid,
as if he was missing something.
“Late seventeenth century, journal of a Scottish woman who lived on the Isle of
Mull?” Carl tried again.
“Exactly!” the man exclaimed.
“This journal belonged to Elanor MacLean of the Clan of MacLean who lived in
Duart Castle on the Isle of Mull until 1691, when, unfortunately, it was destroyed by the
Campbells, in whom you seem to be so interested. Carl looked up in alarm.
“What do you mean?” he snapped. The man shrugged.
“My nephew is the Castle Keep of Dunstaffgne, Sir. You were in the Campbell
Crypt,” he said simply.
“That crypt had been locked for three hundred years before you broke it open
yesterday,” he continued.
“I did not break it open, the wood of the door rotted away around the hinges on the
one side,” Carl said.
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“Nevertheless, you should be careful, my nephew saw you, very easily someone else
could have too. And if someone told the police ... Anyway, no harm’s been done. Nothing in
there I would imagine but dust and mould after all this time,” he said.
“So why the journal, then,” Carl asked.
“Because Sir, you opened Charlotte’s coffin but not that of her husband. Would the
decapitated body of the Duke not have been of more interest to the ordinary relic hunter? No,
you chose Charlotte. Elanor MacLean and Charlotte Campbell were sisters; they were
English girls from the same parents, married to Scottish Lords for political reasons.
Unfortunately they were feuding Scottish Lords and Charlotte’s sons murdered Elanor and
her family in 1691.” Carl’s eyes widened.
“See, I told you that you would be interested,” the man said. Carl paged through the
journal again with new eyes. The writing was typical of mid seventeenth century, faint with
elaborate curls at the extremities of the letters and definitely female. It certainly appeared
authentic.
“How do I know this is authentic?” Carl asked.
“You can take the word of a Scotsman, that book is as true as the kelp out yonder,”
the man answered.
“How much?” Carl asked.
“Twenty-seven hundred,” the man answered without hesitation. Carl raised his
eyebrows in mock shock.
“Your word I might still ponder on Sir, but your conscience leave a lot for the
imagination,” Carl exclaimed. The man showed no reaction to Carl’s feigned outrage. Carl
paged through the book again.

“Eighteen hundred” Carl said, not looking up. The man emitted a single snort and
folded his arms across his chest.
“I cannot accept a penny less than twenty-five hundred, Sir. This is the diary of a reallife Scottish noble lady,” he exclaimed indignantly.
“Yes, it is also not authenticated and quite possibly illegal merchandise which should
be handed over the Scottish Council of Antiquities if found,” Carl retorted.
“Two thousand, my final offer,” Carl said quickly. The man exhaled loudly through
puffed-up lips and threw his arms in the air.
“My dear sir, you drive a hard bargain. Twenty-two and she’s yours. There is definite
mention in there of the Baroness Campbell,” the man said. Carl looked at the man for a long
time. He returned his attention to the book.
“Done,” he extended his hand and they shook on it. Carl handed the book back to the
man, with a credit card on top. Five minutes later he left the shop with an ordinary brown
paper parcel clutched under his arm and his heart fluttering like that of a teenager on his way
to a blind date.
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CHAPTER NINETEEN

Carl studied the supper menu with interest. He did not realise how hungry he was until the
smell of cookery from the Guesthouse’s kitchen woke his mind to the occasion. Many superb
Scottish dishes graced the menu making choice a difficult task.
“The Friar’s chicken, is it with cinnamon, or mace?” he asked the waiter hovering
near his left elbow.
“Mace, sir. We are one of the few places in Scotland that do, Sir,” he answered.
“Indeed you are,” Carl said. He ordered the chicken dish together with a small bottle
of red wine and a Glen Moran on the rocks as an appetiser. While he waited, his thoughts
returned to the missing legacy of Elizabeth’s husband. Who was he and what was in the box
that was so condemning to her soul? Why were they of an unspeakable nature? What were
the rites she referred to that she was afraid her eldest son was already privy to? What was the
nature of the unholy labours she had to witness? Many questions milled through his head for
which he had gained no answers these past two days. He missed Mary so much and wondered
again if the separation was such a good idea. The whole thing reeked of evil and being who
he was, he knew he would not rest before he got to the bottom of it. His whiskey arrived and
he took the first sip inadvertently. The sharp liquid left a burning sensation in his throat,
which subsided to let out the aromatic flavour of the oak-aged liquor.
Many people through the ages have in their hour of need under duress of feelings that they
have been forsaken by God, turned to his adversary for answers. These people found solace
and comfort in the knowledge that they have done to God what they felt he did unto them.
They revel in the idea that they spit in the face of the One who forsook them. Then there are

those who turn to evil out of rebelliousness towards authority. These are the children who
despise their parents for keeping the leash short and the rod stiff. Usually parents who
recognise the deficiencies in the rearing of their children too late suffer this indignity.
Sometimes it’s children who stand up in the face of an education system or other form of
authority. Such were the people who formed the basis of Neo-religions like modern Satanism.
But then, Carl believed, there were the ones who were inherently evil, who passed the black
gene from generation to generation and were the human manifestation of True Evil on earth,
to do battle with the forces of Good in this realm. They are the ones who operated in darkness
in secret places sanctified by evil. They were the members of the secret societies most people
speculated about and the all-knowing ridiculed. They were the deeper cores, the inner-circles
of many societies of whose existence, the average member was completely unawares. Carl
had a feeling that what he was after was an instance of this manifestation and he was duty
bound to find this evil if indeed it did survive all these centuries. His knowledge and
experience compelled him to believe in this evil and bound him to the destruction of it,
wherever he came across it.
Back in his room Carl checked the time and saw it was after eight already. He picked up the
phone to dial Mary at her apartment in London and was overjoyed at hearing her voice.
“Mary Fairchild,” she answered the phone.
“Mrs. Moore! Two days away from home and you already forgot about me!” Carl
chided.
“Carl! So great to hear your voice! I was wondering when you’d phone. How are
you?” Mary said.
“I’m just fine, except for pining away. I miss you terribly, Mary,” he said.
“And I you, Carl. How did it go in Inveraray today?”
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“O, I bought a load of books; don’t know how I’m going to get them home on the
plane. And today I found something really special.”
What is it Carl, something to do with your search?” she asked.
“Yes, but I’d rather show you everything when I get home tomorrow, instead of
discussing it on the phone. Don’t have a lot to go on yet, but I am still hopeful. I guess I can’t
expect to solve a three-hundred year mystery in three days, can I,” he said.
“No I guess you can’t. Actually, with your impatient nature, I am quite surprised that
you attempt your hand at investigative work at all,” she laughed.
“What are your plans tomorrow?” she asked.
“I don’t have anything planned specifically, but I thought I might take the ferry to the
Isle of Mull and pay Duart Castle a visit. Apparently, the Lady of that Castle in the mid
seventeenth century was Charlotte Campbell’s sister. The Campbells completely destroyed
the Castle in 1691 but the MacLeans restored it again in 1911.”
“Good. What time is your flight to Heathrow?” she asked.
“At a quarter past five. Where should I meet you?” he asked.
“I’ll be in Kent, darling. I’m picking the girls up at three o’ clock and we’ll all meet
you there. They are coming to help change the nursery,” Mary said.
“Change the nursery? I thought it is finally the way you wanted it,” he said.
“Hmmm. How I wanted, yes, when ...” she stopped.
“When what?” Carl asked puzzled.
“When we were expecting one baby, Carl!” she shouted.
“One baby? What do you mean ... there is more than one!?” Carl exclaimed.
“You old stud you! Twin girls!” Mary squealed.

“Twin girls! But when ... but how! How come they only notice it now?” Carl
exclaimed.
“Doctor Smith reckons it happens a lot that the one baby hides behind the other and
only get noticed as they grow bigger,” she explained.
“Oh Mary, I love you so much, I don’t know how I am going to get through tonight
and tomorrow before I can see you,” Carl said.
“And I love you Carl. Come quickly, Doctor Smith printed a whole ream of scan
images for you. Congratulations, Doctor Moore,” she said
“And congratulations to you to, Doctor Moore,” Carl smiled. “I love you and will see
you tomorrow in Kent. My ... can you believe it? Two girls! I’m going to be swamped in pink
lace with you lot in one house!”
“You better believe it! Five to two! Until then, my love,” she said.
Carl was wide-awake after Mary’s news and spent the rest of the evening reading bits from
the diary. He found it hard to concentrate and his mind kept drifting to Mary back in London.
At around two o’ clock the morning, he finally put down the diary and switched off the light.
His last thoughts were of how on earth he, a confirmed bachelor to the age of fifty-five, was
going to cope with five women in his home for the rest of his life. He fell asleep with a faint
smile on his lips.
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CHAPTER TWENTY

Duart turned out to be a typical modern day version of a mid-sixteenth century Castle; the
masonry meticulously restored, but completely stripped of its former aura. The Campbells did
a great job at destroying it, judging by the photographs of the ruins before restoration began
in 1911. Alas, it did nothing for Carl and even less for his investigation and he returned early
to Glasgow for his flight back home, eager to see Mary. He bought an additional suitcase to
accommodate the books and gifts, but opted to keep Elanor’s diary in his carry-on luggage,
along with his personal notes and the transcripts of Elizabeth’s letters. The flight back to
London was uneventful and he pushed the Bentley to its powerful limits all the way to Kent.
It was after dark when he arrived, and he left the car at the front door, for Jeremiah to put
away later. He took the stairs, two at a time and rushed through the door.
“Mary!” he shouted. She was waiting for him in the entrance hall, hands folded under
her distending belly. Carl stopped in his tracks. She never looked more beautiful to him than
right that moment. She burst out laughing at the comical look on his face and walked up to
greet him. They wrapped their arms around each other and kissed passionately.
“Carl, I’m so glad you’re back. It felt like a lifetime without you,” Mary said when at
last they broke the kiss.
“You look absolutely beautiful, Mrs. Moore,” Carl said. Behind Mary on the stairs,
the girls waited their turn, patiently.
“Hi girls!” Carl said.
“Hallo Doctor Carl,” their voices sounded in unison. Sarah hugged Carl. She flung her
arms around his neck and squeezed him tight.

“Congratulations on the news!” she said in his neck. Tracey was still a little shy when
it came to shows of affection. She called out her congratulations from a safe distance, but did
throw in a broad smile to go with it. They moved to the lounge where a big fire in the hearth
was driving out the cold. They heard old Jeremiah drop Carl’s luggage inside the front door.
“Goodness, I need a Whiskey,” Carl exclaimed.
“Ghmpf, three days in Scotland and already a convert,” Mary said.
“How about a Brandy then?” Carl said.
“Already got the whiskey!” Sarah entered with a tumbler containing a stiff shot and
ice.
“Thank you Sarah, and what about you, Mary?” he said.
“Nothing for me for another few months!” Mary proclaimed, patting her growing
tummy.
“I hope you are referring to alcohol only,” Carl said. Mary looked at him sideways
and laughed naughtily. We’ll have to wait and see what you mean by that, I guess,” she said.
Carl flopped on the couch. The girls took the cue and flopped on either side of him, leaving
Mary to take a chair.
“Tell us about Scotland, Doctor Carl. Is it pretty?” Sarah said.
“No, it is not pretty at all. It is simply breathtaking,” Carl said.
“The rolling hills are covered with grass and huge forests grow in every glen. The
Lochs are dark and foreboding, with a mysterious charm that fills your soul with melancholy.
Now, autumn lay on the land like a spell upon the earth and on every stream sail leaves of red
and gold. Everything is so beautiful there, except ...” Carl stopped.
“Except for what?” the girls cried.
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“Except for the fact that the English girls are prettier!” Carl exclaimed. The girls
laughed and giggled and Mary joined in their chorus. The sound of a bell rang from the
direction of the dining room.
“Well, I guess supper is ready and let me tell you, Mrs. Harold strained her back over
the hot stove all day to cook a welcome home dinner for you,” Mary said, as she got up and
led the way to where the most delicious smell came wafting through the open door. Carl got
up last and took a moment or two to admire the three women who became such an
inextricable part of his life in such a short time span.

CHAPTER TWENTY-ONE

Later that same night after the girls have gone to bed, Carl and Mary relaxed in front of the
fire with a brandy.
“So what was it you found in Oban that you sounded so excited about but did not
want to discuss over the phone, Darling?” Mary asked.
“O yes, I almost forgot,” Carl got up to fetch the diary from his black leather satchel.
He brought it over to Mary and sat down next to her on the couch. She snuggled up against
his shoulder, resting her chin on it.
“This is the alleged diary of the Lady Elanor MacLean of Duart Castle on the Isle of
Mull, compiled between 1683 and 1691. She also happened to be the younger sister of
Charlotte Campbell, or so the Scotsman who sold me this claims. I still have to authenticate
it, but on the whole, it looks and feels pretty much like the real thing,” Carl said.
“That is amazing Carl, how did you find it?” Mary exclaimed.
“Well, I’m not such a good detective as I thought I was after all. Let me begin at the
beginning and tell you the whole story. When I arrived in Oban, it was still early and I was
very eager to get to see Dunstaffgne. So after having a bite to eat ...”
“Gammon steak and eggs,” Mary interrupted.
“You’re getting to know me rather well, my dear. Anyway, after the Gammon steak
and eggs, I set off for the Castle ruins. Behind the Castle in the woods is an old kirkyard
where many of the MacDougalls and Campbells are buried, including off course, some of
their servants and others. So, I’m walking through this graveyard, looking at the names on the
overgrown stones, when I noticed this crypt, a few dozen feet away. I walked over and guess
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what; it bears the name of Campbell. The door was padlocked but I noticed the wood was
rotten around the hinges on the one side so ... I helped it along a bit.”
“Carl! You did not go inside, did you?”
“O yes, and worse. Inside, who should I find? Our dear friend Archie Campbell, ninth
Earl of Argyll, beheaded in 1685 and his wife, our very own Charlotte.”
“Goodness Gracious, who would have thought,” Mary exclaimed.
“Yes, and you know what? I did not find only their coffins or name plaques, but the
two were still there, in their death robes, almost as perfectly preserved as that giant fish at the
Blueberry Inn.”
“You saw them? I mean ... you opened their coffins,” Mary asked.
“I did even worse than that, my dear,” Carl said and removed Charlotte’s pendant
from around his neck. I robbed her grave, God bless her soul and give me the opportunity to
return this.” He carefully placed the miniature portrait of Elizabeth in the palm of Mary’s
hand.
“This is an outrageous story Carl!” she looked at the portrait.
“Is this Charlotte?” she asked. Carl turned the pendant around without a word. Mary
read the inscription on the back.
“This is Elizabeth!” she exclaimed.
“Yes, the very same mysterious Elizabeth who wrote those letters from France” Carl
said. “Now I know what she looks like, but not yet who she was. The mystery continues” he
said.
“Then how does this link to the diary?” Mary asked.
“O yes, almost forgot. While I was doing my Sherlock Holmes thing in the crypt,
someone actually saw me go in there. This guy is the Castle Keep of Dunstaffgne and the

nephew of an antique and collectibles dealer in Oban. After I left, the little creep went into
the crypt, probably to check that I did not damage anything, or perhaps to see if there was
anything of value for his uncle downtown, and he noticed that I have been fiddling around
with Charlotte’s coffin. Take note, not the Earl’s coffin, but that of his wife. Later that
afternoon he mentions this to his uncle and when the uncle see me walk through the doors of
his shop, he put two and two together, figuring as I was interested in Charlotte’s grave,
perhaps I would be interested in paying a hefty price for her sister’s diary.”
“And was he right?” Mary asked.
“Well, here is the diary.” Carl said.
“No, I mean about the hefty price.” she said. Carl looked at her for a moment and
smiled.
“As I said he put two and two together.”
“O goodness. That does not sound too good. Anyway, what does the diary say? Does
it mention anything about Elizabeth’s manuscripts?” she asked with typical female nosiness.
“I doubt it if it would mention anything about the manuscripts, as Elanor MacLean
died in 1691 and Elizabeth did not write those letters until 1696. But I’m hoping that perhaps
it will tell me who she was, seeing as she was the cousin of Charlotte, she was also the cousin
of this woman. I have read some, but not a lot. Also the handwriting is difficult to decipher
and the language is more than just antique.” He opened the diary and flipped around for a
few moments.
“See, here she says: ‘My husband is an animal. I sometimes wish he would run into a
Campbell’. And here she says: ‘Charlotte and I spent a wonderful day in the woods at
Dunstaffgne. Her sons love me as her sister, but would gladly kill Hector, should he dare put
a foot on mainland alone’. And look here, this entry. ‘14 July 1685. Today is a dark day for
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the Campbells and in particular for my dear sister Charlotte and her poor mites. The Earl of
Argyll was murdered by decapitation for his beliefs. My sister will be allowed to bury him at
Dunstaffgne, by the Grace of God. This spells dearly for mine and I fear for the lives of my
children. On the morrow I will accompany her to Yull to meet with Friar Bernhard for
confession and solace for her broken heart’ ” he read.
“Where is Yull?” Mary asked.
“Got no idea, but must be off the island as further on somewhere she speaks of a
difficult landing place” he said.
“Hmm. Perhaps one of those little islands on the western coast of Mull” she pondered.
There was a story about a hard arse Irish monk who built a monastery on Iona, wasn’t it?”
she asked.
“Yes, he was called Columba, five-hundred and something, I think. He left Ireland in
a huff and built his own place on the first piece of land he found from where he could not see
Ireland. It turned out to be a very small island. I guess if peace and quiet was what he sought,
peace and quiet was what he got” he laughed. They paged together through the diary some
more.
“Look at this” Mary said. ‘The seas are rough today and my planned visit to Friar
Bernhard is nay. Since sunrise, I watched the seas but their relentless movement will not
subside. I need to see him very soon or I will loose my mind. This constant feud between our
families is going to be the death of us all’ Mary read.
“Prophetic words, hey” Carl said solemnly. He closed the diary carefully.
“Well Mrs Moore, the children are asleep. Shall we see what you feel up to tonight?”
he winked at her.
“Carl Moore! You beast! You are incorrigible!” she exclaimed in mock disbelief.
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CHAPTER TWENTY-TWO

Mary sat on the left side of the desk, paging through the pile of books that Carl brought from
Inveraray, while he busied himself with transcribing Elanor's diary. His fingers played
staccato over the Acer's keyboard, while his eyes darted from diary to screen in quick furtive
movements.
“Ooh, what is this?" Mary held up a blue book.
“Magica Sexualis…Is this Sexy Magic, or Magical Sex?" she inquired. All she got
from Carl was an "hmmm" and a distracted smile. She continued through the pile, looking
through each book with mild interest.
“This looks like an interesting one" she held up the thick book on the history of the
Campbells of Argyll.
“Yes, I guess it would be good reading. I have not had the opportunity to look at it
yet, though,” Carl said, peering over his bifocals.
“Nice pictures," Mary commented, flicking through the thick glossy pages. She paged
through the many colour plates in the book, showing many of the Clansmen and women, both
fiction and factual and then stopped, peering at a picture of a painting.
“Do you have that pendant on you that you robbed from Charlotte’s grave?" she
suddenly asked.
“Be careful who hears you, woman, you might be bringing me soup in jail next” Carl
said.

“Just pass it to me quickly." Mary said. Carl removed the pendant from the top drawer
of his desk and handed it to Mary. Mary peered at the picture on the pendant and back again
at a picture in the book.
“I think I found your girlfriend" Mary said, with her nose pressed almost against the
page.
“What? Elizabeth?” Carl exclaimed.
“No, the other one, Charlotte" she said, passing the book and pendant for Carl to see.
Carl looked at the picture. It was captioned: The Lady Charlotte, wife of Archibald Campbell,
9th Earl of Argyll, 1682. A young woman with a square jaw and slightly long nose peered at
him from the picture. She had soft brownish hair and the serene expression of the young
English virgin on her face. She appeared to be somewhat on the eastside of twenty-five and
as yet untouched by the harshness of seventeenth century Scotland. There was no doubt that
the resemblance between the woman in the painting and the woman he saw at Dunstaffgne
was unmistakable. This was Charlotte Campbell and around her neck was the pendant with
the picture of Elizabeth that he now held in his hand. Carl's eyes darted to the text on the
opposite page, searching for reference to Elizabeth. He flipped ahead a few pages and then
flipped back again. He scrutinised the index, but no reference to the mysterious Elizabeth.
“That is Charlotte, but I don't see anything on Elizabeth anywhere.” Mary took the
book from his hands. She opened it in the front at the copyright page. This was published in
1980 and the writer is a Professor John Campbell from the University of St. James here in
London. Perhaps he knows something; you should give him a call" Mary said.
“Oh yes, trust my love to come up with an idea like that, always so practical. I think
you're a genius! I'll give him a call Monday morning; if he is a descendant of Charlotte's he
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would probably make interesting conversation, even if he does not know who Elizabeth is"
Carl said. Mary got up and wrapped her arms around Carl's neck.
“You know Doctor Moore, if I did not know Elizabeth had been dead for threehundred years, I would have been a very jealous woman, the way you are fixated on her
identity. I'm a little tired, why don't you come upstairs and tuck me in?" she said, winking in
his direction. Carl placed his bifocals on the desk and followed her to the bedroom. Halfway
up the stairs, Mary stopped and said, "Why don't you fetch us a cup of hot chocolate from the
kitchen, the weather is so nasty outside today, it is just the right conditions for chocolate,
don't you think?" Carl descended the stairs again and said, "I guess you're right, the weather
is pretty bad. Hope it clears up a little later this afternoon for the drive back to London" Mary
smiled.
“O, if it does not, I'm sure no one will notice if we stay another day" Carl got to the
deserted kitchen and flicked a switch against the wall for the light. He prepared two cups of
cocoa with milk, just the way Mary liked it. Soon he was on his way back up the stairs with
two steaming cups.
The bedroom lights were off and the only light in the room came from four candles on a
dresser. Mary was already in bed; the covers pulled all the way up to her chin. Carl bent
down and placed the cups on the bedside table. An arm reached out and pulled him towards
the bed. “Come to bed for a little while, Doctor Workaholic, or are you in a hurry to get back
to your girlfriend?" Mary said in a husky voice. The covers slipped back a few inches to
reveal a bare breast. Carl looked at Mary and smiled.
“It will be my pleasure, Mrs. Moore. Who can resist such a temptation?” Mary moved
over and Carl got in bed next to her. He bent down to kiss her and she kissed him back with
passion. Her hands worried at his clothes and she systematically got rid of them. By the time

Carl was naked, he was as hard as a rock under her hands. Mary was like a fiend. She pushed
him on his back and kissed his chest, running her nails across his belly. It sent ripples of
involuntary pleasure through tiny muscles in his abdomen that he did not know he possessed.
Her kisses sank lower and lower, over his bellybutton and down to his hard member. Slowly
but deliberately, she took him in her mouth, first soft and caressing, but later harder and with
increasing fervour. Her movements became methodical and the rhythm increased with every
passing minute until Carl exploded with an aching exclamation and a torrent of hot semen,
spurting into her mouth. All the tension left Carl as she crawled up his body towards his face.
He lay with is head thrown back, eyes closed. She smiled and lay on her side, resting with her
head on his chest.
“Is it true Carl?"
“Hmm? Is what true, my love?"
“Is it true that women turn into sex-fiends during the final months of pregnancy?"
Carl laughed softly, too exhausted to lift his head.
“I would not know firsthand of other women, but with you, I would say the textbook
is pretty accurate.” Her hand caressed his limp member.
“Well, perk up those sexy thoughts then Doctor Moore, because I want more" and she
rolled herself on top of him, enveloping him with a passionate kiss. After a while, she felt
him growing beneath her and moved her pelvis around in order to take him deep inside her.
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CHAPTER TWNTY-THREE

Carl finally got a call through to St. James University, looking for Professor Campbell.
“Good Morning, this is Doctor Carl Moore. I am looking for Professor John
Campbell, if you please" Carl said to the friendly operator's voice.
“From Medieval Studies?" the voice asked. I would guess so, the author of The
Campbells of Argyll” he replied. I'm sorry Doctor Moore, but he left the University four years
ago to take up a position in Germany with the University of Munich" the voice said again.
“Oh thank you then, I will try calling him there" Carl replied.
“Would you like a number for them? I have a directory right here" the voice offered.
“Much obliged," said Carl, “that would save me some trouble.”
“Certainly, one moment," the voice said. Shortly, she read him a long number for the
University switchboard, which included the country and area codes. Carl thanked the operator
and replaced the receiver. Moments later he picked up the phone again and dialled the
number in Munich.
“Hi there. Professor John Campbell, please," Carl said to the German operator. The
telephone clicked without the operator answering and Carl heard it ring on an extension
somewhere. Shortly a man's voice spoke on the other side in a distinct Scottish accent.
“Campbell here." Carl was very glad to have had hit pay-dirt and said, "Professor
Campbell, I am Doctor Carl Moore; I’m calling from London."
“Yes, Doctor Moore, how may I help a fellow countryman?" The Professor said.
“I have read your book on the Campbells of Argyll and I wanted to ask you a few
questions, if possible."

“My book? Goodness gracious, I didn’t think anyone was still be reading that," he
replied.
“Well, I did recently and found it very interesting. There is one picture that I
wondered if you would be able to tell me more about."
“And which one is that Doctor Moore?"
“It is on page sixty-eight, a colour print of an oil painting of The Lady Charlotte, wife
of Archibald Campbell, 9th Earl of Argyll, 1683,” Carl said.
“9th Earl ... 1683 ... Aye, I remember Charlotte, almost a beautiful girl, but for the
square jaw."
“I kinda think she is rather lovely, on the other hand."
“Well, every man to his own fancy,” Campbell laughed, “what was it you wanted to
know about that picture, Doctor Moore?"
“Well, I was wondering if you could tell me anything about the girl on the pendant
she was wearing in the painting ... Elizabeth. I need to know who she was" Carl said. There
was a long pause on the other side of the line. “Professor Campbell? Are you still there?”
“How do you know her name was Elizabeth, Doctor Moore?” the old man finally
asked.
“It is a long story, Professor. But to make it short, I saw that pendant and it is
inscribed on the back,” Carl said.
“Well, she was a cousin of Charlotte's, Doctor Moore,” the old man said.
“I know that, Professor, what I need to know is who was she, where was she from,
who was she married to and which family did she belong to,” Carl said. There was another
long silence on the other end of the telephone.
“Professor Campbell?” Carl said.
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“Doctor Moore, The poor wretch had been dead for over three hundred years. No one
cares anymore who she was. Let her soul rest in peace."
“Professor Campbell, I am investigating what appears to be a very old secret
involving the occult ... I would really like to know ... " He was cut off by the Professor.
“Doctor Moore, I do not want to discuss Elizabeth with you or anyone else, least of all
over the telephone. Leave the woman be and whatever you are busy with, well, just forget
about it."
“But Professor ...” Carl tried again.
“Good day Doctor Moore” he said and the phone went dead in Carl's hand. Carl
stared at the silent instrument in his hand for a few baffled moments. He was completely
flabbergasted at the Professor's attitude. Suddenly he had an urge to speak to Mary. He
dialled her number and it rang twice before she answered.
“Hi dear, miss me?"
“Hmm ... Miss you all over” her murmur crept through the line. His breath almost
started to race at the sound of her voice.
“I just spoke to Professor Campbell.”
“And?” Mary inquired.
“Well, he was quite nice to begin with but to say the least he acted very strange when
I mentioned Elizabeth and ended up slamming the telephone in my ear.”
“Shocking! How rude!" Mary shouted in mock-disbelief.
“Well darling, he certainly knows who she was and is not telling, at least not over the
telephone. I am flying to Munich in the morning, the red-eye flight,” he said.
“Munich? Why Munich?"
“He left St. James four years ago and took up a position at the University of Munich.”

“Well, what makes you think he will tell you if you go there?"
“If I face him, I have a much better change to convince him that I need to know. I will
take the letters and the locket along. That ought to jolt him into speech.”
“Just don’t tell him you robbed his ancestor’s grave!” Mary giggled.
“You kidding? He’d in all probability get some Campbell heavies to turn my liver into
haggis if he found out!”
“For how long this time, Sherlock?" Mary pouted.
“Oh, I should be back tomorrow night unless anything unforeseen happens. But I will
phone to let you know."
“Oh Carl, please try and be back tomorrow evening, I don't want to sleep alone. It is
cold and lonely without you here and I really-really hate to sleep alone," Mary pleaded.
“Aye, I'll do my best Mary-love, can't think of any reason right now why I should’ve
to stay over. I love you baby."
“And I you, darling" she replied.
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CHAPTER TWENTY-FOUR

The sun burned a red hole in the smog blanket on the eastern horizon as Carl's plane landed
in Munich. He took a taxi to the University and traced Professor Campbell at the Department
of Medieval Studies. Professor Campbell was busy conducting a morning class when Carl
arrived and he had an urge to just barge in; but reluctantly decided to wait in the Professor's
office. A secretary let him in and offered him something to drink. Carl ordered tea and sat
down in a dilapidated green leather armchair to await the Professor's return.
The office seemed more like a cross between a study and a library. There were shelves on the
walls filled with books almost to the ceiling. More books covered the enormous desk as well
as every other available horizontal surface in sight. Amongst the books were files and
notepads, all scribbled full of the same neat handwriting. The professor was not a very tidy
person, but everything at least seemed relatively clean. At least there were no take-away
containers or dirty coffee mugs to be seen in amongst the literary mess. Carl waited for about
thirty minutes, enjoying his tea and looking at books, before he was interrupted by a rush of
wind at the door. The wind blew in a little bowed man, wearing a flapping green coat and a
tartan scarf around a scrawny neck. Carl jumped from the chair where he sat.
“Professor Campbell, I’m Doctor Carl Moore, pleased to meet you.” Carl extended
his hand. The old man ignored the proffered hand and peered at him with an annoyed
expression. “I hope you don't mind me waiting in your office, but there is such a storm raging
outside that I did feel brave enough for the corridors.
“Doctor Moore, but I thought you said you were in London" he said. He wormed
himself out of the coat and hung it together with the scarf on a coat stand.

“I was yesterday, but I flew in this morning to come and see you.”
“Well, then you wasted your time because we finished our conversation on the phone,
Doctor Moore."
“Professor, I do not know what your reasons are for not wanting to talk to me about
Elizabeth, but I believe I have a suspicion why and I really have to know," Carl said,
removing Elizabeth's two letters from his black leather folder. “I found these ...” he said. The
Professor let his thin frame flop in his chair behind the desk. Carl had to move to the side to
see him for the pile of books and papers on it. He carefully placed the two letters, open and
protected in vacuum-sealed plastic, in front of the Professor. The old man peered at the
letters, first at the one, then at the other. He read both before looking up at Carl.
“Where did you get these?” he asked.
I found them hidden in an old book which, presumably at some time, belonged to a member
of your family.”
“And the book? Where did you get that?"
“I collect books and manuscripts, especially those dealing with the Occult and Occult
practices in Europe before the eighteenth century. This book was part of an estate lot I bought
approximately two years ago on an auction. I am a retired psychiatrist and have devoted a
large part of my career to the phenomenon of ritual abuse of children by satanic and other
occult related cults,” Carl explained patiently. “Hence my interest in the content of
Elizabeth’s letters,” the scrawny old man stared at the letters for a long time; fished a tartan
handkerchief from a pocket and blew his nose loudly.
“I know what you want, but you must understand it is impossible for me to help you. I
cannot and do not want to discuss this wretched woman with you. She has been dead for a
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long time, God rest her soul, and best her secrets remain buried with her,” the old man said.
He got up from behind his desk and walked towards the door, motioning Carl with him.
“Walk with me; I have another class in fifteen minutes." He handed the letters back
to Carl who put them in his folder.
“Professor Campbell, I have come a long way. I am not about to return to London
empty handed. I have one more thing to show you.” Carl withdrew his hand from his coat
pocket. When he opened his hand, Elizabeth’s serene face stared up at the old Professor. The
old Highlander drew in his breath sharply.
“Where did you get this?” he asked.
“It is a long story, professor, and you have a class in fifteen minutes. Meet me for
lunch and I will tell you all about it." Carl placed the pendant back in his pocket.
“Aye!” the old man threw his hands in the air and raised his eyes to the grey skies as
if seeking help from above. “Lunch is impossible, but okay, how about an early supper. There
is a small tavern on Schloss Strasse, not far from here,” the Professor conceded.
“Six?" Carl asked.
“Six it is then, until later, Doctor," and the professor left in a flurry of green and
tartan.

CHAPTER TWENTY-FIVE

The Bombay Taverna hugged a wall in a narrow lane. Leaves tumbled in the wind and
pedestrians clung to their clothing. Inside the Bombay, a fire roared in the two-century old
hearth, doing what it did best causing the patrons to linger over their fare for longer than they
otherwise would have. Carl arrived early to be sure that he did not miss this ever-important
appointment. He ordered a brandy for himself and a single Glamorgan for the old Professor,
his regular drink, according to his secretary. Carl noticed the green coat and Campbell-tartan
scarf battling the haranguing wind along the sidewalk, long before the Professor was within
reach of the door. The door opened with a tinkle and a woosh and Carl witnessed the frail old
man being blown through a door for the second time in one day. Campbell looked around
once he was inside the sanctuary of the Taverna and spotted Carl, who waved from a
distance, sitting at a discreet corner table. The old man hurried over and flopped down in the
empty chair opposite Carl.
“Good day, Doctor Moore, not good to see you again,” Carl smiled at his greeting.
“Good day Professor Campbell, exactly the opposite is true for me and I hope you
will change your mind about seeing me once you have heard me out.”
“Show me the pendant again,” the old man sounded impatient. Carl complied by
removing a red velvet jewellery box from his coat pocket and handing it to the old man. The
old man pulled a pair of spectacles from an inside pocket and fitted them on his nose. He
studied the pendant thoroughly, first the front and then the back with the inscription.
“Where did you say again you found it?”
“I didn’t say where I found it,” the old man looked up, annoyed.
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“Right; well, you said you had a story to tell me, so tell me then.” Carl could just as
easily have lied and told him he found it in an antique shop in Oban, but decided to go with
the truth and risking his liver.
“A few months ago, I was in my library at home, paging through an old book which,
as I told you, was part of an estate lot I bought at an auction. I came across these two letters
hidden amongst the pages. The content, as you might understand, was to say the least
intriguing. I just had to find out more; more about Elizabeth and Charlotte and the writings
mentioned in those letters. So I went to Dunstaffgne to do a bit of investigating and came
across Charlotte’s crypt. This pendant I found in her coffin.”
“You robbed her grave?” the old man gasped.
“No, not al all. As this picture was a step closer to Elizabeth’s identity, I merely
borrowed it form Charlotte with a solemn promise to return it when I am done,” Carl smiled,
not sure anymore if his confession was the right thing to do. The old man just stared at him;
so Carl blundered on.
“I bought your book in Inveraray, it came highly recommended you should know,”-he
omitted the bit about the five quid discount-“and the rest of the story you know. My wife
recognised the pendant in the painting and suggested I get in contact with you. Seems she
was right, seems that you would be able to assist me in my investigation after all.”
The old man stared at Carl and back at Elizabeth; back at Carl and again at Elizabeth. Then
he looked at Carl, sighed and crumpled his face while rubbing his eyes.
“Let’s talk about your work, shall we?” he asked one question after the other,
methodically picking Carl’s brain as to exactly what it was that made a retired psychiatrist
tick. Eventually the conversation diverted to Mary and the children. The old man was
particularly interested in Carl’s recounts of Sarah’s case. During the conversation the

scrawny Scotsman devoured a huge Eisbein that looked more like a cow’s hock than a pig’s
hock, together with serious helpings of mashed potatoes and sauerkraut. He washed it all
down with huge gulps of ale, ordering two more before he finally finished the meal. Carl
continued answering the old man’s questions and offered lengthy descriptions of Mary and
the unborn twins, the girls at Deerwood, Davey and the cribs the two of them made with their
own hands. They then continued to philosophise about Carl’s theories about evil and the
possibility of the phenomenon being hereditary.
“This last case of yours, Sarah?”
“Yes?” said Carl.
“You say that was how you met your wife.”
“Yes, in fact, Mary worked at the hospital where Sarah was brought after she was
rescued form the trunk of her grandmother’s car in Woburn,” the old man’s eyes narrowed
suddenly.
“Woburn you said?”
“Yes, Woburn, why?” Carl asked. The old man looked at Carl long and hard through
narrowed eyes. He lifted his glass and emptied the dregs.
“What is wrong, Professor?”
“Doctor Moore, sometimes fate takes us down strange roads in order for us to collect
all the pieces of this puzzle we call life. Do you believe in fate, Doctor Moore?” Carl stared at
the scrawny old man, nodding vaguely. “Sometimes we don’t always realize what the reasons
are why things happen the way they do; my God, you should know, you’ve spent most of
your life seeking answers for mostly unanswerable questions. I can’t think of a easy answer
in this case, Doctor Moore, but I’m sure you will eventually realise why you had to embark
on this quest for Elizabeth of Woburn.”
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He watched the other man’s eyes as the realisation of Elizabeth’s heritage sank in. “Her
father was a wealthy merchant, trading between London and Edinburgh. That yonder little
hovel was named after the very man who spawned her milk-white skin and he owned a large
portion of land out that way in the mid-seventeenth century. She was Charlotte’s cousin all
right, but while Charlotte married a roughish Scotsman from the Clan of the Campbells of
Argyll, poor Elizabeth was betrothed to the Duke of Wellesley at the tender age of sixteen.
The original Wellesley Estate lies not far from the village, although the county and title have
long since disappeared in the mists of the past. He was an evil man; in 1694, he was executed
and his body burnt at the stake on charges of Witchcraft and Devil Worship. Elizabeth was
twenty-nine at the time and escaped with her children and a few meagre possessions to
France, living in secrecy, for fear of herself and her children sharing in her husband’s fate. I
knew about the legacy of the Wellesley family, but I did not know it survived until you
showed me those letters today. I pray it perished somewhere during the intermediate three
hundred years and that the world is rid of it forever. It is unthinkable what that man and his
followers must have put the poor woman through and what all she must have witnessed in all
the years she was married to him. That is why the Campbells buried the memory of Elizabeth
of Woburn, along with the efforts of the Crown and her family to purge history of her and
hers, for all ages to come.”
Carl listened to the old man’s tale, too astonished to interrupt. Carl sat staring at him for a
long time after he finished.
“Professor Campbell ... this ... she ... I must confess I am at quite a loss for words,” he
finally managed.
“Well sir, it is sadly all quite true. The Duke was killed, and his house was burnt to
the ground. Everyone that was caught during the raid was killed on the spot. Man, woman

and child. His estate and possessions was forfeited to the crown and Elizabeth managed to
escape with her sons to France where she lived until 1698 when she died of unknown causes.
In England she was struck from every public record along with her husband and children, just
as if she never existed. All that remains of her is in the memory of my Clan.” Carl drained
his brandy and felt an urge to order another.
“Professor, I thank you for your confidence and I promise to treat it with the respect
and courtesy that it deserves,” he said simply.
“I know you will sir. I guess you came a long way for it and somehow now that I’ve
told you what you wanted to know, I feel better about the whole matter. I beg you to inform
me of the outcome if indeed it has one and I would greatly appreciate copies of her letters, if
you will do me the courtesy.” Suddenly the old man’s voice sounded tired. “If you will
please excuse me now, I have to go home and rest. I will anticipate hearing from you again,
Doctor Moore.” He stood up and walked away without another word. Once outside, he soon
disappeared into the darkness, followed by the green of his coat and the scarf standing in the
wind like the Galley of Lorne.
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CHAPTER TWENTY-SIX

His fingers on the keyboard sounded like beetles in a tin. His spectacles had slid right down
to the tip of his nose. He tried his best to keep his brain from grinding to a halt while he
transcribed the final lines of the diary, eager to start analysing the content. At last he punched
the last full stop triumphantly and shouted, “Mary, you won't believe it, but I’m done!” Carl
pressed the save key and then the print button, sending the entire transcription to the laser
printer on the desk. Mary sat on the chaise long, feet drawn up and a blanket over her knees.
Her head rested against the window while the rain splattering on the other side. She opened
her eyes at the sound of his voice and stretched her arms, smiling at him.
“I almost fell asleep from the mesmerising sounds of the rain and you typing," she
said.
“Oh, I thought you did fall asleep."
“What are you saying, Carl Moore?"
“O nothing, it must have been the dog snoring,” he grinned naughtily, waiting for the
inevitable retort.
“We don't have a dog, Carl!" Mary exclaimed.
“Oh really?" he said. Mary clicked her tongue and got up.
“I'm going to make some tea while that thing prints. You want any?" she asked, as she
left the room.
“Earl Grey will be nice!" he shouted after her. The printer sang its monotonous song
without any interruptions. Carl leaned back in his chair and stretched the strained muscles in
his shoulders. He looked over his shoulder at the nearest set of bookshelves while stretching

and remembered a book he still wanted to scrutinise for traces of Elizabeth's husband. He got
up and scratched amongst the books on the shelf. At last, he found what he was looking for.
Mary found him there still in the same place, pouring over the musty pages of the old
manuscript, when she returned with the tea tray.
“Enough of old books already," she said. Carl closed the book and dropped it to the
desk.
“Aah, tea smells great," he said.
“By the time we're done, the diary should be finished printing." Mary poured the tea
and added milk and one sugar for Carl, no milk and two sachets of sweetener for herself.
“Thank you my love, what would I do without you," Carl smiled.
“Be the grumpy old bachelor you were when I met you,” Mary smiled coyly.
“Mary, I believe, you are quite right," and he winked at her. He removed the finished
pages from the printer and sat down on the chaise long where Mary snuggled up against his
shoulder.
“Oooohh! It is so cold! Hold me?” she begged. Carl wrapped his one arm around her
shoulders and said, “Shall I read out loud?"
“No, its fine. Read out loud when you get to interesting parts. They sank into silence,
eyes scanning over the black typeset.
“Here is something," Carl said, pointing to a paragraph on the third page. ‘My dearest
sister Charlotte sent me today, a basket with ham and cured beef form the mainland. Also the
most beautiful flowers from her own garden.’ he read.
“Here is another one mentioning Charlotte. ‘I am preparing for our trip to Friar
Bernhard tomorrow at dawn. Charlotte will join me for penance. I hope the weather is fair’
she read.
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“Here again," said Carl, pointing to the next entry. ‘Charlotte and I met Friar
Bernhard at the beach and he accompanied us to the small chapel on the hill. There we
prayed all morning and the presence of our Lord was upon us. Friar Bernhard served us the
Holy Sacraments from the Lord's altar and afterwards we descended into the rooms below
for a few hours of solitude. My soul felt re-awakened afterwards and I have strength again to
face my torments. Only Father Bernhard knows my secrets.’
“What do you think the rooms below could be?" frowned Mary.
“Probably subterranean cellars. Many monasteries had them in those days. Storage
facilities mostly, also places of solitude where monks divorced themselves from the world,
sometimes in small cells; sometimes in complete darkness. There they could focus on God
alone without any worldly disturbances."
“Ghmph. Not that they had many worldly disturbances to worry about to begin with,"
Mary sniggered.
“Now don’t you go mocking the frock now,” Carl frowned and waved a finger at her
in exaggerated fashion; he smiled. He just had to. Despite the distended tummy she seemed
so small; so frail, perched there under his arm. Oh how he loved her and how happy he was!
How vastly fortunate he was for the unfortunate circumstances that brought them together!
They read on for another while in silence. Many of the entries pertained to everyday life at
the Castle, people being sick or dying, reports on heavy weather and of abuse at the heavy
hand of her husband. He seemed to have been a difficult man with many enemies, always
somewhere on the battlefield when he was not home abusing his wife and subjects. Elanor
found solace in her God through Father Bernhard and Charlotte joined her in this plight. They
even found an entry that mentioned Elizabeth. It was dated 30 August 1684 and said, ‘Father
Bernhard prayed with us today for our cousin Elizabeth. It is her birthday. We pray to God to

deliver her from evil and keep her soul from coming to any harm. We are afraid she might be
condemned to eternal damnation for the sins of that awful man she was forced to marry.’
“She does not mention his name. I guess it was too evil even to write,” Mary
remarked.
Then on 14 July 1685, ‘Today is a dark day for the Campbells and in particular for my dear
sister Charlotte and her poor mites. The Earl of Argyll was murdered by decapitation for his
beliefs. My sister will be allowed to bury him at Dunstaffgne, by the Grace of God. This spells
dearly for mine and I fear for the lives of my children. On the morrow I will accompany her
to Yull to meet with Friar Bernhard for confession and solace for her broken heart.’ Elanor
McLean was a pious woman and many more entries made reference to Father Bernhard.
Then, on 14 August 1685: ‘Father Bernhard agreed to leave his island to pray for my son at
Duart. He has to do it tonight, ere it be too late by sunrise. I pray to God to steady the hand
of the helmsman and to calm the fickle ocean for otherwise he will not be able to leave his
rocky shores.’
“This is the first entry that actually mentions an island." Carl got up and stood before
a large seventeenth century map on the wall of the Scottish Isles. With his finger, he found
Dunstaffgne and traced the path across the water to Mull. His finger traced around to the
Southern end of the Island and came to rest on Iona.
“Here is the old monastery on Iona. It was in ruins by the seventeenth century but
there were remnants of the community around Mull. Perhaps this fellow was a member of
that community that settled on one of the smaller islets further north along the coast of Mull."
His finger traced the other islands around Iona.
“Why did Columba leave Ireland in the first place?" Mary said standing next to him,
also peering at the chart.
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“He was a grumpy old bastard, like I used to be. Don't think that because these guys
were devout Christians they always lived in harmony. Living in isolation, seeing the same
people everyday of your life must be as frustrating as hell. They fought over opinions,
differences in dogma, interpretations of the scriptures, rituals. They even fought over simple
things like whose turn it was to cook or till the garden or feed the bloody pig. I suppose once
fighting started to occupy the most part of your day it affected your reason for living, or it
just became to damn tedious and you had to move on. Some left and joined other
communities, or started other communities; Columba wanted to be as far away from his
brothers as was humanly possible."
“Poor sod, he should have found himself a wife. Life must have been a real bitch to
him." Mary stroked Carl’s hair.
“Not to mention gentle little rich girls who grew up rolling in the satin sheets of merry
ol’ England and suddenly found themselves thrown to the wolves of the Highlands amongst
shouts of Political Alliances at the frail ages of fifteen and sixteen," Carl added.
“Wait, wait,” Mary rifled through the pages, “did we not see a reference to a place
called Yull somewhere in here?"
“I think so," Carl said.
“Here it is!" Mary shouted.
‘ ... On the morrow I will accompany her to Yull, to meet Friar Bernhard for confession and
solace for her broken heart.’
“You know if this monk lived alone on a little island, and there was a church ... or a
chapel ... then ... "
“Yes, what then?" Carl asked.

“Just say that Elanor was such a good friend of this man, is it not possible that
Elizabeth's unwanted possessions ended up with him?" Mary asked.
“But Elanor was killed in 1691 and Elizabeth wrote those letters to Charlotte in 1696,
five years later." Carl scratched his chin.
“Yes I know," said Mary, "But Charlotte was also a confidante of the monk, wasn't
she? If he were her confessor too, why would she have stopped seeing him after Elanor's
death? Don't you think that the bond between them would have grown so much stronger after
her sister's death?" Carl frowned. He stared at the map for a long time before answering.
“Hmmm ... No Yull anywhere here on this one.”
“You know what, Watson, you might have something there. I have to get a more
detailed map of the area and see if we can identify Father Bernhard Island." He wrapped his
arms around his expanding wife and kissed her on the lips.
“Oh Doctor Moore, asking for more, are we?”
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CHAPTER TWENTY-SEVEN

Mary arrived at the apartment at four o' clock, an hour early for her appointment with Carl.
They decided to stay in the city for the week. She placed a handful of maps of Scotland on
the kitchen table, together with her purse and keys. She took a bottle of Valpre' from the
fridge and filled a glass. Despite the cold weather, her throat was dry and scratchy. She
drained the glass in one go and refilled it quickly. Then she looked in the cabinet above the
stove where she kept emergency medicine like plasters, painkillers and effervescent. She
rummaged amongst the bottles and found what she was looking for. Paracetamol. Pregnant
and Sick does not go together in the medical books. No matter what your ailment, you did not
even have to see a doctor to know he was going to prescribe a few tablets of Paracetamol.
She dutifully shook two from the bottle and downed it with more water. The maps forgotten
on the table, Mary went upstairs to her bedroom. She kicked off her shoes and removed her
jacket. Then she lay down on the bed, not bothering to remove the rest of her clothing and
closed her eyes. By the time Carl arrived home, she had been asleep for forty-five minutes.
She awoke with a splitting headache and a burning fever. Carl was very concerned when he
saw her, cheeks all flush like a freshly plucked turkey.
“What's the matter, honey, you look simply disastrous." Mary felt worse than
disastrous. She felt like dying. Her temperature was approaching the ceiling; she had goose
bumps all over and her head felt like it would split in two.
“I don't feel very well," she managed feebly.
“Get into bed immediately. I'll get the thermometer and phone Doctor Smith." Carl
added action to his words and helped Mary back onto the bed and undressed her. He handed

her a warm flannel sleep suit and went to the bathroom to get the thermometer. When he
returned, Mary had climbed back in bed with the covers pulled up to her chin.
“Open wide," Carl said. He placed the thermometer under her tongue. After a while
he retrieved it and took the reading.
“Thirty-nine point two" he said. "I'm calling Doctor Smith."
“No, no, no, " protested Mary. "Don't bother Marge, call Doctor Whalberg. He'll do."
“But Mary, you are six month's pregnant. Marge knows best!" he protested.
“Don't be officious, Carl, I'm not the first pregnant woman with a spot of flu in the
history of mankind, Whalberg will know how to prescribe Paracetamol," she said. Carl rolled
his eyes and turned to the phone to call Whalberg.
Ninety minutes later Doctor Whalberg left Carl at the door of the apartment with instructions
for bed rest, hot lemon tea and a new bottle of Paracetamol.
“I could have told you that, Doctor Moore,” Mary said faintly from the direction of
the bed when Carl returned with a hot cup of lemon tea and two tablets.
“This is ludicrous!” Carl exclaimed. “You want to tell me that with all the modern
medical technology in the world, they have not found safe flu medication for pregnant
women yet?” he shook his head in disbelief. “So I guess we stay in London until it’s over
then,” Carl said.
“No, that will be the day, tomorrow is Thursday and in the morning you will load me
in the Bentley and take me to Kent. Friday you will fetch the girls. I want my girls to pamper
me for the weekend,” Mary said weakly. “Now, I wish to sleep, thanks for the tea dear.”
Mary turned on her side and buried her head n the pillow. Carl kissed her on one red cheek
and switched off the lights as he left the room.
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CHAPTER TWENTY-EIGHT

Back in the kitchen, Carl found the maps that Mary brought home. He picked them up and
went through to the lounge where he poured himself a Whiskey and lit a cigar. He has not
had any supper yet, but was not hungry anyway. His thoughts were with the conversation he
had with Professor Campbell in Munich and the fate of poor Elizabeth mulled in his head. He
sat down at the table and spread the first map. It was a modern day map of Scotland, showing
a fair amount of detail on the Hebrides. The Firth of Lorne divided Dunstaffgne from the Isle
of Mull. Fionnphort was situated on the western tip of Mull, on an elbow protruding into the
ocean. Divided from this by the Sound of Iona, lay the Islet of Iona. Much further to the west,
the main islands of the Inner Hebrides, Tiree and Coll, erstwhile strongholds of the MacLean
Clans stuck from the ocean like the blackened backbone of a huge sea monster. Two other
small islands were marked on the western coast of Mull, Ulva and Staffa. There were three or
four other small dots in the blue of the ocean, but none with names. Carl folded the map and
pushed it away. The next one he opened was a very ornate replica of an old fourteenth
century map of the coast of Scotland. It proved to be speckled of weird names, misshapen
landmasses and a myriad of dots in the ocean towards the west, all unnamed. Although pretty,
it was of absolute no use. The next one proved just as useless and so did the next. Irritated,
Carl pushed the last map away. He sat quietly for a moment, gathering his thoughts and then
went into the kitchen to slap together a light supper.

CHAPTER TWNETY-NINE

Carl took Mary to Kent on the Thursday and collected the girls from Deerwood on Friday as
duly ordered by his not-to-be-messed-with-expecting wife. They pottered and pampered
around Mary the entire time and left Carl with much time on his hands to finish the second
crib. With the nursery having been redecorated three times since its conception, Carl feared a
fourth attempt would be inevitable once the second crib is ready to be added to the décor; but
he laboured on regardless.
The weekend at Kent flew by. When Sunday came and it was time for the children to leave,
Mary announced that she felt much better and opted to take the girls to Deerwood. Carl
realised that Mary wanted the extra time with the girls. They agreed to meet each other back
in London that evening.
Carl loved driving the Bentley alone, which had become a rare privilege the past eighteen
months. The 1954 R-Type Continental was built for comfort as well as for speed, merging
both of a gentleman’s principal prerequisites for an internal combustion quad-wheeled
perambulator into a single curvaceous and all encompassing expression of his lust and
appreciation for life. She purred at his touch like a smitten kitten and snubbed mundane
vehicular activity like raising revolutions for a triviality such as an English back road. Carl let
her coast along at her own dignified pace, until they reached the M25. He knew that she was
dying for more speed but would never deign to show it. He eased her onto the highway and
allowed her to take to the road; pushing gently, until her majestically sleek silver body
became feline; a jaguar chasing its prey. Carl, totally enslaved, sank deep into the luxury of
the blue-grey leather upholstery; his hands caressing, barely touching the steering wheel; his
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foot deftly following her demands. Orange from the overhead sodium lights streaked across
her polished walnut dashboard. The only sound that penetrated her quiet interior was the faroff hum of her soft rubber tyres on the asphalt. Tonight she was as eager as the virgin lying in
her nuptial bed, her entire being quivering almost invisibly in anticipation. When she could
no longer suppress her passion, she tore herself free from the restraints of her own pomp and
circumstance and spurred all of her two hundred and fifty six horses down the motorway to
the greater glory of her race.

CHAPTER THIRTY

“Mary, I have to go back to Scotland,” he said simply. “I’m not making headway with
my search for Yull in any texts and maps here. I have to go back and find it if it is there.”
Mary just stared at the city below her from the third floor window of the living room.
“I was waiting for you to say that, you know. I was just hoping it could wait a while.
Our babies will be here soon enough; then you can go gallivanting in the islands as much as
you like and I won’t be home alone,” Mary almost pleaded.
“But Mary, I could never leave you when the babies are here. I would want to be with
you and them every moment of every day. If I go now and get this off my chest, I will be able
to be here with you all the time until the babies come and after.” He was quiet for a while.
“It won’t be long Mary, Mull is a small piece of land, I can complete my search in
under a week, I’m sure,” Mary smiled at him.
“Off course you must go Carl; I’m just a bit down in the dumps today. I would dearly
have loved to be able to go traipsing around Mull and Oban with you, instead of moping
around the house and bothering the Doctor while you’re not here. I guess I must be happy
that the other woman is a dead one,” she winked at him.
“Well, if you get really bored, why not go for tea at Windsor with Lizzie then,” Carl
said and they both laughed at his insipid joke. Just then the phone rang.
“Oh, that might be her then?” Carl cocked his head and a brow.
“Heaven forbid!” Mary squealed and they laughed some more.
He got up to take it in the library. When he returned, his face glowed like that of a naughty
schoolboy.
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“Guess what!” he beamed. Mary looked at him with both anticipation and amusement
on her face.
“You look like a cat that just had cream,” she said.
“Well, Mom, that was James on the phone. All three adoption applications were
approved without contest!” Mary screamed in joy and jumped up to grab Carl around the
neck.
“That is absolute wonderful news! When can we fetch them! When can we tell
them?” Mary shouted.
“James says it should take no more than a few weeks or so to wrap up and he will
send us word and the documents as soon as he has it. Let’s not tell the kids now, let’s surprise
them at Kent when we have the documents and all is finalised and they do not have to go
back to school after the weekend.”
“Hmmm. It is a very big secret to keep but I like your idea. Oh Carl I’m so excited!
Imagine! Imagine their faces! Imagine how happy we are going to be, all of us, the rest of our
lives!” Mary overflowed with joy; nothing in the world could stem her happiness right at that
moment. She had a wonderful husband, three beautiful children and two healthy babies on
their way, to boot. Little did she know of what was to come.
The following morning Carl made arrangements and left for Glasgow once again, on
the eleven o’ clock flight.

CHAPTER THIRTY-ONE

He decided to spend the first two days in Edinburgh, scouring the libraries for old charts and
reference material on the islands off the West Coast. Yull had to be somewhere on a map.
The National Library sat almost dead centre in the old city and that was where Carl headed
after a light brunch at his hotel. He laboured up the steps and entered the realm of timeless
knowledge through a huge set of ancient wooden doors. A second set doors, these ones the
epitome of modernism all the way from the rubber dust-stopping strips at the bottom, through
the twelve feet of half inch clear shatter-proof glass to the electronic motion sensors and the
soundless hidden electric motors that opened them for approaching traffic barred his way.
They opened and then closed again silently behind him, cutting off the sounds of the city as
abruptly as the mute button on a TV remote. It was quiet; like a grave. He felt at home.
He found a number of books on seventeenth century history of the Scottish Isles, the
Hebrides and even a few modern works on Mull. He sat down at a reading desk and opened
the first book. It was an earlier work on Scotland's History and contained a lot of information
on the various shires and clans. The maps in the book was not of much use as it contained
very little detail on the Inner Hebrides, of which Mull was one of the main Islands. Carl soon
realized that finding Yull on a map would probably be a futile task, as the Inner Hebrides
consisted of some five hundred islands, many not much more than protruding rocks. So
perhaps he had to concentrate on works relating to the MacLeans of the mid seventeenth
century. After all, Yull was a known place to Elanor; perhaps it would be mentioned
somewhere in texts on the Clan. He paged through a second book, looking at more maps that
indicated only a fraction of the number of islands around Mull. References of the MacLeans
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also did not render anything. He did not even find any reference of a monk or monks moving
away from Iona and establishing somewhere else. After four hours, he was at a dead end and
hungry. Carl deposited the books on a nearby trolley and left the library, sensing a mild
feeling of depression setting in. He crossed the road and stepped into a pub. He ordered a
dark ale and looked around for a place to sit. He soon found a small, unoccupied table next to
a window. Determined not to succumb to melancholy, he took a good swig of the beer. It was
cold and bitter and created a sensation of bright lights dotted along an endless black tunnel.
When he opened his eyes again, the pint was gone and he waved at the waiter for another.
The second came with a plate of bar snacks. They looked delicious and Carl remembered
about his hunger. He savoured the second beer in between bits from the basket. Halfway
through the basket, Carl ordered another ale. He began to feel good and giddy, and soon
forgot about the feelings of imminent depression. A fourth beer accompanied by an Eisbein
followed. At the end of his meal, the waiter took away Carl's plate and the fifth empty glass.
Carl felt slightly drunk but satisfied and decided to retire to his hotel for the night; he would
continue his search for Yull the next morning; after all, he had a week. Back at the hotel, Carl
bothered Room Service for a bottle of Scotch and some Hoyos to pass the evening. By the
time he finally fell asleep, the transcript of Elanor's diary was strewn across the entire bed.
The whiskey bottle retained less than half of its original content, which was largely to blame
for the sonorous snoring that cascaded from the eminent Doctor Moore.

CHAPTER THIRTY-TWO

Dawn broke over a wet and misty Edinburgh. Doctor Carl Moore’s snoring woke him up and
found he was still dressed in the clothes of the previous day. The bed and floor were strewn
with paper and his mouth tasted as if a dog slept under his tongue. For a few moments he was
confused by his surroundings, then scenes of the previous evening penetrated his head and he
suddenly became aware of a huge headache stumbling around in his skull. He lurched
towards the bathroom and came face-to-face with a stranger staring back at him from the
mirror. His hair was dishevelled and grey stubble adorned his chin.
“My God! Is this what drunkards look like in the morning?” he thought to himself. He
opened the tap and wet his face and head. He then turned to the shower and opened it on full
blast. After the shower, he searched for painkillers and found a few Paracetamol tablets in his
baggage. He downed three tablets with water and then phoned Room Service to order AlkaSeltzer and a Vitamin-C supplement. He looked around him in disgust and noticed the halfempty Whiskey bottle. Feeling guilty about his indulgence, Carl placed the bottle in the
drawer next to the bed in an unconscious effort to get rid of the feeling. He picked up all the
papers from the floor and the bed, ever aware of the dull headache behind his eyes. Some of
them were badly crumpled from being slept upon and he placed them on the dresser to
straighten out. While straightening a particular page, his eye caught an entry. ‘Could not see
the Good Father’s hearth smoke today, I wonder if he may be ill. I will send Tomas in the
morning across the stretch to check on him.’ He was dumbfounded. There was a vital clue,
which he previously overlooked. It stared him straight in the eyes. The sentence did not
contain the usual name, Bernhard, so it was possible that he missed it because of the absent
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keyword. Even his electronic searches on the document used Friar and Bernhard as keywords
and here she called him Good Father. He missed a most vital clue! Suddenly the headache
was gone. He feverishly packed his bag and left the chaos without any breakfast. He
hurriedly checked out and requested a rental at the same time. There was no time to waste, he
had to get to Oban and catch the Ferry to Mull. If Elanor could see the hermit’s island from
the Castle, then he should be able to see it too. In his heart, there was a tiny voice chastising
him over his indulgences the previous night but he battered it into silence with his latest
discovery.

Carl had a smooth and uninterrupted trip to Oban, the roads almost devoid of traffic. “What
time is the next ferry to Mull?” Carl enquired from the surly character at the Oban ferry ticket
office.
“Not till two,” the man said in a puff of halitosis. Just another bloody pommy tourist,
he said with his eyes. “Five quid” he added, tearing a pink ticket off a thick roll.
People already gathered on the ferry, but Carl did not like waiting in crowds,
especially not when he was anxious. He wandered off in the direction of a cluster of gaudy
flea market stalls, which displayed its wares on wooden tables under brightly coloured
canopies. At a junk stall, he found an old pair of binoculars still in fair condition and bought
it along with a flashlight. He then sauntered back towards the ferry and arrived in time to
board on the last call. The forty-minute trip to Mull felt like a lifetime. Carl stood at the
forward railings, the fresh sea breeze blowing away the last of the previous night’s cobwebs.
Across the firth and up the Sound, many small islands drifted in and out of his vision and he
wondered which of these the one he was looking for was. He scanned the closest ones,

hoping for signs of ruins but his search remained unrewarded, even when the Ferry passed
within sight of Duart Castle
The crowd scuffled to be let off at the ferry at Graignure Pier. Carl took the waiting
tourist bus to Duart. He had to endure the stop at Torosay Castle to allow tourists to
disembark. A few got off while others got on to continue on to Duart Castle. At last, Duart
came in sight. From the road the century-old parapets blocked most of the view to the sea. A
stony path led down a steep decline adorned with rough steps. Carl descended together with
the rest of the tourists, down to the ground-level entrance of the Castle, where he purchased
another ticket for three pounds to be allowed entry to the premises. The tour guide was a
bored scrawny-looking kid of about twenty, obviously unable to find anything better to do
during his holidays to compliment his inadequate allowance. Carl soon drifted off from the
main group and looked around for access to a high point in the Castle from where he could
see the ocean. He found a set of spiral stairs leading up the outside of a parapet and it brought
him to a landing, which offered a view all the way back to Dunstaffgne Castle. Carl’s
expectations sagged. He counted no less than seven islets within his view, excluding the
larger Rudha an Ridire at the mouth of Loch Linnhe. It was going to take a long time to
investigate each of them properly and difficult to find these particular ones when in the water.
He studied the seven specks. He looked at the mainland. Charlotte came to Duart to
accompany Elanor to see Father Bernhard. That would indicate that the island he was looking
for must be situated to the west of Duart, as surely if it was situated between Dunstaffgne and
Duart, they would have arranged to rendezvous on the hermit’s island, rather than at Duart.
This realisation gave him renewed vigour and he swept the western parts of the Sound for
islands. Three remained visible if he removed the ones closer to the mainland from the
equation. He trained his binoculars on each of the three. They were all tiny and one was a
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mere rock protruding from the waves. He then turned the binoculars towards Oban and
scanned the coast with a sweeping motion. His eyes came to rest on a knoll rising from the
ocean, with waves bashing on blackened rocks. The islet was approximately two kilometres
from the mouth of Loch Don and definitely closer to Duart than to Dunstaffgne. Carl had a
weird feeling that he found what he was looking for and rushed down the steps and out of the
Castle, for an energetic walk to the shore of Loch Don.
From the shores of Loch Don, the tiny islet was visible only by the aggressiveness of the
white raging waters breaking on its rocky perimeter. Carl walked along the shore, scanning
the islet with the binoculars. A little way along, he noticed a man wading knee deep in the
Loch, wearing fisherman’s waders. “Hi! Hallo there!” he shouted. The man turned around
and looked at Carl as if to ask what do you want. Carl waved again and reluctantly, the man
trudged out of the water, bearing a fishing pole over his shoulder.
“G’dday mister, what can I do fer ya?” he asked. Carl put on his friendliest face.
“I was wondering if you could tell me anything about that small island out yonder,”
he pointed to where the waves broke relentlessly.
“It’s a rock,” the man said simply.
“Does anyone live there?” Carl tried again.
“Nae, it is no good for livin’. No place to land and no water,” he said.
“Carl took out his wallet and said.
“I wish to have a closer look at it, sir. I don’t suppose you have a boat to take me
there?” the man eyed Carl’s wallet greedily and said.
“I have one, it will cost forty quid,” he said, not looking at Carl. The price was
ridiculously steep, but Carl did not want to quibble.
“That’s fine with me, I’ll be glad to. When will suit you, sir?” he asked.

“Now it’s getting’ late, but mornin’ should suit ye fine. You get out here with the
eight o’ clock ferry and we can leave at nine. We c’n meet at Duart jetty, she’s blue and the
paint’s faded, but she’s sturdy like a Highland lass. Nary a problem in fifteen years,” the man
said.
“Thank you, I’ll meet you at nine,” Carl handed him twenty as a show of goodwill.
“No need, I see ye or I see ye not,” the man pushed Carl’s hand away.
“Thank you then. I’ll see you at nine,” Carl said.
“The name’s MacDougall,” the man said.
“Pleased to meet you Mister MacDougall, I am Doctor Moore.”
“Aye, G’dday to you then, Doctor Moore,” and with that the man turned back to the
Loch to continue with his business.
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CHAPTER THIRTY-THREE

The early morning mist had not quite lifted from the water as the ferry cut through it like a
blunt bread knife, foam spraying everywhere. Carl leaned against the portside railings, his
black waterproof knapsack on his back. The waterproof jacket and thick-soled boots he wore,
was not quite enough to keep the cold out of his bones. When the ferry reached Craignure,
Carl disembarked and ignored the tour bus in favour of a taxi to take him straight to Duart
Castle Jetty where he had to meet MacDougall. It was five to nine when he arrived and he
soon spotted MacDougall's faded blue boat. It looked just as he described it to him the
previous day. MacDougall sat on a low bench near his boat, sucking on a long-stem pipe. The
man got up and waived at Carl as he approached.
“All kittered out for the day, I see," MacDougall said. Carl just smiled and said; "One
can never be too prepared when entering the unknown, hey." He had the man's money ready
in his hand.
“Well let's get her out then," the fisherman said and Carl hopped on board, handing
him the two twenty pound bills. It was a long flat boat of twenty feet, made entirely of wood.
MacDougall motioned to Carl to sit on the forward bench. He grabbed the oars and pushed
away from the quay.
“No outboards allowed runnin’ at the quayside," he explained. A few yards out, he
abandoned the oars in favour of the outboard motor. This brought them to a respectable
speed, with Carl wet from sea spray in no time. He did not mind the spray, though, Carl loved
the sea and after all, he was securely wrapped in the waterproof jacket.

“What are you looking for?" MacDougall asked. Carl pondered on the question for a
few moments. Then he said.
“I'm an amateur archaeologist. I look for old ruins or evidence of early habitation on
these Islands." MacDougall sucked on his pipe.
“So you’re like a Professor from a university or something?”
“Yes, something like that,” Carl answered.
“Many people lived on these islands in the past, for hundreds of years. Some still
does. But I don't know if you’ll find anything on that wee 'un, you c’n hardly get close to it
for those rocks. The water around them is always white. Tis never calm. No where to land."
MacDougall spat overboard. Carl screwed up his eyes and looked into the distance at the
growing island. It really seemed unapproachable. White foam plumed into the air every few
seconds on all sides. He trained the binoculars on it. It seemed desolate from the distance.
The visible surface seemed grey and black for most parts. As they closed in from the western
side, they could hear the thunder of the breaking waves. The sound of it made the sight all the
more ominous. When the boat was a hundred yards from the rocks, MacDougall turned to
starboard and began to circle the island. Their view was continuously filled with spectacular
plumes of foam thrown high into the air. It was larger than Carl originally thought and from
this distance, he could distinguish scraggy bushes and the odd stunted tree. They continued at
a steady pace for about ten minutes, when Carl noticed a dark patch on a piece of the coast of
the island that they just passed.
“Go in a little closer!" Carl shouted above the noise. The man reduced speed and
turned towards the shore. The dark patch grew and suddenly Carl realised what it was. A
portion of the shoreline jutted into the ocean like a crooked finger, to form a hidden alcove.
The finger created an alcove protected from the pounding waves. A tiny beach formed in the
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calm retreat of the alcove, big enough and safe enough for a boat to land. They were about a
hundred yards from the shore.
“Do you think you can land there?" Carl asked. MacDougall bit on his pipe and
nodded. He cut the engine and took up the oars.
“There might be rocks. You keep a lookout over the bow," he ordered. No matter who
you were, Carl realised, once at sea, the owner of the boat was the Captain. He dutifully
leaned out over the bow, keeping one eye on the island and one eye in the surface for shallow
rocks. They encountered no rocks and reached the beach in one piece. When they struck sand,
MacDougall jumped out and pulled the boat ashore. Carl was as excited as a schoolboy on a
field trip to Bikini Beach as he clambered over the gunwale. He stood on a greyish white
stretch of sand, which ran steeply upwards into a patch of black rock which flattened out after
a short distance.
“You wanted this?” Carl heard MacDougall’s voice behind him as if he was
somewhere very far away. Carl took the bag from him.
"Thanks. Can you pick me up in a few hours?" he asked. “This island is bigger than I
thought. Seems like it is going to take while to explore it,” he said. MacDougall looked at
him with hesitation. Carl took out his wallet and removed a twenty.
“I'll give you another fifty. Twenty now and thirty when you come to fetch me,” Carl
said. MacDougall nodded.
“Aye, it will have to be after four when I'm done workin'. You'll be in time to catch
the last ferry to the mainland." MacDougall took the money and pushed the boat back in the
water without another word.

From the top of the ridge he could see that the ditch was wide and shallow, about forty yards
wide and about a quarter as deep. The floor was strewn with rubble, which gave it the
appearance that the ocean swept through it at one time. He climbed a rocky outcrop and stood
on the highest point, scanning the area through the binoculars. Nothing. Something was
wrong though. Then he saw it; a square of greener vegetation to the south. Symmetry like that
was no product of nature. Carl climbed down the steep incline and walked towards the dark
patch, which was close to a clump of trees. From close-up the dark patch was almost
indistinguishable from the rest of the area. The plant growth seemed slightly denser but it was
only when he bent down to inspect the foliage at closer range that he saw the remains of a
wall that ran in a perfect square, forty feet to each wall with an opening on the one side. Was
this the remains of an old garden patch or perhaps an enclosure for animals? Either would
have had this effect on the vegetation because of the heightened level of nutrients in the soil,
even after three hundred years. Excitement danced in his chest; in his ears in his eyes in his
fingertips; in his feet. But he knew a haphazard-run-around for more tell-tale signs of
habitation would do no good. He had to survey the area carefully, so he picked the southern
corner of the patch closest to the opening and walked in a westerly direction away from the
enclosure. It led him to the clump of trees. Amongst the trees he found the remains of a
hearth with part of the chimney still standing. He just knew he was looking at the remains of
the chimney through which the hearth smoke of Father Bernhard once swirled. The same
smoke that Elanor could see from Duart Castle, the smoke that told her that her beloved priest
was still alive and praying for her mortal soul. Excitedly he stepped out of the remains of
what he presumed to be Father Bernhard’s one roomed house and further into the patch of
trees until it dwindled in to nothing and he was confronted with the remains of yet another
building; a few pieces of stonewall protruded from the ground to form a rectangle with an
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opening on the near side. The walls on either side of the opening were not more than two feet
high. He stepped through the opening and in front of him, fifteen yards away, stood the stone
altar of Father Bernhard, buried in the ground to the waste, like a lonely sentinel holding vigil
for all the mortal souls who kneeled before it three centuries ago. It was grey and weathered
by wind and water. Lichen grew on the sides like cancer on the lungs of a smoker. A feeling
of blessedness nailed him to the ground like Jesus to the cross and he stood there for a long
time just staring at the altar before he was able to move again. He walked like a bride down
what used to be the isle towards the flat stone altar. Grass covered the earth beneath his feet,
quite different from that on the outside of the church walls. It was dark and mossy and soft
under his soles. Next to the altar lay a Saint reduced to a heap of rubble by 300 years of
exposure to the elements. Further to the back, outside the perimeter of the church, he saw
what appeared to be the base of a ruined tower. Carl stepped onto of the altar for a better
look. The next moment the top of the altar gave way under him and he tumbled down a steep
incline in a shower of broken limestone and debris. The sunlight disappeared above him in a
chaos of darkness and noise as he slid over a bumpy terrain downwards. He hit the bottom
with a thud in a seated position. Something hard fell on his shoulder and he instinctively
raised his arms to protect his head. When the noise of falling debris stopped, Carl sat in a pile
of it, surrounded by a thick cloud of dust. The only light came from the opening above him.
A sharp pain shot through his shoulder where the rock hit him and he rubbed it with his other
hand. He moved it gingerly and was surprised that it did not feel broken. He moved his legs
and wondrously they responded to the brain signals. He stood carefully amidst the debris and
dust. He had to bow his head and shoulders in the restricted headspace of the tunnel. Despite
the dust, the air had a musty smell. He took the flashlight from the backpack and shone the
beam around him. From where he stood, a crumbling staircase, which partially broke his fall,

rose to the top into the cavity of the hollow altar. He stood in a small chamber with a corridor
leading off in an easterly direction, back underneath the church. In the beam of the flashlight
he could see heavy wooden doors lining the passage. Carl counted four doors on either side
of the tunnel before it ended in a spacious room. In the centre of the room stood a wooden
table on a woven carpet, like someone just left it there yesterday. On the table were an
earthen jar and a wooden plate and cup. An effigy of the crucified Jesus was mounted on the
wall above the table. He turned back and left the small room, moving to the door closest to
him. It was of a crude design, solid with a small grated opening in the upper half. The wood
was sturdy and yielded after the second push. Inside was a tiny chamber, only big enough for
a small bed and table with no more than five feet of headroom. Eerie figures danced in the
flashlight as it swept the walls. The bed was nothing more than a mound of unexcavated earth
and the table was of the same wood as the door. The second room yielded much the same and
so did the third and the fourth. The starkness of the place screamed its desolation. Carl’s heart
beat loudly in his ears. This had to be the place, he felt sure of it. Carl smiled to himself.
Surely Charlotte and her confidante, Father Bernhard, would not have hidden such an
important secret in an obvious hiding place. He removed the small pick from the pack. It had
a flat edge on the one side for prying and he used this to systematically tap the walls of the
rooms and corridor for hollow places. His heart almost stopped when he hit the first hollow
spot and frantically tore at the edges of the limestone slab that covered it. He found nothing
underneath, just earth. He found a few more hollow spots all with the same results. By the
time he reached the room at the end of the corridor, there were sixteen slabs lying on the
floor. In the last chamber the beam of the flashlight came to rest on a small wooden crucifix
fixed to the wall above the bed. It came away from the wall easily, having hung on a rusty
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nail for three centuries. It was curiously warm to the touch; as if someone held it only a few
moments ago. He stared at it for a few moments and then stuck it in his pocket.
“Aye Professor!” MacDougall shouted. “Have you been waiting long?”
“No not at all, and its Doctor,” Carl replied. The man looked him over, noticed his
dirty clothes, but did not offer any comment.
“Found anything of interest?” he asked as they pulled out of the alcove, heading
towards the safety of the Duart Jetty.
“No, you were right; there is nothing on this rock. No one ever lived here.” He left it
at that and looked past the man at the approaching Duart.
“I was wondering if you could take me straight to Oban instead of back to Mull,” Carl
said. MacDougall swung the nose of the boat in the direction of Oban without a word and
thirty minutes later, Carl took his leave of the man at the jetty’s edge. He gave the astonished
MacDougall two fifty pound notes and said, “Thank you my good man, you have earned it.”
MacDougall fell over his words of thanks and ended the flurry with ”anytime you need a boat
aga’n Professor, you know where to find me!” Carl left him with the money in his hands and
a smile on his face. He walked the short distance to the Guesthouse, stopping off at the store
for a few supplies.

CHAPTER THIRTY-FOUR

The figure stood with his back towards him. All around him rose a circle of stones, reaching
for the heavens. In front of him stood a huge stone Celtic cross. His outstretched arms was
reed-thin; his hands, distorted claws. He was dressed in a monk’s frock and from the brownclad figure rose a mighty voice. “Almighty God save thy servant! To thee I bequest this evil
and call upon your mighty power and the seas to guard this from Mankind forever!”
A raging storm descended from the skies. Black clouds rolled and collided with each other;
murderous thunder and blinding flashes of lightning grabbed hold of creation and shook it to
its foundations. The ocean erupted and mammoth waves sprung from its surface; sheets of
water; faces; demonic faces churned and spewed in the watery mass. Claws reached from the
waves that rose like cobras from the ocean; claws reaching for the man on the shore; talons
and teeth; a veritable concoction of evil on the rampage; reaching, reaching! A bolt of
lighting reached the man first and he disappeared in a pillar of flames. The flames consumed
his flesh and the column of fire rose up into the heavens.
Carl sat up in bed, a frozen scream on his lips. He reached for the light switch, found
it and flooded the room with warmth. His pyjamas were wet with cold sweat around the
collar; no, he was cold and wet all over. Flashes from his nightmare flooded his vision like a
stuck recording. His breath raced and formed steam in front of his face. ‘Calm down, calm
down, it was only a dream!’ his mind lied itself. In the bathroom, wild eyes stared back at
him from the mirror; the unshaven face, vaguely familiar. The cold water splashing over his
head brought him halfway back to reality and the stiff tot of whiskey did the rest. By the time
he got back into bed, he was sure it was just a bad dream and even managed to smile at his
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reaction. Before switching off the lights, his eyes caught the wooden crucifix he found on
Yull staring at him from the bedside table. He grabbed it for comfort and fell asleep with in
his hands.
Out across the ocean, boulders rose from the depths; rounded mounds and jagged
edges; like the end of the earth. The heavens bowed down to meet the horizon ... and the
standing stones. Evil permeated the place. It stank of dead carcasses rotting in the sun. It
buzzed like big blue flies; a sickening crescendo to the ears of the righteous. It felt cloying;
sticking to everything it touched; putrid meat gagging the throat of the hungry. Arms
outstretched to the heavens, the brown-clad figure shouted: “I consecrate this ground in the
name of God the Almighty; Father, Son and Holy Ghost. May no evil tread on this place for
the fear of the wrath of God!” the stone cross rose from the ground in front of the man; on
the ground at its base, a golden box. Evil faces rose from the ocean, rearing like striking
cobras. Outstretched watery claws reached for the man; a cacophony of thunder and
lightning engulfed the scene; the man, engulfed in a pillar of flame ascended towards the
darkened heavens.
A shout escaped his lips. He snapped upright, eyes, mouth and nostrils flaring.
Clumsily he fumbled for the light switch on the bedside table. The wooden crucifix in his
hand was warm; too warm. It clattered back on the table and his numb fingers found the
switch. Once again warmth flooded the room. Carl leant back against the headboard. He was
exhausted and his muscles contracted involuntarily with latent fear. He stared at the wooden
crucifix. It stared back at him. It seemed to glow faintly, as if oozing an abating light. The
stone circle; the Celtic cross; the boulders in the ocean. He knew that place. A little boy stood
on the edge of a cliff, peering out to sea, creasing his eyes against the wind. Behind him stood

a stone circle with a Celtic cross in its centre. “What is that, Daddy?” he asked, pointing out
across the ocean.
“Aye Carl my boy. This is as far as we c’n go. That is the end of the Islands. It is the
Stacks of Muckle Flugga. The end of the world, my boy.”
Why was he dreaming of Muckle Flugga? He hasn’t been there since he was a boy and has
had no reason to think about the eerie place in all these years. Carl picked up the wooden
crucifix. Its five inches of hardwood felt strange in the palm of his hand. He gripped it hard
until his knuckles turned white. Gripping the object created a feeling of comfort in his heart.
He switched off the light, sank back into the pillows and again fell asleep with the crucifix in
his hand.
The man stood with outstretched arms in the circle of stones. The stones stuck from
the ground like the teeth of a dead dragon dwarfing him in their might. A prayer flooded from
his lips, his eyes upturned to the cross. The storm rose from the ocean and the thunder
obscured his voice. Mighty waves rushed towards the shore, smashing against the cliffs. A
bolt of lightning streaked from the black maelstrom above his head and struck the man,
turning him into a pillar of fire; his arms still outstretched, made him look like a crucifix; the
crucifix on which his Lord suffered and died so that all men would be delivered from evil for
all times. Then the consuming flames released their grip on the earth and ascended towards
heaven with a mighty roaring sound.
Carl’s eyes snapped open for the third time, the burning man in his hands. He sucked
in his breath and opened his hands. The crucifix shone like an orange light stick in the
darkness of his room. It was hot to his touch and he dropped it on the bed. Slowly the glow
subsided until it disappeared, making the crucifix one with the bed. Father Bernhard! It was
Father Bernhard! He was trying to tell him something. The dreams! Muckle Flugga! He
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buried Elizabeth’s chest at the stone circle on the Unst cliffs in view of the Shetland Stacks!
That was as far as he could go! That was the end of his world!
By 5 am Carl had a flight booked to Unst, was packed and on his way to the airport.

CHAPTER THIRTY-FIVE

“Ma-ry, Ma-ry, quite con-tra-ry, how does your gar-den grow?” Tracey’s melodious
voice rose and fell together with the dancing tennis ball that floated in the air above their
heads. Sarah’s giggles complimented the lyrics. Against the blue backdrop of the sky, the ball
seemed quite comical bobbing to the rhythm of the nursery rhyme like a large full stop,
accentuating the end of each syllable with a dip and the start of the next with a rise; like
teaching little children the inner-religion of rhyming.
“Now you try it!” the ball hovered in one spot, aimlessly. “Come on, take it,” Tracey
urged. Sarah reach out to the bobbing yellow dot and felt it weight. It weighed a tonne and
absorbed all of her courage.
“I can’t ... it’s going to fall ...”
“Come on, take it, don’t be such a pissy,” Tracey withdrew and dumped the ball in
Sarah’s court.
“Woah! “ Sarah shouted, raising her hands as if to steady the ball physically. It
bobbed wildly up and down, threatening to crash into the bed of leaves on which the girls lay.
Slowly, she steadied the ball with her eyes. Concentration brought wormy veins to the surface
of her forehead. The ball hovered. Then she tried. “Tic-tac-toe, you’re in love with Joe!” the
ball danced to the beat of the rhyme like an uncertain ice skater. It dipped too deep and rose
to shallow, reaching towards the forest floor like a scared child for its mother. Nevertheless,
Sarah giggled in glee as the ball remained in the air, heeding her command.
“Joe? I’m not in love with a Joe, and who the hell is Joe anyway!” Tracey mocked.
Sarah kicked with her feet in the air as she laughed.
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“You know, Joe. A Joe. Any old Joe! Someday you will fall in love with a regular old
Joe!” Sarah laughed. The ball danced wildly through the air, in grave danger of crashing to
the ground. Tracey grabbed it from Sarah and it shot up into the air, high up, almost
disappearing from view. “Wow!! That’s great! Look at it go!” Sarah shouted amazed. The
ball travelled straight up into the air, reached its pinnacle and stopped for a split-second
before it descended straight downwards again.
“Watchit, here’t comes!” Tracey shouted. Sarah was still laughing as she shouted:
“JOE!!” the ball exploded and disappeared in a puff of smoke with sparks flying in every
direction. The girls laughed where they lay together on the soft leaf-bed covering the forest
floor.
“Hey! That’s the fourth one this week! Old Screwball will soon start missing her
balls!” Renewed fits of laughter sent the two girls rolling around.
“Missing her balls!” Sarah howled. Eventually, the laughter subsided and the girls
wiped the tears from their eyes. “Now you just watchit missy, just watchit with a Joe. You
never know what I might do to a man’s balls if I don’t like him ...” (Liar, liar, pants on fire!)
Sarah’s sentence filled the space in the air where the now disintegrated tennis ball fooled
around moments ago. They hugged fiercely and the taller girl kissed the other gently on the
crown of her head. Sarah twirled away, laughing; jeans stretched tightly, dead leaves in her
hair. Tracey’s laughing eyes followed her dance through the afternoon sun. (Oh! you’re such
a sexy thing!)

CHAPTER THIRTY-SIX

The flight to Unst was over before the sun could drive away the morning mist. The runway
was wet and gave the impression of disappearing into a lake at times. Nothing looked
familiar. Humans are industrious. They can change the world in forty years. Carl left the
small terminal building and flagged a lone taxi that seemed to do its best to hide from
prospective customers.
“Morning to you” Carl greeted the taxi driver. “Buness, please,” the driver shrugged
without a word, his face looked like the morning; bleak and unimpressive. The car moved off
with a jolt, leaving the deserted parking lot to disappear in the swirling mist.
Carl shrugged deeper into the oversized weatherproof coat and pulled the collar
tighter over his ears. Nasty place, the end of the earth; too close to nothing for comfort. A
nasty wind howled around the corners of the building he just stepped out of and despite its
vigorous efforts found absolutely nothing to dance with. Dishevelled, yellowish grass fields
spread out around him in every direction. He could see nothing that grew higher than a boy's
knee. The dirt road in front of him snaked away from the austere building where he stood,
like a long brown earthworm. This was the road he took to the cliffs where the ancient stones
waited patiently for his arrival.
They were huge; enormous and unlike the town, unchanged by the passing of four
decades. They stood motionlessly in a perfect circle, evenly spaced and of similar height. In
the centre stood the huge stone cross, an attempt by early Christians to sanctify this pagan
place. ‘If you can’t fight them, join them,’ Carl thought. Images of a cassocked figure in front
of the cross, flashed before his eyes. Arms outstretched, going up in flames. He flinched and
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rubbed his eyes. The images disappeared momentarily, but were replaced by those of another
man; a large man with a sailor’s cap and a beard. He stood on the edge of the cliff, pointing
towards the ocean. The keen gaze of the boy next to him followed his fingers. The boy
seemed awkward; too tall, too thin; spindly legs rose from long bobby socks and disappeared
into a pair of wide green tartan shorts. It seemed almost as if the wind would tip him over the
edge like a paper doll. But he held tightly onto his father’s hand.
“What is that, Daddy?” Carl heard himself say.
“Aye Carl my boy. This is as far as we go. This is the end of the Islands. Those are
the Stacks of Muckle Flugga. The end of the world.”
A flood of memories rushed over Carl. Images of his dead mother danced in his father's sad
eyes. First the cancer came like a swaggering troubadour, a blatant highwayman that took his
soul along with her last breath. Her death drove him; she drove him; drove him like a team of
wild horses. The restlessness was filled with lazy days fishing the lochs, seeking forgotten
places, new schools, new friends, travelling, forever roaming.
“Daddy!” Carl stood behind the man and the boy, his hand reached out to touch the
big man on the shoulder. The man turned around and looked Carl straight in the eyes. A sad
smile crept across his creased face and he nodded slowly to his son.
“Aye boy. You have work to do. Best g’t on with it now, don’t you think?”
The words broke the trance and the man and the boy undulated from his vision and
disappeared into the waves. With pursed lips, Carl strode purposefully into the stone circle. A
flash of blinding light streaked across a dark sky. The bolt of lightning struck the ground right
in front of the stone cross. Carl lifted his arms protectively in front of his eyes. From the
blinding light appeared a man. A brown-cassocked man with his back turned to Carl, his arms
outstretched to the heavens. A black wind howled through the stones and angry waves rose

from the ocean. Thunder rolled and violent electric flashes crashed into the ground. The
man’s voice boomed in and out of the din; he was praying. Praying to an invisible God high
above the darkened skies. Rain and hail pelted from above and Carl had to strain to see the
man. Then a powerful bolt of lightning reached from the heavens to the top of the man’s
head. He spun around; wide stretched eyes set in a gaunt face; an emaciated face. Mouth
agape, arms outstretched; then he flashed into flame and became a burning cross. A scream
tore from the flames as the fiery-cross ascended into heaven, out of the reach of the angry
demonic mouths and claws reaching towards him from the ocean; saved by his God; safe,
forever.
Carl stumbled towards the stone cross and fell to his knees. Around him, the storm raged
relentlessly. He clawed at the earth in front of him, clawed at it with his bare hands. He
pounded the hard soil with his fists and roared. Then he ripped the spade from the backpack
with shaking hands, barely pausing long enough to unfold it properly. He attacked the ground
with it, sods and soil flying all around him. Then a thud and a glimmer flashed from the hole.
The glimmer grew and took form. Elizabeth’s box rose from the hole in the ground at the
base of the ancient stone cross together with a growl from Carl’s throat. He roared into the
storm, clutching the box in his outstretched hands above his head. He rose on trembling legs
and shouted his triumph out to the heavens, shouted his defiance to the storm and to the
demons riding the waves like mad horsemen.
“This is consecrated ground! Holy ground! You can’t touch me here! I defy you! Go
back to the pits of hell where you belong! I send you back to your unholy master by the
power of the Almighty God!” his voice thundered through the storm, out of the circle of stone
and washed over the angry demons in the waves. They screamed and churned the water into
mighty spouts, crushing back to the surface only to rise again in rage. Wave after wave
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rushed to the shore and crushed against the rocks below. Carl was enveloped in a cacophony
of sound. Then the wind died away, the demons disappeared under the waves and the sun
cracked open the darkness overhead. Carl still stood with outstretched arms, holding
Elizabeth’s golden box; the box she sent to Charlotte three hundred years ago. He sagged to
his knees, exhausted, and prayed.
When he was done, he opened the box. From it rose a stench; an ancient stench of long-dead
things. He spread out his waterproof jacket on the soaked ground, the dry inside exposed to
the bright sun. Then he carefully lifted the items from the box, one by one. Letters, personal
papers and books. Finally, Evil revealed itself; the black cover as shiny as the day it was
bound. The Vellum Insancta; It was icy cold to the touch. It seemed innocently ancient, lying
there in the bottom of its coffin. An emblem marked its cover; a pyramid with a strange
symbol in the centre. More symbols surrounded the pyramid and in the shimmering sunlight,
they seemed alive. Mesmerised, he packed everything back in the box. He reached into the
pocket of the jacket for Father Bernhard’s wooden crucifix. He placed in on top of the pile of
papers in the box and closed the lid firmly. Then he placed the box in the empty backpack
and carefully stepped out of the safety of the circle.

CHAPTER THIRTY-SEVEN

“Master, Carl Moore found it.” One could hear the head snap up in the darkness.
“Is it with him?” the voice asked. Smoke trailed after the words.
“It is ... but he is still on Unst. It was buried on the island ... under a Christian Cross ...
on hallowed ground,” the man wiped his mouth with a handkerchief.
“It is best that the seas guard those infernal writings forever ...” The voice mused.
“Who would have thought the old bastard ... leave Moore alone until he is back in merry old
England. Make arrangements for him to be picked up at his house in Kent. Be sure to bring
his car along. I don’t want any question marks left lying around. Then arrange for the
Fairchild bitch to be brought in. Delegate her to Doctor Dufour. He will know what to do.”
“Yes Master. Consider it done.”
“Now our plan will come together. Oh what a glorious day for all of us! We also need
to get Sarah Winters. Call Deerwood. Speak to Matron Barkley. Give her whatever she
wants. Make the offer big enough so she cannot refuse.” Laughter rose from deep within the
darkness and rolled towards the tweed-jacketed man on an icy wind.
“Why should I say, we want her, Master?” Tweed Jacket asked.
“Just tell her your boss is a rich old fart who wants a bit of young fluff. Tell her your
boss knew the girl’s grandmother. Then ask her how’s the eye. Tell her Sarah Winters will
never bother her ever again,” the laughter rose again and triggered a smile on the face of the
other man.
“What are you smiling about! Get out of here and next time I see you, you better have the
Vellum Insancta with you or this will be the last task you mess up!”
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CHAPTER THIRTY-EIGHT

Back at the hotel, Carl stored the rucksack in the cupboard while he indulged in a long hot
shower. He stood under the torrent of hot water for a long time and slowly regained his body
heat. The events of the day mulled through his mind. He could hardly believe all that
happened in such a short space of time. Finally, he found Elizabeth’s golden chest and almost
paid with his life for it. He made a mental note to phone Professor Campbell in the morning.
After the shower, he dressed warmly and telephoned Mary. He told her about the stone circle
and the huge stone cross. He told her of the beauty of the place and the memories of his father
triggered by the sight of the Stacks. He told her about finding Elizabeth’s golden chest and
gave a brief description of the contents. However, he thought it best not to mention the storm
and the demons and the raging ocean. He would tell her later, when they were together, safe
in front of the hearth in Kent. They talked for a long while, about the children, the unborn
babies and how much they loved each other. He promised to return home the next day and to
meet her in Kent. They said their tender goodbyes and Carl turned his attention to the gloomy
package waiting patiently in the cupboard. First he cleared the table where he intended to
work. He placed a silver crucifix on either side of the table and flanked them with two
candles each. He placed the golden box in the centre of the table. He lit the candles and sat
down with the box directly in front of him. He opened the Bible and read Psalm 23 aloud.

THE Lord is my shepherd; I shall not want.
He maketh me to lie down in green pastures:
He leadeth me beside the still waters.

He restoreth my soul:
He leadeth me in the paths of righteousness for his name's sake.
Yea, though I walk through the valley of the shadow of death,
I will fear no evil: for thou art with me;
Thy rod and thy staff they comfort me
Thou preparest a table before me in the presence of mine enemies:
Thou anointest my head with oil; my cup runneth over.
Surely goodness and mercy shall follow me all the days of my life:
and I will dwell in the house of the Lord
for ever.

He sealed the passage with the Lord’s Prayer, kissed both crucifixes and lit four more candles
on the far side of the box. He sat down again and lifted the lid of the box, very slowly. He
laid out the contents on the table, but left the black book in the bottom of the box for last.
Carl counted twenty-seven letters of which the contents were astounding, revealing
incriminating evidence of satanic practice, making reference to occult rituals, some of the
most horrifying nature. They also revealed details of plots perpetrated against the Crown and
individuals who were deemed enemies of an organisation referred to as The Chapter, an
organisation that operated under the auspices of the Wellesley family. It appeared that The
Chapter had many allies all over England and Europe and that their activities stretched far afield. Some of the letters came from writers as far as France and Saxony and up to the
Highlands in Scotland. They also spanned a period of two hundred years, the oldest letter
dated 1504. They indeed indicated that The Chapter were involved in important matters and
incidents across Europe like the 1639 revolt of the Scots against Charles I, the rise of
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Cromwell in 1650 and many other sporadic murders and wars in England. One of the letters
were from an Arch Bishop of Montrose, dated 1639 and spoke of murders committed by
members of his followers, after the performance of a black mass where four pairs of twins
were sacrificed to the Lord of Darkness. Other gave reports of new recruits into The Chapter,
other still, of influence gained in Parliament and the Church. They were all addressed to the
Duke of Wellesley. Some extracts from the letters read as follows:
My Dear Lord, it gives me great pleasure to inform you that Master James Sutton was
murdered this morning by strangulation and his body disposed of according to the
instructions received from The Chapter ...
The daughter of The Earl of Canterbury was married yesterday to the Master at Arms
of the fourteenth Infantry. She will do her father’s bidding in procuring the alliance and
loyalty of her new husband to The Chapter ...
Last night arrived under the cover of darkness, a shipment of sixty-three children
from Africa. Not one is older than ten years and are now safely in the care of Madame
Mitchell, from whence they will be distributed to the various Circles within The Chapter to be
utilised to the glorification of our Master ...
One letter dated 7 November 1605 said:
Although the fuse remained unlit and we failed our mission, the vile Catholics were accused
of the plot. Ha, ha, ha ...

There were membership registers of districts all over England and one dated 14 August 1679
revealed the names and titles of eighty-four members of The Chapter in the District of
Woburn alone. The names were written in an eerie dark red ink, which to Carl’s mind, could
very well have been blood. Amongst the papers were also Title Deeds of properties around

England and Scotland, in the names of people who could be traced to the membership
registers of The Chapter. Places, which were in all probability used for rituals and gatherings
and for plotting and scheming their iniquitous activities. There were four books apart from
the black one. They were all historic writings on the practice of Satanism and the worship of
the Forces of Darkness. They described many rituals and revealed spells for a variety of uses
from luring people away from the good faiths to gaining favours from demons with
sacrifices. Early accounts of the Black Mass were described in detail, as well as the practices
and rituals, which involved human sacrifice and cannibalism. In short, these books were the
manuals that were used by the followers of Satan from the earliest days, predating many
forms of modern Christianity, even as it was known in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.
These books referred to Past Times when the Ruler of the Dark Realms ruled the earth, long
before the arrival of its Adversary. Two of the books were written in Latin, one of them in
Archaic English and the fourth in Arabic. Carl translated little bits and pieces but there was
no way that he could grasp the full content of these books without years of study. At last, he
looked at the almost empty box, all the letters and papers neatly out of the way together with
the four books. He reached out to touch the black book in the bottom of the chest. It was cold
to the touch and it felt alive. The feeling made his skin crawl. He glanced at the silver
crucifixes and wished they were bigger. At last he lifted the book from its three hundred-year
resting place and positioned it on the table in front of him. The air grew cold in the room and
the hair on the back of his neck stood on end. The light from the candles reflected off the
shiny black material. At closer inspection, Carl realised it was skin; Human skin. It was
definitely ancient, worn around the edges. Some of the symbols on the front cover
surrounding the pyramid were completely unknown to Carl, others, he had come across
before in his dealings with the Occult. He opened the book slowly on the first page. It opened
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easily, no cracking of the leather or the parchment pages inside. The first page contained the
same symbols as was etched on the front cover and a name at the top. Vellum Insancta. Carl
froze. The two words translated to The Unholy Pages. He had on the table before him the
mythical missing book of the Black Arts that supposedly contained the commandments of
Lord of the Underworld. He knew its recorded history well. It was allegedly written by the
Devil himself in blood on pages made from human skin and handed to Gaius Herronicus, a
Roman dignitary at the court of the Emperor Nero 62AD; often described in history as the
first Dark Adversary of Christianity. Apparently, he was a huge man of Gaelic descent, who
rose from slave to Emperor’s favourite by his lust for blood and the might of his sword alone.
He was responsible for countless Christian deaths in the Circuses of the Roman Empire and
was reported to be the High Priest of a cult that worshipped the God of the Underworld, who
in the Christian circles bore the name of Satan. Vellum loosely translates to pages, but the
strict Latin translation is skin or hide, because parchment was made from thinly tanned
lambs’ skin. The parchment of this book was soft and pliable as if tanned yesterday and the
dark red ink showed up fresh and distinct. Legend has it that the book was handed down from
father to eldest son since the days of Herronicus. In 324 AD the cult had its headquarters in
the wicked city of Valencia from where it went missing when the Goths ransacked the city
and burnt it to the ground, killing all its inhabitants. Since then, the whereabouts of the book
was unknown and its existence became a legend shrouded in mystery. The pages contained
strange symbols interspersed with Latin text. Carl was riveted to the ancient evil object on the
table before him. Was this an elaborate hoax? How did this manuscript get to England in the
seventeenth century? So many questions, so few answers. From what he could decipher, the
book did indeed contain certain instructions, which could be translated as commandments. It
was filled with details of inhuman rituals and demands for blood and human flesh; the flesh

of children and the flesh of virgins. It was filled also with promises, promises of power and
wealth for those who follow the Dark One, in life on earth and afterwards, in the Underworld,
where they would reign supreme with the hosts of the Devil. It boiled down to one thing, that
the Sons of Satan shall inherit the Earth and reign over mortal souls as Lords in the next life.
Their sole duty in this life would be to destroy the pure and promote the evil, make black out
of white, whores out of mothers and turn the Church upon itself. He who possessed this book
shall reign over the forces of Satan on earth and demons shall obey the commands of his
spawn. This book made the Wellesley’s the most powerful family in all of England,
commanding power over mortals and demons alike until the demise of its last male
descendant in 1694. Carl had an ominous feeling at this thought. What was the fate of
Elizabeth’s sons? What happened to her eldest son that she feared was already initiated in the
Arts? He closed the evil book and stared at it for a few moments. Then he gathered
everything in the golden chest and took it downstairs. There he spent the next two hours
copying each page on a photocopier, with a promise to deliver the originals into the hands of
the Archbishop of Canterbury upon his return to London. Back in the room, he placed the box
on the table and arranged the two crucifixes on the pile of books and papers and closed the
lid. Then he closed his eyes, said a prayer to bind the evil and blew out the candles.

END PART FOUR
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PART FIVE



CHAPTER ONE

Mary never cared much for staying alone at Kent when Carl was not there. She
preferred to be surrounded by the familiar environment of her London apartments; there she
felt safe and secure. She was truly amazed at herself for becoming so dependent on another
person, so quickly, after being single for thirty-seven years out of choice; now she could not
bear to be without him for one single night. It has to be an even greater adjustment for him as
a confirmed bachelor, never having had to consider anyone else when his odd fancies took
hold of him. Now he has to consider her safety, his safety, he has to phone her every night.
For a fleeting moment Mary wondered how long it would be before she became a dreadful
nuisance in Carl Moore’s life; a sharp kick in her tummy drove the thought right out of her
mind. Then there was Sarah to consider; she brought so much meaning to their lives, so much
meaning to their work! She has become such an inseparable part of both their lives that there
was no way that either of them would ever give her up. She knew that the addition of Sarah,
Davey and Tracey to their already full lives must be in the least, a huge traumatic experience
for a man like Carl. After all, they were almost adults. Then there were the unborn twins.
Mary folded her hands across her tummy, caressing the two babies in her womb. She smiled
at the thought of Carl with six additional people in his life, of which five were girls. He was
certainly in for a busy time, if he never had one! She missed him terribly and was glad that
his search for Elizabeth’s secret was now at an end. All that separated them now was one
night and tomorrow he would be back in her arms. So she gave his picture on the bedside
table a last kiss and a smile before switching off the light.
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The sound of the key turning in the front door woke Mary instantly. It had a distinct
click that her subconscious recognized immediately. It was as much part of her environment
as the sound of the freezer switching on and off in the kitchen and clicking at two in the
morning was unusual. She listened to the door open and shut with an almost inaudible thud
and moments later she could hear footsteps ascending the stairs. Mary got out of bed, fully
expecting to see Carl step through the bedroom door at any moment. She turned on the
bedside lamp and reached for her nightgown. However, it was not Carl who stepped into the
room from the darkness of the hallway. This man was much shorter, and fatter. An ugly mole
obscured the left side of his nose and his skew grin tuned his mouth into a half-opened grave,
from where rotten yellow teeth protruded like bones from the soil. Mary opened her mouth to
scream but the man flung himself forward, stifling her scream with a chubby paw. He was
strong, much stronger than he seemed and he pinned Mary easily onto the bed. She kicked at
his legs and scratched at his face like a trapped cat. Two more men appeared from the dark
hallway and grabbed her flailing arms and legs. When they had her securely pinned on the
bed, a fourth man stepped from the darkness. He had an amused smile on his face and
brandished a syringe in his right hand.
“Good morning, Doctor Fairchild,” Doctor Gerard Dufour smiled before sticking the needle
in her arm. Mary lost consciousness almost immediately.
They carried Mary’s inert body down the stairs. There were men with silenced
Berettas stationed on either end of Mary’s landing; also at the elevator and in the foyer. The
night security guard was guarding the sidewalk, in obvious cahoots with Mary’s captors.
They carried her outside when the guard gave the all clear. They lay her gently on the
backseat of a black Mercedes and the car disappeared with her, into the night.

CHAPTER TWO

The night was quiet and Deerwood Institution for Girls was encapsulated in darkness.
It was long past lights-out and the corridors were cavernous voids. A yellow Toyota van
drove through the main gates and switched off its headlights. It puttered the last few hundred
meters to the main entrance through the darkness, making as little noie as possible. It parked
close to the door and two men got out of the cab. One side of the double doors opened and a
tall thin woman with a cover over one eye let the two inside.
“The money,” she said. One of the men, with a chequered cap drawn low over his
eyes, opened his coat and took a thick brown envelope from the inside pocket, which he
handed to the woman. “You have to take both; the tall one’s a trouble maker. Too many
questions will be asked. You can have her for free; sure you’ll find something to do with
her,” the woman continued in hushed tones. The man with the cap shrugged indifferently.
The woman led the way down the corridor. She was not wearing her usual court shoes and
sported garish-looking runners with soft soles and illuminated stripes down the sides to
minimise the noise on the tiled floors of the corridors. She looked all but the athletic type.
Their long walk took them all the way to Dormitory B17.
“Number eight on the left and number five on the right,” the woman whispered and
stepped to one side. The two men entered the dark room. They walked down the isle between
the two rows of sleeping girls. One man stopped at the third last bed on the left, removed a
bottle and a rag from a coat pocket, and doused the rag in chloroform. He bent down and
pressed the rag over the sleeping girl’s face. She awoke and kicked out once but slumped into
unconsciousness almost immediately. The other man stopped at the fifth bed on the right and
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bend down, peering at the face of the tall girl sleeping in that bed. He also clamped a
chloroform rag over her face. Moments later the men each carried a slender body slumped
over a shoulder from the room. Outside the door, the waiting woman lifted the unconscious
girls’ heads, each by a handful of hair and nodded. The three retraced their steps and the
woman let the two men with their burdens out the same way as they came in. The van drove
off into the dark night and only switched on its lights once it reached the main road outside
the Deerwood gates. Back in the building, the woman unlocked the door marked ‘Matron’s
Office’ in dirty brass letters and pulled a whiskey bottle together with a tumbler from the
bottom drawer of one of the filing cabinets. She poured a stiff one and flopped down in her
chair. Her face contorted into a nasty grin as she emptied out the contents of the thick brown
envelope onto her table. One hundred crisp fifty-pound bills lay strewn on the table.
She looked at the image of the Queen on the bills and lifted her glass. “And a hundred smiles
to you too, Queenie!”
She drained the tumbler with one gulp and poured herself another. She grinned from ear to
ear. This will teach those little bitches to mess with her and up yours too, Doctors Fucking
Moore! She thought to herself. The next morning when the girls were missed, she will make
out a runaway report and that will be the end of that! Two sluts less living off the Queen’s
goodwill can only make for a better society tomorrow. Matron Gwendolyn Barkley emptied
her glass for a second time and refilled it almost to the brim. Tomorrow she would buy
another bottle. Hell, why by one bottle? She’ll buy a whole damn case! Five Thousand
Pounds for two little sluts! She could almost not believe her luck. As the alcohol started to
take effect, she was wondering if this could be the start of tidy little business on the side.
Girls run away all the time, don’t they?

CHAPTER THREE

The house was quiet. It seemed as if no one was home. It was not yet eleven; perhaps
Mary overslept and was still on her way? A whinny came from the direction of the stables. It
was Bolt, his big black stallion. Fran, the bay mare, answered. He ascended the stairs to the
front porch two at a time. The door was locked. He produced a key and entered; from inside
came not a sound. Mary’s coat was not on the coat stand. She was definitely not there yet.
The tiled floor seemed cold and uninviting. For a long time Carl had promised himself to buy
a carpet for the entrance hall, but he was yet to find the right one. The kitchen was off to the
rear. It was neat and untouched. Mrs. Harold has not been here either. He left his coat and
gloves on the kitchen table and went upstairs to the bedrooms. The man was waiting for him
behind the bedroom door. He hit Carl with a baton on the back of the head, hard enough to
knock him out cold. Two more men stepped out from the bathroom as Carl sank to the
ground.
“Not a bad whack there, Bobby.”
“Don’t use my name asshole!”
“Why? There is no one else here, and no one is about to come here either,” the first one said.
“The thought of bugs, microphones, tape recorders ever hit your shit-for-brains?”
“No, but did the idea of hidden cameras ever hit you, Bobby?” the man laughed
shrilly.
The third man lifted Carl as if he was a baby and slung him over one huge shoulder.
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“Why don’t you two clowns stop arguing about bullshit and let’s get this show on the
road. He’s waiting, and you know how he hates that.”
They traipsed downstairs and left the house by the front door, not bothering to lock it. They
dumped Carl in the trunk of the Bentley. They bound him hands and feet, placed a gag in his
mouth and a black bandanna over his eyes.
“Did you get it?” the one called Bobby asked.
The one behind the Bentley’s wheel tapped Carl’s black rucksack that contained the golden
chest, which was tucked under his arm on the front seat.
“Is it in there?” Bobby asked again.
“You wanna open it?” the driver asked.
Bobby stared at the driver for a few seconds before lowering his eyes and getting in the back
of the Bentley. The Bentley moved off silently, with a black sedan following closely in its
wake.

CHAPTER FOUR

He was moving but not under his own steam; it was pitch dark. His head bumped
against something hard, sending sparks flying through the darkness. He could not move his
arms and legs and a dull pain throbbed where his eyes were supposed to be. He heard the
clatter of feet close to his head and it dawned upon him that he was being carried, his head
hanging close to the ground. Feet shuffled all around him and he heard strained grunts
coming from above him. Then pain shot through is head once more as he was
unceremoniously dumped on the floor.
“Put him in the chair,” a soft raspy voice said. He was again roughly lifted from the
floor and made to sit up straight. He felt rope stretch over his chest and legs as he was tied to
the chair.
“Now remove the blindfold.”
Carl blinked in an attempt to make the stars go away. Everything around him was covered in
semi-darkness and he struggled to focus for a few moments. The dull pain behind his eyes did
not help a lot either.
He was in a large room filled with ornate furniture of a Tudor style. Overhead were
high ceilings covered with strange images that floated in and out of his vision. To his left,
four men stood in a semi-circle in the shadows. Directly in front of him, about eight feet
away, stood a huge chair raised on a platform so that he had to look up at the man who sat in
it. He was of rather small stature and wore a tweed jacket and riding boots. He was far too
small for the chair and rather looked like a child in his father’s easy chair. A floppy cap
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played between the man’s fingers and he smoked a curved pipe with a bell shaped head,
which emitted a sweet-smelling smoke which seemed to permeate the entire room.
“Good afternoon, Doctor Moore. So nice to at last meet you in person,” the man said,
removing the pipe from his mouth and placing it in the jacket’s left side pocket. Carl looked
the man straight in the eye. The eyes shone an eerie red colour and he found it difficult to
maintain the gaze for longer than a few moments at a time.
“Who the Hell are you?” Carl spat past the pain in his head. He winced as he spoke.
“Who the Hell am I? That’s an apt choice of words in this instance Doctor Moore. I
think you know who I am, but perhaps formal introductions will be civil. People around these
parts know me as Dexter Crenshaw or, Lord Crenshaw, if you happen to be a peasant,” he
spat out the word. “You however, would better know me by my true name, Damien
Wellesley, fourteenth Duke of Wellesley.” The man in the riding boots paused to let his
word sink in. “Yes, Doctor Moore; I am the true descendant of John Wellesley III and
Elizabeth of Woburn of this here shire, who was murdered and evicted from their lawful
property by the snakes of that Catholic imbecile York in 1694!” Carl’s eyes widened.
Nowhere had he found any evidence that any of the Wellesley heirs had survived. He knew
the Wellesley property was burnt to the ground in 1694, after which it lay in ruins for a
hundred and fifty years, until it was bought by one William Crenshaw, who came to England
from America and made his fortune on the gold fields. He rebuilt the Manor House and his
family had lived in it ever since. However, Dexter Crenshaw lived in Canada with his wife
and children until she left him and he returned to the family estate in 1972.
“You’re a Wellesley?” Carl was astonishment.
“Not a Wellesley, Doctor Moore, the Wellesley. Now, let me not be rude and tell you
why you are here in this awkward position. Two reasons: First, to thank you personally for

finding and returning my family’s long lost property.” One of the men stepped forward and
placed Elizabeth’s box on a small round table next to the enormous chair, “Second, to get rid
of you once and for all so that you may never meddle in any of our business ever again.”
“But I didn’t even know of your existence until a recently, how could I have been meddling
in your business? What business are you talking about anyway?”
“The business I am referring to should be obvious to a finely developed brain like
yours, Doctor Moore. So finely in tune with your work, almost, as if it is a lover and you
have no idea how many times in the past you have been a fly in the proverbial soup for me
and my organisation,” the man said.
“Well, I don’t give a damn about you or your organisation, Wellesley, and I’m happy to
leave the box with you, but I really have to go now. My wife would be waiting,” Carl said.
“Don’t worry yourself for one moment about the beautiful Doctor Fairchild, Doctor
Moore, she won’t be expecting you home soon. You see, she is a guest of mine as well, and a
very well-behaved one at that.”
The wall to Carl’s right slid open. On the other side of a thick panel of glass, in a small room,
lay an unconscious Mary on a hospital gurney under a bright light.
“What have you done to my wife, you bastards?” Carl shouted while straining against his
bonds. Two of the men rushed towards him. One slapped him a stinging blow across the face.
“Not so loud, Doctor Moore, we do not want to trouble her in her sleep, now do we.
She is perfectly fine, for the time being, she is merely sedated, until we need her to wake up a
little later tonight,” the man in the shadows said.
“What do you want Mary for? She knows nothing about you. You’ve got me, you let
her go!” Carl shouted.
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“Tsk, tsk, tsk. I’m afraid I can’t, Doctor Moore. I need your wife for a very special
task. See, she will be the prime sacrifice tonight when we re-affirm our allegiance to our
Master, the Ruler of the Dark Realms and this Earth by performing the appropriate rituals
from the Vellum Insancta, which you, so cordially, returned to us. Tonight, every member of
The Chapter will rejoice, right across the entire Europe and the British Isles. Our powers will
be restored and once again, we will command the forces of this world and change the future
of humankind to suit the purposes of out Master. Satan demands pure sacrifices and your wife
is carrying the most sought-after sacrifice that we can offer The Master, newborn twins; and
girls to boot. No, you could not have done us a greater service,” he smiled wickedly. “Fate
has played you into my hands in a way that I could not dream of in my wildest dreams.”
His eyes gleamed red like two coals in the semi darkness. The room became icy cold and an
eerie mist emanated from his chair.
“You bastard! You really believe the hocus-pocus crap you are babbling about? Let
me out of this chair, I’ll tear you to pieces with my bare hands, you diminutive little red-eyed
freak!” Carl screamed. The man rose from the chair. He grew about two feet right before
Carl’s startled eyes, his hands turned into claws; his face changed shape and took on the form
of a huge goat. The hair on his head sprouted like grass on a fast-forward movie and cold
mist fell from his body like a waterfall.
“I don’t just believe it Doctor Moore, I live it! And you will die it!” the Beast
screamed. “Once Satan has accepted my sacrifice tonight, you and that little slut Sarah
Winters will follow your wife and unborn children into eternal damnation! We will consume
your flesh in glorification of the Power of our Master, grind your bones to dust and throw it
into the Moor winds where your souls will dwell forever in perpetual darkness! Take him
away and prepare him for the feast!”

Sarah? Did this abhorrent creature say they had Sarah as well? Carl’s mind spun into
overdrive. Rough hands untied him and lifted him from the chair. He was carried out the icy
room, slung between for men. On the way out the door, he could see the Beast still foaming
at the mouth in mindless fury. The two men carried him out of the room and down a wide
corridor. They descended a set of circular stairs before the terrain flattened out into a long
dark subterranean tunnel with doors on both sides. The men stopped in front of one of these
and unlocked it. Then they threw him rather unceremoniously into a tiny cell. He bumped his
head on the stone floor and stars burst into his vision once more. The tiny cell was completely
bare. A torch mounted in a bracket on the wall burned brightly. The only other adornment
was a large metal ring mounted in the wall opposite the torch bracket. Not much to say for his
interior decorating skills, was the first thought that entered Carl’s mind. He lay still for a
while, listening for sounds. There were none except for the sizzle of the torch. Then he rolled
onto his side and strained against the ropes around his wrists and ankles. He soon realised
that his efforts were going to go unrewarded. He was tied up good and was going to have to
wait until someone came to fetch. Perhaps once they untie him, he would have a chance of
getting out and freeing Mary ... and Sarah? Where did they keep Sarah? In another of these
tiny cells? Coldness descended upon his heart. What if they just killed him without ever
untying him? Why should they bother to risk untying him? A million questions and scenarios
raced through his mind and he realised that he was going to have to control himself; else, he
would go out of his mind. ‘Strategize, Carl,’ he said to himself out loud; perhaps if he
pretended to be unconscious, or perhaps he should act sick. What if he tried to convince them
that he would like to join their organisation? Surely, a man like him should be of immense
value to them? Most of the ideas that surfaced in Carl’s mind were ludicrous, some more so
than others. He had to find a way out of this mess! It was entirely his fault that they found
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themselves in this predicament. If he did not pursue Elizabeth’s secret with such fervour, then
these people would probably not have been interested in him at all. It was his fault that Mary
and Sarah found themselves in this predicament and they are probably going to die because
of him!

CHAPTER FIVE

Slowly Sarah opened her eyes. Pain shot through her arms. She was in a small room
with her back against the wall and her arms tied above her head. Opposite her, Tracey hung
from her wrists tied to a large metal ring in the wall. She seemed to be unconscious; her head
hung limply forward and her hair spilled across her face.
“Tracey? Tracey? Can you hear me, Tracey?” she shouted. There was no movement
from Tracey’s suspended body. Sarah could touch her wrists and massaged them with
alternating hands where the rope bit into them. Where was she and how did she get here?
Was she dreaming? The last thing she remembered was falling asleep in her bed. Tracey
stirred and moaned softly.
“Tracey! Tracey! Look up! Can you hear me?” Sarah shouted again. Tracey slowly
lifted her head and peered through her hair at Sarah.
“Sarah? What is going on? Where are we?” She was still hanging by her arms.
“Stand up Tracey, push up with your legs. Support yourself on your legs.”
Tracey complied and said, “Wow! My arms! They feel as if they’ve been dislocated at the
sockets! What’s happening Sarah? Where are we ... and how the bleedin’ hell did we get
here?”
“I have no idea. Do you think this is a practical joke? Bitch Barkley getting back at
us?” Sarah said. Before Tracey could answer, the thick wooden door opened and Sarah
screamed.
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“You did not think you would see me again soon, did you, you little bitch?” Nan
Winters laughed an ugly laugh. Sarah could not stop screaming. Terror rained from her eyes
and Tracey realised there was only one person in the world that could scarce Sarah like this.
They were in deep trouble. The old woman walked over to Sarah and slapped the girl hard
through the face. Her head slammed into the wall from the force of the blow.
“Shut up you little slut! You’re hurting my ears!” Sarah’s screams subsided into
uncontrollable sobs.
“Leave her alone, you cow! Come pick on someone your own size!” Tracey screamed
from the other side of the room. Nan turned in her direction and walked slowly towards her.
She came to a halt in front of Tracey and stared into her eyes. Her eyes were pitch black, all
pupils and no iris.
“You keep your trap shut, you little whore. You are merely here by default because
you mixed with the wrong tramp. As you shared her bed, so shall you share her fate, so shut
up and wait your turn!” She landed a heavy punch in Tracey’s stomach. She made a woofing
sound and her body went limp. The old woman turned her attentions back to Sarah.
“Now dearie, you did not think that your old Grandmother was just going to give up
on you like that, now did you? How could I forget my kin? You caused me a whole heap of
trouble, you little bitch, and now you are going to pay for it. I’ll make sure that you suffer for
it! The Master is just as pissed off with you as I am. Even after you blow out your last pitiful
breath, your torments will continue until he decides he’s had enough of you!” she screamed
into Sarah’s face. She stared at the puddle of urine at Sarah’s feet. “I see I can still make you
piss yourself, my little angel,” she said in a soft voice as she turned and left the room with a
cackle.

CHAPTER SIX

Something woke Carl from his uneasy slumber. His muscles ached. He had no idea
how long he had lay there on the hard stone floor. He lifted his head and strained his ears.
The soft sounds of many chanting voices came rolling towards him from somewhere nearby.
The chanting became progressively louder and passed by the door. Then the door opened and
the same four men from earlier entered, picked him up and carried him from the room. The
corridor followed a gradual decline; twice it turned, once to the left and once to the right. It
opened into a small room that led through to a larger room where many people were
congregated, all wearing black cloaks and animal head masks. These were the images from
Sarah’s stories. The four men dropped him on the floor and freed his hands. They pulled him
upright with his feet still bound and pushed him up against the wall. Two of them gripped his
arms and stretched them above his head, tying them to a thick metal ring. The room was
absolutely filled with bodies. They all faced towards a stone altar, which bore the signs and
effigies of Devil Worship. From where Carl stood, he could see the entire altar in all its
horrific glory. He realised they intended to kill Mary and his unborn babies in his full view,
before doing away with him. A huge Baphomet hung on the wall, with a five-pointed star
painted on the ceiling above it. On either side of the altar stood two tripods, each bearing a
large silver bowl; ready to receive Mary’s unborn babies. Burning black candles stood on the
corners of the altar. The top was covered in black cloth, on which stood a bronze bell, a large
black wide-brimmed cup, a human skull and two metallic pyramids of different sizes. The
surfaces of the pyramids were adorned with symbols of mysterious design. Carl guessed that
they would be the same as the ones he saw in the Vellum Insancta. Elizabeth’s golden box
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stood on its own stone pedestal to the right of the altar. It was glowing in the light of the
countless candles and torches, which were placed all around the room in candelabra, niches
and brackets in the wall. Carl wondered which one would be Sarah’s Grandmother. Surely,
this is the same cult that subjected Sarah to her childhood horrors. From Sarah’s stories, he
guessed that the creature he met earlier would appear as the Goat-headed man. The crowd
closest to the door parted and with shock, Carl saw how four more costumed worshippers led
both Sarah and Tracey into the room. The girls were dressed in white gowns that looked like
their Deerwood nightclothes; their feet were bare. Their captors halted them to the left of the
altar. The girls had a rope tied around each wrist, by which they were led. More chanting
came from the direction of the corridor and a hush fell over the crowd in the room. All turned
towards the opening and waited. Then from between the crowd, appeared a macabre
procession of six men in black cloaks, carrying Mary in a prone position on their shoulders,
followed by six female figures clad in black translucent satin gowns, followed by the Goatheaded man. The procession chanted in an ancient forgotten language. One of the
worshippers removed the symbols from the altar, placing them on a table at the one end.
Mary’s bearers carefully placed her on top of the altar. They bound Mary’s wrists and ankles
to metal rings fixed to the corners of the altar. Sarah fell to her knees and cried plaintively,
but was soon pulled into an upright position by her captors. One of the figures bearing a
horrendously ugly witches’ mask turned to look at Sarah; it laughed.
‘We have to do something ... he is going to kill her’
‘This isn’t happening! We’ve got to get out of here!’
The Goat-headed man faced the altar and spread his hands over Mary’s still body. His voice
rose from the depths of the head and he spoke in a strange language, which was unlike
anything Carl has ever heard before.

ASHAMA AGAIL ABU DAJA’HAN!
BA’AK ICHAIL GANDRED EGA’EA!

‘Get your act together sister, release Carl from his bonds!’
‘I can’t ... you have to do it ... ’
‘No-can-do ... nothing handy ... you’re the only one who can help him ... I’ll divert ... ’
Mary opened her eyes with a flutter. She stared up into the goat face. She screamed and her
shrill voice echoed through the chamber. The crowd took up the Goat-headed man’s chant
and their combined voices rose and fell through the room. Carl strained against the ropes that
held him to the wall. Panic rose in his throat and he pulled and heaved on the ropes like a
maniac. He kicked backwards at the wall but nothing budged. The voices rose through the
chamber and the costumed worshippers swayed to the rhythm. The Goat-headed man walked
over to the pedestal where Elizabeth’s golden chest waited. His voice rose with his arms
above his head; the chant rose to a climax ... and stopped; silence; utter silence. Not a rustle,
not a breath, nothing. The Goat-headed man’s arms descended in slow motion, the hands
outstretched to grip the lid of the box. It opened soundlessly. There was silence; then
hesitation; and finally shock. Bright light exploded from the box; two bright crosses shone
against the ceiling; wholesale pandemonium broke out. The Goat-headed man stepped back
with a growl and flung up his arms in front of his face. The crowd behind him drew their
breaths like a single entity and broke out in cries of panic and astonishment. The crowd
milled around like sheep, expecting a signal from their leader; nothing came. Instead he flung
his arms in the air and growled angrily. His hands turned to claws and his eyes glowed red. A
cold mist emanated from his cloak and accumulated in a puddle around his feet. He swung
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his arms and screamed out in rage; a mad man’s rage; satanic rage. His claws reached for the
box but he was flung backward into the crowd by a force greater than him.
Mary screamed. Tracey and Sarah joined her in her efforts. Carl stared with wide eyes at the
scene. A new light blinded his eyes; a burning sensation on his chest; he looked down; the
pendant; Elizabeth’s pendant; it glowed. Sarah screamed and Carl disappeared in a blinding
light. From the light stepped a woman, a beautiful translucent creature bathed in white light,
with flowing blond hair and outstretched arms. The beast swung towards her with a snarl. He
crouched and screamed, icy mist swirling around his feet. He faltered for a moment but then
flung himself in her direction in a furious rush. A short distance-and-a-half away, Elizabeth
raised her hands and the beast landed for a second time, sprawling amidst his terrified
followers. He got up in a crouching position and shook his head, dazed.
“Who are you!” he roared in a mighty voice. “How dare you enter my realm!”
The apparition of Elizabeth looked at the beast, almost with pity in her eyes. “You are flesh
of my flesh, blood of my blood, but I cannot allow you to destroy that which is beautiful. I
call upon God Almighty to bind your evil powers in hell and to destroy you with the very
beauty that you wish to undo here in your evil lair!”
The beast grabbed the sword at his feet and stormed towards the prostate Mary that lay bound
on the altar. He swung the blade high up in the air and brought it down in a wide arc above
his head. He screamed, confused as the blade shattered into a million shards two feet above
Mary’s distended stomach. He swung towards Elizabeth and flung himself headlong in her
direction. He crashed into an invisible barrier and the beast cringed in pain. He rolled across
the floor; crouched, stood, screamed, and then fell down into a crumpled heap of cloth and
cold mist against the far wall. He shuddered where he lay and people milled about, confused
and terrified.

Carl shouted at Sarah and Tracey. He was free from his bounds. The large metal disk with the
Sigel of Baphomet above the altar spun on its axis, first slowly, then faster and faster.
Tracey’s eyes were fixed to the spinning wheel, which now resembled an enormous saw
blade. She stared at it as if in a trance. She concentrated on the object with all her power and
Carl saw the veins on her forehead bulging, pulsing like snakes caught in a bag. Then the
spinning wheel dislodged itself from the wall, Tracey let out a mighty scream and the wheel
spun away from the wall, tearing through the crowd of swooning worshippers like the Axe of
Thor. Heads, limbs, and blood sprayed through the air and all the hounds of hell broke loose.
The wheel bounced off the far wall and spun sideways, plunging with renewed force into the
crowd. Before the havoc-wreaking instrument lodged itself into a wall, about half of the
crowd had gone to meet their Master on a more personal footing. The remaining worshippers
screamed and stumbled around like a drunken crowd, falling over dead bodies and parts of
others, slipping in their blood spilt on the floor. Some were seriously injured and others lost
limbs. Carl watched in horror and fascination at the scene before him. He glanced at the
screaming Mary tied to the altar and then again towards Tracy and Sarah.
‘Do it now, Sarah! Do it now!’ Tracey’s voice reverberated in Sarah’s head.
Sarah screamed and pulled her remaining captor towards her, causing him to tumble to the
floor into a heap of costume. Fire sprang from her eyes and set worshippers and other objects
alight. Running pillars of flame ran around the room, setting fire to everything they bumped
into. Carl raced through the chaos towards the altar. From the side table he grabbed a
ceremonial dagger and severed the ropes that tied Mary to the altar.
From the back wall; a movement; the beast arose; he ran. The Goat-headed man
jumped on Carl’s back and Carl swiped at him with the dagger. The dagger drove through
cloth and soft flesh and the creature fell away from him with a growl. Carl scooped Mary up
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in his arms and looked around him for a way out. All around him flames licked at the walls
and ceiling. Objects flew through the air, striking down bodies in their paths. A flying silver
bowl missed Carl’s head with a few inches and he ducked behind the altar still with Mary in
his arms. She had thankfully fallen into a swoon and Carl laid her on the floor behind the
altar, away from the action. He peered around it and saw Sarah and Tracy standing amidst the
havoc; bodies rigid; eyes flared; teeth bared; hands like talons; white frocks and faces
splattered with blood; objects flying overhead.
Sarah scanned the room. She had one thing on her mind, a thing with a goat’s head
that she could not allow to escape. Then she saw the unmistakable form of Nan Winters
racing towards the altar behind which, Carl and Mary disappeared a moment ago. She had a
huge scimitar raised above her head, aiming to strike at Carl and Mary, where they hid behind
the altar. Sarah shot like an arrow from a crossbow and ploughed into the woman’s back,
sending her sprawling across the altar. Nan Winters turned onto her back and Sarah jumped
on top of her, legs spread-eagled across her abdomen. Her fingers found the dagger that Carl
dropped on the altar earlier. She held it in both hands and raised it high above her head. Then
she plunged the long blade into the woman’s chest with all her might. Blood pumped red
behind her eyes and blurred his vision. Die! Die! Die! The word rolled off her lips, over and
over again like a single syllable from a long forgotten nursery rhyme. The blood roared
through her mind like the fire that surrounded her. Her grandmother’s blood flowed freely
from the gashes in her chest and throat and it dyed Sarah’s white gown a bright crimson.
Chaos and Pandemonium ran wild. Flames roared through the rooms and corridors, people
screamed and fell over each other in their efforts to avoid it. Many were on fire with flames
tearing at cloth, hair and skin alike. Loud crashes from falling beams and crashing furniture
could be heard above the screams.

The woman between Sarah’s legs was still. She stopped kicking and fighting long before
Sarah stopped stabbing her with the sacrificial blade. Sarah stuck the blade one final time in
the woman’s mangled throat and sagged over it with all her weight. Her breath came
haltingly, as if she just finished a marathon. She sat bowed over the dead body for a long
while, staring at the red froth that bubbled through the wounds in its neck. Then she turned
her head around where she sat on her grandmother’s dead body. Her eyes were wild and
searching, searching for that devil that raped her so many times as a child. Sarah’s eyes
sought out the devil, the man with the flowing brown cape. The man with the goat-face with
the horns in resemblance to the God of the Underworld, Satan, the Master of Darkness, the
horned being of the Bible, the Goddamn fucking Bogeyman of children’s stories! Her eyes
found him, he that stood for the Beast, the Eater of Children that these fiends, who lay dead
and dying around her, worshipped in these dungeons. He stood against the far wall, across a
sea of flames and writhing bodies. His arms were stretched high above his head and from the
mouth of the goat rolled incantations in that strange forgotten language. He called upon the
Lord of Darkness to deliver him and his evil disciples from this apt fate of being burnt alive;
but he was weak. ‘Fuck him and his Master,’ Sarah thought; tonight belonged to her! She
stared with wide eyes at the two metal spikes on which the Sigel of Baphomet hung earlier.
She could feel the power grow inside her. It was like a rush of water that she could not
control. It rose up through her body and rushed out of her eyes. The spikes dislodged from
the wall and flew across the room. They found their marks and pinned the man’s hands
against the wall. A scream of pain rolled from his lips and blood spurted from his new
wounds. With the superhuman strength of the possessed, Sarah jumped off the altar like a
tiger from hell. She flew across the room straight into the body of her victim. She hung onto
him like a wild cat, clawing at the face of the goat, clawing at its eyes, spilling a lifetime of
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hatred onto him. Her fingernails tore the brown cape and tore bloody trails over his body. So,
he was human after all. She grabbed the horns and pulled the mask off the man’s face. From
underneath it appeared a horrified face. A face contorted with fear and pain. Yet, a face she
knew. Sarah let out a long wailing scream and clung to the suspended body of Lord
Crenshaw, the man she ran to for comfort in her dreams, when she was raped and abused in
this room; the same one that smiled at her and ruffled her hair; the one who gave her lollipops
and hugged her on her birthdays. Her guardian angel that smelled of tobacco, the one with the
floppy cap in his hand, he was the same man hidden behind the mask all those years. The
same man who fathered her baby and sacrificed him to his Master. Visions of terror of the old
days here in these rooms came flooding back. Sarah clung to Lord Crenshaw and wailed in
her confusion. Then she pulled the Duke free from the wall, the spikes tearing his hands to
shreds. She dragged him through the room and through the door that led to the bath. She
stumbled through the flames and rubble around her until she reached the huge stone bath set
against the far wall of the room. Her eyes were wild and she screamed her horror into his
face. He turned his head and as he looked back to her, his face was filled with a new terror.
His arms flapped and blood sprayed from his useless torn hands. In vain, he tried to stop her
but Sarah slowly lifted him off the ground and pushed his body over the side of the bath.
Then she dropped him into the acid and calmly stepped away. His arms flailed through the air
and he screamed an agonising scream as his head disappeared under the surface. His legs
kicked and sprayed acid over everything and everyone that were close enough. The acid
boiled and ate at his flesh. His bloodied face surfaced one more time. Of his lips, nothing
remained and his teeth were bared in a menacing grin as he screamed. The acid already
devoured his eyelids and most of the flesh on his face. His eyeballs stared into nothingness,
remaining clear and dark in his skull. He disappeared under the surface for the last time and

his kicking subsided. The acid boiled ominously, eating away at what remained of the Duke
of Wellesley under its surface.
A loud explosion shook Sarah back to reality. The sound of falling masonry could be
heard above the wails of the dying and the roar of the fire. A huge explosion shook the
dungeons and rocks accompanied by a huge ball of fire blasted through a door opening in the
far wall. Sarah rushed to the door and saw a huge gaping hole in the wall. A tunnel led away
from it into the darkness. She turned and ran back to the altar room. By now, the anteroom
was filled with flames and the path to freedom blocked. Carl stopped swinging the huge
scimitar at the sound of the explosion. He stood amidst a heap of dead bodies and various
body parts. Sarah appeared through a door opening from an adjacent room. Tracey huddled
against a wall, cradling an injured arm.
“Sarah!” Carl shouted. Sarah rushed over to him.
“Doctor Mary and Tracey?” she shouted back. Carl pointed to where Tracey sat
against the wall and turned to fetch Mary from behind the altar. Sarah grabbed Tracey and
lifted her from the ground.
“Can you walk?” she shouted.
“Yes! It’s only my arm!” Her arm sported a deep cut, and blood flowed from it. The
two girls ran towards Carl who emerged with Mary in his arms from behind the altar.
“This way!” Sarah shouted and ran in the direction from where the explosion came
earlier. They piled through the opening and found themselves in a corridor filled with dead
and dying bodies, with rubble and flames everywhere. A gas pipe in the wall overheated and
exploded, exposing the dark tunnel Sarah saw earlier. The bent and mangled ends of the gas
pipe stuck from the wall, the one end burning like a blowtorch.
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“Sarah! This whole place is going to go! Grab a torch and follow me!” Carl grabbed a
torch from a wall bracket and ducked into the tunnel opened by the blast. Sarah and Tracey
each grabbed torches and followed Carl into the tunnel. The floor was slippery and soon
turned to mud under their feet. The corridor turned to the left. Somewhere behind them was
another huge explosion and they could hear the thunder of falling debris. They stopped
running and Carl sank down against the wall of the tunnel. He looked at Mary. She was
unconscious.
More explosions could be heard that were accompanied by the sounds of falling debris,
coming from behind them.
“Come girls, we have to move on!” Carl shouted above the din. He lifted the pregnant
Mary as if she was a child. Soon they changed their pace from a walk to a trot. The tunnel led
them as far as they could determine, away from the house. It also became increasingly wetter.
The floors were for the most part covered with mud and moss and were very slippery. Stairs
led downwards every fifty yards or so. Rounding a corner and running down another few
steps, Sarah slipped and fell, sprawling across the muddy floor. Her torch flew from her hand
and fizzled out in the wet mud. Then she slammed into the wall. She shook her head, which
was covered in mud and filled with stars.
“Ouch!” she screamed.
“Are you alright Sarah?” asked Carl.
“Yes ... no. Something cut my hand!”
“Show me your hand.” Carl put Mary down on the driest place he could find and took
Sarah’s offered hand. It was covered in mud and from the palm flowed a little blood.
“Something gave way under my hand when I tried to stand up and ...”

“Ooh yuck! It’s a skull!” Tracey cried. She held the remaining two torches high. Carl
arrived with Sarah’s torch and lit it from the others. It spluttered for a while but soon burnt as
bright as before. Sarah pushed herself away from the skull and then screamed. It was attached
to a backbone that disappeared into the mud where she lay moments ago.
“Hold this torch,” he said and started to dig into the mud with his hands.
“What are you doing? Let’s get out of here!” Sarah shouted. Carl kept on digging,
revealing more bones.
“Sarah, if these are the tunnels that Elizabeth and her children used to escape from the
soldiers in 1694, then this is the skeleton of her son who slipped on those same stairs where
you just slipped and never reached safety with his mother. And if I am right,” he stuck his
hands in the mud under the skeleton, scratched around for a short while and pulled out a
small gold chest, “then you just found Elizabeth’s lost family jewels.” He tore at the lid and
it opened, revealing in the light of the torches, sparkling rubies, diamonds, emeralds, and
sapphires. He stuck his hand into the box and when he removed it, he held in it a huge
teardrop shaped pearl on a thin gold chain.
“Elizabeth’s pearl!” he said. He opened his shirt, revealing the pendant with
Elizabeth’s likeness.
“She’s beautiful,” Sarah said, who has not seen the pendant before. The sound of
another violent explosion rolled through the tunnel, now a considerable distance away. Carl
snapped the lid of the box. “Let’s move along, girls,” he said, shoving the box into Sarah’s
hands and picking up Mary. The tunnel continued straight for a considerable distance. In
places the water was so deep it reached to their knees. Then the floor started to slope
upwards. Soon the wet floor turned into sand and further on into solid rock. The slope of the
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floor became steeper than that of the roof and the two surfaces moved closer together. Soon
they only had about three feet of headroom and they were forced to crouch.
“I can feel wind on my face!” Carl said who was at the front of the column.
“Stop!” Tracey said. “Listen! Do you hear it?”
“Is it running water?” Sarah asked. Carl put Mary down and crouched ahead alone.
He disappeared around a bend; the two girls watched the glow of his torch recede. Then the
glow returned and Carl came back around the bend.
“Come quickly! There’s a grill! It’s the river! We’re out!” he shouted. The girls
scrambled after him and there in front of them, they could see the reflection of the moonlight
on the river outside the mouth of the tunnel. The tunnel narrowed dramatically and a grill
blocked the entrance. Carl slid towards the grill feet first and gave it a few hard kicks. The
ancient metal grill sprung out of the hole and splashed into the river. There was just enough
space for one person to exit at a time. Carl slid out of the hole with his legs first.
“The water is cold, girls brace yourselves.” He lowered himself until his head
disappeared from view. Then his feet struck the bottom, the icy water reached up to his
middle. He tested his footing and found the bottom to be sandy but firm.
“I’m out! Lower Mary down next!” he shouted. The girls pushed Mary rather
unceremoniously through the opening and they lowered her to Carl’s waiting arms.
“Stay there, I’ll be back for you in a minute!” he whispered loudly.
Then Sarah helped Tracey and lastly, she lowered herself and jumped the last foot, her height
not allowing her to reach all the way to the riverbed. Carl helped the girls out of the river and
soon they were all on the riverbank, wet and cold, but glad to be alive. They looked towards
the red glow a half a mile away. The entire Manor House was alight and flames licked high
against the heavens. They just stood there for a long time, arms wrapped around each other,

mesmerised by the destruction from where they escaped. By morning, all that would remain
would be blackened ruins and ash.
“You girls hide here next to the road. Watch Mary. I’m going back to get us a car
before the authorities arrive.” Carl said and disappeared in the darkness at a trot. Half an
hour later, the Bentley stopped next to the road and Carl got out. Gently he placed Mary on
the backseat and the two bedraggled girls clambered into the front seat.
“Bastards were kind enough to bring along my own car, fancy that.” Carl mused and
pulled out into the road, leaving the burning Manor House to disappear in the rear view
mirror.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

It was early Friday evening; Mary and the girls were waiting for Carl and Davey to
arrive from Dunstable. Winter was approaching fast and darkness settled over Kent an hour
ago. It was six weeks after their ordeal in Woburn and spirits have not yet quite returned to
normal. Mary tried to be not too obvious but the girls noticed her anxious glances at the
window from time to time. At last, the lights of the Bentley came up the driveway. They
listened to the car doors slam and moments later Carl and Davey stepped through the front
door into the arms of the waiting women.
“Sorry we’re so late, girls,” Carl said, whilst kissing Mary on the nose. “But I had to
stop off at James’s office to pick up some important papers. He waved three thick brown
envelopes in the air. “This is a matter that concerns us all. Why don’t you follow me,” he said
as he made his way towards the kitchen. The girls raised their eyebrows and looked at each
other before following him. In the kitchen, Carl placed the three envelopes on the table and
walked over to the stove to switch on the kettle.
“First, how about some coffee? Davey and I haven’t had anything to drink for three
hours!” he exclaimed, the thick brown envelopes on the table apparently forgotten for the
moment.
“Doctor Carl! The letters first!” Sarah exclaimed.
Carl peered over his shoulder at the envelopes on the table.
“No, definitely coffee first,” he said.
“Oh pleeeease, first the letters? Sarah pleaded

“Oh okay, everyone around the table then,” he conceded in mock defeat.
Everyone gathered around the table and stood waiting in anticipation as Carl pulled the three
envelopes towards him. “Sarah, Davey and Tracey,” he began. “A few months ago, Mary and
I realised; actually it was on our honeymoon, we realised how much the three of you meant to
us. You came into our lives and not only brought the two of us together, but you showed us a
side of us that we did not know existed. During the time we have grown to accept and love
you as our family and therefore we decided to apply to the Government to make our
relationship a little more formal.” Carl opened the three envelopes one by one and removed
their contents. “Mary and I applied to legally adopt you.” He rolled his eyes to the ceiling as
if in despair; “all three of you. The applications were granted and that is why I had to go see
James this afternoon; to pick up the documents.” The three children around the table were
stunned into silence. None could utter a word.
“So here it is then, children,” he pushed a sheaf of papers towards each of them saying,
“Sarah Moore, David Moore and Tracey Moore.” Mary’s eyes glistened with tears. The
children were still motionless. “We know we have done it without asking your permission but
we were not sure whether we would be successful and we did not want to raise your
expectations if it was not going to realise. We can always have it rescinded if you don’t
approve ...” Sarah shot into motion and bolted around the table.
“Not approve? What do you mean if we don’t approve!” Tears streamed down her
face and left a great big wet spot on Carl’s shirt. “Off course we want it ... I mean want you ...
Doctor Carl! Doctor Mary! I am so happy I don’t know what to say!” she shouted.
Cacophony broke out in the Moore kitchen as the children and Mary all started shouting
simultaneously, crying and hugging each other. Tears of joy ran over everyone’s faces. Sarah
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clung to Carl’s neck and cried against his chest. “Doctor Carl, I will never know how to thank
you, ever!” she said.
“Wow! No need to thank me dear, but if you want, you could start by calling me Dad
or Carl, but please, you can now drop the Doctor!”
Mary suddenly stopped and said, “Listen!” she cocked her head. From upstairs, two baby
voices cried in vigorous unison. “There we’ve gone and woke up Elizabeth and Charlotte,”
she ran out of the kitchen, followed by Sarah and Tracey, to see to the two babies.
“I get Lizzie this time!” shouted the taller one of the two girls. Carl looked at Davey
and shook his head. Smiling, he put his arm around the boy’s shoulders and together they left
the house to start a new project in the wood shop.

THE END

